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Preface

I
T may seem an impertinence Aat one who has no personal

experience of the polar regions, whose own field-work in fact

has been in hot and not cold deserts, should write a book
about polar exploration. However, I can claim at least some close

acquaintance with polar afiairs over the past twelve years. In this

book moreover—and I believe die treatment to be relatively

new—I have been more concerned with the evolution of polar

exploration in its historical and social context than with an

analysis of geograplucal achievement or with the development of

polar techniques. And I have been concerned especially with the

motives and impulses—economic, strategic, personal and political

—which have given rise to polar exploration. This has of course

involved working ourivards from the centre, from the hub, of

polar activity in each case, ft has similarly involved an attempt to

weave Arctic and Antarctic into one continuous story instead of

treating each region separately as has generally been done. The
events of the last forty years are an exception and, largely because

of the di^iculty of achieving hbtorical perspective at such close

range, these have been more summarily described, reference

being made only to the main happenings and to some of the

principal influences and trends.

The bibliography at the back ofthe book gives some idea of the

extent of my debt to those on whose published work I have so

much depended. It also contains reference to certain unpublished

material in the possesion of the Royal Geographical Society or of

the Scott Polar Reerch Institute at Cambridge, England. To the

authoritie of both thee ot]^m£ations I am likewise much
indebted for permission to use this.

The opinions expressed in this book are my own. But I must

—

like so many other writers on polar e:tyloration—record my
gratitude to Dr Brian Roberts of the Scott Polar Recarch
Institute for many valuable factual comments at proof stage,

nude out of his encyclopaedic knowledge of polar exploration. I

am abo grateful to Mr G. R. Crone, Librarian and Map Curator

at the Roj-al Geographical Soctrty, for helpful comment on
b
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the introductory Part I, to Mr G S Holland and his col-

leagues at the Royal Geographical Society for their expert

preparation of the maps, and to Misi Frederica Estill for much
assistsiice in the preparation of the manuscript

Finally, I must acknowledge my debt to my wife, not only for

her encouragement and her patience during the writing of a

book done at the cost of a good many leisure hours, but also for

her skill in helping to clarify the final proofs

L P K
Cheisea and Loncmore, 1959



PART ONE

THE AGE OF DISCOVERY



I

Greeks, Norsemen, and Monks

I
T is not surprising that the Age of Aristotle, alight with the

restlessly inquisitive spirit of the Greeks, should have seen the

birth of the first polar e^qolorer: Pytheas, from the Greek
colony of Massilla, the modem Marseilles. Pytheas was more
than a bold adventurer detennined to chance a voyage through

the allegedly haunted seas which lay beyond the limits of the

’Habitable World’ of his time. He was an intellectual, a scien-

tific explorer, a meticulous observer, a skilled navigator learned

in astronomy, and the ingenious inmitor of an instrument, a

‘gnomon*, which enabled him to calculate the latitude of his

native city with extnordmary accuracy for those days.

In origin, the motives of this first polar expedition were, like

those ofmost expeditions to the polar regions tintil the eighteenth

century, primarily economic. When Pytheas sailed about

320 B.C., he sailed in search of the tin which had mysteriously

appeared from time to time in the markets of Massilla, coming,

so tumour stid, south through Gaul from some remote and
unknown northern land. He sailed also, in the interests of his

sponsors, the merchants of the colony, on an attempt to break

the blockade of the Atlantic trade routes which for yean had
been monopolized by Phoenician ships.

Navigating by sun and stan, Pytheas steered his square-sailed

Greek galley out of the sunlit Mediterranean, past the warning
pillan traditionally set up by Hercules (at the Straits of Gibral-

tar), and on through grey and boisterous seas to Brittany and to

Cornwall, the source of tin.

Pytheas is famous in history for his discovery and circumnaviga-

tion of the land of the ‘painted’ Britons. It >vas during his explor-

ation of Britain that he first heard of a land, far to the north,

called Thule. To explore towards the Arctic was no part of his

original mission, but be determined nevertheless to search for

Thule, and after sailing for six days he sighted land; a land, its
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Inhabitants toW him, whidi lay at times on the very edge of a

‘frozen’ or ‘curdled’ sea It >vas evidently an Arctic land,

probably Iceland, for Pytheas pves a very recognizable descrip

tion of the Midnight Sun, and he ^vitnessed there a phenomenon

to which he gives the curious and much disputed name of sea

lung’, a substance neither land nor air nor water which was

impassable to men and boats, a word picture, perhaps, of the

gentle and rhythmical undulation of the ice rising and falling

with the movement of the sea, linked possibly with some

suggestion of the exhalations of the sea mist which so often hangs,

cold and dank, above the ice edge in the Arctic

It has been the sad fate of many polar explorers that their

claims to discovery should have been contemptuously rejected

by later generations In Roman times, the geographer Strabo,

who could not tolerate even the inclusion of Ireland within the

bmits of his definition of the Habitable World, refused to believe

that man could survive so far to the north on the very edge of a

world of ice and he rejected Pytheas’ story as an extravagant

traveller’s tale This first polar discovery thus passed into

oblivion Only in comparatively recent times has Pytheas been
recognized as the first civilized man to travel north as far as the

Arctic Circle

This first contact with the new world of ice and snow was
followed, though not unul the early centuries of the Christian

era, by the discoveries of Irish monks and Norsemen pirates,

seldom the result of deliberate exploration The Irish monks,
descendants of those who had followed St Patrick, were intent
not on adding to geographical knowledge but on the discovery
of remote islands to the north and east of Ireland to which they
might escape from a too gregarious community life to one of
solitude and contemplation Sailing m hide covered coracles or
curraghs, flung about on the tumbling seas, they found refuge
among the western isles of Scotland and from there, driven out
by tbe Norsemen, spread to the Oriaiep, Shetlands and Faroes
Some, hardier and more adventurous seamen, had a more
ambitious plan Living m monasteries round the mouth of the
Shannon, they had seen how each year at the first sign of spring
flock after flock of wild geese migrated northwards to summer
breedmg grounds, and it was probably by following the flight of
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these spectacular and noisy birds that the Irish monks reached

Iceland. When the Norsemen, the Vikings, reached Iceland

about A.D. 870, they found, the Sagas record, monks and
priests, ‘papar’ >vith their ‘bells, books, and croziers’, already

there.

The Norsemen discovered Iceland when the longship of the

Viking chieftain Garda \vas blo%vn westsvards off its course on a

journey from Norway to the Faroes. Discovery led to settlement,

and settlement to colonization, as year after year the Vikings,

making landfall by releasing ravens and other shore-sighting birds,

spread their stone farmsteads and churches over the island. On
these now regular voyages from Norway, the Norsemen experi-

enced all those hazards which were to bewilder and exhaust and
often to destroy the Arctic navigator through the ages; the

impenetrable fogs, the roving menace of ice, the blustering,

freezing squalls and violent storms. On one None voyage twelve

ships, conveying colonists, their wives and children, their cattle,

all their meagre and threadbare possessions, sank out of a fleet

of twenty-five. During one of these storms, in the tenth century

A.D., a Norseman, Gunbjora, was swept past Iceland to within

sight of the Greenland coast.

Gunbjora ’s discovery led to the fint landing on Greenland by
3 Viking chieftain, Eric the Red. He had been outlawed from
Iceland as the result of a blood-feud and appears to have landed

somewhere near the modem An^nagssalik, on the south-east

coast, about a.d. 985. But this coast was (and remained for many
centuries) too barren and icebound for settlement, so the

Norsemen moved round to the west and along the deep fjords

there, so like the fjords of their native Norway. Farms of stone
and peat multiplied as new colonists arrived from Norway and
Iceland, and in a climate much milder than today, they appear to

have flourished. In summer there was deep green grass for the
cattle

; hares and reindeer and foxes were hunted
;
and it was not

long before tbe Norsemen began to trade vvith the ‘Skiaelings’

or Eskimoes, exchanging com and iron from Norway for walrus

ivory and the skins of bear and seal.

It is not easy to elicit from the stark and enigmatic language
of the Sagas the precise extort of Norse exptoraUons in the

Arctic. In their search for new hunting grounds, the Norsemen
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vopged, no doubt, far up the west coast of Greenland Green

land, moreover, was the base for the great None discovery of the

New World, for the epic vopgei to Wmeland and Markland, the

voyages of Bjami Jerjulfsson, of Leif Ericsson (son of Enc the

Red who brought Christianity to Greenland) and Thorfinn

Karlsefhi which earned the high prowed and grotesquely figured

ships of the Vilungj to Baffin Island, to Nova Scotia and labrador,

and even as far south as the coast of Maryland

In A D 1261 the Norse settlements m Greenland became a

crown colony of Norway But already this Arctic prelude was

drawing to a close The milder climate which had enabled farming

to flourish m Iceland and Greenland in the Viking Age began

gradually, and unaccountably, to change The cold returned Ice

closed slowly m over land and sea At the same time, Norwegian

sea power began to deebne m the face of the thrustful competi

Oon of the growing northern seaports of the Hanseatic Leame
Oppressed by the new hanhness of the climate, depnved of the

resources of the mother country, the None famers m Green*

land in A D 134S were excused payment of tithes by the Pope
Ten yean later, alarming (but unwarranted) rumours reached

Norway that In their desoTation they had forsaken Chnstiani^ for

the pagan bebefs of the Eskimoes, and missionaries were sent to

their rescue But the sight of the sails of a ship off Greenland was
now a rare event In 1492, a letter ofPope Alexander VI declared

that the Norse settlers in Greenland were ekmg out a miserable

existence on dried fish and a little milk and that no ship had
reached them from either Norway or Iceland for eighty years

And, mdeed, excavations of the Norse cemetery of Hcrjolfhess m
South Greenland show vividly to what straits the abandoned
Norsemen had been reduced Their bodies, mummified by the
jce, were found to be emaciated, diseased, and deformed by
years of mtermamage Many had obvioialy been the victims of
Eskimo attacks Beneath the ice encasing their rough wooden
coffins were traces of happier days in the form of tree roots and
plants, relics of the warmer climate which their ancestors, the
early colonists, had once enjoyed A few survivors may have lived

on until the early sixteenth century, for about ad 1 5S0 there is

a record of a ship bound for Iceland, but blown off her course,

whose captam landed on one of die small islets or skemes off the
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Greenland coast which the Viking Gunbjom had first seen six

centuries before. Clambering ostr the ruins of an old stone

farmhouse, he came sudden^ upon the body of a Norseman
wearing a hood and cloak of coarse wool and sealskin. This man
was the last of the Norse settlers of Greenland to be seen by a

European.

Iceland and Greenland and the eastern fringes of the Canadian

Arctic were not the only Arctic lands to be discovered by the

Norsemen. About a.d. 8S0, soon after the first Norse settlement

in Iceland, a Viking named Ochtcre, then living in northern

Norway, sailed from Helgoland on a voyage of exploration and
trade in svalrus tusks, round North Cape and eastwards round the

Kola Peninsula into the White Sea. The exploits ofthe Norsemen
of Iceland and Greenland were for generations recited annually at

Scandinavian ‘things' or festivals and were not committed to

tvriting until long after the event. The story of Ochtere’s

vopge, however, with its details of the tribes he encountered

along the north Russian coast, has survived as a contemporary

record because on his return he told It personally to King Alfred

ofEngland, who inserted it in his translation into Anglo-Saxon of
a history of the world which had been written by a Spanish priest,

Oroslus, in the fifth century a.d. There, it replaces the wholly
fabulous description of the ftr North which Orosius had com-
piled. It is the first surviving contemporary record of an Arctic

expedition.

Wbat memory, what knowledge of these early Arctic wander-
ings persisted in later medieval times? To judge by the works of
the schoolmen, of the geographers, the cosmographers and the

historians, writing in Latin, immersed in the intricacies of dusty

argument, the Norse voyages might never have happened. But
these men moved in a world of royal courts and palaces, of

castles and manor-houses, a world of books and of learning

derived from Greece and Rome. They were remote from the

salt smell of the sea and from the talkofseamen, and it was among
the seamen, on the cobbled quays or in the smoky taverns of
a port like Bristol, that the legends of the great Viking voyages

in the Arctic survived.

But knowledge of these earliest Arctic discoveries was not

only a matter of verbal tradition. From the days of Henry HI until
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the fifteenth century, English and Sosttish merchants and ship

owners were constantly m Norway and kept agents there and

contrived to share in the profits of the fisheries off Iceland and

Greenland, especially in whaling an Increasingly profitable luxury

trade since it was the source ol blubber oil for lighting and pro

vided perfume (ambergris) and whalebone for the ladies of the

court There is negative evidence, moreover, that the English

themselves fished and hunted in Greenland waters until the second

quarter of the fifteenth century In AO 1432, for example, m the

reign of Henry VI, when the Scandinavian kingdom estabbshed by

treaty its rights to the Greenland trade, it was stipulated that all

English ships should be excluded from these waters Vmts of the

Bristol fishing fleet in search of cod and herring off Iceland were

also an annual event

What geographical discoveries these fishermen made is un-

recorded There arc, however, two Arctic voyages of the four-

teenth century of which some contemporary record has survived

One was by a young Franciscan minor fnar, Nicholas of Lynn
(mentioned in Chaucer’s Essay on the Astrolabe), fragments of

whose works were preserved by sixteenth century writers

From these it appears that about a o 1360 Nicholas, saibngfrom
Norway, reached a sea, far to the north, which froae in winter,
a land whose Inhabitants were no more than four feet high and
where along the coast timbers of anaent wooden ships and the

rums of ancient homesteads could be seen This strongly suggests

that Nicholas of Lynn reached southern Greenland, met the

Eskimoes and saw vestiges of the old Vikmg settlements there

On his return, he drew up a scheme for the broad geography of
the Arctic The Pole he pictured as glistening black magnetic
rock standing in the midst of a whirlpool, the whole surrounded
by a circle of mountamous lands divided by numerous channek
through which the sea, sucked towards the central whirlpool,
rushed so swiftly that no ship could survive It is by no means
a wholly imaginary scheme ofthe general arrangement of Arctic
Imd and ocean, and it is considerably nearer the truth than some
of the fantastic theories about the geography of the Arctic basin
evolved during the eighteenth and nmeteenth centuries

Another Arctic voyage, r^ted to have been made in the
fourteenth century by two Venetian brothen, Niccolo and
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Amonio Zeno, was published ,vith a map by their descendant in

1S5S. This dubious voyage has a aiu<iue place m 7
not for its alleged dis/overies but for the way

map, a mate o! fact and f.ng^ ™ /“Xp^to a

treZol clast of Norway. Enclosed 'vifu
t

of land lies Iceland and other islands, while

numerous islands are strung about, “"y'"g “ " ^
names. It was disastrous that so much of t i g P

cartography should have been incoyorated m '’e ™P
,

globro?L great Flemish cartogmphet “-““J
in the sixteenth cenmty because these f" ^
accepted as the cartographical basis of

|„jeed have
course of Arctic exploration f™"”’”"*'?' ’T?

, , 55 s of

been very different had it not been for the fabricauons in isae 0

the descendants of the brothers Zeno.
exnloiation

In the fifteenth century, a fresh impulse “Arc

appears, involving a new and *P“‘ *
,

j’ those

for a northern route to “ “in

kingdoms, as they were calM, of y.
j„ert caravans,

imaliued «ealth,irought bach by Marco

had dattled the civiUred European 'vorld of Ac ttome

century. Here, in the vision of Aese lush md

adventurer saw fortune, and govemmen ' Aought
economic ills. For .fitlarroachable
by men of learning (Aougb not by

oa,S^was not a

by sea, for did not the ScripAres Mch ttat Ae »rA wu

globe as Ae Greets believed, but a fiat d.st ^”-*2
In Jerusalem, an earA surrounded

byacontmuousandimp^saW^

ocean which Avided mantiud from PamAse! Seen thus &tl^y

could only be reached by land, and Ae way Ey

mountams and the torrid deserts which “=“0

was barred, and had long since been barred, Ey A
Islam. By the fifteenth cMimry, all this was ehangeAW iu»

of Ae s'phericip of Ae earA by educa«^
events, generally accepted, and m l40y, F
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transformed geographical Oion^t and cosmographical id^

occurred, the translation into LaUn of Ptolemy's Geography

With its lists of longitude and latitude, this provided carto-

graphers with a basis for the fixing ofpositions on the terrestrial

globe Rudimentaiy as navigation was bound to be until the

solution of the problem of longitude in the eighteenth century,

the Age of Discovery by long sea voyages could now begin Wilh

globes in use and charts and maps beginning to take modem
shape, voyages of arcumnavigation round the world (foreseen

by some as early as the fourteenth century) became generally

accepted as being possible and seamen sailing under the nval flags

of Portugal and Spain embarked on a host of great voyages to

east, west and south to seek a sea%»ay to the Onenl To the

south and east, the explorations promoted by Prince Henry the

Navigator and those of Bartholomew Diaz on the west coast of

Afnca led in 1497 to the rounding of the Cape of Good Hope by

Vasco da Gama, a feat already accomplished by Arab seamen,

as some geographers of the time appear to have known Here
was one seaway to Cathay In the west, too, there was hope
There the discovery by Columbus of islands of the so-called West
Indies—temtones in a region wh«re,tt was thought, wealth must
necessarily be created by the life giving rays of a perpetual sun-
suggested that these were outliers of Cathay and that m this

westward direction a way through to Cathay would be found
This hope, however, was short lived The Genoese John Cabot,
from Bnstol, sailed west and north as far as Newfoundland and
Labrador but found no way through Indeed, from Cabot's
voyage and from those of others searching for a western passage
to Cathay « soon appeared that not islands but an entire
continent barred the way

With this westward route thus closed, whatwere the alternatives
confronting the three principal nations engaged at the end of the
fifteenth Century in planning voyages to Cathay? There was the
way south dovm the Atlantic, and thence eastwards round Africa
or westwards (if a way could be found) round the southern
extremity of America Or, as could be seen from the globe,
there ww the possibility of a northern ice infested route, a route
across the summit of the world, but a poor alternative to the
temperate and torrid waters of the South Atlantic These waters
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lay however within the domain of
byX^Tre'lJj'Tf

Jlative mles in their '=’<P>r''r n le to prevent
Tordesillas in 1494; in ume,

split in

a rivalry which seemed likely toW ° ^ ^^u„tily^along
Christendom. A line of demarcation g Ocean was
the meridian through the centre of the

being

agreed, the right to%xploration and discovery on *e w^t be g

^ted to Spain, and on die east to *"Sr
seafaring countries, this division vvas

cxclu^d by this

the merchants and seamen of oAer “
’ Cathav through

joint monopoly, only the northern tou es

^ .Qyj of

the ice and fogs and blizzards of the Arctic,
, .jj^ey

Spain.* an Englishman. RobertThome complained in^ J

sSl ah the lidies and seas occidentals,
-f wa^

sail all the Indies and the seas orientals, so “ ^^scd
of theOrientandthe avayoftheOeciden theyfeve^

the world ... also by way of the gfnorth
discovered by the Spaniards. So ... OoWt Thome
only for to discover. . .

.• For Ertglbhmen ^ j

it was a dismal prospect. For was it not g'"'”''?
the

that the frozen lanhs of the no^. fat f'™ *' ,”

3^ °f the

equinoctial sun which nourished P^f
f wealth? But

totxid zone, could not in themselves o
c or a North-West

awaythroughthemmustbefound.aNorth-Eas northern
Pass^e to £a*ay. It was dins diat tL^XSonth
passage became the dominant motive c

--nturies or more,
and French explorations of the AmUC or

5 Atlantic by
The search for a route to Cathay

.^Jlomtion.
Portugal and Spain led also to another

^ .^/.nneeived not as

towards the search for an Antarctic found

the glaciated, virtually lifeless land whic 1 ^ northwards
m hi hut ss u rich zud Xdoeut,

ryLits;p“D2::5:sphericzi^
ori|„. Aristod. had argued that just as a ““ ^t lu

below the Arctic Pole, so the symmetry and balance mp
^

die concept of the eardi as a XrdiL
habitable zone in the south. In this g °

ilivided hv an
and southern habitable zones were pictured as divide y
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impenetrable bekoffire, Ae belt of die torrid equatonal regions

It was a scheme which found much favour m Roman times, and

Cicero and Pomponius Mela both allude to a southern habitable

zone But to the fathers of the Church, for whom the earth was a

flat disk, It was generally anathema, and St Augustine in particular

objected to the notion that men could thus ‘plant their footsteps

opposite to our feet’ Narerdieless, throughout the Middle

Ages, there were men who, whatever the Church might say,

adhered to the Greek view of the sphericity of the earth, and one

of them in the fourteenth century. Sir John Mandeville, author

of the Travels, echoed the classical argument for an Antarctic

Contment ‘For ye wit well,’ he declared, ‘that they that be

toward the Antarctic, they be straight, feet against feet, of them
that dwell under the Transmonune (the immovable north star)

For all parts of the sea and lands have their opposites, habitable

and trespassable ’

That men could reach this southern or Antarctic habitable

zone seemed at first inconceivable because of the intermediate

torriSregnjns BucefKCiwsMgofckeSqaatorby Lcpa
in die third quarter of the fifteenth century brought the Antarctic

within the realms of human exploration Seamen and merchants,
geographers and governments began then to watch keenly for the

first sight of a ricn and fertile southern continent, and until 1488
when the temperate coasts of south west Africa were navigated
by Bartholomew Diaz, more than once the idea arose that these
might prove to be the northvvard projection of that great southern
contment which the logic of geography demanded

Belief In the existence of a continent adjoining Africa vanished
finally when Vasco da Gama rounded the Cape m 1497
But the soudiem coasts of America had yet to be explored
When Ferduxand Magellan, on his first voyage of circum
navigation, saw in 1522 beyond the strait which bears his name
the land he called ‘Land of Fires’, Tierra del Fuego, he con
eluded, {rom the sound and movement of the sea, that this new
land was an archipelago But die geographers, as so often m the
history of exploration, knew better As the years vvent by, the
legend of a temperate Antarctic continent grew and on maps
such as that of Orontius of 1531 Tierra del Fuego appears as the
northern tip of a continent, ‘Terra australis recenter inrenta sed



*pu„'.

(ISSl),
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nonJum plene co^nita’, separated only by the narrow Strait of

Magellan from the mainland of Soudi America

Until the eighteenth century, die ntaui motive of voyages in the

Arctic was penetration rather than discovery, the search for a

northern passage throu^ the Arctic to the Pacific and the

oriental kingdoms of Cathay fii the Antarctic, discovery was the

aim the discovery of a contuient which, geographers imagined,

would prove no less rich, no less seductive than those kingdoms
of the East which English and Dutch aimed to reach in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by way of the Arctic seas



II

A Northern Passage to Cathay

R
ichard chancellor, a Arctic voyager o e

Elizabethan Age, once explained (to the young sc oo

L^master commissioned to write the story of his adventures)

die reasons which first impelled his countrymen to sea or a

sea route to Cathay.

'At that time,’ he said, 'our merchants perceived the commo-

dities and wares of England to be tn small request ^ ^

countries and people about us, and near unto us, and that ose

merchandises which strangers In the time and memory o our

ancestors did earnestly $e« and desire were now neglected, an

the price thereof abateri, afthotlgh by na carried to h'"’ O'™

ports, and all foreim merchandises In great accomt and their

prices wonderfully raised, certain grave ciUz^ of LoJ'

men of great wisdom and careful for the good of their

began to think with themselves how this mischief might
^

e

remedied. Neither was a remedy (as it then appeared) w^ting

to their desires. For seeing that the wealth of the Spam *n

Portuguese by the discovery and search of new tia es an

countries was marvellously increased, supposing the same to e

a course and mean for them abo to obtain the like, they thereupon

resolved upon a new and strange navigation.
_ . t- i

In such circumstances, the result of a decline in Englan

traditional trade with France and with the Netherlands, e rs

English voyages into the Arctic of the sixteenth centu^, no ess

than those to the New World, can be seen as part of toe genera

expansion of overseas enterprise which wrought such ci^g«*

social, economic, and intellectual, in the pattern of lue m
Elizabethan England. ,, ,

Like the voyages to discover and colonize the New vfoi ,

Arctic voyages were no haphazard, impetuous adventures. “ ®

contrary, they were most carefully planned. The men
^

them included not only the Court, the city companies, toe nen

If
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merchants who were the principal investors of funds, but a highly

efficient group of technical advisers, specialists in economics, m
navigation and in the geography of distant lands, many of whom

were also shrewd men of business Outstanding amongst these

planners was Richard HaVluyt, author of the great collection,

The Ptwapon Tioti^atlorn, Voia^et, and DJicovrrier the English

Nation, whose publication the year after the Armada filled the

minds of Englishmen, young and old, with thoughts of adventure,

and of profit, overseas A perceptne geographer, Hakluyt was

admirably qualified to sift from a great mass of picturesque but

often fictitious travellers’ talcs the geographical and economic

facts essential to his plans for exploration His cousin, Richard

Hakluyt anotherpUnner.wasalawycrandan expert in dyes and oils

and m the woollen goods which were England s principal export

No less Important, in planning the new Arctic voyages, was the

training of seamen in the theory and practice of navigation, in

which England lagged so far behind her rivals, Portugal and Spam
New text books had to be written, new instruments devised

And professionil pilots had to be instructed m the latest navi-

gational developments In this field, the leading adviser was a

brilliant young Welshman John Dec, a maihemaiicUn from
Cambridge who had studied at Louvain with the great European
cosmographera and cartographers, Gemma Prisms and Gerhard
Mercator John Dee became the principal instructor in astro-

nomy and navigation to almost all the Arctic captains and pilots

of his day

The first question confronting the planners, as they studied
their globes (now in general use), was in which direction should
the first expeditions be sent Should they search for a North East
or a North West Passage to Cathay> Until the year 1558 when
the famous map of the Venetian brothers Niccolo and Antonio
Zeno was published, the north cast appeared more hopeful As far

as the North Cape of Norway, the seas were familiar to English
ships and lud been found to be ice free, beyond North Cape,
Russian fishermen were known frequently to sail at least as far as

the River Ob The north east route, moreover, offered some
compensation if an expedition failed to reach Pacific waters
Along It, along the shores of the Old World, 'civill people’,
prospective customers, were known to live, while beyond the
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Ob—if the cartographers who shotved Tartary and Sc^ia joined

to north-east Asia were correct—^diere were possibiuties o ^
even more lucrative trade with the outlying kingdoms o e

To the west, hy contrast, the outlook was less hopeful. John

Cabot from Bristol, probing northwards in 1497 ^
Labrador, found no trace of any passage or strait to Ca ay. or

could the tvTo Basque brothers Miguel and Caspar Corter m
A.D. ISOO find any limit to the northward-stretching coast ol the

American continent. If the discovery by the Breton seaman

Jacques Cartier of the mouth of the St Lavvrence had been ^'7'

when he returned from his vo)agc in 1536, those who argue m
favour of a western route might have been more encourage ,

or

thirty years later when Cartier’s Canadian discoveries n
appeared upon die maps, it looked as if here at l«t was e

opening of a North-West Passage. However, as so often, publi-

cation Ugged far behind geo^aphical discovery. The north-eas ,

therefore, was the direction chosen.
i j u *

The next problem for the planners was finance. They ha a os

o^werful friends at Court and in the CiW, and vrith their he p

‘The Mysterie and Companie of the Marchants Adventuren or

the Discoverie of Regions, Dominions, Islands, and Places

®hnowen’ was established on 12th December 1551, iw rs

Governor being Sebastian Cabot, son of the John Cabot who ha

explored the coast ofLabrador at the end of the previous century.

This Company of Merchant Adventurers became the focus jmd

hub of all die earliest activities directed towards the search lor

a North-East Passage and one of the Company’s first acts vvas to

appoint the leader of their first expedition, and to recruit as s

secoad-in-command a professional QiiefPilot. As Captain- enera

diey chose, according to custom, a distingmshed so er, a

courtier. Sir Hugh Willoughby, who knew nothing of

His second-in-command was a professioiul seaman,^ w r

Chancellor, who was known throughout England as the o e

(l.c. outstanding) man of his time for matters touching e

sea’.

Willoughby, who was to smI in the ‘Admiral of the Fleet ,
e

Booa Esjxranza of 120 tons, had William Gefferson as mast« o!

^ ship, while Chancellor in the Edward Bonarenture earned as
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master a man destined to become famous as an Arctic pilot,

Stephen Borough The third ship of the ArcUc squadron, the

Bona Conjideniia, had a Dutch master, Cornelius Durforth

These men, 'with the merchants who hoped to trade along the

route and in Cathay, and those generally known as ‘the ignorant

and unruly manners’, comprised the expedition

All Willoughby s ships, armed merchant ships, shallow enough

m draught to be able to navigate the great rivers which some

maps showed flowing into the Arctic from central Asia, were

specially strengthened, a sheathing of lead being devised to

protect their bottoms against the attacks of a particularly virulent

and piercing worm which was said to infest the tomd waters off

Cathay It was a precaution characteristic of the robust optimism

with which these Elizabethan seamen, in sailing ships ofa hundred

tons or less, set out on a voyage through the Arctic to the Far

East, along a route heavily encumbered with Jce, obscured

continually by fog and mist, a seaway which was not completely

navigated until late m the nineteenth century

Among the documents of permanent importance to the polar

historian are the instructions given to the leaders of polar

expediuons The instructions drawn up by the Governor of the

Company for the use of Sir Hugh Willoughby (and preserved by
Richard Hakluyt) arc worth recording briefly because they give

not only a vivid picture of what was expected of a sixteenth

century expedition voyaging through Arctic and other unknown
regions, but throw light on some of the problems, internal as well

as external, confronting the leader of an Arctic expedition at

this time One of the great problems, evidently, was the preser-

vation of discipline among the crew, and there are strict

injunctions that ‘no blaspheming of God, or detestable swearing,

be used in any ship, nor communication of ribaldry, filthy tales,

or ungodly talk to be sufferedm the company of any ship, neither

dicmg, carding, tabling nor other devilish game to be frequented,

whereby ensueth not only poverty to the players, but also

stnfe, ranance, brawling, fightmgand oftentimes murder •’

It IS no wonder that not only m the oaths, jurometita, taken

by each man to the Captain General, but throughout the

Instructions, which were to be read aloud each week, ‘unity, love,

conformity, and obedience' are constantly enjoined
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More important, because so revealing of the shrewd and

practical attitude of those who drafted them, are the clauses

laying do^vIx rules of behaviour for the expedition on its arrival

in a new land. The use of force was forbidden except in the last

resort; women above all were to be respected; courtesy com*
bined with caution were to be the watchwords of the landing
parties; and tolerance, especially in religious roatten. ‘If the
people’, Willou^by is told, ‘shall appear gathering of stones,
gold, metal or other like on the sand, your pinnaces may draw
tugh, marking what things they gather, using and playing upon
me drum or such other instruments as may allure them to

rkening, to fantasy, or desire to see and hear your instniments
voices. But keep you out of danger, and show to them no sign

0 rigpur or hostility.’ Only so could these Arctic navi^tors of
me sixteenth century expect to obtain what the Company
^ted, a full account of the new peoples and countries, detailed

dev^^^^
ibout natural resources, and opportunities to

^ warm air of an English summer day,

j Willoughby’s Arctic expedition moved slowly
Deptford. The Court was in residence at

c at the time, and as the ships of the Arctic expedition

onliw , 1 :
excitement. ’The courtiers’, an

RocV:»J t
running out, and the coimnon people

Couadl '"J "P”" >J>' store. The Priey

ra’iro toIw
^

°“'r “u
oF the Court, end the

to hills somd.!?.?,”’™ ? “ '""'t tot the tops of

to sailors ‘shoot
to vratere gave an echo’, and

“ohe thereof One st' T*" “k "”8 “P”
lids fatesveU'w V

“n the poop of the ship, and hy gesture

““tor climbs
' '

’ T*'’' "P°" hatches,

"id another in the t T'’’"
"“dt upon the mainyard,

gendess^Te™L ’“P' gtntlemeTand

""" (to whom tk
to health of ships and

Willonghby‘s\rctic'li'ee?m d”r^' li’’'”'
Sir’^Hugh

Pot Willoolk k
to for the open sea.

toged,„r,i,o|“j*4^^mded in tmgedy. a personal
luch was to darken many another expedition
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foundation of the Muscovy Company for the development of the

highly lucrative Muscovy and Persian trade by way of the

northern Dvina route. And it led three years later to the founda-

tion of the famous port of Archangel. In the realm of Arctic

exploration, however, Chancellor’s voyage added little to

geographical knowledge. Indeed, it carried the search for a

North-East Passage no further than the Viking Ochtere had done
in the days of Alfred the Great.

The search for a North-East Passage was now taken over by the

newly-cstahlished Muscovy Company, and Stephen Borough,

former master of the Edward BoDareoture (Chancellor having been
drowned at sea), was invited to follow up the explorations which
Willoughby and Chancellor had begun. Like Chancellor, under
whom he had ser\'cd, Borough was a professional seaman, an
expert at lus trade, trained in the latest practice of navigation by

Jota Dee. In 1SS6, after a banquet with music and dancing given

at the ‘Sign of the Christopher’ at Gravesend by the aged

Sebastian Cabot, Borough sailed in the Scarchthrifc, a tiny smp,
smaller even than Chancellor’s Edward BaaareDiure. He had better

fortune than Chancellor, and reached as far east as the Kara Sea.

But at its entrance, south of Novaya Zemlya, his way was

blocked by a mass of ice churned up oy the vdnds, an impene*

tnble barrier which was to be the despair of many an expedition

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

For twenty years, the new and imm'ensely profitable trade

with Russia wholly preoccupied the merchants of the City of
London. Nevertheless there were many, among the nobility,

among the landed gentry and in the learned norld, who were
not so concerned tvith immediate gain, men for whom the study

of geography, of cartography, and of navigation had become a

fasionable intellectual pursuit, and who were prepared to

support a further search. In Eliabeth’s reign, however, the

direction of the search was changed. The quest ^va5 now for a

North-West Passage. There were reasons for this change of

policy. On the one hand, the publication in 1558 of the Zenonup
showed Greenland swinging easnards, thus barring the eastern

route; on the other, was the incorporation in the Flemish

gcompher Ortelius’ map of 1564 of Jacques Cartier's discovery

of the mouth of St Lawrence River. The year 1 569 saw a great
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foundation of the Muscovy Company for the development of the

highly lucrative Muscovy and Persian trade by v.'ay of the

northern Dvina route. And it led three years later to the founda-

tion of the famous port of Archangel. In the realm of Arctic

exploration, however. Chancellor’s voyage added little to

geographical knowledge. Indeed, it carried the search for a

North-East Passage no further than the Viking Ochtere had done

in the dap of Alfred the Great.

The search for a North-East Passage was now taken over by the

newly-established Muscovy Company, and Stephen Borough,

former master of the Edfrard Boaarenture (Chancellor having been

drowned at sea), was invited to follow up the explorations which

Willoughby and Chancellor had begun. Like Chancellor, under

whom he had serN'ed, Borough was a professional seaman, an

Xrt at his trade, trained in the latest practice of navigation by

Dee. hi ISS6, after a banquet with music and dancing given

at the 'Sign of Ae Christopher’ at Gravesend by the aged

Sebastian &bot, Borough sailed in the Searchthtift, a tiny ship,

smaller even than Chancellor’s Ediratd BcDareDtute. He had better

fortune than Chancellor, and reached as far east as the Kara Sea.

But at its entrance, south of Novaya Zemlja, his svay was
blocked by a mass of ice churned up by the winds, an impene-
trable barrier which was to be the despair of many an expe^tion
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

For twenty years, the new and immensely profitable trade

with Russia wholly preoccupied the merchants of the City of
London. Nevertheless there were many, among the nobility,

among the landed gentry and in the learned world, who were
not so concerned >vith immediate gain, men for whom the study
of geography, of cartography, and of navigation had become a

fasionable intellectual pursuit, and who were prepared to

support a further search. In Eliiabeth’s reign, however, the
Section of the search was changed. The quest was no>y for a

North-West Passage. There were reasons for this change of
policy. On the one hand, the publication in 1558 of the Zeno map
showed Greenland swiping eastwards, thus barring the eastern

route; on the other, was the incorporation in the Flemish

geompher Ortelius’ map of 1564- of Jacques Cartier’s discovery
of the mouth of St Lavnxnce River. The year 1569 saw a great
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event in the history of man’s mapping of the world the publica

tion of Gerhard Mercator’s world map on the new Mercator

projection This finally decided the direction of the new explora

tions, for It showed in its outline of Arctic geography (which

was all the new projection would permit) not only the start of a

passage to the west but a formidable land barrier to the cast, thus

lending the great weight of Mercator's authority to the fabn-

cations of the Zeno map
For twenty years thereafter Arctic exploration was directed

westwards And in the spring of 1576, Martin Frobisher, a bold

and practised seaman who was to win fame during the Armada,

a man who was the quintessence of the Elizabethan adventuring

spirit, sailed with two pinnaces, each of only twenty tons, on
another Arctic enterpnse Frobisher’s fint landfall was the

southern tip of Greenland, but Greenland being on his maps far

away to the east, he called his new land West Fnezeland,

Identifying it with one of the many islands dotting the Western
Arctic on the Zeno map From Greenland, Frobisher sailed

westwards until he reached a 'Strait' now known as Frobisher

Bay, at the south east end of Baffin Island These are the ‘straits’

or 'streights' to which Richard Hakluyt refers m his account of

Frobisher’s voyage ‘And that land upon his right hand as he
sailed Westward he Judged to be the continent of Asia, and there

to be divided from the firme of America, which lieth upon the

left hand over against the same This place he named after his

name, Frobishers streights
’

As Frobisher and his men approached the coast of this new
Arcuc land, they saw an astonishing sight For, darting out from
the ice bound shore, came a fleet of skin covered canoes, the

‘kayaks’ of the Eskimocs, the first they had ever seen The
appearance of these small men especially excited them With
their pronounced Asiatic, Mongoloid features, surely these,

they thought, must be men from Marco Polo s Cathay As proof

that here was Cathay at last, or at least an outlier of it, an

Eskimo and bis kayak were hauled aboard and were brought back

in triumph to London
Martin Frobisher’s arrival in London with his 'Pyknean' or

‘Strange Man of Cathay caused a considerable sensation ‘And
so’, said a contemporary, ‘they came to London with their ship
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discovered’ He then sailed for Baffin Island and returned with

t>vo hundred tons of the black ore

Frobisher’s third and last voyage to Baffin Island was in 1578,

the year in which Drake, in his ship the Golden Hind, was the

first to round Cape Horn This time it was a colonizing and not

an explonng expedition, the first of its kind in the Canadian

Arctic, and the fifteen ships which sailed from the Port of

London carried miners, settlers, massive planks and timbers,

and a large prefabricated wooden house to establish a mining

settlement in Frobisher Bay But no sooner had they entered the

so called ‘Strait’ than disaster overwhelmed the fleet A storm

arose, sweeping down upon the ships a mass of cbummg, grind

mg, ice floes which sank most of the supply ships and ended the

whole enterprise When the remnants of the fleet, scattered by

Atlantic gales, arrived at a number of different English ports,

they were confronted by another and quite unexpected catas

trophe The famous ore, identified by an unscrupulous Italian

assayer as gold, proved to be worthless iron pyrites The Cathay

Company was bankrupt, Martin Frobisher was disgraced, and his

discoveries, his claims to have found a North West Passage and to

have reached the very frontiers of Cathay, were utterly discrc

dited ‘The passage to Cathay’, commented sourly a contempo*
rary, ‘is left unto us as uncertam as at the beginning, though

thereupon hath followed great charges to the Company ’ Only
from Russia was there any comfort for the disgraced explorer

In January 1579, the Russians protested violently to the English

Government Frobisher’s Eskimo, the ‘Strange Man of Cathay’,

they declared, was none other than a Russian Asiatic subject,

kidnapped by a pack of English adventurers

The bankruptcy of the Cathay Company, in which the Court

and the City of London were heavily mvolved, put an end for some
years to expeditions to the western Arctic The planners now
turned eastwards again, and m 1S80 two sturdy and experienced

English manners, Arthur Pet and Charles Jackman, sailed m the

pinnaces C«r^« and William to try for a North East Passage

But just as Stephen Borou^ had been held up a quarter

of a century earlier, so their way was barred by the same
impenetrable wall of pack ice which loomed up out of the

fog at the entrance of the Sea It was the last English
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attempt to seek a North-&st Passage during the sixteenth

century.

The Frobisher hasco, however, had not robbed the north-west

of all its pratagonisCs, and there were still among geographers and
courtiers men who felt, like Frobisher, that only in the north-

west lay the solution to the problem of Cathay. In IS84 they

obtained from Ae Queen a charter for a new North-West
Company and selected as the leader and chief pilot of Ae new-

enterprise a remarkable man, John Davis. Davis, a splendid

seaman, was a quiet and modest man wiA no pliant flourish to his

name like FrobiAer. But he was by far Ac most accomplished

navigator of his day, ^vjA an intimate knowledge of Ae nesv and
ingenious navigational instruments, of Ae new techniques of

navigation at sea which Ae Age of Discovery had compelled

Ae English to invent. Moreover, in providing Ae first detailed

descriptions of Eskimo life in Greenland, he shows a power
of acute and meticulous observation, a capacity for vivid descrip-

tion, which in polar literature are hard to matA.
Frobisher, it will be recalled, had been optimistic about Ae

prospects for e.Yploration in Greenland (West Friezeland, or

‘West England’, as he called It), and Davis, on his first voyage

in Ae Moonshine and Ae Suojfiioe in 1585, determined on a

systematic exploration of Ae coasts. He landed first in souA-
west Greenland, near Ae modem Godthaab in Gilbert Sound,

Aen sailed across Davis Strait to Cumberland Sound in Bafiln

Island, norA of Frobisher’s ‘Strait’, or bay. The following year,

1586, Davis divided up his four ships for simultaneous voyages

along Ae eastern and western coasts, but Ac souA-east coast,

against wbiA Ae pack ice is swept and massed by souAward-
flowing cold currents from Ae Arctic Sea, presented a formidable

and frightening sigfit. ‘The loaAsome view of Ae shore and Ae
irksome view of Ae ice’, Davis wrote, ‘was such as to breed
strange conceits among us, so Aat -we supposed Ae place to be
wast and voyd of any sensible or vegetable creatures whereupon
I called Ae same Desolation. . . Tbe east coast of Greenland,
indeed, as many later expeditions were to find, proved boA
desolate and unapproachable and Ae two ships working Acre
Were forced by eastward-brarajiing currents over towards Ae
coasts of Iceland. Davis, meanwhile, after failing to land on Ae
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souAemmost promontory of Greenland (called, in

memorahon of escape from shipwreck. Cape Farewell, no p

Farvel), made for his old anchorage on the south west coast,

GilbertSound The Eskimoes,Tcmembenng the musicand dancing

with which Davis’ sailors had delighted them the previous year,

welcomed the Englishmen enthusiastically They were,

found, a gay and simple but also a mischievous and thievun

people, who cut the ships’ cables and stole the Moonsnloe i

boat and pilfered, like jackdaws, anything m sight Davis made

some cunous discoveries m Greenland Lake Frobisher, he saw

many relics of trade with Europe, iron objectswhich the Eskimoes

greatly prized, and was shown ‘a grave with divers buned m it,

only covered with sealskins having a cross laid over them ,
the

grave of a Vikmg colonist, or of some Eskimo family converted

by the Norsemen to Christianity

Davis took careful note of all he saw m south western Green

land, of the trees, fir, spruce, and juniper, birch and willow, of

the great swarms of seals wallowingm the sea or basking sleepily

in me sunshine on the islands on the coast He ejcplored the

deeply cut fjords along which the Vilung colonists had built their

farms, fjords so numerous, penetrating so far to the east, that he

thought the land must he ‘a great number of islands standing

together’ Inland, along this western coast in summer, he found

*a plain champaign country, with earth and grass, such as our

moory and waste grounds of England are but found nothing,

nor saw anything, save onely gnpes, ravens, and small birds, as

larkes and linnets
’

John Davis, on his retom, was optimistic about prospects for

the discovery of a North West Passage On 3rd October 158S he

wrote to Mr Secretary Waisingham ‘Right honorable most

dutyfiilly craving pardon for this my rashe boldness
,
I am hereby,

according to my duty, to si^yfy unto yor honor that the north

west passage is a matter nothii^ doubtfull, but at any tyme
almost to be passed, the sea navigable, voyd of yse, the ayre

tollerable, and the waters very depe * It was therefore with high

hopes that m 1586 and 1587 he made two further voyages west-

wards from Greenland, venturing northwards on one occasion

into die unexplored waters of Baffin Bay to which a great English

explorer of the early sevcntecadi century was to give his name
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Dutcli and English Rivalry in

the Arctic

T
owards the end of the sixteenth century, the Dutch,

bold and adventurous seamen, resourceful merchants s

opulent that the wealth of their great trading cities,

Antwerp and Amsterdam, had made the Netherlands

treasury of their Spanish overlords, emerged as nvals ®

English in the search for an Arctic route to Cathay SinceW
when the English Muscovy Company was established, tnc

merchants of the Netherlands had looked with growing enw at

the riches flowing into the coffers of the City of London

Russia and lands further east But to the Dutch as to the Eng is

the kingdoms of Cathay were closed, barred by the Spanish-

Portuguese monopoly of the South Atlantic routes So they too

began to look to the north, for a north east sea or land passa^

Asia, which might also enable them to share m the intermediate

Russian trade

In 1565, on the eve of the great revolt which was to liberate

the Netherlands from Spam and lead, under William of Nassau,

Prince of Orange, to the nse of the Dutch Republic, a Dutch

White Sea Trading Company was formed under an enterprising

manager, Oliver Brunei Brunei had already established a Dutch

trading post on the Kola Pemnsula (Kol’skiy Poluostrov), and

with Russian fishermen, whose contributions to Arctic explora-

tion were probably far more extensive than has ever been

recorded, had not only reached the islands of Novaya Zemlya

which enfold the Kara Sea but after a remarkable eastward

journey overland had travelled as far east as the River Ob In an

attempt on the North East Passage, however, Brunei in 1 584 did

no better than the Englishmen, Pet and Jackman, being forced

back, bke them, by the ice bamer at the entrance to the Kara

Sea Nevertheless, he had hi^ hopes and raised support for
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another attempt, sponsored diis time by the rich merchants of
Amsterdam, in commerce and sea-power the leading city of a

Holland now supreme among the seven small republics federated

by the Union of Utrecht of 1579.

The outstanding figure in this first Dutch Arctic enteiprise

was, however, not Brunei but Willem Barents, the chief pilot on
three successive voyages

;
voyages (according to Gerrit de Veer's

account, published in England in 1609) ‘so strange and wonderful
that the like hath never been heard of before; done and per-

formed in three years, one after another by ships of Holland and
Zeeland . . . towards the kingdoms of Catluia and China. . .

Barents sailed vvith four ships in 1594, carrying vvith him
(through the good offices of Richard Hakluyt, the English

geographer) a Dutch translation of Pet and Jackman’s log with
its teirifjing description of the great ice barrier stretching across

the entrance to the Kara Sea. Because of this, no doubt, he made
first hr Novaya Zemlw, hoping to find an alternative svay into

the Kara Sea by rouncwg its northern point. All the way up the

Western coast ne located the most prominent features of the land

with remarkable accuracy. But on reaching the northern limit,

he ^vas held up by the pack which lay for miles ahead 'as if it had
been a plain field of ice'. Barents then returned by the same
route, noting on his vvay the channel, Matochkin Shar, which
divides Novaya Zemlya in t^vo, to find to his astonishment that

his other ships had not only penetrated the dreaded Kara Strait

but bad actually entered and found completely free from ice the
Kara Sea. This was a great stride forward in the navigation of a

North-East Passage—it was not bettered until the nineteenth

century—and indeed the Dutch if they had pressed fonvard
might well, in the favourable ice conditions then existing, have
reached the Bering Strait. Instead, they stopped. Greatly elated

by their breaching of the notorious Kara Strait and further

encouraged by a meeting witb Russian fishermen who claimed
that they nude easy and frequent voyages along the coast as far

the mouth of the Yenesey Riwr, they decided to return at

once to Amsterdam with the great news that a way through to

the East had been found.
The Dutch Government itself launched the next expedition

v-htch sailed In 1595 with a fleet of seven ships. But it was a bad
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jce year, and rather than nsk their ships in a fre*

Kara Strait, the Dutch fleet returned to Amsterdam

of the United Provinces were too discouraged to ventu ^
hut they let it he known that if any town corporaUow or

chants were prepared to put up funds for anoAer \ ’ r ,

Government would offer a handsome reward to the r

passage It was a sufficient inducement to die mere

Lsterdam, and in 1596 a third Dutch expedition sailed

Ume with only two ships The leader was Jacob van ’

a landsman, a man, like Willoughby, of noble birth Wi

went Barents, m Richard Chancellor’s role, as chief pi o o

There was no reason this time why the Dutch should

anticipated by nearly three hundred years the navigatiiyi o

North East Passage But the pilots of the fleet disagreed Some,

like Barents, emboldenedby earlier success, urged a fresh

across the Kara Sea But others were sull fearful of ice nsKS

the Kara Strait and m the end instead of making for the wren

Sea they veered away to the north, aiming to reach Novaya

Zemlya by a more northerly route than the previous expeditions

There was, however, some reward for this unduly cautious

decision These were seas never before explored and u they

contributed nothing to the problem of a North East Passage they

yielded important discoveries Early in June 1596 the Dutch savv

the Erst ice floes m these new waters floating, in the words o

Gemt de Veer, like white swans on the surface of the sea, a sea

so green that they thought they must be nearing Greenland On

9th June Bear Island was discovered, a small snow covered islan

so called from the Dutchmen's battle with a great white bear

which they slaughtered with muskets, halberds and hatchets

Ten days later, still sailmg northwards through the ice, they

came upon the first of a group of islands pinnacled with ice which

they called Spitsbergen, and coastuig along the western ice-

bound shores to beyond 80^ of north latitude, they reached the

most northerly point yet reached by man These were desolate

lands But, in the seas around them, seab, walrus and whales

abounded, maritime wealdi whidi soon was to provoke fierce

rivalry, amounting even to open warfare, between English and

Dutch whalers and sealers, each nation, and others too, Arctic
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As they sat close around the fire, Gernt de Veer

froic ihmd our backs, and wore .11 whiles the

lucd to bo as they como Into tho ptos of the town In Holinta

with their sledges, iftor travolhng .11 night
'

By the Now Year, scurvy had sot In and ono roan had alro.o

died But there was still no pale gleam from the Arctic sun

prcsanc the coming of spring, no lessening of the Ice w iic

piled high round the ship *as If there had been svhole towns

of ice, with io«crs and bulwarhs round them’ Barents * * S

had been convinced that ihcir only hope lay in a boat journey

to the nearest mainland, the Kola Peninsula, sixteen nun re

miles away, and m mid June they determined to take
J'*

Loading llie ship's boats with all the cargo they coul o i

including the cloth, the linen and rich velvets destined o

Cathay, the Dutchmen then set out, rowing, sailing throug

heavy seas dragging the overbslen boats from one

to another over hummocky and precipitous icc until they W
completed a remarkable journey to the Kola Peninsula But they

arrived without Willem Barents who was not only the piw

but the dominant personality in these great Dutch ?

the sixteenth century He had died of cold and exposure while

still within sight of Icc Haven, the scene of this first Arctic

wintering

Nearly three hundred years later, there was a cunous sequel to

the Barents expedition Intheeightcen seventies, someNorweglan

sealers, rounding Novaya Zemlya, pul into Ice Haven and there,

still standing they found the balks and timbers of Willem

Barents’ winter house Its contents had been scattered far and

wide by generations of marauding bears, but digging amidst

the rocks and melting snow ihcy found copper pans, swords,

gun barrels flutes and drumsticks, and the remains of the Dutch

chiming clock Among the charts and books still recognizable

was a copy of the Dutch translation of Pet and Jackman's log

which Barents had obtained from Richard Hakluyt, and among
the other discoveries which bnng to life this sixteenth century

Arctic expedition was an old sea chest In this, frozen together in

the ice, were prints and copper engravings depicting in elaborate

Renaissance style classical scenes such as Pallas, Juno, and Venus
in the presence of Pans, and biblical events such as the meeting
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Greenland towards the end of the fourteenth century Never

theless, though Hudson sighted the east coast of Greenland more

thanonce dunnghu exploration ofthe waters west of Spitsbergen,

each sighting he identified with one of those numerous is

which had decorated the western Arctic on the Zeno map

On ISth September 1607 Henry Hudson returned to

‘Tilbene Hope in the Thames* His employers, certainc

worshipFull merchants of London*, were not too disappointe ,

for he had advanced northwards further than any man before him

and had, moreover, confirmed Barents’s reports of the n

fisheries waitmg to be exploited m the waters aroimd Spitsbergen

and Bear Island They had reason enough, therefore, to support

another voyage, a voyage this time further to the east, m the

waten explored by the Dutch north and east of Novaya Zeinlya

Its mam object was to achieve what the Dutch had failed to

achieve the luvigation of a North East Passage ,

For this voyage, m the Hopmell, Henry Hudson had choice of

three possible routes into the Kara Sea by way of the north of

Novaya Zemlya, past Barents’s old winter Quartern at Ice HaY«»
by the channel called Matochkm Shar wnich, as Barents dis

covered, separates the two islands of Novaya Zemlya, or

finally, by way of the Vai^di Strait, which, hite the adjacent

Kara Strait, leads directly mto the Kara Sea from the west But
by none of these did he succeed Between Spitsbergen and
Novaya Zemlya, even in June, Hudson found (as Barents bad
ic^d) that the sea was a mass of ice stretching to the horuon

narrow channel dividing Novaya Zemlya he missed entirely

1

Vaigach Strait, Hudson was in favour, but the crew,
led by Hudson’s new mate, a sly elderly man by the name of
Robert Juet, resolutely refused The mcident is important only

provides the first evidence of a fatal weakness m
'v * ^hstacter, a weakness m leadership which was to end
m his dtoth Mutiny, not the ice of the Kara or Vaigach strait,
forced Huion to bnng the HofweH back to England

Hudsons failure discoura^ the Muscovy Company from
supporti^ another venture, and he sought employment else

France, then with his old employers the Dutch

,
0 newly established East India Company of the Chamber of

Amsterdam With them, on ihe 8di Janmuy 1609, he si^ed a
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crew He then turned south to James Bay and the mouth of Ae

Rupert Rvver It was now November, too late to turn back, lor

'the nights were long and cold, and die earth covered with snow ,

and his ship was soon frozen in, beset for the wmter Already

Hudson's men had witnessed omens of approachmg disaster a

savage sacrifice of ‘fowles hang^ by tbe neck’ on Digges Islarm, a

thunderstorm which broke over tbe jagged cliffs as they landed,

scattering the slowly encircling sea birds During the winter, the

carpenter died, scurvy broke out, supplies, it became tragically

clear, could not last the homeward voyage, and by June when

at last Discoreiy weighed anchor, suspicion, mistrust, accusations

of hoarding food, led inexorably to the final tragedy, the

marooning of Hudson, his son and five loyal men, without food,

without weapons, at davm off Charlton Island

Tbe mutineers had been led by Robert Juet, mate of the

HoptwiU, and Abakuk Prickelt, servant of Sir Dudley Digges,

author of The Cireum/ereiKe ^ tbe Earth ci a Treatise oj the North*

West fassage, a patron of Hudson’s expedition On their return

they were brought before the Masters of Trinity House and the

High Court of the Admiralty to answer for their crime, and were

saved from the gallows only because of their foresight in bnr^ng
back Hudson’s charts which recorded the great discoveries ofthe
man whom they had so callously condemned to death Some
where along the north western shores of Hudson Bay, they

maintained, ‘by a great flood or billow’ which swept m from that

direction, lay the entrance to the North West Passage Their

arguments were so convinang their optimism so infectious, that

the mutiny on the Discortijr was forgotten, and m 1612 a new
expedition under Sir Thomas Button, consisting of the Discore^
and another ship the Resolution, was launched by the Governor
and Company of the Merchants of London, Discoverers of the
North West Passage Its object was ‘to search and find out a
passage by the north west of America to the Sea Sur, commonly
called the South Sea' ByJot, mate of the Discorery under Hudson,
was the chief pilot of the new venture, and m the course of
two voyages, in 1612 and in 16IS, Button explored the western
shores of Hudson Bay as far north as Southampton Island

Sir Thomas Button was fisllowed four years later by Jens
Munck, a Dane, who wintered where the town of Churchill now
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Discovery which Hudson had navigated into Hudson

mate was Bylot, one of the mutineers, a man who, ^hate

part in the murder of Hudson may have been, appears

played an important part In a number of these Ar^ic expe i

Keepingto the Greenland side of Davis Strait, Bafhnanc or

Dijco^erj near the present Danish sUtion of Upenuvi ,

then forced his ship, of only fifty tons, northwards throug

pack to Melville Bay and beyond to where the Umted Sta es

base of Thule now stands In this region and westwar ,

Thomas Smith’s Sound—through which many American an

British expeditions were to approach the Pole in the mncteen

century
—

‘Sir Francis Jones his Sound’, and Sir James Lanc^ er

Sound were all discovered by Baffin on this one voyage, the w

two leading, if he had but known it, westwards through t e

Canadian Arctic archipelago to the open waters of the Bea o

Sea Near Smith Sound, Baffin noted the greatest variation m ®

compass known at that time, and must then have been m ®

viciruw of the ever shifting North Ma^elic Pole ,

Baffuv returned to England in August 1616, with news o

discoveries which were greater m extent and importance than

any in this part of the Arctic until the nineteenth century

But unsupported by maps or journals, it was not long before

they were discredited or forgotten Neither Smith Sound, not

Lancaster Sound, nor Jones Sound, nor even Baffin Bay, appears

on the maps of the Arctic which were published in England after

the Napoleomc Wars
, maps which were to serve as the basis for

the great revival of British naval exploration m the Arctic m the

first quarter of the mneteenth century
No further progress in the luvigation of the North East Passage

was made during the seventeenth century, nor any attempts

beyond a futile and farcical expedition led by two drunken
Englishmen, Wood and Flawes, in 1676 This served only to

discourage further effort In the eighteenth century, however,

Arctic explorations were renewed, though less by Enghsh or

Dutch ships than by the new Imperial Navy of Peter the Great,

Tzar of the expanding empire of Russia
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Arctic and Antarctic; The Age

of Strategy and Exploration

B
y the end of the seventeenth

^i^rds, along

Arctic geography had begun to

^ P
^ j reached,

(the desolate north Russi^^hE^fAfT^^rs Sea, the

the Dutch had entered, the Kara
Zemlva had been

western coasts of the twin islands o
_ Bear Island,

reconnoitred while, further ?'
, coasts and

Jan Mayen island had all been ^“f^T^L^veen Dutch andEngUsh
inthewatersaroundthemagreatm’a ry

, broken out.

in the slaughter of whales, seals, ^ . y„v Jaiowledge con-

West of tSese

tinned to be greatly confused by the i

jjorsemen called

the southemVrts of the land-^s »>“'>'

,

Prieze-

Greenland (the English, misled by *e ^ r. Along

land orW«t England) had f Ae dLoverer of

the southern coasts of Greenland, J
«.-matic explorations.

Davis Strait, svas the first to attempt some 53^ neriod, however,

The most spectacular ad'^ance dunr^
ritEpeastcmfrontiers

wasintheCanakianArctic.Uere.notcn^had^^^^^

of modem Canada (Labrador and
, j Vv Davis, had been

defined, but Hudson Strait, first detec e
y of an open sea.

found by Hudson to lead into the broa w
i,ooe to those

This discovery, in reality Hudson Passage. More

searching for an entrance to a ivo
,.vT>loration was

relevant, however, to the future o P°
. of Baffin

William Baffin’s discovery, nordi of the
^ These, when

Bay and of the three large soun^ leadmg ‘
jq pro-

they were redUcovered in the nineteen “ ^gand the Pole.

vide routes of access both to die North- e
miilds and

These maritime expeditions, launched by memh

city companies seeki^ a trade route through the A
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rich onental kingdoms bordering the Pacific Ocean,

the only Arctic ventures during the seventeenth centu^

discoveries, though unrecorded, must have been made y
®

whalers which followed m the wake of these Arctic expedi ons

Meanwhile, on land, the men of the Hudson’s Bay

trappers and hunters, guides and voyageurs, who lived ° ®

country and were learmng from the Dkimo and the

best to travel and survive, had already started, as they laid ®

foundations of a great fur industry, to push the Canadian frontiers

towards the norSi ,

The Antarctic, of which little has so far been said, renuine

throughout the seventeenth century m the realm of academ c

argument and speculation about the existence of a ftrti e

southern continent Each new discovery, every rumour of new

lands in the southern oceans, was hailed as confirmation of a

that the geographers had predicted When the Solomon 1*1^
*

-endowed, their discoverers ituisted, with all the wealth o

Solomon—were discovered by the Spaniard Alvaro de Mend^
and hi! Portuguese pilot Pedro Fernandez de Quires m 1 S68 ,

they were at once identified as outliers of some continental E

Dorado, projecting northwards into the Pacific from a central

position round the Anurctic Pole Not only the Solomon
Islands, hut the Carolines and Mananas, the New Hebrides, the

^Y*l'*®*** discovered by Mendana and Quiros m 1595

and 1 60S, all these were thought to presage a neighbouring

j
™ which might at any moment emerge

Indirectly, the Solomon Islands made at least a negative contri
utioa to the problem, though it went quite unheeded at the

time When the news of Mendana’s discovery reached the cm
world Sir Richard Grenville and a group of enterprising

«t ountry gentlemen m England, with the discreet approval
support of their Queen, were laying the first plans to break

into Spanish preserves in the Pacific and along the prohibited

Cathay Their ambiuon was to sail

2 ® Strait of Magellan and op the west coast of America

nn J
* » North West Passage, and they

,^fn j
programme another proiect, ‘the discovery,

all
The Queen’s Majesty and her subjects, of

y lands, islands and countries southwards beyond the
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e^uinocdal. to where 4e Pole AnMClc ha* -7 'I'""™

above *e horiron’. These plaos, imJe P™>>aMy m 1573

Aoeght, like so many of *e plans for Eloabeto

to hL been the work of *e cooste Hakluyt. As far as

Grenville was concerned, they proved

withholding her permission because of temporarily

relations wi* Spate. Four years later, however, when relation

worsened once agate, *ese same plans

Drake’s great vopge of cirounnavigation of 'Sy'-bo.

Emerlng fro4 Magellm’s Soait-where his step *e M on

was renamed the Goldeo Hiad—Drake home away ^ I

winds to the south of Cape Horn and into the passage,

Passage, which bears his name. Of Magellan's ^^^ipelago o the

north of him, Drake wote: ‘The uttermost “Pf
®

all these ilands stans neere in 56*^ without which ere

maine or Hand to be scene to the southwards, b“t that th

Atlandcke Ocean and the South Sea meete in a most large

free scope,' With this one sUtcmeni, Drake dispose
,

fashionable theory, namely that a southern conunen * 1 ..

South America. Nevertheless, as was the case wi
,

<

when he rejected the notion that "IlerTa del Fuego was ^ .

a southern continent, the geographers, not the seamen,

believed, and two hundred years Uter geographers

speculating about the existence of a fertile southern

stretclm^ northwards into the temperate zone; \
which persbted despite the claims of seamen, riota y

English buccaneers Bartholcmew Sharpe, Ambrose
^ ^

Edward Davis and William Dampier, who roamed freely in

southern waters during the seventeenth century, at ° °

their voyages they had suled their ships where contmen

was plainly marked on the map.

^^^le geographers were debating these extravagant no o ,

some truly Antarctic discoveries were probably being rna •

Dirck Gerritz of the Dutch East India Company, who it is

saw in 1S99 the snow-clad mountains of a continent in 6+ o.,

wiay, though it is very doubtful, have been the first to

on peaks of the South Shetland Islands, which lie south ol Uraxe

Passage and Cape Horn. In 167S, probably, a merchant captain,

Antonio de la Rochi, first saw the coasts of South Georgia, an
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bW oflm ™ng'y suppo«a to tu.o

ctotontt »,l,er by .be Porb-Eutot
b, A,f„„g

:±"”;^:rfoS:;sSbo

risrfbo'”^cii:uru.:^
late in the eiphleenth century ^ ,n the

Such, broadly spealmg. «aa
J^nleenih

Arctic tod Antttctic rcEions »t Ac cod of Ac

centurv With the opening of the new century,

ioHockc efnew poblictl to§ ttrttcgic »oJit|0o. tnd lo

to ocw lotcllcctotl. new toci.l tod new

mcob, not only Ac oiotncs bnt Ac nrcAoJ. of poltr e«p
^

ehinged Sptin tt Ac domintnt imKtiil

Engltnd’s pnncipiV commercial nral, had faded

Eofopcan aceoc, Vo be replaced by France Ac F""''

f

XIV, determined not only to succeed to Ac former po

Spam, but to esttblisb an esen more eatensive and more to™

ficent maritime, colonial and commercial empire Dunng

long senes of Anglo FrenA wars-Ae War of Ac Austrim

Succession, Ac Seven Years' War. Ac American War ol

Independence—which were waged continuously "

eighfeenth century, the Arctic and sub Arctic lands o[ l-aiuua.

the trade routes across the southern ocean, even the prospcc

colonial gains in the as yet undiscovered southern .

played some part in the rnaritime and colonial strategy o c

great powcjs

In this period of strategic exploration, Arctic territory

also involved in another direction, when Peter the Great,

of Russia (1682-1725), launched into Asia the first of a scri« o

grandiose national projects for colonial expansion and deve op

ment These led m tune to a spread of Russian settlements sou

of Bering Strait and along the Asian coast To a Tzar so eager o

emulate, indeed to eclipse, the exploratory achievements o t e

West, who was, moreover, the founder of the Russian Navy, t e

hscovery and navigation of a North East Passage was in itse a

sufficient challenge and inducement to display, for the admiration

of the West, Russian prowess in exploration and Russian techni

cal skill But as her remote Pacific settlements grew and spread.
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fte Norft-Eas. Pas»E= pin=d for Rmm a ne«

more urgent significance as a possible rou e y
.

|j

coloniesld traSng posts might be sustained

than by the long 5id >vearisome taravan journeys through the

forests and across the endless Siberian plains.

m,„ewco„ce™cfEOvan.„>c„.,vUh«fc^^This new concern of governments wim c_ in

to someW ckmges in organintion. In Holtad m E g ,

o.,..:, .dX.nees toivards the fur and sealing
Russia too in her first advances towaras ““

j
.S

frontiers of Siberia, expeditions of discovery had been

by private groups and corporations, merchant a senur
,

vessels and seamen for purposes of private pm.
•

, .. , e_ larffelvaninstru-
ressels and seamen lor purpose w*

exploration became, in the eighteenth centuiy, arge y . .

ment of policy, it became the task of the ships an me
ment oi policy, it became me lasK ui vi*--

. p
national British. French, and Russian

this use of the Navy in polar exploration bewme '
.vTii.di-

establUhed practice. From the time of Cook to the rs P

tions of Robert Falcon Scott early In the nventleth centu^.

officers of the Royal Navy played a dominant—some have g •

a too exclusive—role in the organization and conduct of p

The most striking Innovation, however, during the

1 . ® . .,..1, modern form. %vas
inemost stnKing innovauon, -t,-

century, when science began to approach its modem fo ,

the injection into polar exploration of a scientific motive,

eighteenth century saw the be^nning of scientific exp ora ion,

and James Cook, who in the course of his three great aci

and Antarctic voyages was to build for Britain a n^v mantim

and commercial empire greater than the world had ever

''as the first to show how effectively science and strategy cou

be blended. In the development of scientific exploration.^e
new

national academies of science which sprang up in g an ,

France, and Russia late in the seventeenth and early in the eig

teenth century played an exceedingly important part as advisers

of governments in all scientific matters. The foundation by roya

charter of the Ropl Society in England in 1660 was followed m
1666 by the foundation of the Academic des Sciences. But

Russia, for centuries isolated in medieval darkness, remained

'mtouched by this new national concern with scientific stu les

witil, in 1697 and 1717, Peter the Great, the first

'“peror to travel outside Russia, came to consult (so that he
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mmiitr’s needs, the solution

the choice of ships, the most edspted for

use by Cook of 'Wp^
a„es to the motivK of

expiration. There are, mdee
, choice of ships,

exploring expeditions more rev
* cargo ships large

Tthe sLeLth end '““"“id^tr the Arctic

enough to carry bulky merchm
_*nturv a century of war,

voyages to Cathay. In the e'S^^f^^T^tithTwtegic operations,

when exploration was ^ ® Kowever, in the second half

warships were in general use. exploration began

of the century the first voyage
^^tnplv Small hut robust,

under Cook, he chose Ws ships
^Ic not only of

roomy hut of shallow draught, th^ J working

withstanding the strain of Tong ocean voy^ ^^^h-

along unknown coasts close ‘whoi^. * Cook was able

country colliers of three hundred t
^tarctica.

A- .k. fi«t Kvdroffraphic surveys m ^„«h,rv.

was trie steaay gnj’r.u^ - r— , T.^Ajon Follosving me puwA--

tended to mould its coune Ywoge around tlij

tion of the pirate William
P^J^^^ J^orks Siut travel md

WcU in 1697-^ hctwcllcr m IB
Ecology to

exploration came second only
, ^ became especiaUy

^polarity, and this 7“i'“^“„*“„tury when with *'

marked towards the end d lh«
6 p^eatest age of geographical

voyages of Cook there OP'”'^ '» E”?'”"' ‘'.T
exploration since the Age o

. foundation of pnva e

Stored in a number of „* as the Llmieau

societies to promote travel an ^ m 1788 for the support of

Society and the through the spread to the

botanical journeys and
'•)ib„ries: and through toe

provinces of newspapers imd le” ĝ 1 volumes with

LbllcaUon not only of
“^^braries of their conn^

Uich toe wealtoy
*'

“I" „ toe case of G W.

houses, hut of tocTP™'™
of 1784, of works in cheap

AndcDon’a edition of Cook s Ko/oa"

periodical parts
. ,1„ iiteiature of

exploration were
^

included in this growingpopuUr liteia
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might rival) the scientists and technologists of the West It was

not, however, unbi 172S, the year of his death, that the Imp^sl

Academy of Sciences was founded, not only to promote studies

in the physical and natural sciences but to promote the active

exploration of the vast resources of Russia's new and expanding

temtones
In the remarkable advance of science which the eighteenth

century witnessed, an advance which was now for the first time

to influence polar explorabon, no branch (except chemistry)

developed more rapidly than the study of magnetism Magnebc

studies had been given a new and qmte revolutionary aspect a

century before when William Gilbert published in 1600 his great

discovery that the earth lUelfwas a globular magnet This m turn

led to the demandfor the formulation ofgeneral laws or pnnciples

which could, It was apparent, only be deduced from an analysis

of widespread, co-ordinated, and simultaneous observabons of

magnebc vanabon and magnetic dip These magnetic discoveries

greatly stimulated scientific explorabon, and m 1699 a Bnbsh
naval expedition, the first scientific expedibon to leave English

shores sailed in His Majesty’s ship, the pink Paramour This was

^d-plisastrously as it turned out—by a landsman, Edmund
Halley, the Astronomer Royal, who was rashly placed m com
man of me ship by the Admiralty It produced from observa
ions m t e South Atlantic the first map of magnetic vanabon
o owing this precedent the recording of magnetic observations
unng t e eighteenth and nineteenth centuries became a

pnmary duty of naval expeditions

Coloring voyages so charactensbc of the eighteenth

ad
^ could never have been achieved without considerable

m bygiene, m navi^bon (of which magnetic studies

, , 1 V “rdm the choice of ships In hygiene, the most
notoble development since the introducbonm 1601 of fruit juice

Treat!
publication m I7S3 of James Lind’s

V cury I'^r'avjption, the invenbon ofJohn Hadley’s

bv sextant) in 1731 , the publicabon

notablw fV
^ ^ 1767 of the first nautical almanac, and

mmaruvr m 1762 of John Harrison’s chronometer.

advanrp«
^ accurate for its day, these were the pnncipal

. each m turn contnbuting to the greatest of all the
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beteeen 161S and 1617, the Danish expedition to Churchill

River in 1619-20, and the expediUons ten years later of Captain

Thomas James and Captain Luke Foxe, sponsored respectively

by the merchants of Bristol and of London, have already been

mentioned. Geographically perhaps they made no great advances,

but they were imporunt because they built up among English

seamen a traditional skill in Arctic navigation. In the second half

of the seventeenth century, to the motives behind these voyages

—trade, strategy, discovery—there was added the new and grow-

ing concern with science, stimulated in Britain by the new

Boyal Society, whose Fellows had from the start shown an

increasing concern with Arctic phenomena and observations

and with the problems of Arctic navi^tion. During these and

subsequent years, however, trade probably remained the most

powerful motive. It was, it is true, often viewed by the colonists

and the Company on one side and by the Goverrunent on the

other in a very different light, the colonists and the Company
being concerned with profit, the Government rather with trade

as a weapon of strategic and commercial expansion. Nevertheless,

to both sides it was of the highest importance, for the fur trade

''as to the northern colonists what the tobacco trade was to the

colonists in the southern parts of the United States
;
it provided

the means, the ‘cash-crop’, with which the manufactured goods
of the mother-country could be purchased.
The routes by which this trade should be conducted had an

important bearing on the prospect of British voyages to seek a

bonh-West Passage. Towards the end of the seventeenth
century the Government and merchants of England were per-
a^ded that trade in furs could best be carried not through

c normal, and geographically more logical, route up the

r

l^ver but by direct sea voyages from England by way
0 iudson Strait to Hudson Bay. To the colonists and trading
*titions to the south of the Bay this, because it would be less
pni table, was unpopular. But in London these new proposals,

forward, oddly enough, by two disgruntled Frcnch-
' backwoodsmen, gained much support. Voyages by this

iril^
'trike a blow at French trade and at the French

mg areas in the south, while to the City of London such
^*ci access would be more profitable. It offered possibilities.
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a number of collections of \oyages and travels, not the specula

tions or moralizings of geographers and philosophen, but per

sonal stones of discovery and adventure like Dampier s Nor

yoyoQt Two works of ibis kind, published m England and m
France, did much, as indeed their authors intended, to focus the

attention of peoples and of governments on the problem of the

existence of a fertile southern continent and thus to direct

attention to Antarctic exploration In England, Dr John Camp

bell’s Complete Collection oj Voyages and Trarels appeared in a

second edition m 1745 U was addressed to the merchants of

Britain for whom, the editor declared, a great new southern

world, rich m prospects for trade, for colonics, and for the

enhancement of British ruval prestige, by open In France, at the

instigation of the naturalist BulTon, a foremost protagonist

of the idea of a southern continent, M Charles De Brosscs.

president of the Parliament of Dijon, published in 17S6 his

Histoiret des Savigotiont aux Tetta Auatales In both countries-”

and m France the territorial losses ant! the humiliations suffered

under the Treaty of Pans of 1763 made the discovery of a

louthem continent all the more imperativc—these w orks aroused

great public enthusiasm and excitement, and concern tl^*

national expeditions should at once be sent out to probe the

undiscovered Antarctic regions
Against this background of trends and influences, we must turn

hrst of all to the Arctic The eighteenth century was principally
a century of Russian achievement m the Arctic, Bntain being
preoccupied with the great Pacific and Antarctic voyages of

James Cook But British ships were also active in the Arctic,
especially m the waters of Hudson Bay, and there a number of

voyages m search of the entrance to a North West Passage took
pace, several towards the middle years of the century when
antam vm engaged m a series of powerful manUme operations
O oust the French and secure dominion over Canada

ince Hudson s last and tragic voyage there had been a number
o attempts to discover a North West Passage leading out of

tVi^ r°r f^i
made the more attractive to promoters in

because of the prospect of a direct sea-route

harv^stn Chadian North which were to be

y the Hudson s Bay Company The English voyages
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this growing body of
of those remarkable

and a Member of the Irish Park
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moreover, of aisoclating wllh trading vopges, expeditionj for the

purpose of Arctic discovery and acicntific research and in

cuhr expeditions to seek a North West Passage Thiscondnu o

be a constant enthusiasm, indeed an absorbing passion, ofgovern

ments, merchants, scientists, and the geneiJ public alike

To counter thu projected English ofTcnslve the French thetti

selves planned some voyages In search of a passage, aiming to

exclude the Bntuh from the northern trade But the Treaty o

Utrecht of 1713 put an end to such ambitions, for by it ®

French lost all their ports along the shores of the Bay However,

even with the field thus open, new obstacles arose to the promo*

tion of voyages into the north of Hudson Bay, for the Company

show ed themselves strongly averse to the new policy of expansion

and penetration They had, they declared, neither the resourew

nor the men to thrust forward and hold trading wsts In the

unknown and hostile interior and preferred to consolidate

than expand, leaving It to the Indians to bnng their fur» to ih*

posts along the shores of the Bay In the second decade of the

eighteenth century this opposition on the part of the Company
to voyages of exploration and expansion was temporarily O'er

come under the influence of a former governor of the Company*
Captain James Knight and in 1719 he Ted an expedition of thre®

ships to the north of 64®, seeking not only to expand trade and

discover a North West Passage but also to discover the gold ana

copper mines said to exist in these far northern regioru Knight s

wpedition ended in disaster, and In the last stages of exhaustion
e and hu men, as a subsequent search expedition duco'cred,

were massacred by Eskimoes This was a turning point m the

interestm a North West Passage and it decided that it

wo d do nothing further Coencourage suchambitious adventures
ui London, however, in the second half of the eighteenth

centu™ a very different opinion developed There were fears

•

* renewed and widespread expansion by French hunters

round the Bay might soon pm the

posts along its shores with the French holding the

mnr^ K ’ these fears led to a clamour for a more active, a

Mstrh..r'"'’
iRvolvmgnot the passive tenure of tradmg

search fo
^scovery and penetration inland such as the

* Orth West Passage would require The leader of
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shipnun Thomu Hoj-a, established nesv standards m British

Arctic esplotation. The ships chosen, two 'bombs ,
so-called Irom

their bomb-cartving mortars, had boss-a and bottoms strengh-

cned against the ice. Great ice-saws and hatchets, ice-rablcs

andanchors were carried, and a Urge quantity’ ofbric , ^
lime in case of shipwreck on the Arctic coasts. Special clothing

was issued by the Admiralty; jackets, waistcoats, and breec es

offknnel, and mittens and stockings of Umb’s wool. The surgeon

on the expedition, Dr Irving, ‘justly noted for his knowledge in

Natural Philosophy’, invented—the melting of ice for water not

dien being the practice—an ingenious machine for distilling

fresh from salt water. He insisted, moreover, that butter and rice

instead of cheeseand oatmeal should be taken, the better to fortify

die daily beef or pork diet of the crews.

Constantine Phipps sailed in 1773, and although he

huted little to the accurate mapping of Spitsbergen, he reached

remarkably far north up the west coast and indeed exceeded

Hudson’s farthest north by several miles. His expedition had its

dure of adventures. Both ships had a narrow escape from being

^et, and Horatio Nebon, pUying truant from his ship one night

under cover of a fog, decided rashly to challenge a bear. Although

Us muskethad flashed in the pan, and hb ammunition had runout,

he resolutely refused to return to his ship until. Commander
Uitividge havii^ ordered the ship’s guns to be fired, the bear
Was scared away.

These British voyages to Hudson Bay and the waters of

Spitsbergen were, however, small affairs by comparison with the

great panorama of Arctic exploration which the eighteenth
century witnessed in the East: the culmination of Russian
colonial and trade expansion through the forests and across the
peat waterways and prairies of Siberia to the Bering Strait and

c north Pacific Ocean, In grandeur of scale and range, these

.
expeditions were characteristic of the physical and

^te ectual energy and ambition of their principal architect,

the Great, a ruler who was determined to match and out-

West by ‘the finding of a passage to China and India
u^ the Arctic Sea’, a North-East Passage leading into the

P«ific Ocean.
^

The first problem confronting the Russian explorers, whether
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exp'^HitJoni to *fek It came not from London but from PhiU

delphii, m 1733 ani 17>4 Four )car$ later, the fortresj ol

Lfwnljurg, vvljich ha 1 been returned to France under the

of 1748 wai rcutcen, and thii wa« followed by the capturec

Quebec an 1 *.lontrral, the keyr to French Canada ^^lth the

French threat thut remoretl, there were no longer anv strategic

reasons for promoting further attempt* on the North ^^csl

Passage In Lnglanl, nevertheless, there was a slight

interest m the second halfof the eighteenth century, and in 1/61

and 1762 Mid lleton, with CaptainNorlon, followed up a

tion made by Capuin Moore that they should explore Chesterfield

Inlet But these were the last important voyages of exploration

in the eighteenth century into the northern waters of Hudson

Bay In 1763 the Peace of Pans brought the Seven Year*

to a close and the pressure in London h>r voyages of discovery W
counter French expansion consequently and finall) ctased

Before turning to the great Russian explorations m the Arcti^

one other British Arctic expedition deserves to be mentioned

because it shows, m its concern with science and in its genew
equipment, the influence of the more «pccialiied altitude to«*rd!

exploration for which Cook, as wc shall see, was so largely

responsible

The moving spirit m this enterprise was the Honourable Dames
mngton, a lawyer and a keen naturalist and student of Arctic

history who persuaded the Royal Society to submit through the

Urst Lord of the Admiralty, the Earl of Sandwich, a memonal
to King Ceomc 111 urging the dispatch of a scientific expedition
to the North Pole by way of Spltsberren ‘The great French
cn crpriser

, the Chevalier de Bougainville, was known to be
Uunching a similar expedition that same > car and m adding to the
a^ment of the two British ships, the Admiralty had the attrac
live prospect of an encounter with him in mind The Bntuh
expco.tion was commanded by Captain the Honourable Constan

mander'^cu rc
Baerbursr, while m the Corcajs, under Com

pentlrm *r
Lutwsdge, there was among the young

^ Midshipman Horatio^Nelson The

Pilots
astronomer, Israel Lyon, and two ice

of which Greenland whaling fleet The expedition,
which there is a lively account m the private journal of Mid
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Ash and America were joineil by land or separated by sea,

though this was not known until the second quarter o

eighteenth century—already been solved three-quarters o

century earlier by a Siberian Cossack, Simon Dezhnev, °

band of Cossacks fleeing to the east to escape serfdom m i

he reached the Kolyma river which flows Into

Siberian Sea Four years later, in six flat bottomed ^ ,

Dezhnev set out again, following the coast towards the castmi

he reached East Cape (Mys Dezhneva) overlooking the Benng

Strait This was the land of the wamng Chukchi

Dezhnev and his boat's crew escaped, and, rounding the

Peninsula (Chukotskiy Poluostrov), they reached the mouth of e

Anadyr river Some reports, vague and unconfirmed, of

first discovery of the Bering Strait may have reached the Imperul

Court across the vast wilderness which separated the Russ»^

outposts in eastSibena from thenew capital, St Petersburg, »n ,

Indeed, a map presented to Peter the Great by a Swedish pnsowr

of war in Sibena is said to have recorded a Russian peneWtioo

of the Benng Strait and even Russian penetration as far south as the

Kamchatka peninsula It is possible that such rumours may MTe

stimulated the grandiose project which Peter the Great was abou

to launch

Thu first great Russian Arctic expedition was as different from

earber pioneering efforts as were the Bnllsh expeditions of the

eighteenth century from those of the Merchant Adventurers
In planning and execution it was a national enterpnse, combining
with national strategic motives, as in the West, objectives ot

geographical and scientific discovery It was natural, therefore,

tlut the ships used and the leader appomted, Vitus Benng, »

Dane, should belong to the new and progressive Imperial Russian

Six months before hu death m 1725, Peter the Great put the
hnishing touches to his great Arctic plans To Vitus Bermg and
has men Aey must have presented a formidable prospect, for

ey ei^i ed not only an initial overland loumey of 5000 mile*

f"™P' “-l A..a to Okhotsk on tho Pacific coast, which

„rr '™»P« ormen and sopphes by raft over the swirlmE

it
nughuest nvers m Russia, but at tbe end of

vovape northwards round the Kamchatka peninsula, and
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aW„g on Ae American B?
*'XT«al=rfcS

„d Ac mcnt)-five men °f
Already

men. of Yakuuk on a curving branch of he Una n

it had been an immerne and
eppe land, but

to come. So far they had travel ed rnamly over s pp

between Yakurik Li Okhorik hy -en
TJept by

country broken by rivers, mom
hundred horses in

the bltaards of an
and cumbrous loads of

Bering's caravm many died of An oold,^^^^^
^

equipment and provisions had to

coastal tov-mship of OUiotsk.
. f

There Bering‘Ssoon found himself ”"a aLr^t
officialdom svhose

h's explorations such a

manoeuvres were to prove Aroug norAem
harrier to progress, H<>rr''’K"hl?ta ^ 10^ of 1727,

voyage, the Fortune, had been bull
Kamchatka

WoVekrs after leaving S. Petersburg, Ae 7”''
“a^,hip, Ae

St Calrlrl, was finished after intolerabl

y Kamchatka

of 1729 Bering was able to ciroiranavlgate tne

peninsula as far as the Gulf of Ana yr.
Dezhnev had so

^ The Chukchi tribes, from
«ori^^

narrowly escaped, this time proved r y. j^oiyma River,

journeys northwards across the pemmu
^ encouraged

’whiA, Aey said. Bowed out mm^ (Amd^'-
Bering .0 persevere. Sailing

tstaiCLJly

sMy Zaliv), Ae Si Cchid passed St Uwrence

Bering after bis patron samt, an
, the furthermost

Ae wit, Deabuev's East Cape (Mys D.^ev.)^A^^

point of Asia, loomed above
„0 sign o! land

Alaskan coast fog hung heavily o
. had been accomplished,

could be seen. In part, Bering s
Arctic Ocean had

for a sea passage Unking „t'pSd and Ae coast

been found. But Ae passage had sull to be " ? j U Joubt.

followed .0 Ae west for Ae ‘“2
for Bering to

To go on, to turn back; it^ no wy^ ^ „usly Ute In

take. Bering Strait was free of ice,
moment close in.

the season and >vinter and the *oem
g voyaee to Okhotsk.

In any event they faced a long and hazardous voyag
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Disaster, Bering well knew, would mean disgrace and wone

He therefore turned back

A fruitless >oyage eastwards the following summer completed

Bering’s five years of exploration and he returned In triumph to

St Petersburg to report to the Tianna Ann But appbuse quickly

turned to scorn as Bering told his story The charting of the

Kamchatka peninsula, the discovery of new islands, the revela-

tion of a strait separating Asia and America about which the

geographers had speculated, all these achievements were sub-

merged m the flood of public accusation at Bering’s apparent

timidity It was fortunate that there were men at court who still

believed in him sufficiently to support his plea to be allowed to

redeem his reputation by leading another expedition

Bering’s next expedition was on an even more majestic scale,

and It exceeded m scope and complexity anything that had yet

been attempted in Arctic explontion The whole Arctic coast

from the Gulf of Ob (Obsskaya Guba) to the Anadyr River avas to

be systematically mapped Bering ivas to search for land to the

east of Kamchatka across the Bering Sea South of Kamchatka

Marun Spanberg, his Danish second m-command, was to chart

the Kunle ulands and the islands of Japan This was the plan

But even the Admiralty College, when it took ever direction of

the vast enterprise m 1733, thought this more than one man could

possibly control, and Bering was left with the principal exploring

expedition, from Kamchatka across the Bering Sea
When Bering arrived inOkhotak Ute in 1734, it was no longer

the frontier settlement of his first visit It was now a township,
thronged with the colonists, the technicians, the innumerable
officii sent out by the Imperial Government Here he was
immobilized for six years, bewildered and frustrated by the

procrastination and Uie intrigues, by the multiplication of
dossiers, by the stream of enquiries, of orders, and of counter
orders dispatched across the vast expanses of Siberia by a central

government determined to exercise remote control over every
detail of his operations Not until 1740, seven yean after he had
left St Pcteisbuig, were Bering’s new ships the Si Teitr and
St Paul ready to sail eastwards on the new explorations The
Se Peter earned as surgeon die German naturalist, Georg
Wilhelm Steller, Louis Demledela Croyire, related to Guillaume
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Delisle, geographer to Louis XV, sailed with Chirikov, the

Russian captain of the St Pau7.

Bering’s (astvoyageendedinbothtriumphanddisaster. Thebroad
beaches and dark forests ofnorth-west America were reached and

in the one day spent on shore, Steller the naturalist foimd time to

make copious notes on fauna and flora and to gather specimens

ofAlaskan native arts and craftsforlhe Imperial collections. But the

plan to svintcr had to be abandoned, for Bering, among others,

was weakening rapidly from scurvy. Both ships therefore, despite

the threatening weather, put out to sea and made for home. But

Bering’s ship, the St feter, sailing through fog and storms of

torrential rain, was svrecked on the beach of Bering Island. And
there the greatest Arctic explorer of the eighteenth century died.

Bering’s discovery of the strait which beaix his name, and of

the islands south of it, his charting of the Kamchatka and

Anadyr peninsulas, and his two landings on the American coast

are among the great achievements of Arctic exploration. And to

them must be added the immense and systematic work of charting

the whole length of the northern Russian coast eastwards from the

Oh which tvas carried out simultaneously and svas continued after

Bering's death by the Imperial Admiralty College. All these com-
plicated and extensive operations, successfully completed despite

the hindrances of a highly centralized and often incompetent

administration, disposed once and for all of the fantastic ideas

about the Arctic geography of north-east Asia and north-west

America current in the hrst half of the eighteenth century. They
were also more indirectly to ^ect the course of Arctic explora-

tion. In the east as in the west (in Hudson Bay), exploration was
followed by trade, and by the formation of trading companies.

In the footsteps of the Russian explorers, a new brand of Russian

imperialismattheinstigationofCathcrinethe Greatbegan to spread
during the second half of the eighteenth century across the Btering

Strait and dosvn the North American coast. By the first quarter of
the nineteenth century, Russia—in the form of the government
sponsored Russian-American Company—^was firmly established

in Alaska. She thus became a strategic factor in the problem of
a North-West Passage round the northern extremi^ of British

Canada. The search for this was to preoccupy the British Navy for

more than half the century which followed the Napoleonic Wars.



V

Cook and the First Crossing

of the Antarctic Circle

Antarctic vo)jge early In the eighteenth century, made

j\ by a young rrcnchrnan, Bouvet de Lorlcr.camcfor the fint

\.time cJo’c to diicovenng the true nature of Antarctic

geography Bouvet Had penoadei the rrcnch East India Company

to ctjuip two ships to discover and annex the Southland and,

reaching latitude 48’ SO' S In the Atlantic section of the Soulhcm

Ocean, he was able to desenhe for the firxt time the great Rat

topped tabular icebergs, the seals and the penguins, familiar

elements in the Antarctic scene On New Year's Day 1739, a

snowy land loomed out of the fog through which hit two

the Aljlt and the Matle, had been steering a tortuous course *0115

was Bouset Isbnd Tlicn at now }i was so difTicult to approach that

Bouvet was forced to bear away to the south until he reached the

edge of the pack This great belt of ice, he surmised, girdled a

disunt and inaccessible continent, a continent of Ice and snow,

in haT?h and disagreeable contrast to the rich lands promised by

the geographers in Briufn and France
Not until after the Seven Years' War vvas exploration in the

southern hemisphere renewed It was then that the British Navy
entered the field, with results which were before the end of the

eighteenth century to transform the wibole problem ofa southern

continent and in so doing to provide a true and ratiorul basis for

future Antarctic exploration

Charles Byron in 1764, Samuel Wallis and Philip Carurel in

1766, each sailed with secret orders from the Admiralty to go

‘in search of the Land or Islands supposed to he In that part of the

Southern Hemisphere’ Each carried precise instructions as to

the making of surveys, the proper treatment of natives, and the

annexation of newly discovered territories to the British Crown
Byron, great as was his voyage, contributed little to the problem

(S
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of a southern continent. But Wallis's discovery of Tahiti, with

its sands and placid lagoons, its verdant slopes and graceful

casuarinas, once again filled the minds of men like De Brosses

and John Campbell svith hopes no less extravagant than those

aroused by the discovery of the Solomon Islands and other island

groups in the eastern Pacific during the sixteenth and early

seventeenth century.

France now also Joined in the search, eager to ri%'al British

naval achievements and, in compensation for the losses of the

recent peace, to have some share In this new and rich colonial

world. The leader chosen for the French expedition was the

Chevalier de Bougainville, of noble birth and an intellectual

turn of mind, and a fervent disciple of Charles De Brosses.

Accompanied, as svas now the fashion, by scientists, Commerson
the botanist and Verron the astronomer, De Bougainville reached

Tahiti in 1767 and explored numerous new islands in the

flamboj-ant archipelago of which Tahiti %vas the central jewel,

Follower of De Brosses though Oe Bou^invilte was, his views

about the probable discovery of a great southern continent in

thesescaswerenotencouraginglo theoptimistsathome. ‘lagree,'

he declared, in an objective analysis reminiscent of Cook,

'that it is difficult to conceive so great a number of low islands

and, as it were, drowned pieces of land, without supposing a

continent in their neighbourhood. But geography is a science of

fact; no man in lus study ventures on s)'5tem-inaldng except at

the risk of the largest mistakes, which arc subsequently corrected

only at the expense of the practical sailor.* Tahiti might be La

Nouvelle C)'th4rc but that was no proof that a continent lay

nearby. To seek that proof svas to be the task ofone who, among
other and greater qualities, amounting in aggregate to genius,

was Jxist such a practical sailor as De Bougainville had in mind.

In England at this time one of the most ardent champions of

the southern continent was Alexander Dalrymple, an obdurate,

cantankerous Scot, of some ability, much self-conceit, and no
sense of proportion. He had serv^ for some years in the East

India Company and on his rrtum had devoted himself in a general

way to a variety of studies, such as astronomy, cartography, the

history of the Spanish voyages, and the formation of coral reefs,

and had gained sufficient distinction in these diverse fields to
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Win a Felloivship of the Royal Soaety His principal passion,

however, was the history of exploration of the Southern Hemi

sphere A fnend and correspondent of De Brosses, he soon be-

came convinced, like De Brosses, of ‘the necessity ofa Southern

Contment to maintain a conformity in the two hemispheres'

—a concept peculiarly attractive to the formal eighteenth

century mind—and took as his mission the task of persuading the

people and government of Britain to bunch expeditions to

discover, as he called it, the Southland

In 1766 an opportunity arose for Dalrymple to direct the

search himself TTie Royal Society had sought the support of

the Treasury and the Admiralty for an expedition to observe the

transit of Venus across the sun, a rare astronomical phenomenon
known to occur in 1769 For such ohscrvations, Tahiti was

regarded as the perfect base, and Dalrymple seized the oppor

tunity to plead that with these astronomical tasks there should

be combined a thorough search for the Southland He drew up
plans and, indeed, instructions for the vopge la 1767 he pub
iished a memoir on the Spamsh voyages m the Pacific to draw
attention to the problem And when the appointment of a leader

of the expedition came to be considered, he applied for the

post himself

Dalrymple was no inconsiderable astronomer He was well

known to the Royal Society, moreover, as a diligent student of

southern exploration and he seemed, therefore, the obvious man
for the post The Admiralty, dubious at first, refused him out
right when Dalrymple insisted that he had ‘no thoughts of

making this voyage as a passenger or m any other capacity than

having the total management of the ship to be sent’ True, only

seventy years earlier the astronomer Halley had been given com
mand ofanavalsKip, but in the Admiralty Halley s incompetence
m naval matters had not been forgotten and the First Lord, hear

mg of Dalrymple's demand, roundly declared that he would lose

his right hand rather than see one of His Majesty’s ships com
manded by one not a naval officer Dalrymple was outraged But

It was a wise, mdeed histone, decision For instead, an officer

then on leave from a marine sorveymg mission offNewfoundland

was selected a Master m the Royal Navy, James Cook
It must to Tpiny-haye seemer
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only a ^vamnt officer and nearing forty, should have Been

selected for so important a mission. But he was already well

known, not only in the Navy but to the Royal Society as well.

His charts of the St La^vrence which had played such a vital

part in making possible the assault on Quebec, his marine surveys

of Nova Scotia and Ncwfoundbnd, had already caused senior

officers to speak of ‘Mr Cook’s genius and capacity'. And in 1766,

the very year in which the Royal Society had approached the

Admiralty with plans for the nesv astronomical expedition.

Cook’s achievement in accurately observing an eclipse of

the sun and in calcuUtii^ the longitude of Newfoimdland had,

when commuiucated to the Royal Socie^, established his reputa»

tion as *a good mathematician and very expert in his business’.

So the tall, ai^Iar, enigmatic Yoikshireman became Lieutenant

James Cook and in May 1768 assumed command. When on
2Sth August of that year he sailed out of Plymouth, he carried

plans and instructions in scope infinitely greater than the Royal

Society had ever conceived. It was, as Dr Beaglehole, Cook’s

distin^ished biographer, has said, ‘the beginning not of one
voyage but of th«e voyages that were going to change the

face of geography and a number of other departments of human
learning, as well as to affect the politics and strategies of
empires*.

In equipment, in attention to scientific needs and to the

requirements of health and hypene, the preparations and the

planning for Cook’s first voyage became the pattern for future

voyages of polar exploration until the middle of the nineteenth

cent^. There was fint the choice of a ship. It must be one.

Cook maintained, ‘in which the officers may, with the least

hazard, venture upon a strange coast’. She must be ‘of a con-

struction that will bear to take the ground; and of a size, which
. . . maybe safely . . . laid onshore’. These were qualities, Cook
reflected after his second voyagfc, ‘not to be found in any ships

ofwar of forty guns, not in frigates, nor in &st India Company's
ships, nor indeed in any other but North-countty-built ships,

or such as are built for the coal-trade’. These were the ships,

‘cat-built’ colliers from ^Vhilby used as transports and storesmps

by the Navy, in which Cook had served as a merchant seaman in

the North Sea. It was in one ofthem, the Enitarmi, a ‘cat-built’
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barque of some 370 tons with* wide WufFbow, that Cook sailed

on his first great voyage

Since the expedition was in inspiration a scientific enterprise,

a number of scientists, inchidii^ Cook himself (for navigation,

charting, astronomy) were numbered in the Endeavour's comple-

ment of eighty five There was Mr Green, the astronomer, ‘the

ingenious Mr Green', whose observations of the transit of

Venus were to be the roam work of the expedition at King

George III Island or Tahiti There was the portly and garrulous

Dr Solander, a pupil of Linnaeus and the ablest botanist in

England, with another Swede, Hermann Sporing, as assistant

naturalist And there was the young and elegant Mr Joseph

Banks, one of those rich dilettantes who adorned the Royal

Society of that time, ‘a gentleman of Urge private fortune, well

versed in Natural History who, preferring exploration to the

routine diversions of the Grand Tour, had eased the problem oF

his acceptance by a contribution of LI0,000 to the expedition's

funds The inclusion of so fashionable a young man had its draw
backs, for Banks insisted on bnngmg with him a small rctmue
of servants, including two Negroes, Richmond and Dorlton, for

all of whom space had to be found m the cramped and dingy

quarters of the East Coast collier He also brought two
members of the expedition essential before the days of photo
graphy These were the draughtsmen, for botany the young and
virtuous Sydney Parkinson, for 'Jandskip' Alexander Buchan
whose delicate drawings have charmed successive generations

of readers of Cook’s travels

Natural History, a term m the eighteenth century almost
synonymous with Science, was a principal preoccupation of the

expedition and a contemporary remarked 'No people ever

went to sea better fitted out for the purpose of Natural History

They have got a fine Library of Natural History, they have all

sorts of machines for catching and preserving insects
,

all kinds

of nets, trawls, drags and hooks for coral fishing, they even have

a curious contrivance of a telescope, by which, put into the

water, you can see the bottom at a great depth, when it is

clear

But these scientific studies, m astronomy, m natural history,

though of primary concern to the Royal Society, were secondary
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in the minds of the Admiralty. More important were Coot’s own
work of charting and 5ur\-ey, and the exact geographical descrip*

tions which he was instructed to make, of mineral resources,

of ‘the Genius, Temper, Disposition and Number of the Natives,

if there be any . . .* In the long run, trade and colonization svere

the objects of this as ofmost cxpJoratoiy voyages in the eighteenth

century. Discovery and exploration, the preamble to Cook’s

Instructions reads, ‘will redound greatly to the honour of this

rution as a maritime power, as well as to the dignity of the Cro^vn

of Great Britain, and may tend directly to the advancement of the

trade and lUN-igation thereof’. As for colonization, ‘You are abo

Avith the consent of the natives to take possession of convenient

situations in the Country In the name of the King of Great

Britain*.

There is no need here to retell the story of Cook’s first great

voyage of circumnavigation from Cape Horn to Tahiti, or to

describe the charting and circumnavigation of New Zealand, the

journey up the east coast of Australia, or the return journey by
way of New Guinea and Java. From the point of >'iew of polar

exploration, what is important are Cook’s views about the

legendary southern continent (for which from Tahiti he had

secret instructions to search) after this first wjage of 1768-71.

That such a continent, if it existed at all, could only be found in a

high latitude. Cook ^vas now certain. With an eye on Dalrymple

and De Brosscs and their followers, this voyage, Cook declared,

‘must be allowed to ha>'e set aside the most, if not ail, the

arguments and proofs that have been advanced by different

authors to prove that there roust be a Southern Continent—

1

mean to the northward of40 degrees South, for what may lie to

the southward of that latitude I know not. Certain it is Aat we
saw no visible sign of land, according to my opinion, neither in

our route to the northward, southward or west^vard, until a few
days before we made the coast of New Zealand . .

'The problem had na»v at last been reduced to manageable

proportions. But Cook was not content to leave it there. ‘Thus,’

he wrote in his journal for March 1770, ‘I have given my
opinion freely and without prejudice not >vith any view to

discourage any future attempts being made towards discovering

the Southern Continent; on Ae contrary, as this voyage will
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evidently mate it appear that there is left but a little space to the

northward of 40° where the Grand Object can lay, I think it

would be a great pity that this thing which at times has been the

object of many ages and nauons should not now be wholy

clear’d up, which might very easily be done m one voyage with

out either much trouble or danger ’ The direction in which

such a voyage must be made Cook explained in his report to the

First Lord of the Admiralty m 1772 ‘Therefore, to make new
discoveries the Navigator must traverse or circumnavigate the

globe in a higher parallel than has hitherto been done ’ The

search, m other words, had now to be directed towards the heart

of the Antarctic regions

None of these sober and logical reflections, however, reached

the general public or Dr Dalrymple On the contrary, sensa

tlonal rumours flew around the town that the greatest of the

discoveries from which Cook had just returned was nothing less

than the continent itself, inhabited, so it was said, by peoples

‘hospitable, ingenious and civil’ who were eagerly awaiting his

return Dr Dahymple was greatly encouraged In 1772, the year

after the Endeereur’s return, he took up the cudgels again with hts

customary violence, using language which shows the full measure

of his fantasy Why, he asked angrily in his Cellealont of Vo^^t
xo the South Seas, why should the Government bother with the

North American colonies when all the wealth of the Southern

Continent lay to hand, a land more spacious ‘than the uholc
civilized part of Asia, from Turkey to the eastern extremity of

China' ‘The scraps from this table', be declared, 'would be
sufficient to maintain the power, dominion and sovereignty of

Britain
’

In France the followers of De Brosses were no less vocal nor
were their claims less absurd When, that same year, the Breton
nobleman Yves Joseph de Kerguelen Trcmarec returned from his

discovery of the sub Antarctic Kerguelen Island (on the fringes

of the Indian Ocean), he claimed, on the basis of one brief and
hazardous landing, no less than the discovery of La France

Australe ‘The lands which I have had the happiness to discover’,

Kerguelen declared, ‘appear to form the central mass of the

Antarctic Continent and the land which I have called South

France is so situated as to command the route to India, the
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Moluccas, Cluna and the Soudi Seas . . , South France can hence-

forth give new life to the lie de France and Bourbon, tripling

their sea-trade, provisioning and enrichening them . . . the

latitide in which it lies promises all the crops of the Mother

Country ... no doubt, wood, minerals, diamonds will be found

... ifmen ofa different species are not discovered, at least there

will be people in a state of nature living in their primitive

manner, ignorant alike of offence and remorse, knowing nothing

of the artifices of civilized society. In short, France Australe will

furnish marvellous physical and moral spectacles.' At first

glance, this Rousseauesque vision was exhilarating, and full of

promise. The following year, however, Kerguelen returned for

a more extensive exploration. He found his island cold and

barren, vvith fog lying heavily upon its mountains, and named it

the ’l.and of Desolation’.

la England, too, illusions svere shattered (though not those of

Dr Dalrymple) for, in 1773, the full story of Cook’s voyage

was published in two volumes. Here svas the problem of the

Southern Continent clearly set out, and the vvay to its solution

pointed. It was inevitable that Cook should be asked to lead a

second expedition so that the matter could, as he put it, ‘now
be wholy clear’d up'.

Dalrymple in his abortive plans had argued that 'a thousand

motives recommend a single ship for discovery’, but Cook this

time knew better. In his single ship, the Endearour, he had been
perilously near disaster on the Great Barrier Reef. For this second

voyage, therefore, two ships were taken, the KeioJufion of 462
tons and the Adreatvre of 336 tons; both, like the Endeavour, of

the sturdy. East Coast, collier type. The sole motive this time

was exploration, the solution of the specific geographical prob-

lem tvhich Cook himself in his sparse, laconic way, had so

clearly defined- To take advantage of new discoveries scientists

sfrere again invited, but they were different from those who had
voyaged in the Endearour. Mr Green, the astronomer, who had
persisted vvith his astronomical observations even when on the

verge of shipsvrecfc on the Great Barrier Reef, had died. 'He had

been ill for some time,’ the Geoaal Erenwg Post reported, ‘and

was directed to keep himselfwarm, but in a fit of the phrensy he
got up in the night and put his 1^ out of the portholes, which
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was the occasion of his deadi * Tins time the astronomers were

Mr William Wales, m the Resolution, and Mr William Bayley,

in the AdYoitare

Joseph Banks had used all his considerable influence to jom the

new expedition and had, with Dr Sotander, planned to take an

even larger party, twelve in all, including Zoffany the painter and

Dr James Land, Fellow of the Royal Society, a distinguished

geologist and astronomerwith an extensive 'knowledge of Natural

Philosophy and Mechanics’ It was a laige party to fit into a small

Whitby collier like the Reto/unon and the alterations which had

to be made caused her to be so unseaworthy
—

‘so crank’, in

Cook's words—that she had to be restored to her original

condition Banks was mdi^iant He now found the ship to be

‘neither roomy enough nor convenient enough for the purpose,

nor no ways proper for the voyage’, and he wrote a tempestuous

letter to the Earl of Sandwich, First Lord of the Admiralty

‘Shall I then, my Lord , he complained ‘who have engaged to

leave all that can make Life agreeable in my own Country and

thrown on one side all the Pleasures to be reaped from three

Years of the best of my Life be sent off at last in a doubtful

ship with Accomodations rather worse than those which I at

first absolutely refused and after spending £5000 of my own
Fortune m the Equipment upon the Credit of those Accomo
dations which I saw actually ouilt for me? ’Tis our Great

Cabbin which is too smalt and that is in reality our Shop where
we are all to work To explore is my Wish but the Place to

which 1 may be sent almost indifferent to me whether the

Sources of the Nile or the South Pole are to be visited I am
equally ready to embark m the Undertaking whenever the Public

will furnish me with the means of doing it properly
'

The comments of the Navy Board were explosive, and Banks’s

criticisms and his proposal that Cook should find another ship

provoked the bluntest of replies This acrimonious corres

pondence left Cook unmoved But he did not entirely get the

best of the matter for instead of Banks he had foisted upon him
a gloomy and complaining pair ofGerman naturalists, Mr Johann
Reinhold Forster and his son A draughtsman completed the

scientific team, the celebrated William Hodges, and the scientific

equipment earned included not only a theodolite, level and
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chain but an ingenious oceanographical apparatus for obtaining

the temperature of the sea at different depths. For navigation

and suirey, too, the new expedidon was excellently equipped,

better perhaps than any that had sailed on a voj'age of exploration.

All the new and handy instruments were carried, the reflecting

sextant, the chronometer, the station pointer. Of these the

chronometer, a copy made by Larlcum Kendall of John Harrison’s

No. 4 chronometer, \vas ofsupreme importance for the solution

of the vital problem of longitude.

Early in December 1772, less than a month after the two
colliers had set a southerly course from Cape Town, the first of

Cook’s famous Ice Islands were seen, great flat-topped bergs,

moring silently through the svater, some with high colonnaded

sides, perfect in their glbtening symmetry, othen of elaborate

design ^vith pinnacles and arches, caverns and grottoes, carved

and hollowed by the ceaseless motion of the sea. Keeping as far

south as the drifting ice allowed, the two ships held their course,

their officers on the watch day and night for the new land which
might at any moment be sighted. Only the Fontew were
unstirred by the tension In the air. ‘We were’, they recorded

gloomily in their joumalj, ‘almost peipetually svrapped in thick

fogs, beaten with showers of rain, sleet, hail and snow, sur*

rounded by innumerable islands of ice against which we daily

ran the risk of being shipwrecked, and forced to live upon salt

provisions which concurred with the cold and wet to infect the

mass ofour blood. ' Banks with all his retinue must to Cook have

seemed preferable to this dismal pair.

On nth Januaiy 1773 the Antarctic Circle was crossed by man
for the first time. In his totrariJs the Sowh ToU aai around

the published in 1777, Cook describes this landmark in the

history of polar esq>Ioration. *I continued to stand to the south,’

he wrote, ‘and on the seventeenth, between eleven and twelve

o’clock, we crossed the Antarctic Circle in the longitude of

66 degrees 36 minutes 30 seconds south. The weather now s>-as

become tolerably clear, so that we could see several leagues

around us: and yet we had seen only one island of Ice since the

morning. But about 4 p.m., as we were steering to the south,

we obscr>-ed Uie whole sea in a manner cosered with ice ... In

this space, thirty-eight ice islands, great and small, were seen,
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besides loose ice in abundance so Aat we were obliged to luff

for one piece and bear up for another, and as we continued to

advance to the south, it increased in auch manner that we

could proceed no farther, the ice being entirely closed to the

south m the whole extent from cast to west southwest, without

the least appearance of any opening ’ In these passages is the first

complete picture of Antarctica, the whales wallowing and

blowing in the water holes, the darting petrels, brown and

white and blue
,
the iron grey albatrosses swooping over the

mastheads, while beyond the two ships, which lay dark and

motionless at the edge of the pack, ice stretched as far as the

eye could see

No trace having been discovered of a continent on this voyage,

m December 1773, after a spell m New Zealand, the search was

renewed and on the twentieth of the month the KesoJutien and the

Adventure crossed the Antarctic Circle for the second time

Stceruig past ice islands more than two hundred feet m height,

they reached a latitude of 67® 31 S , but still there was no sim
of land Iq January the following year the search was widened
This time, after a third crossing of the Circle, the Reso/utwn (the

ddrentore having returned to England) reached the farthest south

tabeattainedmtheeighteenthcentury,?]® lOS inl06®54W
But with no better success On this third attempt, the pack ice,

of which the first signs had been seen in clouds to the south of an

unusual snow white brightness, proved to have been rafted by
thrust and pressure from afar to monumental heights On the

crew, meanwhile, the incessant foul weather, the monotony of

the salt food, and the strain of a hazardous voyage were beginning

to tell For once Johann Remhold Forster was probably justified

when be wrote, ‘A gloomy melancholy air loured on brows
of our shipmates, and a dreadful silence reigned amongst us

the hour of dinner was hateful ’ Confronted by such physical

and psychological obstacles. Cook decided to turn back
The terms of this decision, as Cook’s biographer has pointed

out, are among the most revealu^ of the character of this great

seaman T will not say,' he confessed, ‘that it was impossible
anywhere to get in among this Ice, but I will assert that the bare

attempting of it would be a very dangerous enterprise and what
I believe no man m my situation would have thought of I whose
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unbicion leads me not onljr farther than any other man has been

before me, but as far as 1 think it possible for man to go, >vas not

sorry at meeting this interruption. - . . Since therefore we could

not proceed one inch further south, no other reason need be

assigned for our tacking and stretching back to the north. . .

G>ok did not turn back without clarifying in his own mind the

problem which future explorers would have to face. ‘It was,

indeed, my opinion as well as the opinion of most on board’, he

wrote in a passage of remarkable perception, ‘that this ice

extended c^uite to the Pole, or perhaps joined to some land to

which it had been hxed from earliest time; and that it is here

—

that is, to the south of this parallel—where alt the ice we find

scattered up and dosvn to the north is formed, and afterward

broken off by gales of wind, or other causes, and brought to the

north by the currents, which we ahvaja found to set in that

direction In high latitudes.' Cook’s final conclusion dealt one

last and fatal blow at the sanguine speculations of Dalrymple and

De Brosses, for he declared himself ‘now well-satisfied no conti*

nent was to be found In this ocean but must lie so far south as to

be wholly Inaccessible on account of ice’.

However inaccessible the continent—if such it was—might
be, Cook svas sure that ‘there remained . . . room for very large

islands in places wholly unexamined; and many of those which
were fonnerly discovered are but Imperfectly explored, and their

situations are imperfectly known*. .TTie elusire snow-capped

lands doubtfully sighted by wandering ships in the sixteenth,

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were now to be system-

atically tracked down.
In November 1774 Cook sailed once a^n from New Zealand

and discovered (or probably rediscovered) to the south-east of

’nerra del Fuego, early in 1775, the first typical Antarctic land.

This was the Ide of Geor^a, the island of South Georgia as it is

now known; an island first sighted by a Spanish ship, the Lecn, in

1756, and today a famous whaling base and port of call for

Antarctic expeditions. Three landings were made, the flag was
hoisted and Cook ‘took possession of the Isle of Geor^ in His

Majes^’s name, under a dischaige of small arms’. It was the first

British claim to territory in the newly discovered region of

Antarctica.
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A rapid charting by Cook of its coastline soon proved that the

Isle of Georgia was no part of any continent
,
nor did the appear-

ance of this ‘savage and hornble’ land give any promise of the

riches expected by Dalrymple From the ice cliffs of the coast,

masses of ice tumbled with a thunderous roar Lichen clung in

patches to the inhospitable rocks and inland the only vegetation

seen was a coarse longbladed grass ‘The wild rocks’, Cook

wrote, ‘raised their lofty summits until they were lost in the

clouds, and the valleys lay covered with everlasting snow Not

a tree was to be seen, nor a shrub even big enough to make a

tooth pick ’ No doubt Cook expressed the feelings of every man
and boy on board the Reioiutjoo when he declared 'the disappoint

ment 1 now met with did not affect me much
,
for to judge of the

bulk by the sample it (i e the continent) would not be worth

the discovery’

The Resoiunon sailed from the Isle of Georgia without regrets

and Cook set coune south eastwards and then north eastwards

to escape much floating ice which lay about 60" S and 30*’ W
Soon afterwards another desolate island emerged, one of the

South Sandwich islands which was chatted and named Sandwich
Land after the then First Lord of the Admiralty After a

fruitless search for Bouvet Island whose longitude Bouvet had

evidently sadly miscalculated, the Resolution sailed for Cape
Town, and thence for Spithead There at the end of two great

voyages dunng which Cook had for the first lime circumnavigated

the ‘continent’ m high latitudes, the Resolatioa dropped anchor
on a summer’s day, in July 1775

Cook’s conclusions were as convincmg as they were discourag

mg and put an end, as has been said, to one of the great chapters

of human speculation Ocean after ocean had been systematically

searched but of Dalrymple’s continent there was no sign If it

existed, then it lay impre^ble Far to the south m the midst of

encircling battlements of ice Ifit were found, wouldit be worth
the lives of men, the loss of ships which would be the price of its

discovery? On this point Cook had no doubts ‘Should anyone’,

he bluntly declared, ‘possess the resolution and the fortitude to

elucidate this point by pushing yet fiirther south than I have

done, I shall not envy him the fiune of his discovery, but I make
bold to declare that the world wiU derive no benefit from it ' As
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for the Antarctic lands discovered, what were these but ‘countries

condemned to everlasting by Nature, never to yield to

the sv-arroth of the sun,’ countries lor whose wild and desolate

aspect Cook could find no words. The Antarctic seas certainly

were rich in life and in promise of wealth. But the lands, to judge

by these discoveries, were dead.

Cook’s pioneer vopgcs across the Antarctic circle were not

his last to the polar revolts. In 1776, a year after his return,

Parliament, as it had done in 1745, offered a reward for polar

discovery, this time for the discovery of a North-West Passage

by way, not of Hudson Strait, but north of tlie S2nd parallel of

north latitude. A further reward was offered for a sea rojage

as far as 89° north. Cook meanwhile had accepted a vacant

captain’s berth at Greenwich Hospital. Nevertheless, tired

as he was by so many years continuously and hazardously at

sea, he accepted the Admiralty’s invitation to lead a new
expedition.

Sailing northwards across the Pacific, Cook came in 1778

within sight of the Bering Strait. His intention had been to sail

through the Strait, then north-easrivards past Point Barrow Into

the Beaufort Sea, but tovvards Alaska the ice ^^'as thick and he

therefore crossed over from the American side north^va^ds and

westwards towards Asia and Dezhnev’s East Cape. Here again ice

blocked the way. Bering, confronting an icc-free sea, had

chosen to turn back. For Cook, there was no choice. The whole
strait was frozen over. But Cook saw what Bering had never

seen because of the fog which obscured the peaks and promon-
tories of Alaska. In A Vcyage to ifie Pad^c Octaa, published in

1764, he wrote, 'At this time, the weather which had been
hazy, clearing up a little we saw land extending from South to

South East by East, about three or four miles distant. The
Eastern extreme forms a point which was much encumbered
with ice; for which reason it obtained the name Icy Cape. Its

latitude is 70°29', and its longitude 198°20'. The other extreme
of the land was lost in the horizon; so that there can be no doubt
of its being a continuation of die American continent. ’Mean-
while the main body of ice to wtndivard was drawing down upon
his ships and threatenii^ to force them on to the shore so, with
this sight of the two contiaents achieved, Cook ^vithdreiv
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again towards the central Pacific and there met his death on a

Hawaiian beach

On this last voyage the tracks of Russian and British, Arctic

and Antarctic, ships had crossed as if in preparation for one of

die greatest ages of polar exploration This, in both Arctic and

Antarctic, opened in the seconddecade of the nineteenth century,

after the Napoleonic Wars



After the Napoleonic Wars

Never had conditions been so favourable for eacploration

as during the years of the Pax Britannica which followed

Waterloo. Because of the abandonment of mercantilism

in favour of free trade—a revolution in British policy—the seas

were for the first time free. In science, and in technology too,

the period was one of extraordinary progress though it was not

until well into the second halfof the nineteenth century that the

greatest advance in truritime technology, the transition from

wood and sails to iron and steam, >vas to benefit pobr exploration.

In Britain, which took the lead in exploration after the

Napoleonic Wars, the advance of science was an over>vheImine

influence in the general shaping of ideas and as education spread

among the new literate classes which had emerged from the

aftermath of the Industrial Ret'olution, the need for centres arose

in which this popular enthusiasm for science could be focused

and where new knowledge could be accumulated and diffused.

Just as the intellectual interests and desire for improvement of
the new technical working class found a focus in the Mechanics

Institutes which spread rapidly in the second quarter of the

century, so the preoccupation with scientific knowledge of the

broadening middle class became concentrated in a number of

private societies which combined scientific aims vrith a popular,

rather than a professional, membership.
These new popular enthusiasms, concerned especially with

science in relation to exploration, arose fundamentally from the

broadening, in new social conditions, of a trend which had

ori^nated, as we have seen, in the late eighteenth century when
Cook’s startling revelation of a new and unknown world power-
fully stimulated a general desire to promote geographical

discovery. The foundation of the kinnean Society and of the

African Association in 1788 was followed in 1804 by that of the
Palestine Association for the exploration of Syria and the Holy
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Land In 1828 the Zoological Society was founded, m 1830

and 1831 respectively, the Geographical Society of London and

the British Association for the Advancement of Science These

societies, supported hy the private subscnptions of members

who came for the most part from the professional and commer-

cial classes, fulfilled two important requirements As sciOTce

moved early in the nmeteenth century towards the modem

pattern of specialized research, broad studies grouped m me

eighteenth century under such general names as Geography

and ‘Natural History' came to be discarded by the national

academics of science in favour of more precise and speciahzed

investigations In this respect, the new societies filled a gap

More important, however, was the psychological need arising

out of the circumstances of the Revolutionary and Napoleoiuc

Wars In so far as the new societies were concerned with the

promotion of travel and exploration and with the accumulation

of knowledge about foreign or unknown lands, they provided a

most welcome avenue of actual or vicarious escape after thirty

years of national isolation

Of these various societies, the geographical societies not only

in Britain but in Europe are m many ways most characteristic

of these new developments m contemporary taste As centres of

influential and informed public opinion they became during the

mneteenth century powerful ifsomewhat reactionary protagonists

of polar exploration
,
with a role initially complementary to, but

as they grew in popularity gradually divergmg from, that of the

more specialized national academies of science The first of the

geographical societies was the Societe de Geographic of Pans,

founded in 1821 This was followed in 1828 by the foundation

of the Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde m Berlin and two years later

by that of the Geographical Society of London A memorandum

of 24th May 1 830 proposmg that a society should be founded in

London for ‘the promotion and diffusion of that most important

and entertaining branch of knowlet^e—geography’ illustrates

m sympathetic language the pomt of view (making allowance for

national prejudice) of the founders of a nineteenth century

geographical society It was needed, its promoters declared, on

the grounds ‘that the interest excited by this department of

science is uiuversally felt, that its advantages are of the first
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importance to mankind in general, and paramount to the

welfare of a maritime nation like Great Britain, with its numerous
and extensive foreign possessions; that its decided utility in

conferring just and distinct notions of the phj-sical and political

relations of our globe must be obvious to everyone, and is the

more enhanced by this species of knowledge being obtained

Avilhout much difficult)*, while at the same time it affords a

copious source of rational amusement. . . This blend of intel-

lectual interest, natiorul bias, and enlightened entertainment is

fairly t)pical of the atmosphere In which the principal geogra-

phical societies were founded.

Polar exploration during the first half of the nineteenth

century was, in the tradition established by Cook, predominantly

a luval affair and rus-al officen with experience of polar voyages

were among the most active memben of ihe new geographical

societies. Through them a wealth of practical knowledge svas

accumulated and just as the national academies of science

continued to advise governments in matters of polar science, so

the geographical societies became centres of advice on the

organization and technique of polar exploration. The geogra-

phical societies also included a large proportion of the new and

expanding commercial and industrial class, among them the

owners of whaling and sealing ships. The remarkable contribu-

tion wUch these men and their carefully selected captains made
to geographical knowledge is one of the most striking features

of polar exploration during the first half of the nineteenth

century.

One of them, William Scoresby, whose father William

Scoresby of ^Vhitby achieved a farthest north of 81'* 31' to the

east of Spitsbergen in 1806, may be said without e.xaggeration to

have laid the foimdatiom of modem Arctic geography by the

publication in 1820 of his Account tj' the Acetic Regions »ith a
ffisMry and Desctiptloa of the Horthera HTio/e Fu/ieries, and by his

Journal ^a Vojage to the Horthcm iVbale Fiditrits, which appeared

in 1823. No less remarkable in their disinterested services to

e.xpIoration were the Enderby brothers, one of whom, Charles

Enderby, vvas a founder of the Geographical Society of London.
Sacrificing the secrecy inevitable ina highly competitive industry,

in which knowledge ofnew fishing bases and fishing grounds, of
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tides and currents and ice condibons, was jealously guarded from

rivals, these men not only made available the knowledge they or

their captains had acquired, but also diverted their ships for the

purpose of geographical discovery, often at considerable financial

loss The discoveries made by sealers of the Enderby brothers,

some of the most impressivediscovcnesofthe mneteenth century,

prepared the way for a great campaign of Antarctic exploration

in which the navies of Russia, Britain, the Umted States and

France m turn participated

The broad scientific mterests, the zest for travel, for ex-

ploration and for geo^aphical discovery which inspired men of

different kinds and nationahties in this age of peace and of free

dom of the seas, were not, however, un^mished by thoughts of

national prestige or strategic advantage The advent of free trade

and freedom of the seas brought with it no corresponding decline

in nationalism, on the contrary, and in a penod when polar

exploration was predoimnantly sponsored by governments and

earned out by navies, it was loevitable that pouDcs and strategy

should creep in

The British Navy took the lead la the revival of polar explor-

ation after the Napoleonic Wars and its ambition was the dis

covery of a North West Passage It was a challenge inherited

from past generations of British seamen and for t&s reason it

had a tradibonal and a romantic appeal But this was no longer

the North WestPassageofthesixteenthandseventeenth centuries,

the North West Passage to Cathay It was now envisaged in terms

of the circumnavigahon and exploration of the Arctic coast of

Bntish Canada and of the discovery of any new lands which
might be found to the north of the American continent, mcluding
(because Baffin’s discoveries were no longer acknowledged) the

ice covered mass of West Greenland
Such a project, so closely bound up widi the exploration and

extension of British temtory, was one m which Bntam, supreme

m naval as m economic and financial power but keenly alive to

potential rivals, could not allow herself to he forestalled hy any

foreign nation In fact, some apprehension of foreign activity

along the borden of Canada in Ae first quarter of the luneteenth

century was not unwarranted The strategic position was far

from reassunng British colonists were relatively few and widely
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scattered. Relations tetweea British and the remaning French

settlers were easily Inflammable. To Ac south lay a youthful

and ebullient United States which had already threatened the

Canadian frontier during the war of 1812. To the west was
apparently a greater danger: Russia, ferrently nationalist and
with imperial ambitions whids had been greatly encouraged by
the events of 1812-15. She was in total occupation of Alaslu

(overlooldng one extremity of the North-West Passage) and had
by 1820 spread her trading posts and settlements so far south

along the American coast (as far indeed as San Francisco) that it

almost seemed as if three nations not two might soon divide the

North American Continent.

British suspicion of Russian intentions and of the true nature

of her recent exploratory operations in Arctic and Pacific waters

was reported by the Austrian Archduke Ludwig after his visit to

England in 1816.

A Power*, he wrote, 'which is not in friendly esteem i*

Russia. The Englishman, calculating and jealous of his trade,

knows that that Empire, which is so vast, provided with ill

resources, and touching all seas, mi^t one day come forward as

a Sea Power. England has been made attentive of late by repeated

Russian sea voyages, which had for their purpose more than

discovery; by the establishment of settlements on islands

between Asia and America, and even on the North-west Coast

of this continent
j
l.e. America], by the connection with Kam-

chatka, the Continent of Russia; by the mission to China, and by
the conquests over Penla.’

Similar suspicions were hinted a year later by John Barrow,

Secretary to the Admiralty, a principal founder of the Geogra-

phical S^icty and the father, as be came to be called, of British

Arctic exploration in the nineteenth century. In an anonymous
article In the Q^artalj Rtricw for October 1817 Barrow (who had
access to the latest intelligence about Russian movements) wrote.

The Russians Kive for some time been strongly Impressed with
the Idea of an open passage round America. ... It would be
somewhat mortifying if a naval power but of yesterday should

complete a discovery in the nineteenth century, which was so

happily commenced by Englishmen In the sixteenth.*

In 1818 an Act of Parliament tUidUr to that of 1776 oflertd
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substantial rewards for the discorery of a North West Passage,

or for a farthest north towards the Pole if no westward route to

Bering Strait could be found Great as was the British anxiety to

forward exploration and discovery it is difficult to avoid the

suspicion that the desire to forestall and counteract Russian

operations in the Arctic, if not a major factor, was at least in the

minds of the Board of Admiralty when they agreed to make men
and ships available for Arctic exploration

International nvalry was also much m evidence in Antarctic

waters early in the nineteenth century There the first discoveries

after the Napoleonic Wars were made by the sealers, American

and British working lA fierce competition in their search for

ports and bases and the most profitable fishing grounds In politi

cal tenns, thisnvalryaroong the sealers (who were surreptitiously

supported by their Governments) was a reflection, an extension,

of the Anglo American economic and commercial war which had

begun wim the first expansion of British trade ui South America

in the eighteenth century After the Napoleonic Wars, when
Europe was impovenshed and Canada still too scantily populated

to provide profitable openings for British goods, this sharpened

to a bitter conflict as Bncain strove by every means to capture the

South American trade The Monroe Doctnne of 1823 was
directed at Britain rather than at France or Russia, and Canning
for one was convinced that it was the Amencan intention to

supplant Britain in navigation throughout the vvorld, but

especially in all seas adjacent to America When rumours reached

London in the thirties that the Umted States Navy was preparmg
to explore Antarctica, this news had accordingly a powerful

effect in persuading the British Admiralty to launch the first

nai'al expedition to the Antarctic since the voyages of James
Cook

At one stage m this Anglo American struggle Antarctic

territory nearest to South America assumed for British merchants

engaged in the South Amcncan trade an importance which had

nothing to do with sealmg On the mainland their future was

precarious for, <juiteapart from die hostility of Amencan interests

whose agents were active m all ports and cities, there were many

doubts about the fate of the old Spamsh colonies They began

therefore to look about for adjacent islandsfrom which theycould.
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if need be, cany on the stru^le. The Falkland Islands, the

nearest, had been abandoned for reasons of economy in 1774
and were not reoccupied until 1833. When the South Shet-

lands were discovered by Britain in 1819, more than one of these

merchants saw in them a possible base to which they might retire

and cany on British trade.

To conclude this preface to the story of the first polar explora-

tions of the nineteenth century, a word must be said—because

the British Navy took the lead—about the special position and
functions of the Navy in exploration at this time, and about the

characteristic pattern of life on these first British naval expedi-

tions.

The doctrine of die freedom of the seas svhich Britain had
proclaimed and of which her Navy, supreme on all seas, was the

principal guardian, carried with It a special obligation. This was
not only to ensure the protection of the seas but to provide for

their safety by exploring and charting unknown coasts and u*aters

for the benefit of the shipping of the world. Hydrographic survey

had made great strides since the days of Cook. In 1 8 1 1 a separate

Hydrographic Branch was established. After the ^van, charting

and survey, with ma^etic observations which assumed an
importance greater even than during the eighteenth century,

became the principal task of British naval expeditions and, indeed,

so great was British technical advance in this field that London
became the world’s chief centre for the purchase of charts and
hydrographic instruments, as it remains to this day.

The first British naval expeditions to the polar regions provided

in their organization and their conduct the pattern for British

polar exploration for many years to come. Officera and men,
ambitiously or adventurously minded, volunteered for polar

service not as ‘explorers’ in the tsvenlieth-century idiom but as

part of an ordinary rural career and they sailed for an unknosvn
world of ice and snow full of the robust confidence of the

Victorian age. Their uniforms, of standard naval pattern, were
more appropriate to Portsmouth than to the Poles, and samples

of the heavy Victorian plate with which their wardroom tables

Were laden have survived zmoi^ the mpre curious and moving
relics of the Arctic tragedies of the nineteenth century.

On board, rollicking performances by the ships’ company of
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the latest London farce, ntagic lanteni shows, and a heavily

humorous weekly magazine. Tike Parry’s North Georgia Gazette

and Wtr\ta Chronicle, kept up morale during the months of winter

darkness But discipline was stem, and the moral tone set by

officers drawn from the new middle class was strictly Evangelical

and Sabbatarian Religious education featured largely in the

ship's routine on these expeditions and large additional stocks of

bibles were hopefully earned for distribution to the Eskiraoes

But despite this stubborn adherence to traditional naval ways

in most unsuitable conditions, despite their inadequate equip-

ment, their Ignorance of bow best to live and how best to travel

m the polar regions, the achievements of these expeditions, now
to be described, are among the most remarkable m polar history

At sea their supreme skill in the handling of cumbrous sailing

ships, tunung and twisting through the pack at the mercy of

the winds and the ice, was a miracle of navigation On land,

their heroic journeys hauling, officers and Jack Tars alike, heavy

sledge boats across the tumbled and shifting Arctic floes, were for

generations the inspiration of British polar explorers
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The Royal Navy takes the Lead

T
hroughout polar history there have beenmen^ Joto

Earrosv, a John Repolds, a Henry Grumell, 15*™'”“

Markhatn-svho gave, like the HJrluyts rn Ehzabeto

dap, a new tom and £ust to P»'"
spirit in British ArcUc exploration of the tet half o

tLd. century was John Barrow. Indosrrious. hrghly mpah =

widely rravelkd in his younger dap Barrow

and irrlluential SecreUry to the Admtralty ^
1804. and became tn/reover in later years “1“'

Geographical Society of London. He was bom •>>™Me mst

morGnd stock. As a boy while workingm a foundry « ^we^
he contrived to be the Erst in England to make “
the famous Italian aeronaut Ltmardi in his balloon.

this adventure by a summer cruise to the ArcUc in a wM«
and farm that Say he became an ardmt enthusiast for^to

explotaUon and a gr^t student of its hterature, eqreciaUy

many yearn in China and ^uA Mrica

joined the Admitalty in 1804. he found hmselfm“
aUy stroi^ posidon to iniloence polar affairs. The y

he desctSn his autobiography, appeared ordamed >>7

stance to be the one in which the g^t
ArcUc exploraUon might be revived. There was i

^ o

on the Royrl Navy at the time. The ArcUc g«>S"P''y
^oA

America, Se disivery of a North-Wmt Passage CPt** f
'

Rmsians had their eyes), even the insularity of

all problem, yet uriolJed. Indeed, how Utde^ ^
of ArcUc geography despite the cxplorauons o

^ Harmw’s
hundred yiL cai li seen from the map

own Ch,Ll,gicd Hirterr o/ l'er“a“ '^3'°"l f"S-
in 1818. AtL mourhVtheWerme River, at po nu norj-

wards of Great Bear Lake, the sea had been reached Ute m the
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eighteenth century by Alexander Mackenzie and Samuel Heame,

men of the Hudson’s Bay Company But farther north, except

for a vague and shadowy outline of Greenland’s west coast, the

Arctic map, despite William Baffin’s discoveries, was blank

But there was another and more immediate reason for the

renewal of Arctic exploration Ice conditions, because of some

temporary climatic fluctuation, were in 1817 quite exceptionally

favourable and as Barrow recorded in his article in the Quarterl/

Review (already quoted), Willum Scoresby the younger, the

whaling captain, had that very summer reported the extraordinary

disappearance of an immense quantity of ice ‘I observed,

Scoresby had written to Sir Joseph Banks, ‘on my last voyage

(1817) about two thousand square leagues (18,000 square miles)

of the surface of the Greenland seas, included between the

parallels 74° and 80°, perfectly void of ice, all of which bad

disappeared within the last two years ’ This was an opportunity

not to be lost Barrow at once proposed to Lord Melville, First

Lord of the Admiralty, a plan for two voyages 'for the advance-

ment of geography, navi^tion, and commerce and this, with

from the Royal Society on scientific grounds,

roved

13 were on a grand and multiple scale One naval

squadron was to sail nor^wards between Spitsbergen and

Greenland and then as close to the Pole as possible and on to

the Bering Strait This was in the direction of Captain Constan

tine Phipps’s expedition of 1773 The second and principal

squadron was Co search for an entrance to a North West Passage

along the traditional avenue of Davis Strait while other ships

waited off Bering Strait to welcome or rescue any survivors who
might get through This was the plan for the first maritime

operations In addition, ffiere was to be a land exploration of the

almost unknown Arctic coast of North America
In May 1818 the naval squadrons sailed Captain David

Buchan, with orders for the northern journey, commanded two

bomb built sailing ships, Ac Dorothea and the Trent His second

in command was an officer whose name was soon to become a

household word, Lieutenant John Franklin This voyage, how
ever, was a total failure Off Ae west coast of Spitsbergen a

violent gale fell upon Ae Aips, forcmg Aem to make for land

strong support

was rapidly app

Barrow's pla:
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Venturing out agrin to the north, they were beret for dayr in

heaiy pack aIon|the edge of the Arctic Sea, then

returned, battered by the ice, to Spitsbergen. A '“P

of north-west Spitsbergen, but nothing else, came out of this

The vojage of the second squadron, under the stocky, red-

headed cimminder John Ross, who had a veiy remarbWe

young naral officer. Lieutenant Edward Panjr, « his second-m-

command, ended inexplicably- Ross's ships the dlerondrt and the

telellu, sailing up Davis Strait, restored to the map the

of the peat Eliiabethan seaman, Baflmi Baflm Bay, and Smiffi

Jones »d Lancaster Sounds, which Baffin had named after ho

supporters in the City of London. But after arriving on 30ffi

Ai^t ISIS off Baffin's Lancaster Sound, the inost likely of

three to lead to a Nordi-West Passage, Ross sailed ^
day, then stopped. Ahead of him, he insisted, he distinctly m

land round the bottom of the bay forming a chain

connected with those which extended along the north and sou*

aide'. Indeed, so convinced of their existence 'e_^
he

named them after a Secretary of the Admiralty, the Croker

Mountains'. To Parry and his fellow officers.

'Croker Mountains' seemed no mote thm a fantasnc opHca

illusion. They could see nothing. Ue sea ahead was clear. Itiey

felt certain that they were on the very verge of a peat ““"Y'
When Ross, therefore, insisted on mming back, it seemed

incomprehensible, a lamentable, decision.
..vscnl

Amusing and malicious stories about Ross “
‘Croher Mountrins’ were soon going the round o ®

rooms of London. Some found it impossible to ou

of so capable and trustsvorthy an officer. But there were mmy

who hinted slyly that the Croker Mountains were a happy ex^e

to retreat to safer waters. So damaging was this gossip no y

to Ross but to the Navy that the Admiralty deciM to settle

matter by the dispatch of another expediUon. The

chosen svas Ross’s second-in-command, Ueutenant Edss^rf

Parry. The elegant and ambitious )-oung commander ot tte

North-West Passage expedition was only 29 ^ .

talents and achievements were already considera e. is

ledge of hydrography, nautical astronomy and magnetic res
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had won him a Fellowship oF the Royal Society and he had at the

same time already won a name in the Navy For seamanship and

navigation and for leadership of men

THE HRSr ATTACK OS THE NORTH SVEST PASSAGE

To follow in any detail the fortunes of Parry’s first great

Arctic expediUon, or for that matter the manoeuvres of any ol

the many expeditions seeking a North West Passage durmg the

nineteenth century, some knowledge is necessary of the intncate

pattern of islands and icy cKinneli which spreads across the map

between the north western extremity of Greenland and the

ArcUc coast of the American continent Below the Ice an

around the rock masses, geologically related to those of the

Yukon and Alaska, Atlantic waters mingle with those of the

Beaufort Sea Beyond lies the Benng Stmt through which wairo

currents stream from the Pacific into the Arctic Ocean
^

map, the way to the west loob easy But to Parry, as he

the region westivards of Bafiln Bay was utterly unfcnosvn, a won

of lands perhaps, or of sea, where ruMgation must be a matter ol

tedious and repeated probing where a day s sailing mi^t «d in

besetment in the ice, or impruonmcnt in some land locked hay

Parry's ships were the Hull built bomb Hfc/a of 37S tons and a

gun bng of 180 tons, the Griper both ships, to sase men, beu^

^rque ngged, with bows, bottoms and keels strengthene

against the ice, and with provisions for nvo yean Parry had wth

him on the Hecia young Captain Sabine of the Royal Artillery

who was to gam a reputation as ‘the most penistent and the

successful magnetic obserser of his day Lieutenant Liddon

commanded the Griper It was a very young expedition, for apart

from Parry and Sahme, no officer was more than 23 years

The two ships sailed from the Hiames on 11th May
,

one question uppermost in the minds of those on board Di

Ross’s Croker Mountains exist or not? By the beginning o

August, they svere ncanng the answer To the north lay the lows

smooth coast of Devon bland,overhung with clouds, to thesoum

the snow*covcred mountauis of northernmost Baffin blan

Ahead, free of ice and dark as the ocean, were the svaten o

Lancaster Sound The Heela was the faster ship As she walte or
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the Griper xmder easy sail, she pitched so heavily in the westerly

swell that the sea was dirown up against her stem wndows. To
Parry this immediately was a hopeful sign, the sign of an open
sea and not of the land-locked bay svhich Ross thought he had
seen.

As they sailed towards the new svaters there was much scien-

tific work to be done: there were soundings to be made with the

new deep-sea dam invented by Captain Ross, there were sea and
air temperatures to be noted, the movement of tides and
currents, the angle of dip of the horizon, the eiTects of the

Aurora Borealis on the electrometer and rtvignstic needle, and
many other phenomena to be observed. Magnetic observations

were an important part of the scientific programme recom-
mended by the Royai Society and Captain ^bine of the Royal

Artillery, ‘a gentleman well skilled in Astronomy, Natural

History, and various branches of knowledge* was fully occupied.

Charting and survey and dra^viog were assigned to Lieutenant

Beechey and Lieutenant Hoppner, the Admiralty having decreed

that no professional civilian draughtsman should be carried on
this purely naval expedition.

As the Heda and the Griper sailed westwards into Lancaster

Sound, two questions filled the minds of Parry and his men.
Was tius the North-West Passage? Or were they at any moment
to be confronted by the barrier of Ross’s Croker Mountains? In

his Journal ojo VoyageJor rfi« Oisc»r<^ p/"

a

NortA-IPert Tassagejrom
the Atlautie to the Tadjic, Parry describe the scene:

‘It is more easy to imagine than to describe the almost breath-

less amde^ whi^ was now visible in every countenance while,

as the breeze increased to a fresh ^e, we ran quickly up the

sound. The mastheads were crowded by the officers and men
during the whole afccmoon, and an unconcerned observer, if

any could have heen unconcerned on such an occasion, would
have been amused by the eagerness with which the various

reports from the crow’s-nest were received all, however,
hitherto favourable to our most sanguine hopes,’

Sounding after sounding revealed no bottom. Headland after

headland, am?, into view for the weathw resssained retoarfcahly

clear and the only ice they saw was a few Luge bergs, much
Hashed by the sea. When th^ reached longitude 83° 12*,
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Parry knew tliat he was beyond the point which Ross

But the shores of the sound were still some miles apart CroKer

Mountains had been proved a myth

Parry and his officers were now supremely confident 1 hey ten

already that they were weU on the way to the Bering Strait an

to Kamchatka where, their official instructions stated, they were

to hand over their journals and maps to the Russian Governor lor

transmission to St Petersburg and London But it too soon

for such high hopes The easterly wind which had «med ^e

Hecia and the Gnpet up the sound suddenly died away md they

were becalmed in thick and snowy weather for days, with leisure

to examine the curious horuontal banding of the cliffs along

shores while the men amused themselves chasmg the w e

whales which swam around the ships m large number,

‘a shnll rmging sound, not unhke that of musical glasses a y

The manoeuvres of the two ships, when the breeze sprang up

again, give some idea of the tedious process of trial and error j

which exploration had to be carried out in such

complicated waters To the westward, their way was barred
g

a large compacted mass of ice floes, beaten by a heavy sur

they turned to the south through the hare which hung over

sea and found themselves m a Urge inlet—Prince Regent We
flanked by ice along one shore The ship’s compasses, sluggi*

ever smee they had entered Lancaster Sound, on this southwar

course soon became useless and were removed and placed in

store Somewhere near, as James Clark Ross was to prove, was

the site of the magnetic pole . , ,

Parry’s aim, however, was not the North Magnetic Pole u

the North West Passage Finding the inlet to run south and sou

east they turned back to Lancaster Sound But in snowstorms
an

fog, It was perilous sailmg, with land suddenly looming

leavmg the ships with only a narrow space in which to

round betsveen land and ice It took them many days
^

to feel their way along the south shore of Deion

find the coast trendmg northwards, with a wide channel (We g

ton Channel) and a Urge island (Cornwallis Island) to the wm
^

This northward turn of the coast of Devon bland was ® ^ p

relief for Parry had feared ffiat it might turn south instea
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north, stringing across in a great are to join the mainland of

America. Even more encouraging nas *e sight of the soim

(beyond the entrance to Wellington Channel) broadening out

into a sride stmit. ms Parr, called Barrow Strait after John

Barrow, the promoter of the Arctic expeditions.

The officers and men of the Hec/fl and the Griper "^^re now in

high spirits; it was the end of August but they still had s«

wJelis or so before the onset of winter; the ships W so far

come through undamaged ;
provisions were amp e ,

an ey

found a bread and room, seaway to
l!

between the large ice floes wf.ch brole up
‘’f

open sea. Bearing to the north, then runnmg apin o

to avoid the !lo«, the, entered these broad and
“-“'J'™

waters, calling them Melville Sound after the Fust Lord ot

the Admiralty: To the north, as the ships moved in and out

the ice lloes in the direction of the BMufort Sea, cy

eatensive. Inhospitable coast, and in the distance a lo'*.

headland narrowU their pathahead. There were

this coast, the coast of MStllle bland, and after a brief taing

to make conUct with them, to nuke survey and

observations, and to hunt reindeer and shoot pbrm^ ,

as on any English moor, the two ships sailed apin g

their way, inSnitely slowly it seemed to Parry

and calms and contrary winds, until on 4th Septem er

ss-as able to announce the news that they had Aat ay cro

meridian of 110 west from Greenwich, in latitude 74 dcgr

44 minutes 20 seconds. _ _ , .i.

The officers and men ofthcH«/a and the Griper X *
rp«-ard

ment became entitled under the Act of Parliament o a

of £5,000. But their celebrations were short-lived. For a

the crow's nest. Parry could see stretching from coast to co^t

across their path a solid, apparently L
floes, with no sign of open sea beyond. The two s J{M an

Ucre was after all still a hope that the ice, as

September, might loosen and dimimsh. But as ®
i

’

icc, hr from .br.luE, moved in towrrd. them slowly.

Inexorably, as if in accordance %vith some ^leso en p

Imprison the ships at their anchorage. Furthermore, wi

lower autumn temperatures, young ice. Parry saw. was forming
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fast on the surface of the sea It was too late now to escape and

at a smaU bay. Winter HarW, slightly to the east^ Cape

Heame, the Hecla and the Griper put in for the winter 1 his w«

the most westerly limit of Parry’s first and most remarkable

isolate as 4th October, there was still sunlight enough for Parry

to read and wnte in his cabin and from its stem widows

morning and evemng he watched m silent admiraUon the fluctuat

ing hues, blue, purple, scarlet, and deep red, of Ae Arctic

suruTse and sunset On 4th November, however, the darlmess o

winter set in and lasted almost a hunted days Parry ma e sure

there was no idle moment, no time m which the spirits o s

men might flag during these dark hours From the moment, a

quarter to six each morning, when all hands turned out to scm

me decks with warm sand and stones, there was plenW to o,

musters morning and eveiung, inspections of clothing an

bedding, continual fire precautions, and each afternoon wor on

sails and nggmg When the weather was too bad for exercise on

shore, he ordered the men to run round the covered and ingem

ously heated decks, keeping step to a tune on the ship s organ,

or to any song they cared to sing For the officers, the afternoon

walk on shore was the most dismal duty ‘Not an object was o

be seen on which the eye could long rest with pleasure,

when directed to where the ships lay, and where our i ®

colony was planted ’ There was plenty of entertaiiOTcnt o

counteract this Arctic gloom and monotony, singing and dancmg

for the men, for the officers ‘more rational amuscinents,w g«

writing, chess, playing on the flute and the violin’ ,
for ho ®

fortmghtly theatrical performances, produced and stage rn^g®

by Lieutenant Becchey which opened uproariously on the nrs

wmter’s evemng with a perfonnance of ‘Miss m her

This, Parry dryly remarked, ‘afforded to the men ® >

of amusement as fully to justify the expectations we had

of the utility of theatneal entertainments’ Captain &
weekly newspaper, North Georgia Gazette and IVinter Cbro «»

was highly successful and the dark days passed with

rapidity At tught, above die incessant wind, they com

die howling of the wolves on diore and the crackmg of the s p
timbers under pressure from die ice.
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Early in February all hands set to work, sawing leads through

the ice while Parry explored across Melville Island to its

northern coast. After three months of imprisonment, it was a

great relief to escape from the ships and to see, as the Arctic

spring turned to summer, the moss, fresh and green, issuing

from the melting snows and to rest the eyes on dwarf willosvs,

on pink and yellow saxifrage, after the implacable whiteness of

the winter. There was hunting too, of reindeer, geese, and ptar-

migan, and the shaggy and bewildered musk-ox, 3ie most primi-

tive of Arctic creatures, provided excellent sport for these

Arctic ej^lorers of the British Navy.

By August, the Heda and the Griper made one last attempt to

break through the massive ice which still blocked all passage to

the west. But the floes. Parry calculated, even now at the height

of summer, were fifty feet thick; a hopeless task for sWp*

powered only by the cold Arctic avinds. Defeated by this one
last barrier bcovecn his ships and the navigation of a North-West
Passage, Parry sailed for England.

Not only in its discoveries but in its record of good health and
high morale during the hrst wintering by na^ ships in the

Arctic, this was a remarkable expedition. The entrance to a

North-West Passage had been discovered and navigated over a

distance of some six hundred miles from Baffin Bay. Dowti Prince

Regent Inlet, the way to the North Magnetic Pole had been
found. These discoveries of nesv Arctic waters had, moreover,

rich consequences for the British whaling industry. They had

suffered serious losses recently because of the northward migra-

tion of whales, and the whaleis who earlier had followed John
Ross’s ships into Baffin Bay now moved westwards to even richer

whaling grounds in Parry’s Lancaster Sound.
Parry’s failure, however, to get through the great concentration

of ice which choked the narrows south and west of Melville

Island had a profound effect on Arctic strategy. Henceforth, so

massive and impregnable did this Ice wall seem, the greatest

efforts to discovera North-West Passage were concentrated to the

south of Lancaster Sound In Uie ho^ that somewhere here a

parallel seaway might be discovered, washing the continental

coast. This s^-as the region which Parry attacked on his next
expedition in 1821, approadring from Hudson Strait. His ships



f. r/jtf repaired after her battering from the ice, and the

^ere
*"Vp{,£^te ship ‘precisely alike so that any article

far/i *
Ip either might be transferred from ship to ship,

belong'"S^^
appl*®'^ proper use, without selection, trial,

*r alteration ofany kind' It was a very practical device, char

actenstic of Parry’s alert and mvenUve mind

Parry passed two successive ssmters in the Arctic on this

second expedition The east coast of Melville Peninsula, over

looking Foxe Basin north ofHudson Bay, was explored and Parry

and his officers, travelling on snow shoes and sledges with the

EsUmoes, crossed to the northern end of the peninsula and came

upon the narrow Fury and Hccia Strait which leads westwards

into the Gulf of Boothia On the analogy of Lancaster Sound this

was a highly promising discovery but once again a deep ice belt

blocked a svestem exit With scurvy spreading dangerously

through both ships during their imprisonment over a second

winter, there was no alternative, when summer came, but to

turn back

Could Fury and Hecia Strait and Prince Regent Inlet be con

nccted, that >vas now the question? And if so, might there not

be leading vcestsvardi a route parallel with Melvitle Sound?
Only an approach down Prince Regent Inlet, outflanking

the ice whicn blocked the Strait, could solve these problems,

and this was what Parry decided to do But 1824 was a had year

for Arctic exploration, with Ice spreading as far south as Baifin

Bay A hard winter off the eastern shores of the Inlet was

followed by a summer of thick fogs and heavy gales The fuiy

was wrecked upon the beach of Somerset Island In the end,

both ships' companies returned aboard the Heela to England

It was Parry’s third and last attempt to find a North West
Passagt
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by geographers since mediaeval times, of an inner but ice-free

Arctic Sea. For Parry, there was also the chance to try out, as in

his first wintering of na«l ships in the Arctic, new and revolu-

tionary techniques in Arctic exploration. All previous attempts

to reach a high northern latitude—^those of Hudson, of Constan-

tine Phipps, of Buchan—had been wholly shipbome and all had

been stopped by the dense pack which stretched away to the

north of Spitsbergen. Parry, following the traditional English

route, proposed instead to establish a Spitsbergen base as far

north as possible by sea, and then (preferring this to the use of

reindeer advocated by William Scoresby) to ads-ance on foot

hauling ships’ boats, fitted with iron runners, over the pack.

Parry sailed in the Hecfa, the heroine of his North-West
Passage expeditions, in 1827 and on June 21 from a base far up
the coast of West Spitsbergen started for the Pole 'vith the two
ships’ boats, the Enterprise and the Eodearour, four light sledges

made from snowshoes, and provisions for seventy-one daw. As
far as Walden Island, discovered by Captain Constantine Phipps,

It was easy going. The ship’s cutter under Lieutenant Crozier

(the first mention of a famous polar name) relieved them of
much weight and they passed easily enough through loose ice

Into a calm and sunlit sea, disturbed only by an occasional

bellowing walrus which floundered ponderously off the ice-floes

as they passed.

When they reached the compacted, solid, ice. Parry put his

plan of travel into action. To take ad'antage of the harder snow
surface and to avoid any risk of snow-blindness from the intense

reflected glare of the sun, he decided (as the American Robert E.

Peary decided later in the century) to travel only by night and to

sleep during the svarmer hours of the day; though as far as light

w-as concerned, day and nl^t were indistinguishable during the

Arctic summer. On this basis, a routine of travel was established.

Each day's journey over the Ice, hauling the boats over the

tumbled and jagged floes, then launching them in intervening

pools of water, was as thoughtfully, as methodically, organized

as the wintering had been on Melville Island. After evening

prayers, officers and men changed fur sleeping clothes, ofcamlet
lined with racoon skin, for uniToirm of strong blue box cloth;

then breakfast of cocoa and biscuit, a journey of fne hours, an
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were the H.ele, repaired after her tattenng from the lee, and

Fmf, a duplicate ship ‘precisely ahhe so

belonging to either might he transferred from ship to ship,

and a? oSce applied to its proper use, without selection, tnal,

or alteration of any kind’ It was a very practical device, char

actenstic of Parry’s alert and mvenUve mind

Parry passed tsvo successive winters m the Arctic on

second expedition The east coast of Melville

looking Foxe Basin north of Hudson Bay, was explored and Parpr

and his officers, trascllmg on snow shoes and sledges with the

Eskimoes, crossed to the northern end of the peninsula an

upon the narrow Fury and Hccia Strait which leads weswar

into the Gulf of Boothia On the analogy of Lancaster Sound, thu

was a highly promising discovery but once again a deep ice e

blocked a western exit With scurvy spreading dangerous y

through both ships during their imprisonment over a

winter, there was no alternative, when summer came, bu

turn back ,

Could Fury and Hecla Strait and Prince Regent Inlet be co

netted, that was now the question? And if so, might there tio

be leading westwards a route parallel with Melville Sou*

Only an approach dosvn Prince Regent Inlet,

the ice which blocked the Strait, could solve these prob

and this was what Parry decided to do But 1824 was a ba ye

for Arctic exploration, with ice sprcaduig as far south “
Bay A hard winter off the eastern shores of the I^t w

followed by a summer of thick fogs and heavy gales Tne

was wrecked upon the beach of Somerset Island In the

both ships' companies returned aboard the Hecla to

It -was Parry's third and last attempt to find a North os

parry’s attempt on the pole

In 1821, Parliament offered handsome rewards for an atterop

on the Pole, and thu was Edward Parry’s next Arctic ,

This attempt to do what Barrow had hoped Buchan mig ^

great attractions Successmightmean theopeningup ofanor

passage by way of the Pole from the Atlantic to the a

Ocean New light might be dirown on the existence, suppo
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mentioned in any other 'well-aathenticated record.’ But his men
were now forced to pause for breath after almost every haul. ‘I

could not’, Parry admitted, *but consider it as incurring xiseless

fatigue to the officers and men, and unnecessaiy wear and tear

for the boats, to persevere any longer in the attempt.’ So he
turned back, having achieved by these new and extraordinary

methods an advance towards the Pole which was not bettered

for forty-eight years.

Thus ended the active career ofa great Arctic explorer, a man
who in his first and exterjsive explorations of the Canadian

Arctic archipelago came closer tl^ any until the days of

Franklin to solving the principal Arctic problem of the first half

of the nineteendt century, the discovery of a North-West
Passage.

THE DISCOVERY OF THE NORTH MAGNETIC POLE

One more shlp-bome expedition, and the land explorations

to be carried out as Barrow had planned by the Navy and the

men of the Hudson’s Bay Company, fall within this period of

splendid advance by the Arctic exploren of the British Navy.
The ship-borne expedition, Jed by John Ross of 'Croker Moun-
tains’ fame, was in two respects unusual. The object, once
again, was the North-West Passage, to be sought by the route of

Parry’s last attempt, south down Prince Regent Inlet. But the

British Government had by this time lost all enthusiasm for

Arctic exploration partly perhaps because of an evident decline

in the maritime ambitions of Russia) and in 1828 the Act of

Parliament offering rewards for Arctic discovery was repealed.

The new expedition therefore had to be promoted privately, by
Mr Felix Booth, Sheriffof the City ofLondon. For the nineteenth

century, this was a new dty»arturc. Another was use of, or
rather the attempt to use, the new power of steam. This >vas an

audacious experiment and to the Navy which by 1828 had

permitted no more than a few small steam tugs to appear in the

Navy List it would have been unthinkable. Felix Booth, the

enterprising Sheriff of London, bad however no such regrets for

the passing days of sail and wh«i rfje Victory, a paddle steamer
which had made the Dover to Calais run, headed for the Arctic,

she moved uncertainly and convulsively under steam and under
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hour for dinner, and another five or six hours’

they hauled the boats up onto the ice and spread the saib

awLigs Tlien prayers again and seven hours sleep until

on the bugle roused the party for another night of

For officers and men alike, this was exhausting work Wading

hauling, stumbling, cutting boots and feet on the razor s ip

pomts of ice, Parry did not realize for weeks how futile ^erc

Efforts because of the southward drift of the pack with the Arcuc

current There was after all no landmark to guide them m tois

desolate white waste land which stretched so unendingly

‘The eye’, wrote Parry m his Narrathe of an Attempt to ita

North Pol* in hoau FittedJot the Patpou, and attached to His

Ship Heela. in the /ear MDCCCXXVIl, ‘the eye weaned itseJl m

vam to find any object but ice and sky to rest upon, and evw

latter was often hidden from our view by the dense an ism

fogs which so often prevailed ’ A passing gull, some s g

shaping of the ice, brought uistant pleasure to men dejee e ;

the unchanging visu of so vast and so monotonous a
,

For those unacquainted with the range of Arctic climate

summer weather that year v«s bewildering in >ta

ISth July, Parry wrote, ‘It rained so hard and so incessantly tnaws
^

would have been impossible to move without a complete f**

mg I had never before seen rain m the polar regions to be c

pared with this, which continued without intermission,

twenty one hours, sometimes falling with great violence an i

large drops’ On other days, the warmth was no less “

and the sun so hot that the Ur ran out of the seams of the oa

On 20th July Parry calculated their latitude at noon to be t

than five miles to the north of their latitude three

though they had travelled twelve miles since then A fc"' ^
later they lost more than they gained Only by i

desperate efforts could they counteract the invisible
g.y a

movement of the Ice and reach, as they did on 26th July l »

farthest north of 82° 45', only 435 miles short of the Po e

ensigns and pendants'. Parry wrote, ‘were

day, and sincerely as we regretted not having been to

the British flag m the highest latitude to which we ha aspi

we shall perhaps be excused in having felt some little pn

bemg the bearers of it to a parallel considerably beyon
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Lancaster Sound. There, they were picked up by Ross’s old sldp,

the Hull whaler /jaie//a, in August 1833. Ross (and it ^vas com-
pensation for his earlier mbfortunes) was knighted on his return

to England and although the Act of Parliament granting resvards

had been repealed, he and his men were a^varded five thousand

pounds for dieir discoveries and for their courage and endurance

in surviving wthout loss four consecutive svinters in the Arctic.

LAND EXPLORATIONS OF THE CANADIAN ARCTIC COAST

The role of the land parties in John Barrow’s plan was not only

to explore and map east^vards and %vests»ards from the estuaries

of the Mackenzie and Coppermine Rivers but to search for an

open sea-^vay, an east-west passage, along this coast. They were
to be ready also to assist any sea^me expedition svhich might

be moving south dosvn Prince Regent Inlet, from Lancaster

Sound, These land parties, led for the most part by naval officen,

were strongly reitdbrced fay men of the Hudson’s Bay Company
who carried out many of the greatest land journeys in the Arctic

during the nineteenth century. These men, explorers of the

calibre of Chief Factor Peter Warren Dease who travelled >vith

Lieutenant John Franklin, or the youthful and remarkable

Thomas Simpson, contributed far more than is often acknow-

ledged to Arctic geography, generally in the face ofsome opposi-

tion from within the Company from men who, as far as a North-

West Passage was concerned, did not share the enthusiasms or

anxieties of the British Government. They feared on the contrary

that an open sea-svay round Canada’s Arctic coast would soon

bring ports and cities. In other words, it would transform a

hunter's into a settler’s land.

The first of the land expeditions >vas timed to coincide with

Parry’s first attempt on the North-West Passage and when it set

out from Hudson Bay in 1819 it carried orders to e-xplore east-

wards from the mouth of the Coppermine River. The leader

was young Lieutenant Franklin who had sailed with Buchan the

previous year and with him went Midshipman Back, who had

also been with Buchan, and a scientist. Dr John Richardson,

who was concerned with problems ofiutural history and observa-

tions of the Aurora Borealis. It was an oddly assorted patty which
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the con,mma ofm officer lo whom stem power™
ful a, .t was to the Board of Admiralty Hu second m commma

was his nephew. Commander James CUrk Ross,

»

study of magnetism a very talented sailor who had serv

both Ross and Parry on previous Arctic voyages

This fiist polar experiment with steam was ™“PW
The mammoth engine occupied most of the tonnage o P

.

the boilen, though liberally plastered with potatoes and dun^

never ceased to leak, and the maximum speed was ^nree m

an hour It was not long therefore before the
J'

regarded ‘as aught but a sailing ship’ and it was « such

made her way to Fury Beach on the east coast of Somers

where the wreck of Parry s ship, the Fvtjr, lay

Parry s hope, It will be remembered, had been to fin

or sound leading westwards out of Prince Regent In et u

John Ross was an unfortunate man In sailing past BeUo '

he failed to see that this was just such an opening—he cai

Brentford Bay—and oblivious of this lost opportunity to o'*”

the west, sailed on and made landfall on the cast coa

Boothia Peninsula naming it Boothia Felix after his

Felix Harbour for two winters the Vmorj 'vas beset J*

Clark Ross, the second in command made excellent use o

years He studied the dress and the building techniques o

Eskimoes who had settled in their snow houses (igloM) near

}:ctorj>, and made many long sledging journeys with them °

west and south of the peninsula and across tlie sea Ice to

William Island Parry had been certain that somewh^c m

direction lay the North Magnetic Pole and on one of these 1 .

neys,on31st May, 1831, the discoaery was made For James

Ross, the student of magnetism, this was a proud

erected a caim on the barren avestem coast where

erected no monument to denote the spot which she ha c

as the centre of one of her great and dark powers

The discovery of the North Magnetic Pole and—

^

Ross never seems to have realized ii—the first landfall to e
„y5

from the north on the American Continent were

events m Arctic exploration The Flcto^ was beset or

winters in the Arctic and m the end Ross
to

forced to abandon ship and make their way by the
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estuary prevented him from exploring along the coast to the

west.

Of these Arctic and sub-Arctic mainland explorations of Ac
first half of the nineteenth century, none were more remarkable

than die joumej’s of Dease and Simpson of the Hudson’s Bay

Company. Betiveen 1837 and 1839 they linked up and greatly

extended the explorations of Franklin, Back and Richardson,

moving westwards as far as Point Barrow in Russian-held Alaska

and eastwards from the estuaryof the Coppermineasfar as Queen
Maud Gulf. Nearing the Gulf, they saw across the coastal waters

to the north the d^k mast of Victoria Land (Victoria Island).

Our present discoveries’, wrote Simpson in his journal, ‘were

in themselves not unimportant, but dieir value ^vas much en-

hanced by the disclosure ofan open sea to the east^vard, and the

suggestioa of a new route—along the southern coast of Victoria.

Land—by which that open sea might be attained while the shores

of the continent were yet environed by an impenetrable barrier

of ice, as they were this season.' The sight of the open sea to the

east svas tantalizing. Might it not, they thought, link up with

Parry's Fury and Hecla Strait and thus be accessible from
Hudson Bay?

'The folloiving year, 1839, Dease and Simpson, like Back,

reached the estuary of the Great Fish River (the Back River). To
the north lay IGng William Land (King William Island) partly

explored by James Clark Ross. In the course of this great journey

ofover fourteen hundred geographical miles, they crossed over to

both Victoria Island and King William Island and mapped their

southern shores. But one problem, which Sir John Ross might
have solved, remained undecided. *We had determined’, wrote
Simpson, 'the northern limits of America to the westward of the

Great Fish River; It still remained a question whether Boothia

Felix might not be united to the Continent on the other side of

the estuary.’

The discoveries of these two remarkable Canadian pioneers

conclude this broad survey of Arctic exploration after the

Napoleonic Wars. In grandeur of strategic design, in its closely

integrated planning, in its methodical exploration of the

complex geography of Arctic Canada, this British campaign

against the Arctic (if one excepts the differently intended
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mrchcJ «t!Wards from Hudson Bay Usru were Hrimh

sadors Thtru svtro Indian goldts and mtarpratm And thm

were the toyageum fiom the Hudson's Bay Company imd the

old North West Company (based on the St Lawrence Rive )

All were equipped svith bark canoes for the descent of the rive ,

with sledges and with dog teams, and with snow shoes on which

the British sailors clambered heavily and painfully over the deep

winter snows of the Barren Grounds

On this and on a subsequent expedition four years later w

he was accompanied by Chief Factor Deasc. Franklin and tus

men explored and mapped a great stretch of unknown coast,

eastwards from the Coppermine as far as Point Tumagain,

wards from the Mackenzie for four hundred miles In the direc o

of Bering Strait, and between the Coppermine and hUck^e

Rivers The adventures and gallantry of these men of the

Navy m such an unusual and romantic setting deeply sllrrc

Bntish people Their danng descents m fnil canoes over o

ing rapids and swirbng whirlpools, their nearness to ^
m the Barren Lands, the lurid stones of treachery, ’

even of cannibabsm among the Indians and guides, all th

moving episodes contnbuted to a national legend about w
oism of John Franklin As an Oxford Prize Poem said of Bn

at the time

'In the proud memorials of her fame,
,

Stands linked with deathless gloiy, Franklin's name

These naval land explorations, however, like those at sM,

were stopped after 1828 when Parliament repealed me ^

offering rewards for Arctic discovery This ended for the tu^

being government sponsorship of Arctic exploration and

Back, now commander, was sent out in 1833 to search, by ''’’J

of the Great Fish River, for the long overdue expedition e

by Sir John Ross, his mission was sponsored by a public anwo^

to learn the fate of Ross it received only minor

official funds Back was at the headwaters of the Great Fish

(the Back River) the followmg year when he heard

Ross’s rescue, but be carried cm nevertheless, explored the w

five hundred miles of the nver with its eighty

cascades, and rapids, and stopped only when marshes
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The First Sightings of the

Antarctic Continent

W=
HILE the few ships which could be spared from Britain's

much reduced peacetime Navy were thus occupied ia

Arctic >vaters, sealers, American as well as British,

were making the first discoveries of Antarctic land since Cook.
These sealers, the majority of them American, drawn south by
Cook's reports of the rich fauna of the Southern Ocean, had been

^vorking the seas and coasts of Cook’s Isle of Georgia and Sand*

wich Land since the RevolutionaryWar and by the second decade

of the nineteenth century, more than tsvo hundred vessels, small

brigs, schooners and cutters from Britain or from the trim

seaports of Massachusetts and Connecticut, were fishing in these

w-aters. With such a great number ofscalers at work the slaughter

ofseals soon became a massacre, indiscriminate and uncontrolled.

Old fishing grounds were exhausted, new fisheries had to be
found, and this led the sealers to voyages of exploration.

No comprehensive study of the voyages of these sealers has

been made. If it were, if more of the log books and journals

wldch theyguarded sojealouslywere searched for and scrutinited,

no doubt new and unsuspected Antarctic discoveries would be
revealed. Meanwhile, of the earliest voj’ages there are only the

'aguest records. In 1800 Captain Edmund Fanning sailed in the

artned corvette Aspajia on a sealing and exploring voj-age but

there is nothing known of the discoveries he made. In the

coune of the next decade or two there may well have been
other TOyages by American sealers. But until there is more
research into tWs important phase oF Antarctic exploration,

none of these vo^-ages and discoveries can be confirmed. All that

can be said svith certain^ is that a British scaling captain was

99
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Franklin Search operations) u unique in the nineteenth century

Indeed, not until the mid twentieth century, when fleets of the

United States Navy explored the coasts of AnUrctica, were there

naval operations comparable In polar history

Nevertheless, despite these achievements of a quarter of a

century, John Barrow, their principal organizer, was left

unsatisfied When m the thirties the British Navy turned from

Arctic to Antarctic exploration, Barrow held aloof He was

already fully occupied with new plans to achieve what none of

these land or sea expeditioiu had yet achieved despite these

costly endeavours the discovery of a North West Passage
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ashore, the Jack was planted and the new land Avas claimed for

the Cro^vn, being given the name ‘New South Britain . It 'vas a

desolate place, yet another land ‘condemned to everlasting

rigidity by Nature’, no less barren, no more agreeable thm

Cook’s Isle of Georgia. But like Cook’s new lands it had lor

Smith one very redeeming feature. Along the shores were nch

colonies of seals,
, , , i. Tt.

John Mien \>-a8 elated by the news of Smith s landing. There

was not only a prospect of riches for British scalers. Might not

New South BriUin, or New South Shetland as Miers penuaded

Smith to call it, provide a refuge and a trading base for Bntish

merchants if they were forced out of South Amenca? It might

even become an entrcpSt for the Indian and Chinese tra c.
^

offered, moreover, exciting possibilities for discovene m
geography and natural history, in which Miers, like many others

of his kind, was much interested-

Together with other British merchants Miers thercupoxi

resolved to charter the brig Wdlicm for a fr«h voyage ot

exploraUon. But by this time. Captain Shlrreff, Captalij ol

H.M.S. Xndfomadie then in port at Valparaisc^ an ««ellent

officer’, said Mien, ‘ever alive as well to British

the pursuit of objects of science and utility
^

ea

Smith’, disaivery. Peimuding Miers to relinquish the bng.

SlmicEf pUcutl his master Edrard Bransfield m cot^and, mth

William Smith as master and pilot, and oidered Biamiield to

survey the coasts and harbours of New South Shet
^

observe, coUect, and preserve every object of '

The brig, in case she was trapped in the ice, was stoc e

long voyage and prowions for twelve months were *

Four bullocks and other livestock were driven on •

on 20th December 1819 she weighed, stood off. and sailed o

"S'S^Smith’s discovor, of South She^d

had meanwhile reached London and the fitero^ J

cjMIa LctXT«, to the great excitement of its
bad

published a brief but drastic story of his exploit
,

news travelled. Maps allegedly ofNew South Shetland attracted

crowds to the windows of the London bookshops-

sides the question was being asked, was this the un
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respoiu.ble m February 1819 for the firrt known dncovery of

AnUrctic land Since Cook
r^r WvtK

The story of this discovery made by William Smith o yth

m Northumberland, a pilot >vho had leamt h.s ice

the Greenland whale fisheries, vras published m 1820 m the

Edinburgh Ebilosophical Journal, one of

Quarterly Renew and the Litetatjt Gazette and journal 0/
Belles

Lettres much read at that time by educated persons Y>th »^
for geographical and scientific matters Smith s brig the

had, It appears, been hired by John Miers, an English engmee

living at the time in Valparaiso, to carry a cargo of imning

machinery from Valparaiso to the River Plate Off Cape Horn,

Smith was forced by heavy crested seas to sail far to the sou

and on 18th February 1819 in these new waters he imagined that

he saw land He hauled off during the night because of snow

showers and a hard gale But next day, a day of clear sbes m
sparkling sunshine, he had no doubt of his discovery and mar e

It down m latitude 62® 40 South and longitude 60 West on hu

Back in Valparaiso, neither Miers nor any of the British mei^

chants there believed Smith’s story He therefore determiw

when he sailed again m June for the River Plate to conwro 1*

discovery by a landing But he had no luck because of me loose

pack and he stood offon his course and made for Montevideo

In Montevideo Smith was tracked down by a group of American

merchants who proved a good deal less sceptical of his discovery

than John Miers and the Bntish merchants m Valparaiso an

Smith gives an entertaming picture of his meeting with them in a

report he sent to the Bntish Admiralty of 31st Decem er

1821 'The Americans at that port’, he wrote, ‘offered you

Memonalist large sums of money to make known unto them

Discovery he had made, but your Memorialist having the c®

of his Country at heart (if any should be derived

Discovery) and as he had not taken possession of the Imd m
name of his Sovereign Lord the King resisted all the ofmrs ro

the said Americans, determmed again to revisit the new

discovered land ’
, »

Saihng from Valparaiso m October 1819, Wilh^im Smi

time was successful The first mate of the Wilhoms was se
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publishes from Midshipman Bone’s Journal. The story starts

with the happenings of 28th January 1820 when new land ^vas

sighted for the first time since leavii^ New South Shetland.

‘From the bay {George’s Bay] in svhich our countiymen first

hauled up, and took possession of New Shetland, or, as they

christened it, “New South Britain* in the name of his Majesty,

the Brig Williams sailed on the 27th of January. Their course was
W.S.W. On the 28th, several whales and shoals of seals were
seen; and the ivhole day they were surrounded by penguins,

snow-birds, pintadoes, and albatrosses. The land, wherever
seen, appeared to be immense mountains, rude crags, and barren

ridges covered with snow, close to the svater’s edge, presenting

a most dreary and dismal aspect. Thick fogs occurred now and

throughout the voyage so often as to render observation uncertain

and navigation difficult. On the 29th, a glimpse was caught of a
very Klgn mountain due north; and on the 30th, a small group
of Blands, extending S.E. to E. by S. was discovered, part of a

range stretching E. by N. to S.W. “The ^vinds at this time," we
quote the Journal, “were strong, and the horizon very ha^,
which opened and shut occasiotully, offering to our view an

unknown coast, evidently abounding with rocks and small islands.

At noon, our latitude by meridian altitude vvas 63*16, and longi-

tude by chronometer, 60*28 W.* They now, in consequence of

the weather, steered south^va^d, and seemed to be running from
the land

; but at three o’clock in the afternoon, after having their

attention attracted by three large icebergs, the haze clearing,

they very unexpectedly saw land to the S.W. ;
and at four o’clock

were encompassed by islands, spreading from N.E. to £. The
whole of these formed a prospect the most gloomy that can he
imagined, and the only cheer the sight afforded svas in the idea

that this might he the long-sought Southern Continent, as land

was undoubtedly seen in latitude 64*, and trending to the east-

ward. la this bay or gulph there was a multitude of whales, and a

quantity of sea-weed, apparently fresh from the rocks. A round

island was called Tower Island, latitude 63*29, longitude 60*34,

and the land Trinity Land, in compliment to the Trinity Board.*

’About this period sheet-ice abounded a-head, and not fewer

than 31 icebergs were counted at once. The weather was very

stormy, and the fatigue of officers and men excessive. Land and
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Southland, the long sought Southern Continent? When it was

heard that Smith had sailed with Bransfield on yet another

vovape, public interest was so intense that the Licyar/ Gazette

thought It worthwhile to puhhsh in its issue of 3rd November

1821 a very full account based on information provided, pre

sumably with the ucit approval of the Admiralty, by Midshipman

Thomas Mam Bone, one of three midshipmen on board Bone

was a surveyor and a skilled draughtsman and his sketches ®

most valuable addition to Bransfield'i general chart of his

discoveries when these came to be published by the Admira ty

on 30th November 1822 ,

No polar discovenes have been more acnmomously dispute

by American and British polar historians than those made y

Bransfield and Smith on this voyage On the basis of the accmint

m the Literary Gazette and of other sources they deserve therefore

to be considered m some detail

On the way south from Valparaiso, as the Uierarj/ Gazette

reported, a storm hit the bng, sphtung her sails and springing *

boom But otherwise the voyage south was uneventful and in the

middle of January the first seals mdicated that land must be ne^

For two months Bransfield and Smith explored and charted the

coasts of New South Shetland and, opposed only by mdigna^t

penguins m the throes of their breeding season, landed for the

first time The Jack was planted personally by Bransfield, com*

of the realm were buried, and sovereignty over the islands was

claimed m the name of His Majesty King George IV They

thus, said the editor of the Lttetaty Gazette, ‘attached to c

British Empire' But impressive as these ceremomes

Midshipman Bone thought little of the new possessions T ®

islands, he wrote, were composed of black rock and above c

reach of the water, patches of snow made but a dismal aspect

The mam entirely capped which gave us but very faiht

ever being able to speak well of its fertility ’ As the brig hea e

west south west on 27th January 1820 ‘prodigious masses were

continually fallmg with a noise hke thunder’ from the high snow

cbffs round George t Bay ,

For an accoimt of the important events of the next three ay*

we must turn to the Liteia^ Gazette andJournal Belles Lettres o

24th November 1821 and to the allegedly verbatim extrac
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continent Uijcr than Europe, twice as large as the continent of

Australia, may seem In relation to the great sea voyages ot Loolc,

of Bellinirshauscn, of James Clark Ross, or to the land explora-

tions of Scott, Shackleton and Mamon a fact of only moderate

importance. Of recent years, however. Antarctica has been

brought more closely into the realm of mtemational pohtics.

American historiarts and Russian historians have tn turn put

forward rival claimants to this first continental discovery. Out ol

the archives of the Library of Congress of the Umted StaM an

American sealer Nathaniel Palmer, of Stonnington, ConnecOcut,

has emerged as the alleged first discoverer of the mamland md

in commemoration of ims legendary achievement (w a

anlel Palmer himself never claimed) the whole of the Graham

Land peninsula is named Palmer Peninsula on American maps

Soviet historians and geographers, furthermore.

by the Soviet Government, have since the Mt war dairoed

staiUr priority for Optaln Baron Fabian Gottlieb von Mtop-

hausen of the Imperial Russian Navy Ue claims 'dth wh*
Bellingshausen has been credited will be discussed

chaptfr. Here we are only concerned with the voyage of Nathaniel

’’‘hISiO, the year of Bransfield and Smith’s discovery. Palmer

then mat; of 'the sloop Hem. sailed from the New Engtod

port of Stonnington. His log preserved in the Labrary of

i^ from the available ffcsimiles. a Uconic

document compared with the Coeelle s graphic accomt

of the British voyage. From the slopes of a

Uonisland. oneofthe South Shetlands group.
Bol™"—

“

caught glimpses of Trinity Island and possibly ako of the mam-

landbemndWgthereipondecided to followup his discovej

he appSached close to the Trinity P^ula but 'ecame of ice

thought it prudent not to attempt to land. lau on an

moiling’.L log --ds -at 4 sum m^ s^^m^bom

discovered—a strait—trending SSW and NN
filled vvith ice and the shore inaccessible—we

prudent to venture in ice ... the ° v* ib?0 ten
63° 45' S.’ These events took place on l6th November 18 ,

months after Bransfield’s discovery.
.

A more picturesque account of Palmer's voyage is contained
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islands were observed to latitude 61®30, and longitude

This land was of moderate height, and chiefly covered wi^th snow

On the 4th February they hauled up, 6 or 7 miles off the centre

of an immensely high mountain The master here went on s ore,

and planted in a small cove, at the foot of a most tremendous

precipice, a board with an inscription similar to that which was

left on the coast of George s Bay The above mentione

precipice, in latitude 6ri9S ,
longitude S4“16W ,

was named

Cape Bowles, it seemed to he an abrupt termmation of the land

to the southward, as, after leaving it and steermg due east.^no

more was seen till the bng was m the longitude of nearly SO

In presenting to the public such a detailed record, the

Literary Gazette did a considerable service to history There ^
be no doubt about the identity of Bransfield's discovencs i*

Tower Island, for example, is Trinity Island Tnnity Land is c

northern extremity of the Graham Land peninsula which pro

jects from the mainland of the Antarctic Continent northwar

towards South America If any doubts exist, then they can be

resolved by reference to Bransfield s signed, manuscript

chart in the possession of the Admiralty and to the later

chart based on this, published m November 1822 The Sou

Shetland Islands, Trinity Peninsula projecting from the Continw ,

Clarence Island and a large unnamed island, probably Elephan

Island, are on these clearly shown To the north of Elep an

Island lies Seal Island where a landing party collected ninety

fine fur skins’, as well as some pieces of 'canal coal’ Between

the South Shetlands and the peninsula he the waters now
as Bransfield Strait On yet another chart, drawn by '^‘ **"*

Henry Goddard, an officer of the bng, and presented by Wi

Smith to the Admiralty not later than December 1821, Trmity

Peninsula, Elephant Island and Clarence Island are all s o>vn

exactly as they were shown by Bransfield Inset, in a water co o

sketch, the brig Williams is seen nearmg the north coast o c

South Shetland
, , j

Were these two Englishmen, then, Edward Brans e ^
William Smith, the discoverers of the Antarctic

That in retrospect they were, that in this fint sighting o

mainland coast of the Graham Land peninsula they were

first men to approach within landing distance the perimeter o
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in the veteran American sealing captain Edmund Fani^g s

Voyaaes Around the World, published in New York m 1833 From

this It appears that while the sloop Hero, one of a fleet of five

sealing vessels under the command of Captain Benjamin Pendle

ton, lay at anchor in ‘Yankee Harbour’, Deception Island, m
1820-21, Palmer saw from the top of a mountain on a very

clear day a range of mountains far to the south, one of which was

an active volcano In the Hero, a ship of less than 40 tom,

Nathamel Palmer was then sent out to explore He found,

accordmg to Fanning 'an extensive mountain country, more

sterile and more dismal if possible, and more heavily laden wi

ice and snow than the South Shetlands There were sea leopar

on its shore but no fur seals The mam part of its coast was ice

bound, although it was midsummer in this hemisphere, and a

landing consequently diflicuU’ .

The rest of Fanning’s story is worth repeating not only

because it reveals that Palmer, though an enterprising swlcfi

knew nothing of Bransfield $ discovery but because it mtroduces

one of the most rerrurkable of Antarctic exploren, the Russian

Captain Bellmgshausen The sloop Hero, the story continues,

while on her way back to the South Shetlands, became enveloped

m thick fog antf when it cleared Palmer was astomshed to see,

towering on either side of his small sealer, a frigate and a sloop

of war hoisting the Russian colours These two ships, com

manded by Captain von Bellmphausen, had been sent, Palmer

discovered, by the Emperor Alexander I of Russia on a

of circumnavigation Palmer was immediately mvited on boar

and was able to tell the Russians that the islands they

see ahead of them were the newly discovered islands of Ne

South Britain or New South Shetland ,

Accordmg to Fanmng Bellingshausen was astounded by
^

news ‘Previous to our being enveloped in fog’, Fanmng repo

the Russian commodore as saymg, *we had sight of those is an

and concluded that we had made a discovery, but behold, w en

the fog lifts, to my great surprise, here is an

apparently in as fine an order as if it were but yesterday *
j

left the United States, not only this but her master is tea
y ^

pilot my vessels into port We must surrender the palm to yo^

Amencans ’ This anecdote is more picturesque than accuia
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most liberal-minded of all the mlcrs of pre-Soviet Rupia. The

re>vards expected however from this Antarctic project, the

first of its kind undertaken by RussU, were by no means wholly

intellectual.

For some years the problem of nourishing the remote Pacific

settlements, not only those on the l^mchafla peninsula and on

the shores of the Sea of Okhotsk but since the foundation of

the Russian-American Company in 1798 those in North-West

America and in the Aleutian Islands as well, had been the source

of much anxiety in St Petersburg. Inadequate and costly com-

munications lay at the root of the problem; communication

which until early in the nineteenth century were vitally

restricted to the land route across Siberia. It was not only that the

distance to be travelled was immense. The cost of maintmance

and of the transport needed, more than four thousand horses

every year, was prohibitive. Furs exported westwards from

Siberia, merchandise and equipment of every kind sent from

Europe to the Pacific coast, even cables and anchors for the ship-

yard at Okhotsk, had to be carried, piece by piece, by waggon

and pack-horse, through the forests, across mighty rivers, over

plains and over prairies by this trans-Siberian route, at a cost so

exorbitant as to threaten the whole economic future of these

Russian colonial settlements.

But what were the alternatives? The nor^ern sm route,

infested with ice, was dangerous and unpredictable. The ong

sea route down the Atlantic and across the Indim Ocean

exceedingly costly because goods bad to be carried in iorei^

ships. Only if Russian seamen in Russian ships could exp ore s

route, only if they themselves could learn the secrets o ®

and navigation in these waters, could this economic problein be

solved. It was for this reason that a young Russian nobleman, A. J

.

Kruzenstem, who in his four ytars with the British Navy

the War of the Revolution had made several voyages m Bnmh

ships to the Far East, persuaded Alexander 1 in 1802 to give im

command of a three-year expedition, the first from Russia to

circumnavigate the World.
After the Napoleonic Wars these Russian reconnaissances

were continued by the famous Otto von Kotzebue an o ere.

On such long ocean voyages, however, the Russians, e e
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Russia Enters the Antarctic

•-l-tMrERORAIewnderPatlo^lch ofploriom memory, dfilnng

1h to help Iti extending the fieUr of knowledge, ordered the

J_^disrutch of two expeditions, exch comUtlng of two wre ,

for the exploration of the higher btltudca of the Arctic »n

Anurctlc Oceiru ’ With these words the ^ Jf!

Scientific Committee of the Imperial Nasal Suff introduced tne

fint Russian ethtlon of the ‘Vojage of Capuin Rellinphaiacn to

the Antarctic Seas 1818-1821’, the umc Captain ^llmgshausw

whose ships were last seen towards the end of

appearing out of the fog off the South Shetlandi on either i

of Nathaniel Palmer’s sealer i

The Russian Arctic expedition eonsiiting of a corrette w
tnnsport under Commander Vasilev vras onlered to ae^

the North West Passage by wray of the Alasbn coast It w

project which (as the Urithh had suspected) tlie Russians ha

some time had in mind and to iheTiarit

the more urgent of the two for reports of Ro»*
* ^

voyage had already reached St Petenhurg and rumours were r^^

coming In of Parry's imminent departure, and of British sea

land operations in the Western Arctic on an unpjw^^
scale Little is known, however, alwut this Russian Nort *

Passage expedition except that It failed It relumed to Russ a

1822, a year later than the AnUrctic expedition under P

Baron von Belhngsluusen
,

In the words of the Txar, 'the great object’ of the An *

expedition ‘was exploration In the closest vicinity to the

Pole’ ; or as Bellingshausen explained more precisely, to

those parts of the Antarctic Sea into which as yet na>

not penetrated, and to survey. In regiorts which
jyj

known, such islands as had not previously been visUe •

concern for the advancement of science, as in his c

promote higher education, the Taar Alexander I " as per p
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The ships of Bellingshausen’s AnUrctic expedition were an

oddly assorted pair. The rortoi (East) in which Belhngslum^

sailed ^vas an armed sloop of unseasoned pinewood, shMthed in

copper undcrsvalcr against the ice, very similar to the sloop

Kamchatla in which CapUin Golofflin had ailed round the

world. The second ship, the laJaga, renamed the Mirnp (Feac^

ful), ss'as commanded by Mikhail Lazarev. She sva a traiupo

of 230 tons, a sluggish ship very much slower than the \ostok, and

Bellingshausen >va3 constantly delayed throughout his vopge

waiting for the Mimjt to catch up.
. i j j

The^Fojtok’s company of one hundred and seventeen included

an astronomer. Professor Ivan Simanov of Kazan University, smd

Paul Mikhailov. Academician of the Imperial Academy of Fine

Arts. The Minrl carried a ship’s company of seventy-wo. fcach

ship vs’as to carry a naturalist and the Tzar on the a vice o

Academy of Sciencea had nominated Wo German Mturall ts.

Dr Mettena of Halle and Dr Kuntae of Le.pato At fte

moment, however, both tefused to join, BelhnpTtantm a com-

ment on the excutet they gave was eharaeteristieal y
btot.

•They had refused,’ he wrote, ‘on the ground that too Iltde

time had been given them to complete preparauon Tot toe

voyage. Perhaps they were right; but 1, as a naval officer, e^o
heip^thinhingto all that a scientist need bitog mth hm “

scientific hnosvlcdge; books svere to he found at pe ag

every kind in qulntities, and even if some f-™;

unobtainable all the bookshops in London would 1“"=

their service. . . .’ Bellingshausen psoposed instead th""""

Russian scientists should be inrited. But his request sra IMy

rejected. This incident is an interesting commentary
^

,

of Russian science at the time. Ix>unded by
f.

Russian Peter the Great, the Academy of Science had ^

many years exclusively German in membership an

Russians were later reluctantly adrrutted, Germm i

j-mv
still predominant in Bellingshausen’s day. Faced by the Academy

of Science’s refusal to appoint any but ‘unkno>vn f^rei^eR

Bellingshausen called them, the expedition sailed wuhou

naturalist to the great disadvantage of its scientific work and to

“St^; to^dmlSmm the heo.de tod ofieij prote of
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British and French, suffered one senous disadvantage, the lack of

Russian owned harbours, ports and bases, along the route In the

Indian Ocean, in the South and Central Pacific, France and

Britain were already in possession But further south, along the

perimeter of the Antarctic seas, there might still be territories

undiscovered or unclaimed and in Bellingshausen’s instructioiu

from the Imperial Admiralty Department great stress is lai

accordingly on the importance of harbours and on the possi-

bilities of establishing future sea communications or places or

the repair of ships' ,

This first Russian Antarctic expedition sailed from Kronshtad

(an island off Leningrad) on 26th July 1819 There had been htt c

enough time for preparation, for only m April had the

orders (issued on 2Sth March 1819) reached the Marquis e

Travenay, his Minister for Nava! Affairs During these three

months a volume of instructions, rcpetitne, verbose and

times misleading, poured in on Capuin Bellingshausen

were the instructions from the Marquis de Traversay on beha

of His Imperial Majesty There vvere instructions from the

Imperial Adminlty Council, others from the Imperial

Department A special memorandum of advice was provided for

the draughtsmen of the expedition by the President of the

Imperial Academy of Fmc Arts The Imperial Academy of Science

produced nothing, ‘owing to lack of time’ But this scientific gap

was filled by a second senes ol instructions from the Minister o

Naval Affairs The array of scientific studies to which attention

was drawn, geodesy, astronomy, gravity observations, observa

tions on winds, tides and weather, auroral observations, oceano

graphy, ice studies, geology, mineralogy, anthropology, mu

have seemed to Bellingshausen an encyclopaedic undertaking

In the political sphere the accent was on peace and a grMt

curious variety of gifts—hussar jackets and tambourines, nun
^

men’s horns, knitting needles, kaleidoscopes, and silver

bronze medals with the Emperor’s effigy for important

ages—was to be earned to placate the people of

newly discovered lands There was also a military side to

instructions Detailed intelligence was to be collccte

other travellers, and about the war strength, the harbours, o

and armament of foreign countnes visited
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harW the Rmsims were able to salute the giHed yacht of the

Prince Retrent ‘accompanied by svarships and a griat number ol

spectators in uaily decorated boats of all sorts . O f S

iLd’, Bellinphausen svrote in his journal that night, is it

possible to see such a picture of animation.

In England, however, the Russians had to wait nearly a mon*

for thTinstruments and charts which the Imperial

Department had instructed them to buy; seictants Imm

Troughton, chronometers from Arnold and Bartaud, "'““P

from Mr BoUand, and charts from Mr ArrowsmiA, one of toe

founders of the Ropl Geographical Society. But e ap I^
,

quietly. They call/d on the aged Sir Joseph tots at the R^
Society in the vain hope that he could Imd^ cm a

They toured the City, saw the Tower, visited WotmiMt r

Abliy, Vaushall Gardens, and the theatres. And “f'f ” ^
tember they sailed for the South Atlantic on a d^r

fresh meat suEBclent only for three weets could be bmught on

Teneriffe and Rio de Janeiro, the mo ships

run down the South Atlantic and towards the end of

1819 Cooh’s We of Geoigia came In sight, the

mountains obscured by dark and hcas7 clouds, cir * °P . ,

wid. snow. As the ship, appmached, whales spouted, hhe md

white aud smaU bUck pe^ Bew about or rested u^n *e

Mrater, and numerous crested pei^ins, wi enra
.11 jj,,!

jumped off the Boating ice into the sea. ^
HarLur or Queen M^ud Bay), mu Brifeh

peaoUc (sic) and the Mary-dnn. commanded by pT™” ^G Short, ky at anchor.-^Tliey had been there for fo“''

extracting Hibher from seals and Bellingshausen
“"“‘‘X^ne

them cZely on their technique, helped in

of their sailL who pmved to be a deserter from a

Belliugshausen then turned to his principal task, a survey to

isknd. I„ mo dap he completed a survey of

linking up wiB, Qiok's survey of the uorthem 7“' 1°Wr to-
four years before. It was an admirable piece o w

„cent
eluded to British Admimlty charts and unrivalled unnl recent

^
The Vouai and the «irpu' then

setcouisesouth-eastbyeastfor
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Bellingshausen’s journals any very clear picture of Bellingshausen

or of his second in command, Mikhail L^aarev Bom m 1779 m
Estonia, of a family as aristocratic as that of Cook was humble,

Bellingshausen first appears in the context of exploration in the

pages of Kruzenstem's narrative of his voyages ‘The choice of

Baron Bellmgshauscn, my fifth lieutenant,’ wrote Kruzenstem,

‘I made without being personally acquainted with him His

reputation as a skilful and well inlormed officer in the different

branches of navigation, which I found to be perfectly just,

induced me to propose to him to sail with me ’ Bellingshausen

was then twenty four In April 1819 when he was summoned by

Alexander I to St Petersburg he was engaged in a survey of the

Black Sea as commander of a fngate imder Vice Admiral Sir

Alexis Samuilovich Greig whose father, Sir Samuel Grcig, horn

in Fifeshire, had been one of the many Scots who distinguished

themselves in the sersice of the Imperial Russian Navy Little

about Bellingshausen s character and personality can be gaug'“

from the carefully impersonal prose, from the clipped pbT«es

customary with serving officers, which mark his journal Hu
admiration for Cook— the great explorer, Captain Cook*—

W

admiration for learning and for its patrons like Sir Joseph Banks,

his professional pnde, high competence and passion for accuracy

are evident It is evident too, from his reference to the works o

Alexander von Humboldt for example, that he had some acquain

tance with the scientific literature of his day His portrait, done

about the time of the expedition, may be a uttle more revealing

Here he is seen, sharp eyed, a little arrogant perhaps, evidently

a somewhat forbidding man and something of a martinet, a

contrast to his genial, bluff and sociable second m command

Mikhail Lazarev who had like Kruzenstem served four years in

the British Navy
Copenhagen and Portsmouth were the cxpediUon’s

of call and it was in Copenhagen that Bellingshausen heard the

news that the German naturalists refused to joui him The visi

to England was more profitable, though Bellingshausen was no

more successful there than in Copenhagen m finding replace

ments for the missing naturalists First, there was the welcom

sight of Golovnin’s ship, the Ktaoehatka, lying m Spithead Roa ,

homeward bound from North America Then in Portsmou
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Bellingshausen >vas again >vithin sight of the ice cliffs of the

Continent and ^vrote, ‘As we surv^ed the extent of the icefield

around us to the east, south and west, we were unable to see its

limits; it was precisely an extension of that which we had seen

in thick weather on the 16th (i.e. 28th January, new style), but

had been unable to examine properly on account of the mist and

snow’. They were now in clear weather. Nevertheless, Bellings-

hausen from his narrative seems to have been quite unaware ot

the true nature of his discovery. In his journal for SA and 6^
February (I7th and 18th, new style), when the ships still m
clear weather were in latitude 69® S., longitude 16 e

hausen once again gives a very rccogniaable description ol the

ice cliffs of the mainland and of the ice slopes beyond, gently

rUing tosvards the polar plateau; the cliff edge, he says,

perpendicular and formed into little coves, whilst ® ® .

sloped upsvards tosvards the south to a distance so far that its end

WM out of Sight oven from the masthead’. These coves, he

thought, marktd places from which the ice-bergs lloatmg round

the slips had broken away. On the following day, Bellmphausen,

then off the coast of Prinsesse Ragnhild Kyst avh.ch was discovered

by the Norwegian Riiser-Larsen in 1931, saw e^

distance ‘ice-covered mountains’. But he makes no c aim

then to any discovery of the Antarctic Continent.

Bellingshausen’s Antarctic expedition because of its bearing

on Russia’s historic right to a say in the future of

recently been the object of much research in the

and new documents have been imearthed and pu e .

include a lecture delivered by Professor Simanov. e as no ,

in 1822 at Kazan University; a letter frorn Mikhail ^ *

captain of the Mirnji ;
the diary of Yegor Kiselev, a seaman

W; and a book; not published unUl 1853, which was probably

the work of P. M. Novosil’skiy. a midshipman on tbe

One might expect such private documents to be 1ms guar

cautious in expression than Bellin^hausen in his o
-re

But none contains any claims to continental iscovery.

there any assertions of Russian sovereignty

Antarctica
;
a remarkable omission on the part o ® with

and his men in a century when national claims were ina

such alacrity.
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the northern extremity of Cook’s Sandwich Land, now known

as the South Sandwich Islands Cook had thought Sandwich Land

to be ‘cither a group of islands or else the point of a continent

But Bellingshausen settled the nutter lie discovered Sandwich

Land to consist of two groups of islands and named the northern

group the 'Marquis de Trasersay Islands’ after the Minister of

Naval Affairs The islands were carefully surveyed, sketches,

precise and elegant, were made of coastal profiles by Paul

Mikhailov, the Academician, and these have continued to

decorate die British Admiralty’s ‘Anurctic Pilot* down to the

present day

There were lesser tasks still to be completed, no less methodi

cally, before Bellingshausen embarked on the first stage of his

great voyage of circumnavigation The position of the Candlemas

group of islands was firmly fixed Saunders Island, Cook's Cape

Montague, was proved to be an island These and other isl^ds,

including Cook's Cape Bristol, were mapped and their insularity

proved

On 27th January 1820 the lesfoci and the Mlrnyl, the fint

ships to do so since Cook, crossed the Antarctic Circle, w
achievement not even mentioned m Bcllmgshauscn’s journal

Then followed a sequence of discoveries, exaggerated of recent

years far beyond the limiu of Bellingshausen^ modest claiiw,

which brought the Russians, though they never realized it at the

time, within sight of the Antarctic Continent On 28th January

(16th January by the Russian calendar), the two ships in a heav7
swell were m latitude 6T 21' S and longitude 2® 14’ W ,

when

Bellingshausen saw through the falling snow 'a solid stretch o

ice running from east through south to west’ ,
a verita «

'icefield strewn with hummocks’ But tlie weather was rapidly

wonening and Bellingshausen turned north west by vvest m
search of the open sea, leaving behind him—for discovery

than a century later—the ice cliffs of Kr Prinsesse Martha K)-st,

part of the Norwegian Antarctic territory of Dronning A au

Land Only two days later, away to the west, Edward Brunei

and William Smith in the brig iVtUlams became the first to

recognize this same Antarctic mainland m the form of the Trinity

Peninsula

Sailing east and soutli, by 21st January (2nd February, newstyle)
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BellingsWn ^v« again avitWn aight of the

ContiLt and avrotef-Aa «e aurvejed the extent of *e icefield

around ua to the eaat, aouth and avert,

Ilmlta- it avaa preclaely an extenaion of that avh.ch ave had aeen

in thick aveathL on the 16th (i.e. Mth

had been unable to examine properly on aaeoun “f Ae mi t an

anoav’. They avere noav in clear aveather.

hausen from his narrative aecnis to hve been q

Ae true nature of hi, dlscoaery. In his journal

February (17* and 18*. neav style), avhen the “

clear avllLr avere in latitude 69« bng^/=^6 E.,„Belhnp

hausen once again gives a
Jlxopes beyond, gently

ice cliffs of the mainland and of th P
^

rising towards *e
coves, afhi'lat Ae^’urface

perpendicular and formed Into Utti ’

sloped up^va^ to\>-ards the souA to _ ^ coves, he

then to any discovery of the ^***^?. v-QUse of its bearing

Bellingshamen'a *"""“<=
of Antarctic, has

on Russia s historic right to a say ui
Soviet Union

recently been *e obj^set of
-^fa^d pnlh^hed. fbese

and new documcnB have ^ j. j. gimanov, the astronomer,

include a lecture delivered Mikhail Lazarev,

in 1822 at Kazan
fy^por Kiselev, a seaman on the

captain of the Mtrnji ;
di

^ probably

Vojtc.fe;andabook,notpu
^ ^njdsbipman on the Mirn/i.

the work of P. M- Novck
I^^gnts to be less guarded and

One might expect
f^^^^yiin^hausen in his official narrative.

cautious in expression tl«^ to^ntinental discovery. Nor are

But none contains any c
.nvereipnty over these parts of

Acre my -erti-" r?>e. of B=mn|ha«aen

such alacrity.
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Continuing ciHwsnlt in»! cloclwbe round the Continent,

B<lling>hjuscn peneinied furdier *outh thin iny preWoui

explorer in theie witen and After ermting »nd rrcroiilng the

Antarctic circle reicheil ilrr>ojl to rniierhjf Land, tfxbjr pirt of

Auttnllin Antarctic Terrltniy Tlie two ihlpi then made for

Auttrilii and xiilted New Zealand, Tahiti and the Central Tael, c

l>efore returning to the Antarctic regiom.

tarly In No»enl>ef 1820, with men retted and ihipi refitted,

Belling^haujen emlarkrtl on hli aecond pluie of dneoeery In the

Antarctic, approaching hy vray of the luh-AntarctIc Macquarie

hlanil, inuth of the Taiman Sea, where he found Brillih leilen

from Sjdney were »erT active He then ulled wwtwurdi

through the Southern Ocean and approached the Continent

through the walertofihellcllln.nhauienSea On 2 lit January 1821

the fint tlgm oflan'i were teen, heralded by a cbnllng white light,

the lee blink fimllUr to Antarctic etplorrn, lighting the iky W
tlie south

The following day, a dark shape »een ihroofh the hare to the

north-eaii wii innifnrmed av the sun broke inrough the clou®

Into a land of black rock and mow, the first recojTsIrable Iwd

they lud seen within the Antarctic circle This inui) Island, as It

proved to l>e. protected by an encircling IxU of If*.

luusen called Oitrov Peter I after ‘the great tumc of the founder

of the fleet of the Bunian i mpire* In i!>29 Norwegians, witlun

whose territory the Island now WIi. made the fint landings there.

But it retains Its flusslan name, Peter I f5y, today

Towinli the end of she month, heading for the east, the

I’flrtal and the Uirntt ulled close to a great and mounUinoui

headland ‘1 callesl ihU discovery ’land* wrote Bellingshausen,

'because Us southern extent disappeared beyond the nngc ofour

vision’, he named It Bereg Alekundra I (Alexander! Coast); B ’

now known as Alexander Land, Tlds, the most extensive

Antarctic ilUcovery made by the Russians, Is not part of t e

rnalnland, as Bellingsluusen Usought, but an Island sepirat

from the mainland by a rurrow, lcc*covered sound

Bellmgduusen liad now almost completed his clrcumnav ga-

llon of tlic Antarctic Continent and he turned to his last miss on,

the suncy of New Shetbnd, the South Shetland Isbnds, to

ascertain whether this recently discovered bnd belongs to the
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supposed Southern Continent’. Bellingshausen, ^ikely “ it ““X

ha^seemed to Captain Edmund Pntning, already knew all about

William Smith's discovery through a message he had recetved

while in Australia from the Russian Minister tn Rio dc Janeiro.

He had aUo heard the news from the captain of an tat Innia

merohantman he.met in Sydney Harbour. As usual no time wa

wasted. In six days he surveyed with his customary accuracy all

the islands of the group and thus disposed of the

theory. Bellingshausen had now proved beyond doubt that

neither the SSuth Sandwich Islancls nor the South Shetland

Islands belonged to a Southern Continent.

It was in Bie course of this survey, early in February i 821,

that Bellingshausen met Captain Nathaniel Palmer “d « "

worth while comparing hii version of this encounter w
picturesque venion perpetuated by Captain Edinun g-

BeUingshiusen, as he approached Deception l*'and’ uiet one of

the several American sealers lying off the co«t. 1 ay '

writes, 'despatched a boat, and waited for the p

American biat. . . . Soon after Mr Palmer arrived m our tot

and Informed us that he had beenhere for four

partnership with three American ships. They were

Gliing and skinning seaU, whose numbers were P''“P I*'

^

dimtohing. There were as nony as eighteen vessels atot at

various points, and not infrequently differencra arose ^o ^
sealers, but so far it had uotV come to a

“If
me that the above-mentioned Captain Smifo, e

reeded
New Shetland, was on the brig IFiHtos and that he J^d

“

in killing as uuiny as 60,000 sStb, whiht the whole

had killtd 80,000. As other sealers also were ““P'*'"®
, ^

destruction of the seals there could be no doubt that rtod “e

South Shetland Islands just as at South Georgia ^ •

Islands the number of these sea animals >vill X
j,n„ers to

After some further talk about sealing and

ships in these waters *Mr Palmer soon returne
of

There is no word, in thb Russian version of the episo ,

Palmer land, or of Palmer’s discovery of a continent.

Hus survey of the South Shetland Island ’ ™^f
hausen turned for home. It was the end of a p )

circumnavigation and of Antarctic discovery. ’
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been the first, though he had cot realized it, to set eyes on the

continental coast in the Norwegian sector of Antarctica In the

west, he had discovered Peter [ 0y and the great and moun

tamous expanse of Alexander Land, an island barely separated

from the mainland In the west, too, in his surveys of South

Georgia, of the South Shetlands, and of the South Sandwich

Islands, Bellingshausen completed, extended and perfected the

work begun by Cook It is indeed with Cook whose example he

so closely followed, whose achievements he so much admired,

that Bellmgshausen can most fittmgly be compared in his leader

ship and conduct of this first Russian Antarctic expedition

It is remarkable that Bellingshausen's great contributions to

Antarctic discovery should, on his return to Russia in 1821,

have been so tardily recognized In 1824 when he presented to

the Imperial Admiralty his report and the maps of his two year

voyage, the Emperor refused to sanction the cost of its pubbca

don "nirce yean later the work was somewhat reluctantly taken

in hand out of fear that ‘the scientific discovenes of Captain

Bellingshausen, if not now made known, may be claimed by

others as their own, and that the honour of them will go to

foreign and not to Russian navi^tors ’ In 1831, the report and

maps were published But it was not until 1836 that Belbngs

hausen's charts were avaibble outside Russia to guide the course

of future exploration

Wanmg mantime ambitions, a diversion of strategic and

economic interest from the Far to the Near East, these no doubt

were factors in Russia's failure to profit in the nineteenth

century from the brilliant lead in Antarctic discovery which

Bellir^hausen gave Indeed, whaling apart, Russian Antarctic

exploration was not renewed until after the Second World War

when the Soviet Umonin 19S7—58 contributed on a great scale to

the Antarctic investigations of the International Geophysical

Year Belbngshausen, meanwhile, largely because of the gi^*

significance of his voyages in connection with Russia’s claims to

the status of an Antarctic power, has at last been restored to

rightful place m the history of polar exploration The names o

his ships, Vostok and Mtmji, have been given to Soviet Antarctic

stations set up for the Geopl^ical Year And Soviet plans are

already (1959)m hand fora scientific journey across the Antarctic
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Continent towards the >vaters which Bellingshausen was the first

to explore, the waters of the Bellin^hausen Sea.

Along the line of this trans-continental journey, in Dronnmg

Maud Und and on the shores of this sea. two Russian

bases are to be esublished and named, in the words of the boviet

Press, ‘in honour of the famous Russian sailon who discovered

Antarctica—Thaddeus Bellingshausen and Mikhail Lazarev.



X

A British Sealer Circumnavigates

the Continent

A
tfr ihii mignlftccnt llumjn Interlude hc can return to

the cxptoraiiont of llic Kritlth realrr? uho continued to

.promote jticnee ami ditc«nery under the ddigent guidance

of such ovinen as the rnderby broihcn Tlicir long voyage* In

the twenties ami thirties of the century. In brig* and csittcf*

manned often enough by no more than a doren men, were in

distance covered no less rxiensise, in discovery often a* fruitful

a* those of many of the heavily manned naval ihip* which lonV

part in the sulnequent revival of national Antarctic eaploralion

towanls the en-l of thiv peru«l Tlie name* of Powell, Weddell,

John Discoe, John Kemp and John Rallrny are those wrhlch itmd

forth among the flntish lealen at work in the Antarctic between

1822 and 1S39

In 1822, the vear after ttcllingvhausen’s return, Jame* Weddell

In the 160 ton bngyjnr and the 65 ton cutter Btjufjjr penetrated

deeply into the Weddell Sea, nomvally one of the most dangerous

of Antarctic seas because of the tremendous pressure of the

circulating ice ssithin it, and reaches! the latitude of 74® IS' S .

tvso hundred and fourtem nautical miles nearer the Pole than

<^oh Weddell, a retired Master from the Royal Navy, was In hi*

slevotinn to science typical of these sealing captains of the fint

three decades of the nineteenth century Despite the lack of

proper instruments and the disgruntlemcnl of hi* sailor* at so

anprcntly profitless an occupation, he did what he could, testing

the strength and direction of currents, taking temperatures of the

sea until his thermometen were snusheil In a gale, punlmgover
diiTcrenccs in magnetic variation, scrupulously observing even

in moments of immediate danger the nature, form and move*

ment of the Ice To persevere with such tasks in scssels cruel y

exposed to the violence of AnUrctic weather reejuired a singular
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fc-oUou. nic EXpcriERCES. hoAVCAET.
<>f

f

lennhy pioneering i-oyage ivere not nmisuil. A whileW over-

hoSf r nidder fm/enSnto ignobility; bulwark,, detfa »d

rigging so heirily encrnsted with ice tbit the ship

rise to the sei-4och experiences wen; common in *= bn^ »d

cutters of the Antarctic sealers in the early years of the nine-

"'iBghtTeAn'ii'er, John Biscoe. who is the best known of the

Ende^thy’sealem, circumnarigited the AnBrctic

die log of his voyage of 1830-32 «;w presenmd bf Chiri^

Endeiby to the neily fonnded Geographiml Soc^ty of Londom

BUcoe-s mission^ to seiech for Und in the S»“*e™

east of the meridian of Greenwich where it was g

great icebergs originated which had recemly een sec r

^
alarm of shipping in the South Atlantic ^tcan, as

35- SO’ S. Bf22Sd Januaty 1831 BUcoc’s brig

cutter Drelr. had crossed the Antarctic Circle.
Aausen's

pack musk have receded consldemhly since
,

voyage through these same waters ten years Mr le ,

wi fble to Mil well south of Bellingshaus^’s t"* o whcK

of course, he had no knowledge. East of the Gj"”'™’’

Bitcoe’s ships were pounded ffetcely apinst the pack. Only, as he

calmly recorded, ’bV the careful mamgement satb avetc

they ible to escape faster. On 2Sth February 1831 the Itmt

doubtfulland was seen, ‘an appearance of Ian
^that the

to the North Foreland’. ’1 should think’, Bocoe

cliff's of it, which bore the marks of icebergs

off from it, and which was cxacUy similar to them s.dm i O
respect, w^re as high, or nearly so. as UteNor* Foroland t^*en

.Tawiy ,o *e £u*warf sii* a gradual ^
perfectly smoo* surface, and I could trace it m cx

fem thirty to forty miles wi* a good telescope ;
tt was *en

in the general plow of the atmosphere. , ,

Bisefe is clLly describing, just as fcllmgshaus^

crihed, the ice cliffs of the continent and the P^
the ice bej-ond, rising towards the polar p

, unortho-
flm view he ^vas veiyiubtfbl of his discove^. He

dox views on the ori^ns of Antarctic ice an
would

all engendered from the sea. Antarctica he prophesied
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prove to be not an ice girl, icc-covcred land mass, but a solid

mass of sea ice, though islands mi^t be found embedded in it

In accordance with this hypothesis to which he obstinately

adhered, Biscoe concluded that the great ice wall he had seen,

which reminded him so much of the white cliffs of the North

Foreland, was ‘nothing more than a solid body of ice’

But on 3rd March 1831, undeniable land appeared which Biscoe

identified from the foretop as the dim black shapes of mountain

summits As the Tvla and the iire/y edged dangerously through

the pack, this new discovery was heralded by an Aurora Australis

so brilliant that it emblazoned the whole night sky, and of such a

manellous variety of pattern and colour that Biscoe and his

sailors, seeing these Southern Lights for the fint time, had no

eyes for the ice hazards in the sea below ‘Nearly the whole

night’, John Biscoe wrote m his log, ‘the Aurora Austrabs

showed the most brilliant appearance, at times rolling itself over

our heads m beautiful columns, then as suddenly forming itself

as the unrolled fringe of a curiam, and again suddenly shooting

to the form of a serpent, and at times appearing not many yards

above us ’ Under this canopy of colour the brig and the cutter

moved caotiously towards a prominent and sombre headland

which Biscoe named Cape Ann Suddenly the sublimity of the

scene was shattered A south easterly gale arose, boats were

swept away, bulwarks were stove m, and before a wind which

had turned ice cold, the brig trapped in the whirling pack was

swept a hundred miles out to sea Of the cutter no vestige could

be seen

When the storm subsided, Biscoe returned to this coast which

he named after his owners, Enderby Land It lies in the norm

east of Australian Antarctic Territory But it was then mid March,

the new ice forming on the sea marked the approach of winter,

and scurvy had broken out among the exhausted crew of ®

brig Biscoe m his log for this stage of the voyage gives a picture

of the hardships endured by the men who manned these sma

sealers, ‘the land inaccessible, heavy gales frequent every ^y*

some of the people getting sick, the carpenter for some tune

past having lost the use of his lep, and two others at this time

in the same condition, and two or three more under medicine or

the same complaint . . . the vessel is very uncomfortable m *
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weather and ships a great deal ofwater, and is now on her outside,

both hull and ropes, where the spray cm reach, one mass ot ice.

By April so weakened were they by scurvy and the »nces^t

rilW and pitching of the brig in the south-easterly gal« that

only^ee men on board could work, but neve^el«s Biscoe

managed to bring her into port, at Hobart, '

By some miracle, the cutter Lireljf too survived 1**'^

crew, reduced to the captain, one seaman and *^ X
"^

0°^
kind kid bem crushed by a tilling boat, brought her into Port

Philip, near the modem Melbourne.
j .

living Tasmania in October 1831, Biscoe on the ^
of his voyage of circumnavigation entered the region o e

* ^
hausen’s discoveries. Knowing nothing of these, iscoe

westsrards and. approaching the continent from north ot u«

Bellingshausen Sea, svrongly claimed that his first new

AdeUide Island, an island 'of a most imposing T!
appearance, svith one >ery high peak running up mm e

farthest known (an/to the southw^ri’. To the north,

beyond this island named after William the Fourth s Que^M
could see other islands fringing a mountainous mainland

and on 21st February 1832 he made hfa fint landing on Anuretic

territory. It is difficult to be ceruin precisely wb^ B^coe

landed but it was probably on Anvers Island off the cenwl stieicn

of the coast of the GrahL Land peninsula south of

* Trinity Land ’ and ' Palmer’s Land ’
; the latter, a name

,

Biscoe himself refers though he seems to have been
, j-

its position. On his return to England, this
r g

coast was given the rume of Graham Land ^tcr Sir
.ijoht

Graham, then First Lord of the Admiralty, m ,

justification considering the prior discoverio o
, .

Smith and Palmer hiriself. the name was later applied to the

whole of this northward projecting Antarctic p^insu .

The brig Tula anchored in the Thames ^
Biscoe, despite the great extent oflus ropge, lud en ^
unsuccessful as a sealer. But as an explorer he ha w on

. ^
he received, in company with no less a traveller

Lander, the explorer of the Niger, one of the two go
•

the Geographical Society. His owner Charles Endery n.

despite heavy financial loss. «> encouraged by B-scoe s
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achievements that he forthwith planned further vopges of

Antarctic exploration One by Biscoe himself is unrccordea

But another, a no less costly and hazardous venture by a Bntish

sealer, John Kemp, resulted in the discovery of Kemp Land,

adjoining Enderby Land (and also part of Australian Antarctic

Territory) Yet another Enderby expedition sailed in 1838 In

this, seven other London merchants joined with Enderby m

sharing the cost Enderby's captain this time was John Balleny

He sailed due south from New Zealand to discover in 1839 the

Balleny Islands—five large and two small islands to which me

names of Enderby’s partners were given—and subsequently,

though less certainly, discovered the stretch of coast called, after

Balleny’s cutter, Sabrina Land It is shown on modem maps in the

western part of Australian Antarctic Temtory
The historian of Antarctica, the late Hugh Robert MdL b**

aptly summed up the remarkable contributions of these British

sealers in the second quarter of the nineteenth century ‘Balleny s

cruise', he wrote, ‘proved for the first time the existence of lift

within the Antarctic Circle south of New Zealand, and by means

of It the firm of Enderby forged still more links m the strong chain

of evidence that either the edge of an extensive continent or a

long senes of islands lay to the south of the Indian Ocean just

Within or on the Antarctic Circle, portions of which appeare

in the Balleny Islands on the cast, Enderby Land on the vres ,

and at Kemp Land and possibly Sabrina Land between ®

A more eloquent and no less justifiable tribute to the disin

terested devotion to exploration of the Enderby brothers

paid after Charles Enderby had retold Balleny’s story to

Fellows of the Royal Geographical Society 'It would be im

possible’, declared the speaker, ‘to close the simple but app«

ently faithful narrative of this voyage without adverting to

progress made in discovery in the Southern Seas throug

spirited exertions of Mr Charles Enderby, and other
‘

^
merchants, so honourable to the commercial enterprise o

country Graham Land, Enderby Und, Kemp Land, and now

Balleny Isles, are all discovenes made by the ships belong’"?^^

this disinterested and piaisewordiy owner The results o

voyage’, he continued, 'must tend to keep alive the suppose
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of the existence of either a great southern land or a "st mus of

islands, whose northern limits would seem to range b'^e™

the 67th and the 69th parallels, a part of

long, to see laid down in our charts, and not improbably rendered

subfervient to the interests of science, if not to the prosperity

of our fisheries.’
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W on tho Govenmient to promote American exploration both

in the Pacific and in Antarctica. The most remarkable, and

certainly the most Indomitable, of these was John R. Repoids

ot Ohio, the first active promoter of American polar exploration,

less judicious, less successful, but no less worthy of the name than

his British contemporary, John Barrow. From the srart he lud

been the ereat proUgonist of President Adams s project tmd tas

one ambition was to see an American expedition to the Antarctic

sail, with himself as historiographer. He was, however, Iras

concerned wth forwarding American commercia

competing with the British than with the advancement ol Ainen-

can discorory and research. When the Senate under Prraident

Jackson’s new Democratic administration refused in

ratify such an exploratory project, Repolds sailed with a

Government sponsored expedition (the first to the Antarctic

under the sealhig capuins. Palmer and Pendleton, “J'i

return in 1831 after a cruise round the South

more than ever convinced of the urgency not only o p „__if
American exploration but of making knovm to e

American achievements throu^ a national

bound by the commercial secrecy which surrounded sealing

For the next six years Reynolds, cominccd of the

his cause, embarked with immense energy on a “

campaign to wlup up support for a large scientific cxpe i i

explore the Antarctic. The Stonnington „
among his most enthusiastic backers and in 1833 e

sealing captain Edmund Fanning succeed^ in 2

memorial to Congress ‘praying that a nationa iscov

^
exploring expedition be sJnt to^e South Seas’. Refolds h.^elf

addressel Congress in support of the rnotion. He sohatrf

supporting testimony from scientific organizations an ....

ciil bodi«. And he «gaged-in a spate ofnewsmper P^I^j
But his campaign made alow progress. Outeide a few "

centres like Philadelphia Imbued with the spin

Franklin, his Impassioned speeches in the cause o scic
.

little Impression. Nor beyond the sealing towns i

arouse mudi enthusiasm. To the public and to the po i .

Pacific with Its known promise ofnew whaling grounds ana trao
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routes to the luentne markets of China, was a far more attncCTC

proposition

In 1S36 Rc)nolcls was again permitted to address Congren

TTiis time he hcasily emphasized the Antarctic theme Ln *3

eloquent passage he urged attention to 'the extensile group of

islands lying north of the coasts of Palmer's Land, the extent

of sshich neither sse nor any subsequent nasigaton haie as yet

ascertained ‘A British sessel
, he adde«I In an add reference to

John Biscoc’s landing on Ansers Island oil Graham Land, ‘touched

at a single spot m 1832, taking from it the American and gi' mg it

a British name '

At last, Reynolds' unflagging campaign arouses! a sufficient

pressure of public opinion and this, reinforced hs rumours

reaching Washington that the British Navy ssas shortly to launch

a rutiorul Antarctic expedition stirred Congress into action.

On 14ih May IS 36 an Act of Congress authorizing a United States

Exploring Expedition was passed for Rcjmolds, hosscser, it^
the beginning as well at the end of a battle For on that day there

was bom an expedition which, howeser important lu achiese

menis, was the most ill prepared, the most eontrosersial

probably the unhappiest expeslition which eser sailed the

Antarctic seas

At the start, all went well Captain Thomas ap Catesby
was appointed bs the Nas-j Department to command ScientiM

societies and organizations throughout the country were called

upon to adiise on equipment, to draw up programmes o

and to recommend scientists for the expedition A
squadron of ships was earmarked And a member of the expedi

tion a Lieutenant Charles Wilkes, of the Department of Charts

and Instruments, was sent to London to purchase (as Bellmgs

hausen had purchased) charts and scientific equipment Then

followed two jears of charges and counter charges, of
feuds and political intngues The ships selected were unsuiuble

and the budget inadequate
, when the Senate was approached or

additional funds, they refused on the grounds that they had befit

insufficiently consulted by the Nas-y Accusations of corruption

and fraud, some of which later proved quite justifiable,

flung from side to side Tbe principal battle, however, vras

between Reynolds and the Department of the Nasy In his ey“
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the expedition was to be a scientific expedition and societies like

the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia had on his invitanon

composed lenethy memoranda of advice on scientific res'ft':'':

Ent the Navy Department in so far as they were interested at a

in such matters considered that science was a matter lor the

Navy and viewed with the greatest of mistrust Reynolds s proposa

to include a contingent of civilian scientists in a X

expedition. In Reynolds’s mind, moreover, the objMt of

expedition had been discovery as far south as possi e. j"" ®

this was changed, the emphasis being placed on Pacific "“t °n

Antarctic exploration. Embittered by these suci^sive .

Reynolds vented his grievances in a stream ofpamphlets and new^

paper articles and ended by accusing Mahlon Dickerson, ecr ry

of the Navy, of a deliberate intention to wreck jhe^pediUon.

This indeed very nearly happened and W/«

for 28th October 1837 dccUred with some truth Sucews

alone can efface the recollection of the bickerings and heart-

burnings, and delays and blunders, which have roa

progress of this expedition from its Inception to ® P
j

time’. Officer after officer resigned, including t ® ’

Capuin Jones. The men recruited, being idle all

became Increasingly disgruntled. The public, exaspera X

cjuirrels and the vacillations of all concerned, proc ai

expedition a failure before It started. ,

In March 1838, command of the expedition
,

Charles Wilkes, a comparatively junior heutenm ' _ ,

already resigned from the expedition because he had °

a scientific and not an executive role. Wilkes’s

produced another storm. He was accused of intriguing

the post. His seniors in the service complained that ey
, ,

passed over. Many of the officers previously selected no

to serse. Nevertheless, it was a justifiable appomtmen . .

a descendant of John Wilkes, the champion of t e p p .

firebrand English politician who had battled on e

American colonists in the reign of George III,
wvJmrinfT

quenl career made all too plain—impetuous an o

But his scientific attainments were far above those o
.

naval officer of his day, and he was a resolute and determin

nun, of great driving power.
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Wilkes's orders were to rcorgaoize the whole expedition, and

m particular to reduce the number of vessels and the number of

scientists, tsventy five, selected The choice of ships was

unfortunate Three were warships, the lincenno and the Peacod,

sloops of 700 tons, and the Porpoise, a gun brig ofsome 200 tons

None were fortified against the ice and m heavy weather their

large square gun ports lay wide open to the surge of the sea

Of the Peacoek, her captain was later to say, she ‘has been fitted

(as far as the Navy yard are concerned) with less regard to safety

and convenience than any vessel 1 have ever had to do with’

The remaining vessels were the Sets Cull, an old New York pilot

boat serving as a tender, a curious vessel to take on an Antarctic

cruise, the tender Fljing Fith of 100 tons, and a store ship, the

RelitJ, so slow that she was sent home early on the voyage It u
not surpnsmg that only two of Wilkes $ ships survived the expedi

tion Their capacity was no less inadequate than their design or

equipment Provisions for twelve months, and fuel for seven was

all that they could carry, by contrast with the two or even three

of the British and Russian expeditions
The reduction in the number of scientists was easier than

Wilkes anticipated for. sickened by the endless feuds, several had

already thrown up thcir posu Of those remaining, the first to be

dismissed was John R Reynolds, for the sake of harmony’, the

Navy Department not unjustifiably said An applicant for his post

was the American novelist, Natj^iel Hawthorne One of the

dismissed scientists was a Mr Johnson who had resigned his

profusonhip at the Franklin Institute in order to join the

expedition His reported comments on the new arrangements
were probably typical of the attitude of his scientific colleagues

to the Navy's reorganization •The di^ty and efficiency of the

scientific corps, m particular
, Johnson declared, ‘was so much

curtailed that it was with disappointed hopes and lowered

expectations that those who were retained, embarked on the

voyage
, and it was with satisfaction rather than regret, that Mr

Johnson finally received notice from the SecreUry of the Navy

u
would not be required ’

Although, in the words of the Secretary of the Navy, ‘the

important interests of our commerce embarked m the whale

fisheries were to be the chief objectives of the expediuon.
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science wis not entirely excluded. ‘All occasions will be taken ,

Wilkes’s instructions read, ‘not incompatible wth the great

purpose of the undertaking, to extend the bounds of science,

and to promote the acquisition of knowledge. For the more

successful atuinment of these, several scientific gentlemen ml

accompany the expedition, for the deprtments of philolo^,

zoology, conchology, geology, mineralogy, and bo^y, m
suitable artists, and a horticulturalist.’ Professor JoWn had

origwlly been placed in charge of magnetism, electricity, ^
astronomy. Now, however, ‘astronomy, hydrography, geogi^P")^

terrestrial magnetism, meteorology and phpics were entruste

to the Naw. Furthermore, the reduced scientific staffw c

finally permitted to sail svith the expedition was itself y

an impossible regulaUon. For the Navy Department^d ordered

Wilkes to forbid ‘all communications except to tlus DepartmOT ,

from any penon attached to the Expedition, refemng to s-

coveries, or any circumstances connected svith me ®

your enterprise^ It Is not surprising, therefore, that the «viUm

sdcntUts, suspect from the surt, were allowed no part in the

Antarctic cruises of the expedition on which alone new geogra*

phical discoveries were likely to be made.
_

In the Antarctic programme of the United Stattt^ Exp onng

Expedition, the effect of the discoveries of the British s
^

era,

Weddell, Biscoe, and Balleny is veiy evident. Broadly, it emisagcd

tis'o summer TOyages. The first, from Tierra del Fuego to e

south of Powell’s Group (the South Orkney Islands) and

the latter and Cook’s Sandwich Land, was directed
_

*

greatest possible penetration of the Weddell Sea, o omng

the track of Weddell as closely as practicable . The second

vojage ssas to be southwards from Australia or Tasrnania to the

Baileny Islands and thence wesrivards as far as Jolm Biscoe s

Enderby Land. The United Sutes Exploring

however, no longerprimarilyconcemed, as Re)Tiolds ha ope ,

with Antarctic exploration. The Antarctic vo)ages, e 0*^
were no more than Interludes in a series of xoyag

ranging from Valparaiso to Fiji and S)-dney; from the Sandwicn

Islands to the north-west of America; and thence to Japan,

Singapore and back to the Cape of Good Hope. „
On 18th August 1838 Wlkes’s squadron sailed from Hampton
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Roads For Wilkes it was a gloomy moment ‘It required’, he

confided to the pages of his private journal, ‘all the hope I could

muster to outweigh tl e intense feeling of responsibility that hung

over me I may compare it to that ofone doomed to destruction

Six months later the ships were assembled at Orange Harbour,

Nassau Bay, in the extreme south of Tierra del Fuego, the starting

point for the first Antarctic voyage Almost at once Wilkes in the

Porpoise and Lieutenant Johnson in the old Nesv York pilot boat

set off for James Weddell’s sea They sighted the northern islands

of the South Shetland group early m March 1839 and three days

later fixed the ‘eastern extremity of Palmer’s Land or Mount

Hope’—at the tip of the Graham Land peninsula—in 63° 2S S

and S7° SS' W They did not know that only a year before a

French national expedition, the first of the nineteenth century,

had under Captain Dumont d Urvillc explored these waters an

named Mount d Urvillc at that very spot

The ships then swung round towards the Weddell Sea But any

hopes they had of beating Weddell s furthest south were rapidly

dissipated The extent of the ice cover in the Weddell Sea n«

fluctuated strangely from year to year In Weddell's time, only

a decade or so earlier, the sea must have been extraordinarily

free of ice to ha\e enabled him to achieve such a high latitude

Wilkes found conditions very different Along the north eas

coast of Graham Land, the weather was so thick, the ice presse

against the coast by the westerly drift so massive, that he soon

despaired of penetrating further, or of landing The men were m

great discomfort The brig, her gun porU wide open to

south westerly gales, every rope, every inch of deck tnic J

encrusted with ice, was too small to accommodate so *

crew even m moderate conditions The clothing issued to t e

men moreover, was absurdly inadequate for a polar journey

‘Although purchased’, Wilkes wrote later, ‘by the Governme^

at great expense, it was found to be entirely unworthy

and inferior in every way to the samples exhibited This
,

case with all the articles of this description that were

for the expedition ’ An outbreak ofscurvy among the

Porpoise was decisive After a hasty visit to Deception Islan

ships, in some distress, headed for Orange Harbour
r v to

An attempt, meanwhile, by the Peacock and the Ffylng
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exceed Cook’s Ne Plus Ultra, in lon^tude IDS'* W., was aston-

ishingly almost successful. Hie Paicoci, the sloop of war ol which

her commander Lieutenant Hudson had so bitterly complained,

managed somehow to struggle through the ice made the rnore

dangerous by dense fog, as far as 68° S-, 9S° 44 W. w en ere

emerged the outlines of the 96-ton tender, the Flying

the triumphant news that by riding above the ice and^slippmg

through narrow leads she had only just failed to reach 71 10 b..

Cook’s most southerly point. To have voyaged so far west an

south, almost to within sight of the inaccessible coast ol Mane

Byrd Und (as it is now called) was a remarkable achievement

in such ill-found vessels. But the Antarctic season was now oier.

When the squadron was assembled again off the South Shetlands,

they returned to Valparaiso, and in May 1 839, to Wilkes s relie ,

sailed for the warm svaters of the Pacific.
_

In December 1839 the United Sutes Exploring Expedition

lay in harbour at Sydney, after seven months of Pacific explora-

tion, preparing for their principal Antarctic voyage southwar s

towards the Balleny Islands and thence westwards round me

continent towards Enderby Land. This was a voyage from w c

the civilian scientists were excluded. Wilkes did what he cou

to prepare his ships for the test. Tarred canvas and sheet lead

was used to patch rotten buhvarks and keep cabins and quar era

dry. Patching and restoring went on night and day. > i es,

meanwhile, in his anxiety pined no comfort from the comments

of the inhabitants of Sydney. They had already heard romours ol

the new, elaborate and ingenious equipment soon to be use y

Sir James Clark Ross in a great British Antarctic venture and mey

expressed open astonishment at Wilkes’s make-shift fleet. ey

enquired’, Wilkes ruefully admitted, 'whether we had compart-

ments in our ships to prevent us sinking? How we intende o

keep ourselves warm? What kind of anti-scorbutic we were to

use? And where were our great ice-saws? To all of these ques-

tions I was obliged to answer, to their great apparent surprise,

that we had none, to agree with them that we were unwise to

attempt such a service in ordinary cruising vessels; but we

been ordered to go, and that was enough ... go we should. . . -

This want of preparation certainly did not add to me character

for wisdom of our government, with this community ... an ,
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altogether, as agentleman told me, most ofour visitors considered

us doomed to be frozen to death
’

Depressed but resolute, Wilkes's stjuadron left Sydney on

26th December 1839 and the first Antarctic land was seen on

ISth Janiury 1840, a small island of the group discovered by John

Balleny, of which Wilkes seems to have had no knowledge The

next few days sailing on a westerly course they met the full

impact of the Antarctic weather, with heavy gales and huge seas

succeeded, ommously, by smooth water strewn with scarcely

moving pack ice The air was still and a dense fog hung over the

sea, and Wilkes, beset in the yinrennes, the sloop of war serving

as the flag ship, spent many hours listening anxiously ‘to the low

and distant rustling of the ice

However, the pack shifted and they made sail and on 19th

January land was seen stretching far to the south south cast and

south west, visible above the ice isbnds which lay ahead of the

ships It had, Wilkes noted, 'the appearance of being 300 feet w
height, forming a sort of amphitheatre, looking grey and dark,

ana divided into two distinct ridg« or elevations throughout

Its entire extent, the whole being covered in snow’ Thu new

coast, possibly the coast of Oates Land adjoining the Ross

Dependency, was their finl sight of the Antarctic continent

The ftacock and the imctnntt then steered westwards along the

edge of a belt of close pack ice, weaving a way between great

tabular icebergs and Wilkes wrote in his journal of these wth

a true touch of neo Gothic fantasy. Some of the bergs were o

magnificent dimensions, one third of a mile m length, and fro®

1 SO to 200 feet m height, with sides perfectly smooth as if they

had been chuelled Others, again, exhibited lofty arches ofr^y
coloured tints, leading into deep caverns, open to the swell of the

sea, which, rushing in, produced loud and distant thundenngs

The flights of birds passing in and out of these caverns recalle

the recollectiom of ruined abbeys, castles and caves, while here

and there a bold, projecting bluff, crowned with pinnacles ^
turrets, resembled some Gothic keep A little farther onwards

could be seen a vast fissure, as ifsome powerful force had rent m
twain these mighty masses Every noise on board, even our own

voices, reverberated from the massive and pure white walb

if an immense city of ruined alabaster palaces can be imagine ,
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of every variety of shape and tint, and composed of huge piles of

buildings grouped together, with long lanes or streets winding

irregularly through them, some idea may be formed of the

grandeur and beauty of the spectacle.’

Wilkes was still in the midst of Ais reverie when Ae Peacock,

attempting to free herself from the ice closing in on her bows,

drove bacKwards into Ae pack. But her rudder was smashed in

this manoeuvre and she became so unmanageable that all sails

were furled and ice-anchors were used to make her fast to a

floe. Then a sudden squall tore her away. Her port quarter was

smashed. A boom and davit were carried off. Her stem boat was

crushed. And she lay, rotten and helpless, Ae pack surging round

her at Ae whim of the sea, Wilkes, however, had no hesitation

in leaving her to her fate. The one Aought in his mind was to

advance westwards as far as EndcAy Land and in Ae flag-ship,

Ae HncmflM, wlA Ae gun-brig, Ae Porpolx, he carried on,

charting Ae lee-UUnds as he went, thinking that Aey would

change Aeir position so little that he would be able to return Ae
ume way,

Wilkes was convinced that If he could penetrate Ae ice belt

whlA lay unbroken to Ac souA of Ac ships, he would—-as he

had already done farther cast—reach land. On 30A Januai^ 1840,

in bright sunlight, still advancing westwards Arough a ‘sea so

smooth that a yawl could have passed over in safety’, he saw his

chance. Under full sail, the ships threaded their way Arough a

plulcning forest of bergs and icc-islahds towards a bay, enclosed

by rocks and ice, wiA land rising towards Ae souA and stretch-

ing from east to west for sixty miles. ‘I make this bay’, wrote

Wilkes In his log, ‘in longitude 140* 30* E., latitude 66° 45 S.

;

and, now that all were convinced of its existence, I gave Ac land

the name of the Antarctic Continent.’ The bay, turned Finer s

Bay after Wilkes’s sigrul-qiurtermastcr, must nave been in Ac
ridnity of Terre AdHic.
Thu first confident announcement of Ac existence of an

Anurctic continent was followed by a crisis in Ae fortunes of

the United States Exploring Expedition. The hardships of Ae
the unbearable conditiom on board, the remoneless

discipline of Wilkes himself, a martinet of the old sea-going

*chool, had reduced Ac crew of Ac Hnannes to a state so
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wretched that two of the three surgcom In the ship (the third

Wilkes had pcnorully smpendeil from duty) were forced to

certify m writing tJiJt illness srautd soon so reduce their numben

'« to hazard the safety of the ship and liscs of those on board

nie men pleaded that they should return Only fear of their

formidable commander presented mutiny But NV likes wis meW
less and adamant ‘It was my duty*, he wrote In his journal, to

proceed and not 10 give up the cruise until the ship was totally

disabled, or it shouM be evident to all that It was Impossible to

persist any longer
’

Throughout february 1840 the liocrnnef, now alone, with the

Porpa/ie far behind, advanccsl slowly westwards within sight of the

coast, glimpsing from lime to time high land stretching south

wards bejond the ice cliffs One landing was made, on an

island, to make magnetic observations and collect

specimens, but no landing could be maile on the

had passed west of Billeny s Sabrina Land to longitude 1 06® ^0 c

in the vicinity of Knox Coast But even \N ilkrs had no'y to gi'*

up hope of reaching fnderb) Land and of linking up there w't

Biscoe's eastward 'ojage \\ inter was approaching, and he wu
not risk his ships with work still to slo m the Tacific, ''or*

more important from the Navy Department's point of sie"'
^

he decided to turn north I mve sehlom seen,’ he wrote, »
many happy faces or such rejoicing as the announcement of mT

intention to return produced ' By 1 1th March Wilkes ^
In Sydney Harbour, at the end of a turbulent but retnar

voyage in the counc of wblcli he lud explored and

intermittently at all cscnis, fifteen hundred miles of Antircti

coast

The remaining ships of Wilkes’s snuadron
these discoveries The r^cvei struggled back to safety »

the Pcrpolie was invobed in an Incident which 1$ "or'b reo
^

because it introduces for the second time in «hn
j

France's first Antarctic expedition under Captain '^'*1

d'UrYille Towards the end of January 1840 the
ung

Pcrpolse was cruising off the present King George V « ,,nJ,ng
her captain, Lieutenant Ringgold, saw two ships aheat ,

s

to northward Seeing that they were strangers, f”;

colours and attempted to cut them off He thought ina }
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III judged though his conduct no doubt often was, one cannot

help admiring Wilkes's devotion and persistence in this culmin

ating phase of the United States Explonng Expedition In August

1842 a law was passed providing funds for a limited publication

of the expedition’s scientific work on condition that American

scholars only contributed, without European help But a

limited publication was not at all what Wilkes had m mind He

had all along been obsessed by the idea that the Whig administra

tion which had been in office since his return was determined to

minimize his achievements and he was all the more inclined to

consider this a derisory and humiliating proposal For thirty

years, indeed until after the Civil War, he clamoured for funds

to publish new and more sumptuous volumes until the Senate,

which had sufficiently unhappy memories of the Expedition’s

early days, became exasperated under this incessant bombard

ment ‘Throw it mto the Potomac, that is the best thing’, said

Senator Toombs of Georgia m the course of one debate But

perhaps Senator Simon Cameron s comment during the appro

priation debate of 1861 best summed up official feelmg about the

United States Exploring Expedition ‘I am tired’, he declared,

‘of all this thing called Science here
’

Nevertheless Wilkes, by a tenacity no less than he had displayed

on his AnUrctic voyage, got his way 1 am, my dear Sir', he

wrote to a correspondent soon afterwards, 'beginning to feel very

proud of our work we shall now produce a work that every

American will be proud of, and which will show those across the

Atlantic that we can compete with them m many more ways

than they have as yet given us credit for, and that too under every

disadvantage ’

Bitter memories of the feuds surrounding the United States

Explonng Expedition dissuaded the United Sutes Government
from involvement m polar exploration for more than a quarter

of a century To generations of the people of the United States,

however, Charles Wilkes was a national hero, another Columbus,

the discoverer of a strange, new world His books were read

and re read, especially by the young And Mark Twain relates m
his autobiography that when he a boy on the Mississippi

Wilkes was then as famous as Theodore Roosevelt m later years
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Europe Revives Antarctic

Exploration

•T TT -THlLE John R. Rcj-noldsofOhio was demanding that the

\/\/ people and Government of the United States should

Y Y launch an exploring expedition, a poweiful movement

developed in Britain which urged the resumption of Antarctic

exploration on a national scale comparable wlh the great Arctic

enierprues of the British tiisy promoted hy John ^irow. The
object was to be not only geographical discovery but also, and as

nuny thought even menj important, the ads-ancement ofmagnetic

research.

From a navigational as well as from a theoretical point of view,

the study of magnetism was one of the most pressing scientific

problems of the fint half of the nineteenth century because this

'VIS the beginning ofa new maritime era, an era of iron and steam,
cf speed and tuval expansion. In these new conditions accurate

compass navigation involving a better understanding of magnetic
pbmomeni was all the more essential. In England, by the

eighteen-thirties, considerable advances bad been made in this

branch of science, chiefly during voyages of exploration in the
Arctic. In 1823 Captain Sabine of the Royal Artillery, the mag-
netic specialist on Parry's Arctic expeditions, had been the fint to

enwnjtratc the correlation of magnetic variations on a chart,w Arctic too Rou had discovered the location on Boothia
eniruuU of the Magnetic Pole. In the Antarctic, however,

I -c
^onc. Here a new and exceedingly valuable

P
entinc motive for further exploration was provided by the
rr^n maihcnutical phyaicist Johann Karl Friedrich Gauss

ded
* formula whereby he claimed to be able to

f*
*ny given time the magnetic elements for any part of

i.
* turfacc. On this basis Gauss predicted (with remark-

^ accuracy) that a South Ma^ctic Pole would be discovered

•J*
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in the Antarctic in the neighbourhood of latitude 66" S and

longitude 146" E The discovery of the South Magnetic Pole

accordingly became the principal object of the British Antarctic

expedition which was about to be proposed, the first since the

days of Cook
The first public appeal to the British Government to sponsor a

national Antarctic expedition for the discovery of a South

Magnetic Pole came at a meeting at Dublin in 1835 of the newly

fledged Bntish Association At this meeting Captain Sabine was

a dominating figure The following year reinforcement, eloquent

and powerful, came from another and at first a mysterious

source in the form of an anonymous pamphlet composed, it

became known, by Captain Washington, R N ,
the Secretary of

the Royal Geographical Society and addressed to his President

and Council, though from its contents it was evidently also

intended for a much wider and even more influential audience

This pamphlet, which appealed to the British Government to

revive Antarctic exploration was prompted, the author said, by

the news that at that very moment the United States of America

was preparing to launch a great national Antarctic exploring

expedition namely the expedition led by Charles Wilkes Was

England, Washington demanded, to stand passively by and allow

a ‘foreign and m some pomes a nval nation to step m and bear

away the palm of glory which Cook, Weddell and Biscoe had

by their achievements so magnificently won? Washington mar-

shalled a formidable array of ailments in support of bis case

the traditions of the Navy, the great example of the Russian

Bellingshausen, the urgent need for magnetic investigation and

finally, and in the last resort, the commercial benefits to be

derived, the profits to be made, from a renewal of Antarctic

exploration As to magnetic research, the author of the pamphlet

maintained, ‘the safety of our ships the value of our commerce,

the lives of our fellow creatures are all risked by the unknown

agency of this mysterious power which seems to baffle investi-

gation’ And as for commerce and industry, ‘the expense of the

outfit of an expedition to search for a new spot for British enter

prise and capital to exert itself would be covered five times over

by the discovery of new sealing grounds and new and lucrative

sources of sea elephant oil
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On his own Society, Washington’s letter had no effect what-

soever. Its President >vas now Sir John Barrow, the Secretory to

the Admiralty, who was as deeply as ever immersed in the history

of the Elizabethan adventurers and was in the throes of planning

yet another naval voyage to discover the North-West Passage.

Barrow had no intention of allowing the Society to be diverted to

Antarctic exploration. But strong support came from Ae BnUsh

Association. At meetings in 1837 and in 1838, first Sabine and

then Washington (in a paper to the nesvly esuHlshed Geograplu-

cal Section) urged the dispatch of an Antarctic expedition

in veiled terms proposed, as Washington in his pamp et

quite obviously hinted, that the leader should be James Clarlc

Ross, discoverer of the North Magnetic Pole. Progress was now

rapid. In May 1838 the Royal Society, which had been granted

large funds by the Government to purchase magnetic instrumento,

set up a committee to consider the whole matter o magne ic

stations and of a South Polar vopge. In this they

Influenced by a letter (said to have been nrompted by Capum

Sabine) which the great German geographer Baron Alexander

von Humboldt had 'addressed to their President, the Duke of

Sussex. This proposed the esublishment of a chain ol sucn

staaons 'svlth the hope of enabling the philosopheis to appmxl-

matc to some of the genen.1 laws by which this extraordinary

phenomenon is regulated’. ^ . c
Washington’s pamphlet had a more immediate e ec

^

in

than in England. There, one of the founders of the Pans Geogra-

phical Society, the naval officer, Jules Sebastien Cesar Dumont

d’Urville, an explorer, linguist and ethnologist who m the

course of a varied career had rescued for posterity the Venus de

Milo, was preparing an ethnological expedition to his favounte

Pacific islands. His plans had been approved by the French Adimr-

alty hut when they were submitted to Louis Philippe e propo

that Dumont d’Urville should undertake a preliminary =19=“-

tion in the Antarctic, aimed at surpassing (as W.lkM had tried to

do) James Weddell’s farthest south in the Weddell Sea.

King Louis Philippe was a shrewd assessor of pubbe °P™™'
Possibly he calculated that such an adventurous exp oi

have a tonic effect on a jaded and dispirited people.
^ ^ .

ubiquitous Baron von Humboldt, a geograpber o m e
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fame and a frequent visitor to the French court, may have had

a hand m it as he had had m the Antarctic discussions m Britain

In any event, Dumont d’Urville was at first very dubious about

this royal proposal, though he admitted *il must at least give

occasion for interesting observations’ Meanwhile, Captain

Washington’s pamphlet had been sent to the Pans Geographical

Society On reading this, Dumont d'Urville was convinced, as

indeed the whole Society was convinced, that France too must

play her part m Antarctic exploration and m the adi'ancement of

magnetic research

For Dumont d Urvilie, as for James Clark Ross, magnetic

studies were the mam objective ‘An important discovery

remained to be made, he wrote of the voyage of his two ships,

the Astrotabt and the Zilet, 'the position of the magnetic pole, the

knowledge of which is so important for the great problem res

pectmg the laws of terrestrial magnetism From the outset I had

always wished to shape my course with this end m view ' His

enthusiasm for such scientific discovery however can have found

no response m the French Government for when the French ships

sailed from Toulon early m January 1838 they carried only

orden, the orders of Louts Philippe, to penetrate as far south as

possible In the Weddell Sea, to the greater glory of France
In this attempt Dumont d Urville (whose two warships were

as unsuitable for Antarctic service as those of Wilkes) was wholly

unsuccessful Islands and channels previously discovered by
sealers were rediscovered, accurately mapped and renamed
Louis Philippe Land, Orleans Channel, the Sieur de JoinviHe’s

Island A mountain was named in tribute to the discoveries of

Lieutenant Edward Bninsfield But the Weddell Sea proved, as

Wilkes had found, impenetrable with the pack extening far to

the north For two months or more the two ships hovered about

the ice edge Observations on the formation and movement of

the ice were made in accordance with the instructions of the

Academy of Sciences m Pans Young M Goupil, the artist, who
was destined to die on a voyage to which *his passion for art and

travel’ had committed him, made delicate drawings of the shapes

of passing bergs Then the Astrolabe and the Zelee retreated

After more than a year of edmology m the Pacific, Dumont
d’Urville returned to the Antarctic early in 1840 to attempt.
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entirely on his own initiative, the discovery of the South

Magnetic Pole. His plan >vas to sail as far south as possible between

120° and 160° E., in accordance svith the predictions of Johann

Gauss. On I9th January land was slated. It was a scene very

similar to that described by Bellin^hausen, Biscoe and Wilkes,

a panorama of ice and snow fronted by towering ice-cliffs which

formed a columned facade stretching far to east and west, broken

here and there by deep recesses where the icebergs which littered

the sea had fallen away. To this desolate landscape, scoured by

winds of tmima^nable power, Dumont d’Urville gave the name

‘Terre Adelie’ after ‘the devoted companion who has three

times consented to a painful separation in order to allow me to

accomplish my plans for distant exploration .

The land, so called, svas unapproachable because of the

tumbled masses of ice which littered the coast. But there were

numerous rocky snow-covered islets accessible and on one of

these Dumont d’Urville landed with a boat’s crew from the

AxreUht. The landing was made with Gallic verve and gaiety.

With loud cries, the’sailors, armed with plck-axes and hamiwn,

leapt ashore, hurling resentful penguins from their path. Then

the Tricolor was unfurled. ‘Following the ancient custom,

faithfully kept up by the English'. Dumont d’Urville relates, we

took possession of it [the island] in the name of France, as we

as of the adjacent coast Our enthusiasm and joy were such

that it seemed to us that we had just added a province to Fr«^
territory, by this wholly pacific conquest. . . . We repro

ourselves, therefore, at once as being on French soil. . . .

The Astrolabe and the ZeUe then moved east to>vards, as ^eir

compasses showed, the South Magneric Pole. They were mabout

65° S. and 1 35° E. when suddenly out of the fog in which they lay

they saw running towards them before the wind, a ^ange s ip,

by her lines and pennant an Arncrican man-of-war. This vras e

Porpoise of Wilkes’s squadron. She was moving fast through the

water and fearing that she might pass them the French s ips too

made sail. We can now compre Dumont d Urville * ®

this international Antarctic incident with that of Charles \ i 'es.

According to Dumont d’Urville, Ae American ship imme lately

bore off to the south and disappeared. ‘We had no o »

Dumont d’Urville afterwards declared, ‘in keeping secret e
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results of our operations, and die discoveries for which we had

nearly paid so heavily Besides, these are no longer the days when
navigators, impelled by the interests of commerce, think them-

selves obliged to hide carefully their route and their discoveries

in order to avoid the concurrence of rival nations ’

Dumont d’Urville, abandoning his eastward course, turned

south westwards It was an unvarying and monotonous scene, and

there seemed no end to the wall of ice cliffs which stood here,

as m Terre Adehe, a hundred feet or more above the level of the

sea To this stretch of coast he gave the name of Cote Clane

after the wife of Captain Jacqumot, captain of the Zelee That

Its existence has since been confirmed is a tribute to the

high accuracy of this great French explorer’s charting and

observations

The exact nature of this icc bound coast was the subject of

much excited discussion on board tbe two French ships Seme
like John Biscoe held that it ‘was a mass of compact ice mdepen
dent of all land’ Others, including Dumont d'Urvjlle himself,

argued more justifiably ‘that this formidable belt was at least an

envelope, a crust covering a solid base, either of rock, or even of

scattered shoals round a vast land’

In England, meanwhile, the discussions about the renewal of

Anurctic exploration came to a bead at a meeting of the British

Association at Newcastle in the summer of 1838 A formal

resolution calling upon the British Government to dispatch a

naval expedition to the Antarctic, for magnetic investigations

between the meridians of New Holland (Australia) and Cape

Horn, was enthusiastically approved The Prime Minister, Lord

Melbourne was sympathetic The Royal Society, a strong

supporter from the start, was wholly favourable Parliament

voted the funds And the joint exertions of Captain Sabine and of

Captain Washington, the Secretary of the Geographical Society,

ensured (as, throughout, they had intended) that the leader

appointed was James Clark Ross, the discoverer of the North

Magnetic Pole

In Its exclusive concentration on Antarctica, in the long polar

experience of its leader, in the excellence of its ships and equip

ment, the British expedition enjoyed all the advantages which

the French and American expeditions had so unhappily lacked
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Ross, a detennined and an ambidous Scot, was better suited than

any officer in the Navy to supervise all the different aspects, naval

and scientific, of the CTcpedition’s work. The ships, H.M.S.

Erebus and H.M.S. Terror, were three-masted barque-ri^ed

bombs, without engines, ‘of strong build and with a capacious

hold’, of a type whose value for ice navigation had already been

well tested in the Arctic. Each had a double deck and a double

coppered hull. Each >vas fitted with %vatertight bulkheads and

strengthened internally with massive timber beams, "nie Erebas

of 370 tons vs’as commanded by Ross himself. Captain Francis

Moira Croaier, a shipmate of Ross on his Arctic voyages an

earlier of Parry on his North Pole expedition, commanded the

340-ton Terror.
,

This was to be a purely naval expedition and ostensibly

no civilian scientists were taken. The surgeons, however—

McCormick, Robertson, Lyall and Joseph Hooker, son of the

eminent botanist. Sir W. J.
Hooker—were in reality civiliaru

in naval guise who had volunteered for the expedition, for work

in zoology, geology, and natural history, because of the grea

opportunities for scientific discovery and research.

The Instructions issued to Ross by the Admiralty in September

1839 were framed in the broadest terms. To ensure the rnaxirnum

co-ordination of simultaneous magnetic ob$e^^•allons, stauow

and observations were fiot ofall to be set up at points « far aprt

« St Helen., the Cepe of Good Hope. Hobart atd Sydney. And

provided th« .11 this could he completed by February, Ross sssis

then to proceed m far m the icc permitted to the south to

examine those places sshere indications of land have been

noticed, and to make the re<|oisite observations of any outlymg

islands ’1110 principal Antarctic cxploiaUons were to suit

the following summer. Their object svould be the itixyciy an

atulnment of the South Magnetic Pole. This, said she Admiraltjf,

would he -oue of the remarkable and crediuble resulu of this

expedition’. r«o*f tu
That was the plan for the AnUrctic summer of 1 841 . T be pro-

gramme for the AnUrctic summer of 1842 allowed even w

scope to the experienced comimnder and was on M even ^

coSerable srale. 'On the broaking up of Ac

winter'. Ross svas told, 'you will resume Ac examinauon ol
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,he Antarcuc s«. m the highest Ut.tude you can reach and

proceeding to the eastward from the point at which you had left

off the preceding year, you will seek for fresh places on which to

plant your observatory m all directioas from the Pole Through

out, the prominent features of new coast were to be charted

The positions of Graham Land and (the officials of the Admiralty

apparently having little regard to disUnce) of Enderby Und

w^sre to be checked, and a variety of scientific tasks were to be

carried out. in meteorology, geodesy, oceanography, astronomy,

geology and botany in accordance with the great wcigM o!

advice which Ross received from the busy committees ol the

Royal Society
,,

In September 1839, eighteen months after Dumont d UrMlle

had left Toulon for the AnUrctic, the Erebus and Terror sailed

from Margate Roads on the greatest AnUrctic expedition of the

nineteenth century Hobart, Tasmania, was reached m
1840, after numerous magnetic sutions had been established

on the way and deep sea soundings had been made with new

equipment m the South Atlantic The Governor of Van Diemen s

Land (Tasmania) was the Arctic veteran, Sir John Franklin and

Ross’s ships were greeted with the greatest enthusiasm Balls and

dinners, special meetings of the Tasmanian Natural

Society, picnics from wnich the fragile Dr Hooker snatchc

such moments as he could to pursue his studies m natural histor)f,

were organized with indefatigable energy by the Governor s

lady, who was herself to achieve independent but tragic fame

m the course of polar history Despite this multitude of socia

divenions, science, the principal theme of the expedition, was

not allowed to flag The magnetic observatory was complete m
record time by allegedly enthusiastic convict gangs and within it,

the Governor, Sir John Franklin, a keen follower of the recen

advances m terrestrial magnetism, found ‘infinite relax^ion

For Ross, however, the smooth passage of life m T^mania

was marred by some disturbmg news , news that both the y^nc

man Dumont d Urvillc and the American Wilkes had

exploring where according to Gauss the South Magnetic o c

was most likely to be found Ross had heard criticisms of the

secrecy surrounding the activities of the United Sutes

Expedition Wilkes, however, was remarkably generous wit i
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information, more generous than Ross svas later to give lum

credit for, and went so far as to enclose, with much other

valuable material, a tracing of his chart. This ser\’ed to confirm

Ross’s forebodings.

Ross’s reaction to these developments was unhesitating and full

of the pride of the Navy which since the War had been supreme

on the seas. ‘That the commanders of each of these great national

undertakings should have selected the very place for penetrating

to the southward, for the exploration of which they were very

well aware at the time that the expedition under my command

was expressly preparing did certainly greatly surprise me. . . .

They had, however, the unquestionable right to select any l»mt

they thought proper, at which to direct their efforts, writhout

considering the embarrassing situation in which their con uct

might have placed me. Forturutely, in my instructions, rauc

had been left to my judgement under unforeseen circums^ces

;

and. impressed with the feeling that England had ever led the way

of discovery in the southern as well as in the northern regions,

I considered it would have been inconsistent with the pre-

eminence she has ever mainulned if we were to follow in the

fooutcps of the expedition of any other nation. 1 thereiore

resolved at once to avoid all interference with their discoyenes

andselectedamuchmoreeasterlymcridian (170 E.)onw to

endeavour to penetrate to the southward, and if possible r«ch the

magnetic pole.’ It was a momentous and far-reaching ecis on

for it was to lead to discoveries, more remarkable and more

impressive than any that had yet been made in Antarctica, and in

consequence to the first land explorations of the contincn

hy Scott, Shackleton and Amimdsen early in t e twcntie

and Ttrrcr siiled from Hobart on !2th NovcmbCT

1 840, andon 30th Dccrmbtr, then in64" S. and I O’ E., they crossrf

Bellingshaujen'! track. So far they had met only loose ice, ^lly

brushed a%vay by the blunt bows of the ships. But the grea a

of Ross’s SMcially strengthened ships wm vet to *

form of the main pack, the encircling ice belt which rp *

many ships at bay. This now stretched out before them, wJutc,

moUonlcss and menacing, for over a hundred mila. Ross ^an
anxious time, waiting for the most favourable conditions of wind
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and weather He had, however, full confidence m the heavy

sheathing and giant timbers with which Erebus and Terror had

been reinforced and he determined to try his luck At fint, as if in

solemn warning, he was held off by a heavy swell, by fog and by

thick snow showers which fell like a curtam across the ships

Then on the morning of Sth January, side by side, under full sail,

Erebus and Terror went into the attack Looking astern, they

watched the open water north of them gradually disappear On
all sides there was only ice

To their greatsurprise, thepack proved nothing like asimpene

trable as had been prophesied An occasional collision with

massive floes sent a violoit shudder through the ships But for the

most part they made a slow and stately progress through the

narrow leads in the ice which opened up under pressure from

the bows In a few days they saw that the sky ahead of them was

darkening a sure sign of open water Momentarily the pack grew
denser and their progress unbearably slow But in another four

days they were through

This conquest of the notorious ice belt—a feat which he
was sure neither Wilkes nor Dumont d Urville could ever have

achieved—was a triumph for Ross and the British shipyards

Meanwhile the increasing dip of the magnetic needles showed
that they were all the time nearing the mam objective of the

expedition, the South Magnetic Pole Then astonishing news came
from the officer of the watch A strong land blink, he reported,

could be seen on the horizon, much paler than Ross or any of his

shipmates of the North West Passage expeditions had ever

seen in the Arctic and on lOth January 1841 wholly unexpected

land was distinctly seen, rising in lofty, snow covered peaks,

possibly a hundred miles away
This discovery of new land was not only unexpected but

disconcerting Ross when he so flatly refused to follow foreign

tracks and chose instead a course further to the east, along the

170th parallel of longitude, must have known that such a course

would carry him well to the east of the region where Gauss had

predicted the South Magnetic Pole would be found Had he

decided in a moment of exasperation, to sacrifice science to the

interests ofnational prestige? Or had he hoped ultimately to turn

west again, through seas which Balleny had found free of ice and
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of land, to>vards his original objective? Whatever he may have

hoped, the situation now looked like forcing his hand. He was

not only east but also south of Gauss’s region. There 'vas land

appearing on his port bow. Only if these new lands proved to be

islands, around which he might later make his svay towards the

west, could he expect to return towards the predicted region of

the Magnetic Pole.

If these were islands which Ereius and Terror were approaching,

then diey were hewn on a scale far nobler and more majestic

than any yet seen in the Antarctic. Their great mountains, deep

valleys and sweeping rivers of ice were of an austere and

inviolate beauty. To the men on board the two ships the slow

revelation of this silent landscape, never before seen by man,

seemed like crossing the threshold of a new and undiscovered

world.
, , , j

‘It was a beautifully clear evening’, wrote Ross, and we had

a most enchanting view of the magnificent ranges of mountains,

whose lofty peaks, perfectly covered with eternal sno>'i% rose to

elevations varying from seven to ten thousand feet above the

level of the ocean. The glaciers that filled their intervening

valleys, and which descended from near the mountains’ summits,

projected in many places several miles into the sea, and temm*

ated in lofty perpendicular cliffs. In a few places the rocks broke

through their icy covering, by which alone we could be assure

that land foraitd the nucleus ot this, to appearance, enormous

ice-berg.’ Ross named the most prominent features as th^ c^e

into view; a high mountain after Lieutenant-Colonel Sa me,

the northernmost cape, high and dark, after Viscount

M.P. for Glamorganshire; another more southerly, at Com-

mander Crozier’s special request, ‘after his kind and amente

friend, the late estitnahlc Marquis (of Dosvnshire].’ Yet anoter

was named after Sir John Barrosv, Bart., 'the father of modem

Arctic discoveiy, by whose energy, zeal and talent our geogra^

phical knowledge of those rcpons has been so greaUy increase ,

we may hope he may live to see the great object of his heart, tfte

discovery of a North-West Passage Arough the Barrow Strait

into the Pacific Ocean, accomplished’.

Off Cape Adare, Ross had to make a decision o*

importance for the future of Antarctic discovery. The u
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Mameuc Pole, he calculiled. Uy about 500 miles to the south-

west, m latitude 76* S 14S-20'E Should he now follow the new

coast to the south m the hope that a channel might be found

leading westwards towards the Magnetic Pole? Or should he

turn westwards at once towards the ice cliffs discovered by

Wilkes and Dumont d'Urville, namely along the northern coast

of Victoria Land and westwards? A channel might then be

discovered cutting through them to the south which would

enable him to reach the Magnetic Pole from this direction

Ross’s picture of the choice confronting him shows how little he

was thinking in terms of the continuous land mass of a continent

All his previous polar experience had been m the Arctic, among

the mountainous islands and ubiquitous channels of the North

West Passage Here too he was thinking m terms of islands, of

channels, of a passage, a passage which sooner or later would

probably be found, leading southwards or westwards to Gauss s

Magnetic Pole

Of the two, the prospects towards the west, towards the region

of the American and French discovenes, was the less hopeful

The ice cliffs in that direction sighted by Wilkes, Dumont

d Urvilleand Balleny might extend for a great distance, theywere

moreover exceedingly mfficult to approach through the outer

girdle of ice Ross therefore decided to follow the new coast

towards the south This was, he said, 'preferred as being more

likely to extend our researches into higher latitudes, and as

affording a better chance of afterwards attaining one of the

principal objects of our voyage’ 'Although', he added, vve

could not but feel disappointed in our expectation of shortly

reaching the magnetic pole, yet these mountains being m our

way restored to England the honour of the discovery of the

southernmost known land, which had been nobly won by the

intrepid Bellingshausen, and for more than twenty years retained

by Russia
’

Slowly, with men crowdmg decks and rigging, H M S Eiehus

and H M S Terror moved south As they moved, new mountains,

new and glistening glaaer streams curving majestically an

terminating in giant tongues projecting far into the sea,

sively appeared No sound came from this cold and lifeless Ian ,

only the persistent surge and beat of a heavy surf could be heard
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as it broke on the fallen ice blocks which barricaded the beach.

There was life, however, in the sea and the sight of whales—the

‘right’ or Greenland whale, he thought—reminded Ross of the

wealth amiting the enterprising merchants of Britain. From

the deepest >vaters, moreover, the biologists brought up many

minute marine creatures in their nesv dredge,

similar to those they had found in the deep waten of the Arctic.

Ross continued to name the new features of the landscape, the

peaks and promontories and glaciers, after those closely asso-

ciated with the expedition. Two ranges were named after t e

members of the committees of the Royal Society and of die Bri tish

Association. Mount Melbourne was named after the

Minister upon whom ‘the represcnutions of the pcat p lo

sophers of the day had their due influence'. A headlan to c

south of Cape Melbourne Ross called after Capuin W^^^on,
R.N., 'the able Secretary of the Royal Geographical Society.

In order that these new lands might be prop«ly claimed lor

the British Crown, a landing had to be made. The coast o e

mainland was oulte inaccessible for no ship’s boat could wve

penetrated its heavy ice defences. A landing was made, there ore,

on a rocky Islet named Possession Island, against a strong t^

which swept a mass of loose ice through the channel separating

it from the shore. There, on this isolated outpost of a new wor ,

on 12th January 1841, ‘the ceremony of taking possKsionol
these

newly discovered lands, in the name of our
j

Sovereign, Queen Victoria, was immediately procec wi .

Victoria Land, and with it the British Ross Sea Depen ency ovc

which New Zealand was later to claim sovereignty, thus came

into being. Ross In his journal describes the celebrations w i

followed, the hearty cheers of olficcn and men. the toasts to me

Queen and to Prince Albert. For the young Queen, decUrod wr

Hooker, this great but wholly unexpected discoveiy was surciy

the whitest if not the brightest jewel in her cromi .

By 22nd January 1841 the two ships were in btimde /4 a.,

further south than James Weddell had reached on the o*
^ wMch

the continent, and another landing was made on m se

Ross called after Sir John Franklin. Soon afterwards, on a cUy e

clear cold airand sparkling brighmess. Mount Ere us m
.

Terror w ere seen far away to the south. Dr Hooker, n
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to his father, describes his first sight of these Anurctic moun-

tains, such familiar and impressive Undmarb for many exploring

expeditions trasellmg in this region from the time of ferchgre

Vink and Scott to that of the recent Commonwealth Trans

Antarctic ExpediUon Mount Erebus was then an active volcano

emitting dense smoke and spurts of flame ‘The water and the

sky Hooker wrote, 'were both as blue, or rather more intense y

blue, than 1 have eser seen them in the tropics, and all the co^t

one mass of dazzlingly beautiful peaks of snow which, when the

sun approached the honaon. reflected the most brilliant tmU ol

golden yellow and scarlet
,
and then to sec the dark cloud ot

smoke, tinged with flame, rising from the volcano m a X

unbroken column, one side )Ct black, the other giving back the

colours of the sun, sometimes turning off at a right some

current of wind and stretching many miles to leeward This was

a sight so surpassing everything that can be imagined, and so

heiwtened by the consciousness that we had penetrated into

regions far beyond what was ever deemed practicable, that i

really caused a feeling of awe to steal over us at the consideration

of our own comparative insignificance and helplessness, and at «

same time, an indescribable feeling of the greatness of the Creator

m the works of His hand ’ It was indeed a most impressive sig t

On occasions the column of smoke from Mount Erebus seeme

to reach fifteen hundred, possibly two thousand feet above the

nm of the crater Then it would fall back and condense mto

mist or snow and gradually disperse, leaving the crater nm c ear y

visible, a sharp black irregular line against the scarlet flames

But even as Ross watched he was planning his next move

towards, if possible, the South Magnetic Pole which lay on e

map more than two hundred and fifty miles away His

to sail south of the island on which the mountains stood >g

Island, now called Ross Island—then westwards ^d ’

through what no doubt he imagined to be an archipelago on «

Arctic pattern, towards the vicinity of the Magnetic Pole itse

But once again he was frustrated As his ships move

under all studding sails, Ross saw stretching eastwar ro

High Island, as far as the eye could see, a long, low, w ite in

‘It presented’, he says, ‘an extraordinary appearance, gra u y

mcreasing m height as we got nearer to it, and proving at engt
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to be a perpendicular cliff of ice, between one hundred and

and two hundred feet above the level of the sea, perfectly flat

and level at the top, and without any fissures or promontories

on its even seaAvard face.* What lay immediately to the south of

this gigantic barrier of floating ice, which ‘crushes the undula-

tions of the waves and disregards their violence’, Ross could not

say for its top lay far above the mastheads of the ships. But in the

remote distance they could see—or, as Scott later discovered,

imagined they could see—the dim shapes of mountain peaks,

and that was all, that and the unending line of the Barrier; the

Victoria Barrier as Ross named it, the Ross Ice Shelf as it is called

today. As to finding a way through, in pursuit of his plan, ‘we

might’, said Ross, ‘with equal chance of success try to sail

through the cliffs of Dover, as to penetrate such a mass'. There

was no hope of wintering for there was no harbour safe for

sailing ships. Nor >s‘as there any hope of landing and traveiUng,

as Ross thought they might easily have travelled, overland to

’the brilliant burning mountain* and on perhaps to the Magnetic

Pole. Instead, ail he could do was to bow 'to the will ofHim who
had so defined the boundary of our researches’. He decided to

follow the Barrier eastwards In the hope that some hidden channel

or passage might ultimately appear.

For ^y after day H.M.S. Enbos and H.M.S. Terror sailed

east>vards close to the groined and hollowed cliffs of ice. BySth
February they reached their furthest point, in longitude 167* W.,
and a few dap later, fearful now because of the denser fee and the

bteness of the season, they turned back to the coast of Victoria

Land, making for McMurdo Sound. Ross at first had some hope
that there or between there and Cape Adare, he might find a

winter harbour so that he could renew his explorations as early as

possible the following spring. But none s>-as found. And by 6th

April 1841, he and his men were back in the Derwent River,

Tasmania, his ships unscathed, every nun aboard them as fit,

after one hundred and forty-five days in the Antarctic, as on the

day on which they had sailed.

The soft green of the hills, Ac colours, the scents of garden

fibwers, the comforts amf fiospitafity of cofoni'af Tasmania, were

Intensely pleasurable after so many months of Ice and snow, of

gaunt mountains and bitter winds. To the people of Hobart Ross
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and hts men were the heroes of the hour There were dinners and

receptions There was a grand ball on the Ereiui But the highlight

of these celebrations was a new nautical drama given at the Royal

Victoria Theatre Act II presented ‘a splendid view ol the

Volcanic Mountain’, Act III ‘A grand allegorical tableau, ol

Science crowning the distinguished navigators Captain Ross and

Crozier at the command of Britannia, and Fame proclaiming

their success to the World
j u n c

The second Antarctic cniise of H M S Erebui and H M s

Ttrror began m Nosember 1841 after six months of refitting

which gave the surgeon scientisu excellent opportumties lor

magnetic observations and botanical surveys m Australia and

New Zealand The aim of this second voyage was the solution

of 'The Great Barrier Mystery and Ross accordingly struck

time towards the east, along the meridian of 146°W ,
hoping tmt

he would hit the eastern extremity of the Barrier (the Rms Ice

Shelf) and thereby continue, as his instructions ordered, his

explorations of the previous season But conditions were very

different from those of 1840 with thick fog blanketing the Ross

Sea,renderingtheshipstnvi$ibletoeachother In mid Decemberi

sailing together within hailing distance, Eretus and Terwrentere

the pack and steered south west where the ice appeared more

open It was tedious going, forty four days moving from wa*®*”

hole to water hole, enlivened only by the sudden surfacing o

whales to breathe For safety, the ships were moored on either

side of a large floe This made an admirable sports ground ^
i®

was the scene on New Year’s Day 1842 of ‘a grand fancy bah, o a

novel and original character, the centre piece of which was The

Antarctic Hotel ' flanked by an array of allegorical figures •’epre

sentmg Bacchus and Britannia, ‘The Pilgrims of the Ocean ^
‘The Pioneers of Science* No display could have better sym

lized the spint of mid Victorian polar exploration

Towards the middle of January, the monotony of the voyage

was suddenly and most disagreeably broken when a strong

westerly swell snapped hawser after hawser and the tvro s ps

were dnv en by high winds deep into the heavy pack
,
high win

which rose soon afterwards to the full violence of an Antarctic

storm ‘Soon after midnight’, wrote Ross, ‘our ^bips were

involved in an ocean of rolling fragments of ice, bard as floating
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rocks of granite, >vhich were dashed against them with so much
s-iolence that their masts quivered as if they would fall at each

successive blow; and the destruction of the ships seemed inevit-

able from the tremendous shocks they received.’ The rudder of

the Erehus svas put out of action, that of the Terror was wrenched
away from the stem-post by the battering of ice blocks flung

about by the tremendous seas. As he listened through the >vind

to the straining and working ofdecks and timbers, to the crashing

of the ships against the floes, Koss—calmness itself—^found time

to admire ‘the coolness, steady obedience and untiring exertions’

of his seamen. But he thought ‘there seemed to be but little

probability of our ships holding together ... so frequent and

violent were the shocks they sustained’.

The storm as suddenly subsided and on t9th February, after a

voyage of eight hundred miles through the ice, the Barrier was

seen. The cold svas intense, the decu and rigging of the Erebus

and Terror were heavy with frozen spray, and^ready young ice,

the first portent of winter, could be seen forming gelatinously

between the older floes. The Barrier as they approached seemed

to trend north-easris'ards and to merge at its eastern end srith a

range of snou'-covered mountains. These were the mountains of

Scott’s King Ed'vard VIl Land. But Ross had no time, with winter

so near, for extended exploration. After a brief survey, he

ordered his squadron to sail for the Falkland Islands. There they

arrived in April 1842.

In November 1842 Ross received permission from the

Admiralty to spend a third and final year of exploration. His

ambition tlus time was to combine a sursxy of the east coast of

Graham Land svith an attempt to achieve what both Wilkes and

Dumont d’Ur\-ilIc had failed to achieve, a new record for a

farthest south in James Weddell's Sea. Not a man on board the

Erebus or Terror bad the slightest doubt that they would succeed.

Had they not already made discoveries of Antarctic land greater

than the world had ever seen? Had they not in the Ross Sea

reached a latitude of78® 9' 30* S., in longitude 161® 27' W., the

highest southemlatitudeattaincdbyman? By comparisonwith such

feau, to which they couldaddtheapproximatelocation though not

the attainment of the South lilagnetic Pole, the Weddell Sea pre-

sented no great challenge; ‘abonnebouche’. Dr Hooker called it.
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they had not reckoned with the unaccountable vagaries of

Antarctic ice and weather. The pack extended almost as far

north as Wilkes or Dumont d’Urville had found it and of all

their three seasons in the Antarctic, the weather that season was

the wont It was a year, old Dr Hooker used to recall, ‘of

constant gales, fogs and snow storms Officers and men slept

with their ears open, listening for the lookout man’s cry of

‘Berg ahead’’ followed by ‘All hands on deck* The officers of the

Terror told me that their commander (Commander Crotier)

never slept a night in his cot throughout that season in the ice,

and that he passed it either on deck or m a chair in his cabin

They were nights of grog and hot coffee, for the orders to splice

the mainbrace were many and imperative if the crew were to be

kept up to the strain on their nerves and muscles Of discovery

there was nothing, but the fact that Weddell’s route effec-

tively closed ' James Weddell in his unprotected sealer had

rcacned7S*S ml823 A little beyond 70* S was all that could be

achieved by Ross’s sturdy, copper sheathed bombs which had

thrust a way so easily through the Ross Sea pack Turning hack

with better grace than Dumont d’UrvjlIe in the face of such

hopeless odds, Ross (after making several important discoveries

in North Graham Land) reached England in September 1843

To his contemporaries m England, indeed throughout the

world, the Antarctic discoveries of James Clark Ross were the

greatest geographical discoveries of modem times, discoveries,

in the words of the President of the Rojal Geographical Society,

which had 'secured to the name of Ross a distinguished place

amongst the most successful votanes ofScience, and the brightest

ornaments of the British Navy' Seen in the perspective of history,

they have an even greater significance From the moment Ross

returned to England, the Arctic became the focus of the polar

world But when Antarctic exploration was resumed, after a lapse

of fifty years, in a great renaissance in which Britain took the lead,

it was to the Ross Sea sector, scene of former triumphs of the

British Navy, that the British effort was directed There the first

inland explorations of the continent were launched TTiere also,

because in this region lay the most accessible and the shortest

route to the heart of the comment, the tragic race for the

South Geographical Pole began
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The Arctic Cruise of Erebus and

Terror: The Mystery of Sir John

Franklin

No sooner had he returned than Ross, now Sir James Clark

Ross, was offered the command of another great naval

expedition, destined this time for the Arctic. It is surpris*

Ing that the Admiralty, which had so recently diverted ships to

the Antarctic, should have been prepared to equip yet another

costly project of polar exploration. From the Admiralty's point

ofview, however, the moment was in one respect opportune, for

the Navy was about to embark on an exciting and critical experi-

ment, tne Introduction of the screw propeller. For yean the

greatest obstacle to the use of steam had been the huge paddle

Boxes wluch, installed amidships, deprived the British of their

favourite weapon, their beloved broadside. The new screw
propeller now allowed both mobility and fire-power and what
belter testing ground could there be for it than the Arctic with
all its intricate problems of navigation amidst the ice? The
Arctic veteran. Sir Edward Parry, who had become Comptroller

of Steam Machinery, was full of optimism and he and another

Arctic enthusiast. Captain Beechey, were convinced that the

new invention would revoiutiomze polar exploration.

What form was the new expedition to take? Captain Beechey,

who had just returned in H.M.S. Bfossost from a voyage along the

American coast eastward ofBering Strait, urged an attempt on the

North Pole, an attempt to reach along the line of a northern

passage a record high latitude comparable with Ross’s Antarctic

acriievement. "But Sir Jo'hn "Barrow bad other and quite dehriite

ideas, formed thirty or more years ago. His sole concern was
with the North-West Passage.
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During the past thirty years the search had little by little been

narrowed into two mam direcUons. westwards and southwards

from Barrow Strait Westwards, the outlook was least inviting,

Parry, the Admiralty’s principal technical adviser in polar

matters, having never forgotten the massive barrier of ice against

which his sailing ships had battled so resolutely but so vainly

south-west of the rugged promontory of Cape Dundas, on

Melville Island But south and west ofBarrow Strait and Lancaster

Sound the prospects were more hopeful Here, across seventy-

thousand square miles still unexplored there lay the shortest

stretch ofland or sea between the extremities of the lands which

had been discovered This was the direction, Barrow and Parry

decided, m which the new expedition must go
, „ , •

In December 1844 Barrow laid his plans before Lord Hadding-

ton, First Lord of the Admiralty As of old, his reasons were

cogent, his arguments skilfully adapted to the mood and suscepti-

bilities of a Board with whose members be had been on terms o

personal friendship for many years He appealed in moving terms

to the illustrious precedents of history, to the brilliant lead given

by the great Elizabethan seaman William Baffin, the discoverer

of the gateway to the North West Passage, Lancaster Soun

He pleaded the cause of science, pointing to the high importance

of magnetic observations in these latitudes and to the grea

Sraphical and hydrographical discoveries which mig t ®

disco\ cries he urged ‘well deserving the attention ot a

power like England’ Finally there were the political arguments

less potent now, but no less attractive to the Admiralty m terms

of national prestige To be the first nation to link
^

with the Pacific by way of this Arctic route would be a ea

which ‘if left to be performed by some other power, Englan

by her neglect of it, having opened the East and West

would be laughed at by all the world for having hesitate

Cross the threshold’ The American fleet was young,

adventurous Russia, which since the death in I82S of Bellings-

hausen’s sponsor, the liberal Alexander I, had been su ject o
^

succession of barbaric and ruthless despots, had an .

ambitious fleet ‘It should not be overlooked’, Barrow ert

reminded Their Lordship, ‘that there are m the Paci c a

moment two fleets of the only two naval powers likely to un
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take the enterprise in question, and it is extremely probable

that some of their ships will make trial of this nearest passage

home when they leave the Paci6c station.' But most appealing

to a Board who viewed with gloom the passing of the old days

of sail were the advantages of Arctic training to the Navy. *It is

admitted’, Barrow declared, ‘that the Arctic expeditions have

produced a finer set of Officers and Seamen perhaps than in any

other branch of the Service , . . we have much need of increas-

ing such men, now that Steamers are supplanting our best

Seamen.'

Barrow’s plans, on the insistence of the Prime Minister, Sir

Robert Peel, were most carefully scrutinized, twice by the Royal

Society, and by a host of Arctic experts including Parry, Ross and

Sir John Franklin who had recently relinquished his post as

Governor of Tasmania. The only amendment was proposed by

Ross who suggested that if the expedition failed in the south-

west, they should try and discover a northern route by way of

Parry's unprobed Wellington Channel. The next problem, the

choice of a leader, was far more contentious. Ross, though he had

received tempting offers ofa baronetcy and an especially generous

service pension, had already refused, having promised his wife

that once home from the Anurctic his active polar days would be
Over. There remained of the available Polar men of national

distinction only Sir John Franklin.

Throughout the country, Franklin’s Arctic exploits were still

legendary. His polar experience, moreover, had been acquired

in the very region to whidi the new expedition was bound.

Nevertheless, there were strong arguments against him. His age,

almost fifty-nine, ^vas not exceptional perhaps for a naval officer

before the days of the Retired Ust, but for the leader of an

Arctic expedition he was, many thought, dangerously old and

Barrow for one openly preferred a much yoxmger man even

though without Arctic experience. Nor was Franklin’s reputation

entirely without blemish. The circumstances of his recent recall

from the Governorship of Tasmania—engineered in fact by a

malicious and intriguing subordi'iute whom Franklin had sus-

pended—had been left, to those who did not know, strangely

unexplained by the Colonial Secretory. Had he been weak or

incompetent? Had he been indedsive perhaps, or lacking in
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energy’ No one knew for certain And no official statement came

to clear his name ,

It was indeed for this very reason, to clear his name and

re establish his reputation of earlier Arctic days, that Sir John

Franklin strove so desperately to obtain command of the new

expedition With such a surplus of unemployed officers encum-

bering the Navy's Actue List, it was indeed likely to be his last

chance to obuin a sea going appointment of any kind ‘I dread

exceedingly*, wrote hts second wife Jane Franklin to James Clark

Ross, ‘the effect on his mind of being without honourable an

immediate employment ’ In the end after, for Franklin, dap ol

agoniring wailing, Sir Edward Parry's soke was decisive ‘He is

a fitter man to go’, he declared to the First Lord of the Admiralty,

‘than any I know, and if you don’t let him go, the man svill die o

disappointment
'

*We arc commanded*, wrote young Lieutenant Irving to his

sister, ‘by a fine old fellow, of whom you have read, 1 daresay,

eating hu boots ' It was no doubt a fair description of his new

and elderly commander, robust, honest, God fearing,

with truth to write ‘the highest object of my desire is faithfully

to perform my duty’ A fuller, indeed a very life like picture ol

Franklin emerges from the letters of his two remarkable wives

His first wife was Eleanor Porden. a young poetess m the romantic

mode who had dedicated to John Franklin m their courting

days 'An Esquimaux Girl s Lament She was the movingspint m
an earnest literary coterie ‘The Clouds* and an assiduo^

attendcr at Mr Baker s lectures at the Royal Society on c

fashionable topic of terrestrial magnetism Devoted as she was

to him, Franklin appears in her letters as reserved, stiff, conven

tiona], provincial, a man whose narrow evangelicalism

occasions an embarrassing obstacle to one of Miss Porden s

sophisticated and convivial taste His second wife, Jane Fran m,

whom we have seen as the arbiter of social life in Tj^mania,

must have seemed a less puzzling companion With the

resolute energy which Ross and Hooker had observed in Ho a ,

she plunged into the battles of social and official life m
and she was tireless m her efforts to get Franklin appomte o

command the Arctic Expedition
, u m C

The ships selected were once again H M S Erebus and
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Terror, and their refitting and atrengthenitig after their Antarctic

vopges was the pride of the naval docicj'ards. Sheet iron covered

their bows. A new and ingenious hot water system wanned the

cabins. Adapted railway ei^nes of twenty horse power were
installed. And the Master Shipwright of Woolwich Dockyard
invented a special device for raising the screw propellers to

avoid entanglement with the Ice.

Despite the optimism of Sir John Barrow who was quite

confident that t>ve!ve months would ensure the conquest of the

North-West Passage, the expedition was equipped for three years

on an unprecedented scale. Enormous quantities of provisions

and fuel were carried; china, cut glass, and heavy Victorian

siher encumbered the wardrooms; each ship had a library

of twelve hundred volumes ranging from treatises on steam

engines to the works of Dickens and Lever and volumes of

Punch. Franklin was particularly concerned for the educational

and spiritual welfare of his men while isolated in the Arctic

wastes. Slates and arithmetic boob, pens, ink and paper were

provided for classes during the winter; testaments and prayer-

oooks were available for all ; and a hand-organ, playing fifty tunes,

ten of which were psalms or hymns, was purchased for each ship.

OF special Polar equipment, except for scientific research, there

was none apart from large supplies of warm underclothing and a

few wolf-skin blankets. The Arctic clothing of the Franklin

expedition was the stout blue cloth of Her Majesty’s

Navy.

Late in the spring of 1845, H.M.S. Erebus and H.M.S. Terror

moved from Woolwich towards the sea. 'We tried our screws,’

wrote Lieutenant Irving ofH.M.S. Terror, ‘and went_/our miles an

hour. Our engine once ran somewhat faster on the Birmingham

line ... it has a funnel the same site and height as it had on the

railway, and makes the same dreadful puffings and screamings, and

will astonish the Esquimaux not a little.’ This first experiment

in an Arctic ship was an unhappy augury for the protagonists of

steam and screws. ‘We can carry twelve days coal for it’, added

Irving, ‘but it will never be used when we can make any progress

at all by other means. ’ Ten years before, the men of Ross’s paddle-

steamer the yictory had expressed a similar distrust of the new
machinery.
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For a few day? m the middle ofMay the t"o ships lay at Green-

hithe, near Greenwich, their freshly painted black hulls, yellow

upper works and white masts glinting in the early summer sun

The expedition had yet to start but no one, neither the Gosem

ment nor the public, least of all Its officers and men, had the

slightest doubt of the outcome Was this not the best, the most

lavishly equipped expedition ever to set forth for the Arctic’

Out of the 1 34 men of the ships companies, liad not many already

been fully tried and tested by the rigours of Arctic service? As

for any predictions of disaster, had any polar expedition manned

by the Koyal Navy ever met with a major disaster? Talk, the

mere suggestion, that plans at least should be made for a relief

expedition was quickly brushed aside and the general optimism

was voiced by Sir Roderick Murchison PrcsiiTcnt of the Royal

Geographical Society, who proclaimed that franklin and hts men

would do everything for the promotion of science and for the

honour of the British name and Navy that human efforts can

accomplish Only one discordant but distant voice was raised,

that of Dr Rich-ird King who had been with Back down the

Great Fish River I have contended , he warned Franklin,

'against the present attempt by sea from an honest conviction of

Its Impracticability m the present state of our knowledge of

Arctic lands King had already submitted an alternative plan for

overland exploration to the Royal Geographical Society But his

prophecy of disaster and his altcmative plans were alike con-

temptuously ignored

Yet disaster lay awaiting the Franklin Expedition as the two

ships towards the end of June crossed the Arctic circle west of

Greenland, weaving iheir way through the ice In continuous

daylight amazing to those new to the Arctic regions There were

certainly no premonitions among those on board Spirits were

high The weather through Baffin Bay had been remarkably fine

And Dr Goodsir, the assistant surgeon on board the £r«tur, ba

already achieved a notable scientific success with his

equipment m dredging up live animals from three hunore

fathoms Farfrom premomtioiu, there was talk only of completing

the expedition In a summer, of celebrations when they passe m
triumph through the Bering Strait Towards the end of July t *

two ships were seen hy Captain Martin of the whaler Enterprist.
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moored to an fccbcrg (n Lancaster Sound, and Martin spoke to

Sir John Franklin and several of his men. But he was the last man
to do so. For from that date the Franklin Expedition, bound for

the North-West Passage, disappeared.

Few e.xercises in historical detection have been more fascin-

ating, and none more ingenious, than the reconstruction by Dr
CjTiaxof the fate of Sir John Franklin. Only a briefsummary need

be given here for the story is largely the story of the multitude

of search expeditions which were In the next twenty years or so

to preoccupy the whole attention and the whole resources of the

polar world. From Lancaster Sound, Franklin passed into Barrow

Strait and from there, following perhaps prematurely Parry’s

suggestion of an alterruttve northern route, he appears to have

sailed northwards up NVellmgton Channel and thence back to

Barrow Strait by way of Croiier Strait which separates Cornwallis

Island from Bathurst Land. The winter of 184S-6 was spent at

Beechey Island, then they sailed again, through Peel Sound,

Franklin Strait and on into VictoriaStrait. There, on 12th Septem-

ber 1846, the £r<5uj and the Ttrror were beset in heavy ice ixime

down from Melville Sound through McClintock Channel. This

was for the winter of 1846-47.

The part of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, known today as

‘The District of Franklin’ is—as we have seen from the voyages

of Parry and Ross—a complex network of channeb, straits and

sounds. It can be seen from the map (facing p. 86) that by linking

Barrow Stmit with the upper part of Victoria Strait, part at least

of a North-West Passage Iwd by this time been discovered by the

Franklin expedition. All that now remained was to link Victoria

Strait with SimpsonStraitand the coastal waters of Arctic Canada.

In May 1847, this too was achieved when a small party led by
Lieutenant Gore set off for King William Island to bridge this

final gap. The North-West Passage had not been completely

navigated. But by land and sea it had been discovered and

explored.
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as the ships drifted southssards dovm Victoria Strait Scurvy had

already begun insidiously to sap the strength of the men, and

prosisLi, provided for three jeatson sshat to Sir 1°''"

had seemed such an cvcessise scale, ssere b) August 1 848 neanng

exhaustion r 4

By the end of this third >% inter in the Arctic. Crozier >«s forced

to abandon ship and on 25lh April 1848 he and his second in-

command apiain James Fitzjames added to a record prcv'Ojisly

left bv Lieutenant Gore sNhich they found m the north ol Kin^

William Island ‘H M Ships Terror and Ewbuj’. they said, were

deserted on the 22nd April. S leagues NNW of this basing been

beset since 12th Sept 1846 • One hundred and five othcers

and men out of the oricinal complement of one hundred an

twenty nine were then alive .

Crozier's plan apparently had been to travel along the west an

south coasts of King William Island in the hope ol reaching i e

nearest post of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 1 ort Resolution, y

way of the Great Fish River A few men, unable to face such a

journey, may have turned back to the shelter of the driftings

but the majority, weak with hunger, with $cun7 ****

draining assay the last vestige of vitality, followed Croiieron t is

tragic march Graves, skeletons, relics of the dead men were ater

found marking the route from King William Island and across to

the Great Fish River (the Back River) Tins was the route of the

last journey of the men of the Franklin Expedition, a journey

from which not a man survived ,

.

The fate of the drifting ships is less certain It seems pro
^

that they foundered somewhere to the south west o

William Island in or later than 1849 for even then there ^ay *tm

have been a few survivors on board Or they may have ri te ,

like Back’s ship the Terror had dnfted in 183^37,

Baffin Bay and through Davis Strait to the Atlantic InApn •

the story goes, the mate of an English brig the Renoifltlon sa

two three masted ships very similar to the Erebus

stranded on a large ice floe off the east coast of

It Is just possible that these were the ships of the lost evpe ' *

of Sir John Franklin „
In London there was no knowledge of these disastrous e

Indeed, m 1847, wh.lc H M S avim uid H M S wc"
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drifting helplessly with the ice down Victoria Strait, Lord
Francis Egerton wrote (anonymously) in the Quaneily Keriewi

‘With interest which accumulates by the hour do we svatch for

the return of these t>vo vessels which are perhaps even no\v

ivorJcmg their tvay through Bering Sttait into the Pacific. Should

the happiness yet allowed us of witnessing that return, we
are ofopinion that the Erehus and Tenor shouldbe moored hence-

forth on either side the ftaoiy, floating monuinents of what the

Nelsons of discovery can dare and do, at the call of their country

in the sers'ice of the world.'

In some minds, hosvever, there were the stirrings of anxiety.

Sir John Ross, svhose suggestion that a relief exp^tion should

at least be planned Franklin had rejected ‘as an absurdity’, urged

the dispatch of an expedition In January 1 847. In April Captain

Beechey proposed that a relief expedition be sent down the

Great Fish River in the direction of Prince Regent Inlet. A few

months later a similar proposal by Dr Richard King, whose

warnings of impending disaster the Geographical Society had 50

briefly discarded, was conveyed to £rl Grey, the Colonial

Secretary. Earl Grey referred the matter to the Admiralty, the

Admiralty sought the adrice of the t>vo most famous of living

Arctic explorers, Sir Edward Parry and Sir James Clark Ross.

But neither thought anything of Dr King’s plan. They could

conceive, they said, of no conditions in svhich the missing men
would make for the Great Fish Riter. And even if they had done

so, how, they demanded, could Dr Richard King, with a party

to be carried in one canoe, possibly be of the slightest assistance?

Reassured, the Board of Admiral^ turned its mind to more
urgent matters, confident that they could rely in the last resort

on the tvhalers and posts of the Hudson’s Bay Company.
Nevertheless as the months passed by, there was evidence of a

growing public alarm and in the end Their Lordships were forced

into action. A plan of search was prepared based on a thorough

exploration of the route Franklin had been ordered to take and

with this was combined the stationing of relief parties on the

continental coast and of relief ships at the Bering Strait. It was

the begintiing of a search by land and sea on a tremendous scale, a

scale, as far as fleet operations were concerned, that had not I>een

witnessed since Barrow’s Arctic campaign after the Napoleonic
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Wan But this was only the beginning In the next ten years forty

expeditions set out to find the missing ships, six of thern travel

line by land along the coast of the Canadian Arctic, and on one

occasion a fleet of no less than fifteen ships was simultaneously

deployed In the course of these operations, not only was the fate

of Sir John Franklin and his men rescaled in all its tragic circum

stances, but the North West Passage which had challenged

British seamen for so many centuries was twice to be traversed,

though on neither occasion entirely by sea Nor was this the

most important geographical discoxery For by 1878, the date of

the last Franklin search expeditions, the intricate geography of

the south and west parts of the Canadian Arctic archipelago,

with its multitudinous islands, its mate of ice strewn channels

and straits, had almost wholly been elucidated Such extensive

discoveries of new land were not made agun in this region until

the explorations of the Nonvcgian Otto Sxerdrup m 189S-1902

The complicated manoeuvres of these various search expem

tions though they added greatly to the detail of Arctic geography

and to the dexelopmcnt of polar techniques did not constitute

any notable advances m the broad evolution of polar exploration

They will, therefore, only briefly be recalled Of the three

simultaneous expeditions launched by the Admiralty in 1847, the

Benng Strait expedition, consisting of the HcralJ and the Plour

m command of Captain Kellett, occupied ihcir time in exploring

the coastal waters north and west of the Strait, discovering on

these voyages Herald Island (near Wrangel Island) to the norm

of the Chukchi Sea The mainland group, led by Sir

Richardson with the Hudson s Bay Company official Dr

Rae, was in 1848 largely immobilized by Ice and storms an

Richardson returned in 1849 leaving Rae to continue

The third group, approaching from the cast by sea, was led by

Sir James Clark Ross of Arctic and Antarctic fame

Ross’s two ships, of between four and five hundred tons, were

the Enterprise and the Imtalgator and on board the latter was a

young Lieutenant Leopold McClintock The name of McClmtoc

stands high in the development of Arctic exploration for not on y

did he play ultimately a distinguished part m solving the Fran m

mystery but he evolved throu^hn unusual readiness to learn rom

the Eskimoes a new sledging and travel technique far m advance
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of hJj conscnative contemporariej, staunch supporters of the old

rural polar school. Ross sailed in 1848, the last year probably in

which any of the Franklin survivors might have l«cn found alive.

After a winter, the winter of 1848-49, spent at the north-east

end of Somerset Island, a bare seventy miles from Beechey Island

where Franklin had wintered in I84S-46, they travelled, man-
hauling sledges, dosvn the cast coast as far as Fury Beach, along

the north coast, and then west as far almost as Bellot Strait, the

unlucky John Ross’s 'Brentford Bay*. These spring journeys

added almost tsvo hundred miles ofnew coast of&merset island,

and Ross only just stopped short of the waters now known as

Franklin Strait. The Franklin m)stery however remained

unsolved.

Sir John Franklin had now been missing for more than four

years and hb fate and the failure of these expeditions to discover

it had become matters not only of national but of world-wfde

concern. Throughout Europe and North America, public

Interest became wholly absorbed in the Arctic regions; in

England, books of Arctic travel and adventure were in great

demand; in London, in Brighton, crowds, admiring but alarmed,

gazed at the panoramas of polar landscapes displayra in the shop'

windows, picturing in their minds the hardships and horrors of

life in the Arctic wastes. The central attraction in London’s

pleasure gardens at Vauxhall in the sultry summer of 1 852 was an

immense and dramatic diorama of Arctic scenery. Meanwhile,

throughout these hours and days and months of tension, Jane

Franklin clung to hope and wrote letter after letter to her husband

only to receive them back months later from one or other of the

search expeditions, *My dearest love,—May it be the will of

God if you are not restored to us earlier that j-ou should open this

letter and that it may give j-ou comfort in all j-our trials . . .

dearest, if you ever open tWs, it will be 1 trust because I have

been spared the greatest of all . . At her suggestion, public

prayers were offered in IS49 throughout the country for the

safety of those serving in the Arctic regions.

Meanwhile the Admiralty, perplexed as to what should now
be done, were bombarded by suggestions, by rumours, and by
false messages purporting to be from the lost expedition. Some
w-ere found in bottles cast up on die seashore. One was attached
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to 1 snull lollooii tOJch no«r.l pntly to tlic froutid ntir

Gloucester Amon*’ the rumoun however there vvere glcJmi

of hope Dl^imoei, reportn! the W rnln^ HtralJ, trivellingilong

the Frinllm route luj heirj sMpt gum rctcrUritmg over the

froien »eii Two »lum!one«l three muted ihipi, the lltperUk

Chtmlcle dechrctl, hid l>een seen adrift off the ctuit of New-

foundlanil But nothing was proved, nothing wav certain, al>out

the fate of the mining men
At length, the gathering forte of public antiety compelled

the Admlralt) to tal.e further aition, this time on a moit

impressive scale, and the second half of the century opened with

plans for a host of relief expeditions most of them oificiilly but

some privately sponsored To stimulate their efiorli, the British

Government offered a reward of twenty tivousand pounds to any

person of any rutloruliiy who rescsicd the missing men, a reward

of ten thousand pounds to the rescuer of any one of them, or to

any who pro»ide<i Information leading to luth a rescue, *

reward of ten thousand poun<ls to the first man to solve the

myitery of the expedition t fate

Sir James CUtt Ross luvtng lud fv<> sutccss in his attempt

from the east, the Admiralty now decidfsl tii try from the west

and to combine with this search from the direction of the Bering

Strait another but much more formislable attach from Baffin Bay

and Lancaster Sound In the autumn of 18S0, therefore, a great

concoune of ships put to sea The squadron moving eastwards

from the Bering Strait csmvntcsl of Boss’s ships, the Enterprise

and live Inttttigaiar, commam lesl respectively by Captain Coliinson

and McClure, with Captain Kellett in the f/isver to stand by at

Bering Strait Moving westwanls from Lancaster Sound were the

barques Aeto/uteand ttiofanee. under Captain Austin, with Captain

Erasmus Ommanney as hfs second in command With them

two screw steamers, the honrer and the the fint full-

powered steamers to lie employed In ice navigation Other shi^ps

in this eastern squatimn were the brigs laJr Ftonilln and SepMa

both commanded by a whaling captain William Penny, and the

schooner Ftlix and a supply ahlp fitted out by the Hudson *J^y
Company and commanded by the veteran Sir John

licet was later Joined by cvro small American brigs, manned by the

United Slates Navy and commanded by Lieutenant E. J
Del laven,
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which had been bought and laigely equipped by a retired New
York shipping magnate, Henry Grinnell, who had been greatly

moved by Lady Franklin’s world-wide appeals for help. This

American addition to the eastern squadron, which left New York
City in May 1850, has its own place in polar history for it was the

first American polar expedition since the tumultuous days of

Wilkes; in launching it, and subsequent Arctic expeditions,

Grinnell, who became the first president of the American

Geographical Society of New York, stimulated the reviial of

American exploration as John Barrow had done in England earlier

in the century. There was one more addition to the eastern

squadron, the sailing ship Pnnce Albert, equipped privately by

Lady Franklin and a group of friends.

The strategic plan behind these fleet manoeuvres was that the

two main squadrons should converge from east and west thereby

narrowing die search to the general area of Melville Island and

Bonks Island. An initial search of Wellington Channel was to be

carried out, as a subsidiary operation, by the eastern squadron.

Meanwhile, Dr John Rae of the Hudson’s Bay Company agreed

to explore parts of Wollaston Land and Victoria Island to

supplement the search by sea. With so much simultaneous effort

involved, it seemed impossible to those who read of these

elaborate, costly and far-ranging enterprises, that the Franklin

mptery would not be solved.

Yet, from 1850 to 1554, though important geographical

discoveries were made, little enough was found out about

Franklin. Sailing from the v^esl, McClure in the Innstigtitor, by

linking Prince of Wales Strait with Parry’s Melville Sound,

proved the existence of a North-West Passage and was the first

man alive to have done so. Cblllnson in the Enterprise, following

closely in his wake, repeated his junior officer’s discovery, and

after a winter in Cambridge Bay went on in 1853 to explore part

of the coast of Victoria Island and the west side of Victoria Strait,

In the great expanse of Arctic sea covered for the first time by
such large ships, and in sheer navigational skill, these are among
the most remarlable vo)-ages in the Wstory of Arctic exploration.

But from the point of vre^v of dre Franklin search it w-as, on

McClure’s side, an ill-conducted expedition. McClure, an

ambitious officer more concerned it seems with being the first
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to discover the Pisuge thin with the fate of Franklin and his men,

arrised first at Bering Strait from the Pacific (by a short cut

through the Alouliin Islands), refused to wait for his senior

olficer and set off on his own for Point Barrosv One expedition

therefore became two and when Collinson came to search the

vital area of Victoria Sirait, only one side could be searched for

only one ship was available The tsiimoes tried to put Collinson

on the track but he failed to understand them for the only inter-

preter was miles awa) on boarsl the Inrealgator witb McClure

At one point, Collinson was only thirty miles away from the

prmcipal clue to the Franklin mvwry But a metal bolt with

The Queen s Mark and a fragment of door frame from a cabin

were the only relics found of the Franklin Expedition

Collinson must be reckoned one of the most magnanimous of

commanders Review mg these voyages, he said of McClure, To

him belongs the honour of first navi^ting the Arctic Sea along the

American coast, and the discovers of Prince of Wales Strait
. ^

neither of us have succeeded in the grand object which anlmatw

our endeavours, but he. being first m the field, has added greatly

to our geographical knowledge" McClure was accordingly

awarded £S,000 by the Mouse of Commons Committee, wrllh

another IS.OOO for his officen and crew, for the first ducoverj,

as It was then thought, of a North West Passage

More success, av regards the discovery of Franklin relics,

attended the other participants m the Admiralty’s campaign,

notably Dc Haven, the leader of Henry Crinnell’s expedition

Landing on Beecbey Island, near the entrance to Barrow Strait,

he discovered clear evidence of the first wintering of the

Expedition, a forge, a storehouse, a shooting gallery, hundreds

of tins of meat, well preserved, arranged meticulously in rows

and discarded for some unknown reason ,
all the litter, the bottlw,

rope, scraps of newspaper, of an Arctic camp site occupied lor

months Nearby , three tombstones roughly can ed commemorate

Leading Stoker John Tomngton of the Terror, and a seamm an

a marine from the Ercfiuf Running away from the coast Dc

saw the deep marks of heavily laden sledges which had evident y

been hauled with the greatest labour over the froien rroun

On the mainland Dr Rae, confident all along that the

would be solved in the neighbourhood of Victoria Strait, sea
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its west coast (as CoIIinson did two years later) and found relics

from the Erebas and Terror wWdi had drifted do«Ti from the

north. The remaining eiqaeditions made only geographical

discoveries
; Austin and Ommanney along the coast of Prince of

Wales Island, a Frenchman Bellot and Kennedy (who had replaced

Commander Forsjthe as captain of Lady Franklin’s ship, the

Prince by sledging to Bellot Strait, John Ross’s ‘Brentford

Bay’. Yet anoAer expedition set out in 18S2 commanded by
the elderly Sir Edward Belcher whom Dr Richard King in his

caustic ivay described as a man who ‘had spent a whole life in

proving himself to be the vciy last man fitted for so honourable

a ser>'ice’. On this expedition, McClintock, commanding the

steam tender Intrepid, nude some fine sledging joumej-s in the

lands north of Barron* Strait. The expedition is also memorable
for the rescue in April 1853 ofMcClure and his men who had been
forced to abandon ship. But in the following year the expedition

was recalled. The Admiralty was tiring of the Franklin search.

On 20th January 18S4 notice was given that unless nes« was

received before the end of March, the officers and men of the

Franklin Expedition would be considered to ha^-e died on Her
hlajesty’s Sendee. Lady Franklin’s reaction was characteristic.

She refused her widow’s pension. ‘She changed’, it was said,

‘the deep mourning she had been wearing for years for bright

colours of green and pink as soon as the Admiralty notice was

garctied.’ And suspecting that the Admiralt)- had lost interest in

the search after McClure’s discovery of the North-West Passage,

she wrote, ‘My Lords, I cannot but feel that there will be a stain

on the page of the Nasal Annals of &gland svhen these tsvo

events, the discovery of the North-West Passage, and the aban-

donment of Franklin and his companions, are recorded in in-

dissoluble association’ . The people ofLondon at least showed sjan-

pathywithhersorrow and admiration for herindomitable courage.

*.Nty Franklin dear long has been gone

To explore the northern seas,

I wonder ifmy John,

U still battling with the breeze;

Or if e’er he will return again.

To these fond arms once more
To heal the wounds of dearest Jane,

Whose heart is griesed full sore.'
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So ran the ballad, ‘Lady Franllin’s Lament’, on sale in the

streets of London

In October 18S4 startling, indeed hornfymg, news came from

Dr Raeof Hudon’s Bay Company He had heard that the Eskimoes

had seen a party of >shite men hauling boats towards the Great

Fish Riser and there, near its mouth, he had found the remains

of thirty of the men of Croiier’s party who had left the drifting

ships Guns, silver spoons and forks, were marked with the

crests and initials of missing men The fate of some at least of Sir

John Franklin’s expedition was known, a fate, in the words of

Dr Rae, 'as terrible as imagination can conceive from the

mutilated state of many of the corpses, and the contents of the

kettles, it IS evident that our miserable countrymen had been

driven to the last resource' It was an outrageous suggestion and

It caused an uproar m the Briush Press Lady Franklin alone was,

outwardly, unmoved If Franklin’s men had reached the Gr«t

Fish River from Beechey Island, she declared at once,

Franklin and not McClure must ^ve been the discoverer of the

North West Passage

The public conscience was deeply stirred and an expedition to

settle so grave a matter was clearly an urgent rutiorul duty But

Bntain was now involved in the Crimean War and in I8S5 Chief

Factor James Anderson of the Hudson’s Bay Company, at the

request of the Government, undertook investigations More

relics were found, a snow shoe marked ‘Mr Stanley’, a

clip, part of a backgammon board presented to Erebus by Lady

Franklm, but there, as far as the Admiralty was concerned, the

search ended and £10,000 was paid to Rae for discovering the

fate of Franklin’s men
But this was not the end for Lady Franklm A public appeal was

launched, the steam yacht Fox of 177 tons, built for a member o

the Royal Yacht Squadron in I85S, was purchased and m her, a

vessel more appropriate to the clear and open waters of the Soien

than to Arctic seas, Captain Leopold McClmtock, available

through the intervention of the Pnnee Consort, left Aberdeen

on 1st July 1857 After two winters beset, first m Baffin Bay, then

m Bellot Strait, McClmtock with his second in comman ,

Lieutenant Hobson, marched southwards across Boothia

sula and on across the ice to King William Island There, on t e
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west coast at Point Victory, a cairn was found >vith the record,

suined by the rust of its tin case, svhich had been deposited by

Captain Crozier eleven years before. It told the story of the end

of the Franklin expedition, of the first winters, of the b«et-

ments, of the death of Franklin, of the abandonment of the ships

on 22nd April 1848, of the death of twenty-four officers and men,

as already described. On that day. aptain Crozier was about to

start on the tragic march to the Great Fish River. .

The discoveries of McClintock and Hobson on both sid« ol

King William Island and south as far as the Great Fish River

revealed in all their tragic deUil the fate of

Uon. Irrespective of the earlier award to Dr “'Clmtock

and the mL o! the for were voted £5,000 by Parhantent, And

the cUitns of the tnerobers of the Franklin Expedition (seven!

had evidently managed to reach Simpson 1°

McClure InShe Iscovery of the

formally recognized by the Royal Geognphical

awatd to Udy franklin of Its Founder's ‘‘I'S
of tension were over. The battle which she had fought ^nvely

against Inert, or as it so often seemed, insensitive officialdom had

been won. Franklin had been vindicated at «st.

Over the next twenty years the full measure of the g f

revealed by the di.covWies of Captain Charles “

Cincinnati and Lieutenant Schwatka of the Unite y

whose expeditions, inspired by the Fra^ in searc
,

,

described to greater deuil when we consider American “Po
-

tions in the Arctic in the second half of the “^he
All the way from Point Victory, skeletons, ^ ’

..

dead marked the direction of Crozier’s last march Fifty rn l^o

the south (sixty-five from the abandoned ships) “,*'P '

lying on a sledge contained two skeletons si e y si .

aivay were guns, chmnumeteni. knives, much ''“'T f

"

belonging trFrinklin, Cmrier. Dr Good.ir and others, but no

papen and no food beyond a little chocolate and

Fanher south, at Cap/ Henchel. lay the skeleton of ^rry

Peglar, Captain of the Foretop of H.M.S. Terror, fallen ffi^rd

a, if in sleep. Papers, Including the parody of a

at the end of the second winter, proved identity "
.

of uniform enabled a rcconstroction to be ma c.
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So ran the balM, ‘LaJy FraiUiti's Umcnt’, on sale in the

Streets of London ^ r

In October 1 854 surthng, indeed horrifying, news came from

Dr Rae of Hudon's Bay Company He had heard that the

had seen a party of white men hanhng boats towards the Gre«

Fish Riser and there, neat its month, he had found the t'O?'”

of thirty of the men of Croaier’s party who had left the dnfting

ships Guns, silver spoons and forts, were marked with the

crests and initials of missing men The fate of some at least o ir

John Franklin’s expedition was known, a fate, m the words o

Dr Rae, ‘as terrible as imagination can concede Irom ine

mutilated sute of many of the corpses, and the contei^ o e

kettles, It IS evident that our miserable countrymen had been

driven to the last resource’ It was an outrageous suggestion and

U caused an uproar in the British Press Lady Franklin a one was,

outwardly, unmoved If Franklin’s men had reached the r

Fish River from Beechey Island, she declared at once, Jo

Franklin and not McClure must have been the discoverer ot tne

North West Passage
j ,

The public conscience was deeply stirred and an expediti

settle so grave a matter was clearly an urgent national ,

Britain was now involved m the Crimean War and m 185

Factor James Andenon of the Hudson’s Bay Company, at

request of the Government, undertook investigations o

relics were found, a snow shoe marked ‘Mr Stanley ,
a

clip, part of a backgammon board presented to Erebus y y

Franklin, but there, as far as the Admiralty was conceme ,

search ended and £10,000 was paid to Rae for discovering

fate of Franklin’s men
,

But this was not the end for Lady Franklin A public apP^ ,

launched, the steam yacht Fox of 177 tons, built for a ^
^

the Royal Yacht Squadron in 1855, was purchased a”

vessel more appropriate to the clear and open waters o e

than to Arctic seas. Captain Leopold McClmtock, avai a * ^ ?

through the intervention of the Prince Consort,
,

on 1st July 1857 After two winters beset, first m
m Bellot Strait. McClmtock with his ^Penm-
Lieutenant Hobson, marched southwards across ^
sula and on across the ice to King William Island .
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west coast at Point Victory, a cairn was found with the record,

stained by the rust of its tin case, which had been deposited by
Captain Crozfer eleven years before. It told the story of the end
of the Franklin expedition, of the first winters, of the beset-

ments, of the death of Franklin, of the abandonment of the ships

on 22nd April 1848, of the death of twenty-four officers and men,
as already described. On that day. Captain Crozier was about to

start on the tragic march to the Great Fish River.

The discoveries of McClinlock and Hobson on both sides of

King William Island and south as far as the Great Fish River

revealed in all their tragic detail the fate of the Franklin Expedi-

tion. Irrespective of the earlier award to Dr Rae, McClintock
and the men of the fox were v-oted £5,000 by Parliament. And
the claims of the members of the Franklin Expedition (several

had evidently managed to reach Simpson Strait) to have preceded

McClure in the dbeovery of the North-West Passage were
formally recognized by the Royal Geographical Society in the

award to Lady Franklin of its Founder’s Medal. For her, the years

of tension were over. The battle which she had fought so bravely

against inert, or as it so often seemed, inseruitive officialdom had

been won. Franklin had been vindicated at last.

Over the next twenty years the full measure of the tragedy was

revealed by the discoveries of Captain Charles Francis Hall of

Cincinnati and Lieutenant Schwatka of the United States Army
whose expeditions, inspired by the Franklin search, will be

described in greater detail when vve consider American explora*

tions in the Arctic in the second half of the nineteenth century.

All the way from Point Victory, skeletons, graves, relics of the

dead marked the direction of Croricr's lost march. Fiftj- miles to

the south (sixty-five from the abandoned ships) a ship’s boat

lying on a sledge contained two skeletons side by side. Stowed
away were guns, chronometers, knives, much heavy table silver

belonging to Franklin, Croiier, Dr Goodsir and others, but no

papers and no food beyond a little chocolate and some tea.

Farther south, at Cape Herschel, by the skeleton of Harry

Peglar, Captain of the Forctop of H.M.S. Terror, fallen fonvaro

as if in sleep. Papers, including the parody of a sca-shaniy wTittcn

at the end of the second winter, proved identity and the remnants

of uniform enabled a reconstruction to be made. Trousers and
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Jacket were of fine blue cloth, the jacket being tlouble-brcasted

ami edged with silk braid, %vith sleeves slashed and bearing five

covered buttons each Over this uniform the dead man had worn

a blue greatcoat, with a black sijk neckerchief This was the

Arctic clothing of a Petty Officer of the Franklin expedition

During their travels around King William Island, Captain Hall

and Lieutenant Schwatka beard nuny Eskimo stories about the

last days of Franklin's men At ‘Slanation Cose’, as Schsvatka

named it, Eskimoes had found the remains of thirty-five men svho

had been dragging a boat with an asvning At Terror Bay ssere

thirty more lying huddled together inside a tent There ssere

stories, too, about the ships One ssas found, the Eskimoes told

them, near the entrance to Simpson Strait, svith assistngs screen-

ing her decks and a gangplank still resting on the ice In great

fear, they crept on board But there svas no sound and they saw

only the body of a sshtte man lying on deck They prised open

the closed hatches and ransacked the cabins But when they re-

turned later to collect their plunder, the ship had foundered

Only the tops of her masts were sisibie above the ice

Among the Eskimoes interrogated by Captain Hall were many
who told him how thin the white men had been, how their

mouths had been 'Art and bbek and hard’, how they had com-
plained of loose teeth and spongy gums These were sure signs

of scurvy and there is no doubt, as McClintock had surmised,
that scurvy, its enfeebling effects accelerated by starvation and by
exhaustion from the tremendous effort of hauling heavy boats
and sledges on the long march towards the mouth of the Great
Fish River, lay at the root of the Franklin tragedy
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of the seventeenth century seamen This led some years later

to the opening up of a northern sea route for Russia and provided

at long last a relatively short (though uncertoin) passage between

Russia and the Far East

The mid nineteenth century which saw the start of the explor

ations thus briefly surveyed was a period in Europe when the

gathering forces of liberal opinion, when stiffled impulses to

personal freedom broke through old barriers standing since the

Napoleonic Wars In the midst of this general fermentation of

ideas, It witnessed new and widespread advances m scientific

thought which had disturbing social and intellectual repercus-

sions It witnessed also, paradoxically with the greater emphasis

on individualism, an intensification of nationalism which the

new and amazing instruments of closer human intercourse—the

steamships, the spreading railways, the electric telegraph—did

little to allay To offset this, however, there was m science the

beginning of international co operation and the first International

Polar Year of 1882 (the forerunner of the International Geophy

sical Year) was a striking advance in a field of intellectual endea

vour in which the development of co operative and international

effort was becoming all the more essential because of increasing

specialization

Some reflection of these broad movements can be perceived

m the evolution of polar exploration
,
in the decline, for example,

of the national naval expedition in favour of private and indepen

dent enterprise
,
in the rise, first evident in North America, of

the individual adventurous explorer who was little concerned

with scientific motives, and in sharp contrast to this, m the

development of the purely scientific expedition concerned not

with exploration but with research
The advent of the independent private explorer, engaged m

adventure or research or a combination of both, with plans

snd projects which were his own and not those of governments,

IS a distinguishing charactenstic of the second half of the nine

teenth century The leaders and promoters of such private

expeditions m America and in Europe were not supported, as me

earlier expeditions had been, wholly by government funds,

though governments were often called upon to contribute

They relied to a new and large extent on public subscriptions.
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on handsome donations from the newly arisen capitalist class,

and on subventions from the proprietors of the new popular

newspapers in return for exclusive rights of publication. A
North American newspaper, the A'or York Herald, whose
proprietor James Gordon Bennett in J 872 commissioned
Stanley 'to find' Livingstone, w'as the first to appear as a substan-

tial sponsor of exploration of this kind when it sponsored

Lieutenant Frederick Schwatka’s expedition of 1878 in search of

Franklin relics.

It was fitting that the United States, where in the fifties and
sixties the pioneer was striking out across America's own last

frontier (the frontier of the Far West), should have been fore-

most in encouraging the independent Arctic explorer. The fint

American Arctic expeditions were sponsored by Henry Grinnell,

the wealthy New York shipping magnate who Had mad^e a fortune

through buying the business of a man curiously named Preserved

Fish. He had already (as related) sent out Lieutenant De Haven
to take part In the Franklin Search. Two years later Dr Elisha

Kent Kane, the surgeon on De Haven’s expedition who had

in his youth explored the Philippines, submitted to the newly
founded American Geographical Society of New York and

to Grinnell, Its first president, his plans lor a new expedition

whose purpose was to combine a further search for Franklin

with an attempt—and this was Kane’s real object—to reach the

North Pole across the great barrier of ice which, he argued,

would be found to surround an open polar sea. The search for

Franklin had, as Kane well knew, a powerful humanitarian appeal

and Grinncll's response was no less generous than It had earlier

been to the heart-rending Idlers of Lady Franklin.
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In May I8S4 the doctor on the Kane expedition, Isaac Israel

Hayes, led a party westwards across Smith Sound and named

Gnnnell Land while Kane wiA another party explored north

wards up the Greenland coast and named Kane Basin, north of

Inglefield Land In the course of these last explorations Kane and

hjs party became the first white men to set eyes on the great

Humboldt Glacier, sixty miles long, so called after the German

geographer and traveller already mentioned in connection with

Antarctic discovery It rose, Kane wrote, m a solid glassy wall

three hundred feet above sea level a long ever shining line

Here was a plastic, moving, semi solid mass, obliterating life,

swallowing rocks and islands, and ploughing its way with

irresistible march through the crust of an investing sea’

Kane, moving westwards, reached a channel (Kennedy

Channel) leading out of Kane Basin towards the north but when
he returned he found his base m sore distress The Adrance was

beset Food was nearing exhaustion The upper works of the ship

had had to be burnt for fuel And scurvy had broken out among
the crew Eventually, in 1855, being unable to hold out any

longer, they made an adventurous journey in three small boats to

a Danish settlement in south west Greenland and there were
rescued by a relief expedition dispatched, with the help of

Congress, by the American Geographical Society and the New
York Cliambcr of Commerce

Kane has been described as ‘the outstanding American polar

idol of the mid century' His Arctic EirpJorations, acclaimed by
Washington Irving, could be seen on every parlour table in his

native city of Philadelphia and lovers of Byron, it appears, were
enthralled by his picture of these newly discovered Icy halls of

cold sublimity’ Kane’s notoriety, however, was not solely on
account of his Arctic adventures At an early age he had fallen in

love with thirteen year old Margaret Fox, one of a trio of spin

tualist sisters from Rochester to whose 'obscure and ambiguous
profession’ he was accustomed to refer This secret liaison was

the target of a scandalous and exceedingly popular book. The

Lore Life ojDr Kane

Two years after Kane’s return, Isaac Israel Hayes put forward

a plan of his own for an attempt on the Pole, an enterprise, he

declared, which would be greatly to the credit of ‘our national
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character’. The Pole, however, had oo„e of *=

FnmVdm Search and despite the

Geographical Society, not only were funds hard to ™se l>« *

wasfome sharp criticisn, of Hayes’
’‘‘""“'Vonddered

authorities, one New York if fic
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search for Franklin He was for from being discouraged by the

findings of the British expeditions Was there not, he asked,

even now a glimmer of hope that a few men might still be found

alive? And even if he failed in this, was there not a chance that

he might find journals, logbooks, diaries which might reveal

for the future guidance of the world all the secrets of this dread

ful tragedy Improbable as such arguments would have seemed

to McClintock who had by then returned from the last British

expedition of the Franklin Search, Hall convinced the warm
hearted citizens of Ohio and Connecticut that he might yet be m
time and with further aid from Henry Grinnell, ‘the honored
father of American Arctic discovery’, he sailed in the Rescue in

May 1 860, passing on his way out of Boston Harbour the schooner

United States with Hayes on board

The cost of Hall s first Arctic expedition was less than a

thousand dollars of which Gnnnell contributed a third He had

no ship He travelled in a New London whaler, sailing on a

routine trip His expedition was indeed a striking contrast to

the massive and costly expeditions dispatched by the British

Navy Living for two years among the Eskimoes of Baffin Island,

wearing Eskimo dress, eating raw seal meat, living in their

snow houses, and travelling with dogs and sledge. Hall became
convinced that the Arctic explorer of the future must learn,

especially in the eating of raw food, ’to Esquimeaux ise him
self He found no relics of Sir John Franklin He made, however,
one astonishing discovery, bringing back to Amenca many relics

of Frobisher s unfortunate sixteenth century expedition, all of

which have since and quite unaccountably disappeared
With a family of Eskimoes sitting cheerful but silent by his side.

Hall lectured all over America to raise funds for a more ambitious
expedition ‘to solve the mysteries enshrouding the fate of

Franklin s men’ Grinnell contributed generously to the support
of the Eskimoes But, like mai^ another potential patron, he had
been bard hit by the Civil War However, with the help of the

whaling companies and of the newspapers Hall obumed enough
for a modest expedition and m another whaler he set off in high

spirits in July 1864 to spend five yean without a break in the

Arctic, for a white man livmg and travelling alone with the

Eskimoes, an extraordinary feat of endurance During this long
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soioum, Hall added comiderably to the geography of Ae

Melville Peninsula (to the north of Hudson Bay), and sledging

across the Rae Isthmus to King William Island, he discovered,

as related, a great many relics of the Franklin expedition.

Hall had nlw become, like Elisha Kent Kane, an Arctic hero to

the people of the United States and his expedition in \87lm

which he sailed With his Eskimo companions and the Germm

naturalist Dr Bessels in a naval tug the Folaris svas

worthy of support by the United States Governinen . There

no question this time of any Franklin search. Fo osving

and Hayes, Hall’s aim -ivas no less than the .

northern axis of the great globe if possible, or e a so u ® P
,

of its inaccessibiUty\ As in the case of Hayes s North P^e

adventure, Grinnell saw to it that Hall came wi

flag of the Wilkes Expedition.
.
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thirteen hundred miles on an ice-floe unti ey w

starving and dazed, off the coast of Labrador.
York in

The survivors of Hall’s last expedition f
1 874, the year of the birth of Ernest Henry r rn

boy was enthralled by Hall’s books. So na^w
toul disaster however did not discourage Henry
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looking forward to the day when the greatest of all Arctic

triumphs would crown the efforts of American explorers

Receiving back the flag of the Wilkes Expedition he declared

himself willing 'to send it again if there is any American expedi-

tion fitted out for the discovery of the Pole’

In Britain and in Europe meanwhile, polar exploration was

developmg along very different lines
,
in Britain traditional, in

Europe experimental under the influence of new and unorthodox

ideas The British Arctic Expedition of 1875-76 was probably no

very exceptional example of the conservative, mdeed complacent

spirit of the late Victorian Navy It consisted of two ships, the

Ahn and the Discovery, and was commanded by Captam George

S Nares who, in curious contrast to his new post, had been

recalled by the Admiralty from command of H M S Challenger

m the Antarctic, a ship then being used as a floating laboratory by

a group of civilian scientists enpged in the most important

oceanographical investigations to be conducted in polar waten

dunng the nineteenth century The expedition which Narw

jomed was the very antithesis of such a progressive, scienhfic

enterpnse Far indeed from loolung forward, it was m concep

tiOQ, m Its organisation and method, a reversion to the ideas of

fifty years ago Only in the carnage of some Eskimo dogs, in the

attachment of one of Hall’s Eskimoes, Hans Hendnck, and in the

use of fresh musk ox meat to supplement the heavy tins of pre-

served food provided from Admiralty Stores, were anyconces

sions made to the new techniques of travel and survival perfected

mainly by North Amencan explorers

The intention of the British expedition was to plant the Union

Jack beyond America’s farthest north and at the same time, by

showing the flag, to counter the dnve of the Amencan whalen

who had followed in the wake of Kane and Hall to the nc

whaling grounds north of Smith Sound The tactics designed to

achieve Aese objectives will he fairuhar to those who remember

Parry’s explorations The ships were first to ram their way

through the ice to the highest possible latitude Then officers an

seamen would take to the ice, man hauling ponderous

and sledges imol they could haul no more Nevertheless, ®

outcome of these heroic efforts was remarkable, no less so

than in Parry’s day, for havmg imposed upon themselves these
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intolerable but customary conditions, the officers and men of
the Navy proceeded by sheer courage, endurance, and patriotic

fervour to beat all Arctic records.

Nares, first of all, followng Hall’s route up the west coast of
Greenland and throu^ the ice-stresvn narrosvs of Smith Sound,

brought his ships ivith superb skill to the very edge of the Arctic

Ocean. Then the man*hauling parties set out along the Ellesmere

Island and Greenland coasts. One party, the first summer,
rounded Cape Columbia, the northernmost point of Ellesmere

Island and explored westwards for two hundred and twenty

miles. Exhausted by the strain and weakened by scurvy—from

which the American expeditions, thriving on their Eskimo diet

of raw fish and seal meat, had been so remarkably free—only two

men bad strength enough to haul the sledges on return. A second

party that same summer, led by Lieutenant Albert Markham,
advanced across the sea ice towards the Pole. Making do more
than two miles a day, they struglcd on and by 1 1th May reached

latitude 82* 48', beating (by a mile or two) the high latitudes

achieved by Parry and by Hall. The return journey had all the

possibilities of final tragedy. One boat had to be abmdoned, for

live men had to be carried on sledges, leaving only six men and

two officers to haul, and once again the toll of scurvy was devas-

tating. Out of the hundred and Dventy-one men of the Nares

Expedition, there were fifty-six cases of scurvy.

The following summer another party, again led by Lieutenant

Albert Markham, carried the record still farther north, forty-

eight geographical miles bejxmd the point reached the previous

year, and there it stood until an American expedition of 1882,

Remarkable as these achievements were, the Nares Expedition

was the last expedition of Its kind. Never again in the nineteenth

century were such heavily manned naval vessels working under

purely service conditions to explore the polar seas,

hteanwhile a German scientist, the industrious and prolific

geographer Petermann, evolved a theory which gave some hope of

a less arduous approach to the North Geographical Pole. Because

ofa branching ofthe wann wate» ofthe Gulf Stream north of the

Bering Strait, Petermann argued dut there was some probability

in this part of the eastern Arctic of a relatively Ice-free route

towards the north. Two young Austrian scientists. Lieutenant
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Karl Weyprecht of the Austrian Navy and Lieutenant Julius

Payer of the Austrian Army, were greatly attracted by this notion

and with the support of a rich patron. Count Wilczek, set off on

a reconnaissance along the coasts of Novaya Zemlya m the

summer of 1871 They met little ice and were so encouraged that

they sailed again the following year in the steamer Tegetho^on a

voyage which, though it gave little enough support to Peter

mann’s theories, resulted in the discovery of Franz Josef Land

In October 1872 the Tegethoffwas beset and all winter drifted

helplessly with the ice to the north west All the following spnng

and summer, Weyprecht and Payer tried desperately to escape

by boring and sawing a way through ice nearly thirty feet m
thickness and had indeed given up all hope when on 30th August

1873 they saw on the bonzon what seemed m their relief to be

nothing less than ‘a radiant Alpine land’, the snow slopes of the

archipelago of Franz Josef Land

It was October before they made landfall on one of a cluster of

islands, a dismal, anything but radiant, place of rock and snow

and broken ice, without game, without indeed any sign of life

except the sparse lichens vmich were the only trace of vegetation

During the wmcer they explored and mapped and when April

came they decided to abandon their ship and make by boat for

their base on Novaya Zemlya There, off the coast, they were

rescued by a Russian vessel fishing, on 24th August 1874 The

discovery of the islands of Franz Josef Land—one of which

Weyprecht and Payer called Wilczek Island after their patron

—

filled the unexplored gap between the very much earlier

discoveries of Spitsbergen and Novaya Zemlya More important,

however, for the future evolution of Arctic exploration was the

hypothesis Weyprecht and Payer put forward on their return,

that these islands were peihaps outliers, on the Antarctic model,

of some greater land mass, possibly even a continental land, m
the midst of which was the Pole This proposition, strange but

perhaps no stranger than Kane's obsession with an open polar sea,

reveals the total ignorance which existed even as late as this m
the mneteenth century about the true nature of the Polar Basin

This same belief in a southward stretching central polar Un

mass led Lieutenant George Washington De Long of the United

States Navy to select Wrangel Island in the East Siberian Sea
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as a likely stepping-stone to the Pole
; an islantj which ^vas also

near enough to the Bering Strait to be affected by Petermann’s
warm Japanese current. De Long vns no scientist like Weyprecht
or Payer. His expedition was an ambitious adventure, specta-

cular enough to attract the backing of James Gordon Bennett,

the proprietor of the Wnv Ycri Herald, who had sponsored

Lieutenant Schwatka's expedition the previous year. Bennett
had at first thought of using balloons to reach the Pole. Finally

however he bought a yacht, the faniota, in which Allen Young
had tmsuccessfullyattempted the North-West Passage in 1 87S-76,
and in this, manned and equipped by the United States Navy,

De Long sailed from San Francisco in 1 879. He renamed his ship

the Jeannette.

The expedition svas in itself a total failure. The Jeannette was
caught in the ice near Capuio Kellctt's discovery, Herald Island,

»«as swept westwards psst Wnneel hhnd (whJeh proved to be
relatively small) and then drifted in a north-westerly direction

for seventeen months, only to be crushed in the ice north of the

New Siberian Islands on 12th June 1881. Her crew managed to

reach the csWary of the Lena river, but hunger and cold (tilled

all but two, including De Long himself. For the future of Arctic

exploration, nevertheless, this expedition was of the greatest

significance. In 1 884, three yean after the sinking of the Jeaaaette,

a pair of oilskin breeches and other wreckage from the same ship

sverc found on the extreme south-svest coast of Greenland. This

curious and chance discovery was to lead to the most ingenious

of all the attempts on the Pole, Fridtjof Nansen’s drift across the

polar basin.

Of all these various attempts to approach the Pole the last to be

described, the one led by the American, Major Adolphus W.
Greeley, is most oddly out of context for it originated in a

project, an international project, which vvas the very antithesis

of exploration of the record-breaking kind. Lieutenant Karl

Wejprecht, when he returned from the Franz Josef Land
expedition, proposed to a meeting of the German Scientific and

Medical Association at Graz in 187S that a new direction should

be given to polar exploration; he considered that far too much
effort had been devoted to hazardous feats of exploration and that

these had been inspired too often not by any desire to advance
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scientific knowledge but by considerations of national and

personal prestige What was required, Weyprecht arwcd, now

that so much especially jn the Arctic had been explored,

only more mtensive scientific exploration but some co or o

ofnational and individual effort within the framework ofa gen'

and carefully integrated scientific plan He proposed tner o

that co-ordinated and simultaneous scientific

using comparable means and comparable methods, sno

made m both the Arctic and Antarctic regions , i

which, on analysis, might lead to the discovery of niR

laws and principles These would be to the benefit not o p

cular nations but of the whole of mankmd
,

,

There was much opposition at first to Weyprecht i i

But the young Austnan scientist was a
j fet

years later, m 1879. his proposals were approved by tn

International Polar Conference at Hamburg and they

the first International Polar Year of 1882-3 Fifteen
, j,

stations were planned
,
four of them in the Antarctic 6^

little came of these Of the Arctic stations, m t

Island, Greenland, Baffin Island, Spitsbergen, the

the mouth of the Yenesey, that on Ellesmere Islan

responsibility of the United Sutes and was in charge ot J

AdolphusW Greeley ofthe United Sutes Army I^coropos

(apart from two Eskimo hunters) a miliUry
principal function was the making of meteorological

and ma^

observations in Hayes’s Grinncll Land in accordance

international plan In the mind of its leader, however, t e

also another objective, and one quite out of tune with e

^
of Weyprccht’s Polar Year, no less indeed than Am
assault on the Pole, or at least an attempt to beat the _
gamed for BriUin by Lieutenant Albert Markham of the

^edition In this Greeley was strikingly ^Hccessfu ^
sledging journeys with dog teams carried ,

^ckwood, Sergeant Brainatd and ^e Eskimo tof

nr, Ellesmere Island along the unexplored c

1 ^*'^«Hland and north as far as latitude 83° 24 ,
fo“

point reached by Markham to 1876 The r®' '
j,,

irea?, f 'rpedit.on which planted the United 5“'
,"'“t the Pole form, hod, a tog.c and, m rta home

admmtttr
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tion, a discreditable chapter in the history of American polar

exploration. At home, indecision, incompetence and corruption

worse even than that of the Wilkes Antarctic Expedition; in the

field, great courage, starvation, madness, death. When eventually,

after innumerable and disgrace/ul delays, reh’ef arrived in June
1 884, only seven men including Greeley himself survived, barely

alive. ‘Did what I came to do*, Greeley found strength to tell his

rescuers, ‘beat the best recordi’ ft was the spirit which drove on
another American Robert E. Peary to the conquest of the Pole in

the first decade of the mentieth century.



XV

The Scandinavian Ascendancy:

Nordenskidld and Nansen

T
he explorers and scientists Nordenskiold and Nansen who

were the founders of a new Scandinavian school of Arctic

exploration m the last thirty years of the nineteenth

century came from countries where the urge to explore, to cross

the frontiers of the unknown world, had since Viking days been

part of the national heritage It was indeed a national impulse as

characteristic in Us way as that which had created the American

frontiersman and pioneer Baron A E Nordenskiold, though bont

m Finland, came of an old Swedish family He had been compelled

as a young man to leave Finland (at that time part of Russia) for

political reasons, and it was m Stockholm that he first embarked

upon his Arctic studies He was by training a scientist, a chemist

and a mincralofflit, and gained his first Arctic experience on a

scientific expemtion to Spitsbergen in I8S8, led by the Swedish

geologist Professor Torell The geogrophical and geological

problems of Spitsbergen, whose coasts had been visited by

Russian expeditions sent by Catherine the Great m the seventeen-

sixties, had been explored over three centuries by a succession of

Dutch and British whalers (including William Scoresby) and had

attracted Swedish scientists ever since the visit in 1827 of the

Swedish geologist, Professor Keilhau
In 1861 and again in 1864 (with the help of his wealthy patron

Baron Oscar Dickson) Nordenskiold returned to Spitsbergen to

measure an arc of the meridian and to map parts of the archi-

pelago ‘with an accuracy’, the American explorer Greeley

affirmed, ‘hitherto unattained in any Arctic land’. Two years

later he moved westwards to explore a region which was by

comparison almost unknovm, the vast and lofty ice sheet, fifteen

hundred miles long and six hundred miles wide, which almost

covers Greenland, and spilk over in the form of cliffs and
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glaciers, into the sea. One or two desultory Danish expeditions

in the eighteenth century had made no impression on this great

desert of ice and in the nineteendi century it seemed no more
than a gigantic waste land until a Danish inspector for southern

Greenland, Dr Henry RinJc, be^ to ponder on its geographical

significance and on the possibility that it might be the source

of Atlantic icebergs, and a relic perhaps of the last Ice Age.

Thereafter scientists and explorers of many lutions were drawn
to Greenland to explore the ice sheet, and to investigate its

history, formation and movement and the influence of diis vast

and persistent expanse of ice on weather.

With a Swedish botanist and two Lapps, Nordenskiold in 1870

tried unsuccessfully to cross the ice sheet at its narrow, southern

end. This first scientific reconnaissance was followed bynumerous
Danish expeditions and on one of these, Jensen’s expedition of

1879, the first ice*free rock outcrops, feown as nunataks, of

which mmoun had been current in the eighteenth century,

were discovered. The discovery of these, the ice-free peaks of
suh-glacial mountains, faintly coated with earth, gave rise to a

curious and exciting idea. Might there not be deep in the interior

of Greenland not Ice but stretches of cultivable land, rich agri-

cultural land where com and grass might grow in the midst ofthis

desiccated field of ice ?

After another visit to Spitsbergen in 1872 on which after

failing to approach the Pole with reindeer tcairu and sledges, he

crossed the ice-cap of North East Land, NordenskiSld turned to

a very different problem, the ruWgation of the old North-East

Passage. For the Western world, the North-East Passage had long

lost its attraction as a possible seaway to the East. In North
America, trans-continental raihvays were spreading fast. Indeed,

as NordenskiSld in the steamship )'<rga moved to^vards the Bering

Strait in 1878, the Colombian Government granted De Lesseps

his concession to build the Panama Canal. Nevertheless, for

Russia, Nordenskiold vras convinced, the nari^tion of the North-

E«t Passage could be of vital importance; it might open up a

commercial highway along the Siberian coast over '>hich the

mineral resources, scarcely probed, of the immense territories

of eastern Russia might be brought cheaply to industrial Europe
and in particular to Scandinavia; it might even link the north
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port, ^v,.h port, of Ac P«.lic Occrt. Thrrc .vert to

addition strong scicnufic arguments In favour of the a ojrage stoc

It would enable him not only ‘to carry on researches In geo

eraphy, hydrology, geology, and natural history along the coat

but ‘to survey an almost unknown seaofenormous extent . 7

1877, these arguments gained Nordenskiold the support of the

Kme of Nons ay and Sweden, of his patron Baron Oscar Dickson

andf notably, that of a rich Russian merchant A Sibinakov who

hie Nordenskiold saw considerable commercial prospects for

Russia m the opening up of the North East Pasage

A year later, after tv.o reconnoitring soyagei Into me Kara

Sea, Nordenskiold In the three hundred ton steam and sailing

ship the Vega, ^Mth the Lena in coruort as far as the Lena Riv«

and two of Siblnakov’s cargo boau bound for the Yencsey, sailed

from the Nonvcgian port of Tromso In response perhaps to

Wcyprecht’s plea for greater International co-operation in polar

exploration Nordenskiold's expedition had a distinctly ^"***’!

national flavour and lieutenants of the Swedish, Danish an

Italian navies, a lieutenant of the Russian Army, Swedish sailors

and Norwegian sealers, were all Included among the scientists

and crew
, a- ff

Nordenskiold, remembering the disaster to the Tegetha^ o

Novap Zemlya, decided from the start to keep close to *

North Siberian coast being confident that ‘the open naviga e

water, which two years m succession had earned me across e

Kara Sea extended in all probability to the Bcnng Strait

.

Thereafter his voyage, carefully, meticulously, plannM,

singularly devoid of the tragedies, the dramatic escapes, the ta es

of hardship and endurance by which polar exploration b

only remembered It was indeed remarkably uncsentful By

August the convoy was at the mouth of the Ycnescy, at a

and ample island anchorage dose to the mainland which No en

skiold had marked down on his reconnaissance voyages. Ju*

as he named an adjacent island after his Russian patron ^

so this, an anchorage he prophesied which would one day^ beo

‘great importance for the foreign commerce of Siberia ,

named after Baron Dickson, an anchorage now
,

O Diksona (Dickson Island), a most important harbour on

Soviet Northern Sea Route
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Beyond die Yenesey, the ships launched into waters unknown
except to the small native craft of the north Siberian tribes. But
fog rather than ice was their worst enemy. Through August,

Nordensldbld -ivrote, ‘we continued to sail and steam along the

coast, mostly in very close fog, which only at intervals dispersed

so much that the lie of the coast could be made out. In order

that they might not be separated, both vessels had often to signal

to each other ivith the steam whistle. The sea was as bright as

a mirror. Drift ice ^vas seen now and then, but only in small

quantity and veiy rotten; but in the course of die day we steamed
past an extaisive unbroken ice-6eld, fast to the land, which
occupied a bay on the west side of the Chelyuskin peninsula . . .

the northernmost promontoty of Asia. . . Nordenskiold then

resolved to sail north-eastwards to discover if land lay between
the peninsula and the New Siberian Islands. But the mist thick-

cnea into fog and finding the Ve^a facing a labyrinth of ice he
returned on hh tracks to wherebe first entered the pack. He then

made for the clearer water off the coast.

Kug^og the coast, Nordenskiold steamed south-eastwards

through waters marked as land on his maps to the mouth of the

Lena river. ‘If the coast had been followed the whole time,’ he
noted In his Kof<y< of the Vega, ‘if the water had been clear, and

the navigable water sufficiently surveyed so that it had been

possible to keep the course of the vessel near the land, the

voyage of the Vega to the mouth of the Lena would never have

been obstructed by ice. . . .’ This time they reached the New
Siberian Islands >vith ease and Nordensldbld svas reminded of the

discoveries by the early Russian explorers of ivory and other

prehistoric remans when he dredged up, in his search for marine

life, the decayed remnants of mammoth tusks. He rejected the

temptation to land and explore, howes-cr, for fear ofjeopardizing

the expedition and turned instead southwards towards the main-

land. There they met the first human beings since leaving the

Kara Strait, dressed in reindeer skin, swarming out in their skin

canoes and boats, laughing and gesticulating as Nordenskiold

distributed tobacco and Dutidi cUy pipes. Ethnographically,

these tribes were akin to the Eskimoes and Nordenskiold observed

how closely their household implements resembled those he had

seen from old Eskimo graves in Greenland. Their contemporary
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contact,, however, appeared rather to be w.th

for they spoke no Russian but could count up to ten

and this La the possession of a Chinese com and an American

cent piece suggested trade with the American whalers of the

Pacific rather than with Russia overland
^

Winter now was almost upon them Off North ^pe

was closely packed around the ships and only one >»“ndred wd

twenty miles from Cape Dezhnev, on the very threshold of

Arctic and Pacific Oceans overlooking Bering Strait, ^eir y

was barred by a belt of floes It was only a few miles wide But it

was solid enough to stop the Vega

Apart from violent movemenU of the ice m mid December

which made Nordenskiold hurriedly set up a depot on shore, it

was a peaceful winter And with the spring, caravans of sledges

drawn by reindeer began to pass on their way W the

Strait But there were sull three months to wait Then one J j

night, just as they were sitting down to dinner, convinced

the ice harrier would not move for some days, they sudden y
*

a faint movement of the ship and boilers were lighted at one

and the Feaa moved off ‘The sea was mirror bright and neany

clear of ice, a walrus or two stuck up his head, strangely

by the fog, m our neighbourhood, seals s\vam around us in aig

numbers, and flocks of birds, which probably breed on the s e p

cliffs, swarmed round the vessel The trawl net repcatc y

brought up from the sea bottom a very abimdant yield o worm^

molluscs, Crustacea, etc A zoologist would have ha an
working field ’

, . i. n to
Early on the morning of 20th July, dark heights could e see

the east through the dispersing fog ‘These were the moun
^

summits of the easternmost promontory of Asia by i
,

we were in the middle of the sound which unites the

Polar Sea with the Pacific, and from this point the

the Old and New Worlds vnth a display of flags and the nRg

a Swedish salute ’

u oe to
Nordenskiold’s predictions about the value of his

c^\

Russia have been more than justified With the aid of P°

modem ice breakers, with aircraft, with meteorologica s
,

estabhshed along the coast to observe the vanatiom o ^
and of ice, with the aid of an ekhorate hydrographic se
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chart and light and buoy these dangerous and often, even now,
impassable •waters, the Soviet Union has maintained along

Nordenskiold’s route a more or less regular high%vay for slupping

under the Chief Administration of the Northern Sea Route
(‘Glas'Sevroorput’). New ports have sprungup, their vast hinter-

land has been exploited, and it was along this route during World
War n that Lend-Lease supplies from the United States were
shipped to the Soviet Union in her most critical hours.

The next to appear in this saga of Scandinavian exploradon

is the tall, fair-haired Nonvepan, Fridtjof Nansen (‘a true

Viking’, Admiral McCIintoch called him), a roan who in daring,

in endurance, and in intellectua] stature is supreme among
Arctic explorers. He ^vas by training and by inclination a scien-

tist, a zoologist who turned later to oceanography, mathematics,

astronomy, and much else, and a scientist Nansen remained all

his life, even when burdened in later years \vith grave national and

international responsibilities. He was also m a very special sense

an adventurer, loving exploration not only for its excitements,

or for the satisfaction of physical achievement, but because he
was convinced (with Ibsen whom be so greatly admired) that the

key to man’s destiny lay in the study of personality and in the

development of individual iduracter and that only in the silence

and solitude of the >vilds, alone Avith Nature, could man hope
to discover himself. There was no doubt an element of escapism
in tins mind-searching Nordic approach, and indeed for Nansen
escape >vas a necessity. Science ^one was not enough; it >vas too

cold, he said. But in the Arctic, Nansen ivTOte, *I found the great

adventure of the ice, deep and pure as infinity, the silent, starry

night, the depths of Nature herself, the fullness of the mystery

of life, the eternal round of the universe and its eternal death*.

Only in the Arctic could Nansen find relief from the dark and

sombre imagining, the doubts and fears vrith which in the

restless, turbulent civilized world he was so constantly afflicted.

Nansen’s Arctic career be^n in the summer of 1882 at the age

of twenty-one when he joined a sealer working In Spitsbergen

and Greenland ^vaters to experience of zoology in the field.

T'wo years later, •while a member ofAe staffof Bergen Museum,
he read of Nordensklold's landing on the east coast of Greenland

andofhis penetrationof the ice sheet,and it was then after reading
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Nordensfaoia s tecnpUOD of the .re sheet ^
had those first daring and imagmaUvc ideas which were to

fol ArcU^exploLon planned to cross Greenland on

'\,ent.fie wopk-postpedua.* studies OR the structure of the

ce^tous syste'^u-fept h.m biuy for three y«r. He Aeu

started to put his plan into acuon To many, Ae noBon p ff

of young inen attempting to sk. across the Greenland ice sheet

seemed an irresponsible, mdeed a laughable idea Even Norien

skiold was sceptical In the end, however, the Swedish explor

came under the spell of this impukive, blunt t"^
confidentyoungmsm The nsk he thought-^nd he had

no illusion

about the risk—was worth taking and he wrote m *“PP

Nansen s application far funds, pointing out *at the
£

tion of the real nature of Greenland w of such great and f®^

mental significance for science that it is s»rccly

present time to set a mote important goal for a polar exped

Elsewhere Nansen received much discouragement He

reminded of the disaster whichhad overuken the Gemanexpw

tion under Koldewey, on the east coast in 1869 e

reminded that even Nordenskiold had failed, and that ®

west coast, only two years earlier, a young American Ro c

Peary had suffered infinitely worse misfortune Neve e .

with funds from Denmark supplementing those from .

went ahead with his plans ,
three Norwegians (one, a retire s p

captain, Otto Sverdrup) and two Lapps were selecte ,
sp

pack sledges were designed, and Nansen took lessons in

Eskimo language from Dr Henry Rink, the specia is

Greenland Simplicity and efficiency of

actenstic of all Nansen s expeditions and he himself was ^
responsible for its design Indian and Nonvegian

gp
sleeping bags of reindeer skin, the famous porta e

,

cooker, all these appeared on thu first expedition to

Nansen himself, as always, personally supervised every

and made sure that every possible contingency was
|gj

In May 1888 Nansen and his party of five expert

in the Norwegian sealer JasoB for the East Greenlan co

landed, because of gales and dnft, two hundred mi es so
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their planned starting point. In the centre of the ice sheet,

stoniB held them up in August and th^ found their planned route

due west was too long and even skis too slow if they were to

catch the last boat leaving the west coast for Norway. They
then lashed the ski-sledges together and hokted a tarpaulin sail.

*Our ship’, wrote Nansen, ‘flew over the waves and drifts of
snow with a speed that almost took one's breath asvay. We were
swirled over the rough surface, and often we simply jumped
from the crest of one svave to another. ... It was rapidly getting

dark, but the full moon was rising, and she gave us light enough

to see and avoid the worst crevasses. It -was a curious sight for roe

to see the two vessels coming rushing along behind me, with

their square Viking-like sails showing dark against the white

snowfield and the big round dkfc of the rooon behind. . . . Fast

and faster I go flying on, while the ice gets more and more
difficult. . . . The ground here is seamed with crevasses . . .

crevasse after crevasse, running parallel with one another and

showing dark blue In the moonlight.' When they reached the

west coast, however, after a journey of over four hundred

miles, a journey which had involved a climb to nine thousand

feet above the level of the sea, the ship had gone.

After spending the winter of 1888^9 among flie Eskimoes

Nansen retumed to Norway and to Immediate fame. For Nansen

the scientist, the expedition brou^t its own rewards in his

realization of the full significance of this great ice mass, reduced

through the discharge of glaciers, renewed by continual precipi-

tation, For Nansen the man, the journey "was an unforgettable

experience. *. . . When the looon came up and . . . played over

the tops of the ice ridges and bathed the whole of this stark world

of ice in its silvery rays, then peace descended all about us and

life became beauty.’

Nansen’s was the first of many crossings of the Greenland ice

sheet; by the American Robert E- Peary,bytheSvrissdeQuervain,
by a Dane J. P. Koch who wintered (-with Alfred Wegener) in

Dronning Louise Land. Of these Peary’s journey in 1871 when in

eighty days he travelled fourteen hundred miles across the ice

sheet at its northern end, moving hi from the west, was theboldest

venture, for almost notliir^ was known at that time about the

northern or north-eastern parts of the interior of Greenland.
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Descending nip.dly towards the east eoiwt Peary reached Ae

edge of. peat rock cl.ff. overlooking ' Independence Bay TJs

wu not £ he bought part of the East Greenland Sea but tl«

western end of a deep fjord Nevertheless, by this journey PMry

Virtually established the insularity of Greenland, even though it

had yet to be completely proved Peary’s Greenland joumep,

however, were essentially training exercises, rigorous tests to

prepare himself and his ecpiipment for a very much more ambi

tious project, the attainment of the North Pole and it is In t a

context that they will be desenbed

Nansen, meanwhile, had been contemplating an even more

audacious and more controversial enterpnse, his drift across t e

polar basin m the Fram The idea first came to him long before his

Greenland crossing when he happened to read an article by e

Norwegian meteorologist Professor Hcnnh Mohn m a daily

newspaper Mergenbla<l<c In this Mohn ar^ed that the wreckage

from De Long s ship the Jeannette, which had sunk three ywrt

earlier off the New Siberian Islands, could only have dnftc

across the polar sea to south west Greenland on an ice floe,

moving with the current south down Greenland’s cast coast,

round its southern extremity at Kap Farvel, and up the wes

coast as far as Julianehaab Nansen saw the possibilities at once an

in 1890, after his return from Greenland, published his plans

‘If’, he declared, ‘a floe could drift right across the unknown

region, that drift might be enlisted m the services of exp ora

tion ’ Using this trans polar current, using a ship so

shaped that she could slip like an eel out of the embraces o c

ice , Nansen was confident that in two years' time, he too, i ®

the wreckage from the Jeannette, could cross the polar basin

In February 1890 Nansen addressed the Norwegian

phical Society and casting back to the labours of Parry an

men, of Nares and Markham, against the powerful AreSe »

he drew attention to the fundamental principles on whi

plans were based ‘If we pay attention to the actual °

nature as they exist here, and try and ^vo^k with them an no^

against them, we shall find the safest and easiest way of reac

the Pole It IS useless to work, as previous expeditions

against the current ’ He Aen marshalled his evident ®

was not only the drift of wreckage from the Jeunneffe Ha no
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towing sto used only by die Ateban
f ^

Stiuit been found on the Greenland .»ast? Had

found all along the coast ”f
^"'^“^,t„P^lthrdcollected

Siberian origin? Even the sediment «hich heto

from the drift ice east of Greenland had been P
^

.

from the Siberian rivers. Alto
possible'. Nansen

current at least there to no doubt. Itm y P ^ ^^,^dy
confessed, however, that the

explore the unknown
across the Pole, but the principal thmg ts to explore tne

Polar regions.'
JHft as the ice-floes drifted was to

Whether a ship could safely drift as the
Adolphus

many, however, a very diffcren • expedi-

Washington Greeley, leader of e ^ Kchnitiue of the

tion of 1881-84, a great admirer of the Aren H
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mU, rashness and dnigerm rts kgrUirntt and“"'“y“
„f

bearrng .he burden of

^ IntSy^.ed
self destruction In London, in 1892, Namcn duiu y

an audience at the Royal Geographi^l Society and fo^d ^
Are..c Admirals of the Frankl.n Search

“'“"’’'^Xcour
strength But his reception there was only slightly less

aging® Admiral Sir George Wares, ,n calm

elidLce, declared the chances of a northerly drift “
Sir Allen Young, the unsuccessful navigator of

H
Passage, thought like Weyprecht that there wou d be l«d m all

directions near the Pole and that this would be Nansen P
^

danger Admiral Sir George "
i, h/S the

‘amateur nautical expeditions’ Even old Sir
,

’

survivor of Ross's Antarctic Expedition, though he

that Nansen’s project was impossible, considered

that It ‘would not justify the exposure of valuable ‘

atuinment’ and expressed the hope that Nansen wou P

of his admirable courage, skill and resources m the

of some less perilous attempt to solve the mystery ot

Area’ Only Admiral Sir Leopold McClmtock an a ni®*^

officer Captain Wiggins who had navigated the Kara ™ 2

praise for Nansen’s vision and darmg This ,
c

,

declared, ‘is the most adventurous programme ever g

under the notice of the Ropl Geographical Society •

encouraged by praise from so eminent an explorer, w« q

unmoved by these earlier rebuf& Expressing his grati

‘die eminent Arctic men’, he declared ‘I could get no e

encouragement for my expedition, because their
^

not been able to convinceme that I am wrong inmy opimon a

the currents or about the expedition’
-»,ved

In Norway there were also some critics, but Nansen re

all the support he needed and he experienced ° v ^
difficulties met with before his Greenland expedition ^ ,

of the cost were provided hy the Government an
-Jer*

private subscribers headedbyKmg Oscar provided t e rema
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CD 24d. ]UD= 1893

by A Scottish architect, sailed for _th
Greenland

of Captain Otto Sverdrup. ^ „fthe expedition.

crossing, with the thirteen
carefully selected

pood and scientiSc equiprnent
c^cJish, German, Dutch,

with the advice of experB,
that of the physiology

in all the different scientific ® j Siberian sledge

of diet and nutrition. Russia too ot
Siberian

dogs were purchased and three s PP H
j^jcdai Kelch of Irkutsk.

Islands were stocked at the
s^p°c“hcr 1893 that the

It was to the north of these
'j”L deep into the

Fren, after coasting along ^rope month, the

pack. The long drift Uiemselves to two.

ship was frozen in and her ere
vandering. The Fram s

possibly three years of
engine

dismantled,

rudder was hauled up;
J*'*®!^* . jhop^was rigged up in the

oiled and stored away ;
and a

j while a^vay the hours and

hold. There was constant
taken in the depths

days; soundings and
could be found; magnetic

of thesea when leads orp^l*to^i=
traditional polar style

ohservations were recorded, N ^ occasional

edited a weekly "''"fPf'JXLy' but m’ln.eing alongside

unexpected appearance of a o'"*
_:.fuily organized routine.

the ship.hroke the monotony of thiso
, J f.„ily, indeed

Thongh the Free, rose, «. oiatic and

superlly, over the H-. s«me^™“J^^ „m.d to die

alarming. On occasions her bows
for southern

south i if-Nansen d.o»gb<--b'

shores. Then as suddenly she ' „„ mivards the

again a, if drawn forwanl by
‘";X' ^ ^ently random

unknown. But despite these '>““""^„i®i„hrmrrent steadily

manoeuvres.theywereingenetalmo S J f De Longs

north-west along the route of the wreexag

nrtlie thitteen tnen -

G'"fe;e;SL'SSSr:^tor„7gfitoutside=^^
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happen? Could not a hurricane come and tear up this ,

It rolling m high waves like the open sea?
^

Two year, had .ndaed almost pas.ad smee the from «
Norway md it was becoming evident **'

^

the

westerly course, she would not !»“ AOtoss the P-'' Ea^

spring of 189S, therefore, Nansen
,he

danng exploits in the history of polar exploration,

Freni to the skill and patience of her capuin Otto ve
p ^

with one companion, H Johansen, dogs, sle g , J

imd a hundred day,’ food, to strike out across the (lorn to m

Pole Even Nansen, the dedicated “““e" Llem
from seizing this chance to plant his country s Hag a

"o'nTSiM** '^ftoen^d Johansen left the

safety of the freni and launched out into the

travelling at first swiftly and easily over Hat ice,
^

and painfully over ice massed into immense ndges, so tumu

andVd that it overturned the sledges •"3

skins of their Eskimo kayab ’Ridge after ridge
, , ,

•and nothing hut rubble to navel over and from the highest

hummock only the same kind of ice was to be seen
,

rentable chaos of ice blocks, stretdimg as far as ie honzon

After twenty three days, m cold so mtense that ei

froze and cut deep sores in their wnsts, they reac e a

of 86° 14' N
,
two hundred and twenty four

, -yer

the Pole, one hundred and sixty miles further north than ®

beenattained before Butin suchconditions they coul .

and on 8th April 1895 they turned south onthe fintlapofth g

homewardioumeyovertheicetothcncarestUnd.FranzJosei^

Through April, May and June they travelled over ice

treacherous as it thinned and weakened under the

summer sun, and often they were forced >"*0 l<wg

avoid open stretches ofwater On 11th July 1895
g

‘A monotonous life this on die whole, as monotonous

well imagine it—to turn out day after day, wee a

month after month, to the same toil over ice no sign
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. Oiir hearts fail us when we see the ice lying

in any direction. . . . Our hw
lanes, brash, and

before us like an impenetrable
^ ^ ^ight ima^e

huge blocks thrown together
P^«*'"«V;,XSrs. There are

oneself looking at sudden
y creature not pos-

moments when it seems imposs
^ Jjerwards, however,

sessed ofwings can get further. ...
, ^

it the dark surface

the edge of the ice faintly
^ .^t |^t the marvel

of the'sea. In the dis^ce.
^er w

*

Had almost given up

has come to pass—land, land,
looked like now that

our belief in itl ... So AU .va. »h. ^nd
high

we h.d come to itl I had tmapned it m“
peaks and glittering

rigged a sail and sped over

kayaks together wim the sledges, y K ^ waves after

thrivater! eestatio at the sensation of danc»g
over tn

so many months of heavy,
hi a rough stone

After a winter in northern
. n-ht and heat from

hut, living off heat's meat, getting tteir g

walrus hluWr, Nansen >'“^,lwo3>
May 1896 met Jackson of the

filing or more
dramatic

There can never have been a more as

|
unbeliev-

encounter, first they heard the voice, the

ahly the sound of a voice, a '"'"T ’Stnien's owl description

fiist for three years’. Only by rea mg
temion and

in his FcnienVtl. cm. one sense to the lull m

emotion of the scene.
i,« lead been sponsored

after

Frederick Jackson, an Enghsl^^HoU b

the American fashion by Alfred
in Franz Josef

cliife), hoped like Weyprecht and D'
j,. h, course of his

Land the bepnmng of a ®
, surveys ofArVeyprecht and

explorations he was able to cbec
, visited die islands and

those of an Englishman Uigh Smith
with results that

lost his yacht the Firo in the ice m 1881 ) ^
were to change completely Ae

. deserves notice. He

another respect, too, jaefoon s j-ept

used ponies to pull his sieves im ea
T.ckson-Harmsworth

for hunting—and when ”*5" _ tj. the AnUrctic they

Expedition jltaed Scott and
-^thods. To Scott and

went hill of praise for Jackson s s
^ ^ E ^ methods used

Shaekleton *ese were greatly preferable
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by NHH.R, AmuRdsen Nsd other Nonvegjans

Jsledce loads lightened on the homeward journey, the MUng

SSdogs for dog food .
or even, m save the tramport of odier

food, their slaughter for human consompOon

For Nansen and Johansen, who had only tvjo '“^”8 ^
to carry them across the himdreda^d sixty miles « the^
land, the meeting with the English expedition w

miraculous piece of good fortune For
for

was just about to sUrt on another tnp northwards to to^

land leading to the Pole, »t pul an end to all his
^

Nansen had proved that sea and only sea—sea not open

by Kane and others but perpetually froien over—lay aroun

Pole and filled the polar basin
, , ,, knard

When Nansen and Johansen reached Nomay on

Jackson’s ship the IVindwrd they seemed to all the

menretumed from the dead But the first news, the ay

arrival, of the fate of the framwas no less startling, a e

of thirty five months she had broken out of the pac no

of Spitsbergen and undamaged, without the loss of *

on board, had arrived m Troroso It was the last act,

tnumphant climax, to what General Greeley had escn

'Dr Nansen’s illogical scheme of self destruction
Arcoc

The fram expcdmon was by no means only a

journey, created by the vision and genius of an exccpuona

Its scientific work consisting of long and continuous o
,

m the highest northern latitudes, mainly m oceanognp y

meteorology, proved of fundamental importance or p

science, and indeed provided the basis for all future Arctic

In this respect and m the new attention Nansen pai to Kie

pnnciples in such matters as diet and nutrinon, t ®

expedition raised to a new level standards of polar exp o
^

Nansen’s subsequent career m political and
pje of

as the protagonist of Norweeian independence, as e

Nations Commissioner after the First World War w o

ized the repatriation of prisoners and the rehef of

side the scope of this book The Nobel Prize was s

for a lifetime of unceasmg devotion to the cause o

knowledge, human freedom, and human happiness
^

diverse activities he showed diose same gifts imagma
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Vision ivWdi he displayed m ^ l“^“ustoSn of the

Nansen the scienttst was also the
never

early Viking voyages “ *e nineteenth century

confined by the past.
^e new instruments of polar

was out, he was reaching forward t
j

exploraU, to *0 submarine whtA would^e
J^^

Atlantic and the Pacific by a voyage
president of

balloons and aircraft. He was *e fodder mdto^P ^
an international society for * P

, . .qjq had planned

aircraft and in the summer «f >-
“efse^ througi which

to fly in the Cro/ Zeppelin over those Iroren

- the frum had drifted.
wArsirraDhical ambition unat'

Pridtjof Nansen died
fit had been in his mind

Uined, an expedition to
. v he kept the From

ever since he retnmed f™"*
*!' feiio„ countryman Roald

in reserve for that purpose. In 1
. Ptani for another

Amundsen pleaded to be allowed to ^tmwthejro^^

Arctic drift espediUon,
of the most difficult

Nansen, this request faced him vvim
,),5

decisions of his life. He w« ,„hMons and it was with

final abandonment of all his
He little knew then that

the peatest reluctance
„ia he diverted, to the

Roafd Amundsen’s A”:"' D,e world, to the very

astonishment of Scott .t'^rmtod.
project which he himself had for so long had
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The Scandinavian Ascendancy:

Sverdrup and Amundsen

T
„ B F,.. amved a.Tro»» on 24* A„g»t 1896 andaW
at once there was a fresh surpng forward of

j
the Arct.c led again b, Notw^am, both

f „
their inspiration and one his sAole Arctic training

.

the great Fndtiof Nansen These hS
captain of the From, and the much younger Roald Amimd .

none of the high intellectual ammments,
of mmd

ledge, the breadth of vision, the searching P™™'? °

which were the marks of Nansen s

tmoue of polar

however, no less than he, masters of the ^

exploration and in the nine years 1898 to >5°®

and discoveries added almost as much new a

Canada’s future Northwest Temtories as all the ships

thirty year Franklin Search
..^oedition

It was natural enough when the sponsors of the r

extensive
found Nansen unwilling to embark so soon on ano

Arctic voyage that they should turn to Otto Sverdrup,

hand man on the first Greenland cessing

drift Once again the FrJin was to be the ship, b
inland

this time was to be the north of Greenland w ere

loumep of the American Robert E Peary had s

were many problems ,o be elucrd.trf xud new discovers

made 'Together with Dr Nausen and my oivner ,
bvero p

wards wrote, '1 agreed on the following ™""=' " and

up Smith Sound and Kane Basm, through th
f-eenland

Robeson Channels, and as far along the north
evpeditions

before wintering From there we were to make sleg
^J^^

to the northernmost pomt of Greenland, and
j^nd

east coast as we could altein ’ These expeditions, g*"
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question’, Sverdrup adJe^ o 117^ Greenland was an

For the unsuspecting Norwep
:^n,-(U»te clash between

^appy choice
pi “has already appeared on hi.

accompanied this time by a ve7
,

se^^•ant Matthew Henson whom „hich Peary,

hat shop in Washington. This
Astrup, and some

Henson, a young Noiwegian u
^

Eskimoes rt^A^i ’"‘''P'
^^““itords and an epidemic among

joumeyof 1200 miles. In 189 ,
. but he swrted across

his dogs forced Peary back after
.k-’ioss of all his essential

die ice^shee, again in 1895 c°“'-
supplies in a ^ had 'vritten to his mothert

At the age of w«ntyfour
until my name

'1 shall not be satisfied that I ha ;
, y^r i,ter

is known from one end of the "orl

he joined the Civil
Canal happened to read

and while working on the ^ sheet jouineys. Pea^
Nordcnskiold’s story of his G

avenue to fame, an

at once saw in the polar
. r ^\\ peocraphical prizes,

avenue leading to the most chws secret

the North Gcogmphical
and Namcn were dis-

trr.bitions. But in January North Greenland,

cussing their propo^*^ .cheme of Arctic ex-

Pcary promulgated his plan for^ atuinment of the North

ploration, having for its mam purpo
Incessant, behind

kle-. This ™ the motive. Sverdrup's

Peak’s ll'ind'ord espedmon .f 1898
ultimately directed

Greenland explorations were
• blc. He saw only In

toward, the Pole seemed to
„plorer a potential

such a famous and experienced
^ jq nothing yean

and highly dangerous rival,
^ous nrtSration. threaten-

ofhalhip. years of planningarid

ing to disrupt and ruin his whole «•«
. another of my pUn

a ^sturblng factor in the appropriation by anotn ;
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A of work ’ SDch

.t was v.t.1 to Peary that he shouH P'
f
"s the sosp.aoos,

worth recordmE as an illostrauon of the rivalries,

J wn
"Clous,es with obsessed the minds of

of the new, professional and ^"/e“Je Arough
whelming ambition to aclnevepers^l fame and f

polar exploration As it happened both an

orevented by ice from penetrating to the north ol hmim ~

STpd ani the fre/withdrew for the

Baehe Peninsula The following spring “ Ced
raising complications, Sverdrup switched his P'™^ „„
into Jones Sound where the from passed a

Ji;'"
new objective was the unexplored western /

“ejm^e

Island and m the spang not only was

indented coast-King Oscar '^"'’-"*PP'\ „idom
second in command Gunnar Isachsen with ^ “s'"” ^

excelled on such reconnaissance „ seen still

of numerous long sledging journeys new lands wer

further west
,

.v, Kfgjn

In preparation for a fresh and extensive tamp ^
was then moved up to the head of Jon« Sound for

und
and in the spring Axel Heibetg IsUnd,

and Ellef Ringnes Islands (so called afty the b"""'

ported the expedition) were mapped and their
the

history studied These, known as the Sverdrup
’ hich

mounums and hays of King Oscar L^d we« discover^^

in their extent can only be compared wi^ the di

during the widespread manoeuvres of the Fran
, ^^-ated

have accomplished so much vnth a single ship ,
o

^oi.nt and

her through such a mare of channels swept

contrary currents, constantly imperilled by i

t>oss—safely

ship and crew—in common only with Sir Jo
j^^^^g^ents

through four consecutive polar winters, th«e
p-eatest

which marked Sverdrup as an outstanding leader and the gr

ice pilot of his day
lono A year later

Otto Sverdrup returned to Norvray in
a-A.mdsen hke

Roald Amundsen embarked on an Arctic voyage
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Peary was a professional explorer * ”'“^'-'*“
00^^^

was not an taterlude. or melcine
research, but a profusion w I

^jn all except

as a career. Shrewd, far-sight , . -^j^erable care,

financial matters), he prepared himself 'wt
of

He learnt seamnnhip in a sailing
"'J^i L

the technique of '“-f^'t^HinTrin the Antarctic.

Belgian expedition of 1897. * of view

And since magnetic studies seem
*5,1 adiunct to the pro-

of grant-giving organizations,
to be an esse

^ . jion of the

jecUe had iSmediately oS^Hamburg.
NorthAVestPassage.hestudied.erresma

Irna^eu m

A quarter of a century had eUpsed smce tim

^
the North-West '"L^ peel SouSd, had been

McClintock’s recommended ion e P

stopped by ice near the
tm^ diverted by the

p,
86).lnthefollotvingyearh.tmd.^^but

Admiralty (on the insistence of
.. 7 Amundsen decided to

to act as i relief ship to Nairn e
die North-

follow the route taken by
i-^t olanned to combine

West Passage itself
Jj'

'
‘fc„evat\om in the vicinity of

with this voyage a year s magnetic oos

the North Magnetic Pole.
„„ Jepn’s ship the Cjm, of

At midnight on 16th June 1903 „ aiiliaiy

100 tons burden, cutter-ngpd an 1 PP
i, was said,

motor, slipped out of Chrisnania expedition,

to avoid a creditor who <Iteatened to ®P /Beechey

Amundsen was then only
. c y^intcr) >vas reached

Island (where Franklin had spen i

, ^ jound. The

and Amundsen made good
„„red the Dc la Rouquette

critical moment came when the
; p^gjora had been stopped.

Islands where Allen Young s ya^
. ^ Amundsen

But this rime there was no massive bam
irreffular lurching

in anxiety paced the narrow waited for

motion of the ship, impercepU e

It. becoming more and
. he confessed. ‘It «-a5 a

slight moUon for any amount of
\ The -^-ater

swell under the boat-^ message from the open

to the south >va3 open.’



After fog. »d P'“

s-5K.„rw^'-7'"r“
G,» Haven, excellency

Wnkjh^

observer, in relation to the gn
Amundsen of the

winters, nineteen months ina

Antarctic, the man destined to
Victoria Island, learning

months, sledging along the
important

thewatem of Gamboge Bay ^ 7u™ft°7Th the^^^

m his much larger ship the Eaietpriie in 18S2
(^,l,„,OTe

the Gjeo’s anchor dropped in the shallow west o
^p

was, wrote Amundsen, a significant day in
.Ue^itherto

Expedition-for we had sailed Uie Cl» thmjh
^‘“"'er

muolved link in the North West Pas»ge After a th

at Kin? Point, north of the mouth of the MacKenzie Ri ^

wSt^died, the Ciau sailed tn 1906 into *' °Sa
Careful plaim.ng, great determination, I
the wise selection of so small a ship, had enabiea a

achieve the first of his polar ambitions, the navigation

North West Passage
f

These great Norwegian vopges belong like

skiold and Nansen to an era of Scandina^an exp

parable with that of the V.hing Age One other

^
Scandinavian venture, moreover, of the closing y

nineteenth century is worth recalling bwaiise i

a new technique into polar exploration This ^

by the Swedish technologist Salomon August
, man

the Pole by balloon Andrce, a xcalous social
is

who saw in technology the onlj rneans
betterment

covenes of science could be properly applied
which

ofmankind, was a typ-lp™d“t <,f the l.beml

accompanied the remarkable industrial and
o^^alloon,

vance of Sweden in the Uter nineteenth
j^nes of the

the EagU, the instrument by me^of which
^ ^

polar basm were to be revealed by methods
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f„ sn hour or so, UroR &= ™a rose^"u. tavt
they travelled to gam height

rop'es, .» ».chor, sc.ent.fic .osmsme^, »yth.ng
f

EveR so, the £«# s
A.t they could

bompiog, nsiRg,
;^d mchor to an ice floe

get no rest .od svere forc^to a°oc"^

for twelve hours or so
“j, febegaRtocoat

brought tht balloon dovvn and anchored to the ice it

'“fepR^Sietg^roh over Uiese. ICC

were probably less well equipped to "“"» fcoc
^

edveuce of JR Arcuo winter then any m polar hi^ * » 1 ^

*ree choices of desunation Cape Flon ’^"“uKd^Mn
where Fredenck Jackson of die JacboR „r

had left suppliM, the Seven Islands off
Y

Mosselbuku They chose the first though it
httle

and spent twelve days marching to the
|ndr6e

headway against the contrary dnft of the
^o^rds

seems to have had little knowledge Andrce then

the Seven Islands But sull the drift was agai
, ^ they

after journeying at an average speed o
It was

reached White Island (Kirtoya)
first land they had

then 17th September and White Island w^ the
J his

seen since nth July ^“r^earVtohave
diary, ‘must soon and nchly be supplemen

*
, „ aIjc middle

any prospect of being able to hold out for a
^ later

of October all three men had died and
^he^rg’s daily

their remains, their lop, their journa s, & gjjjj

shorthand letters to his fiai^, and » experts,

subsequently developed wi* peat skill by Swemsn r

were found by a Norwegian sealer , , -onipanmns

IR SwcdcRL RCWJ of Ac &tC of
f*"' « .<

assumed the proportions of a national trage y, g
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was by the appearance in the printed films of the three men who
had been the victims of this Arctic tragedy thirty years before.

Though courageous, this first attempt to fly to the Pole was a

premature and ill-planned adventure. ‘Many people’, Nansen told

theRoyalGeographicalSocietyift 1892, ‘think thattheNorthPole

can be reached by balloons or balloon ships, and that it will be so

reached one day. I do not deny the possibility of this; on the

contrary I regard it as very probable. . . Nordensidold who had

been contemplating the use of captive balloons (a very different

proposition) to reconnoitre above the pack ice of ^e Arctic

went further and declared of Andrec’s project, ‘It is a long time

since I embraced a proposal for a polar expedition with such

enthusiasm'. This larish expression of confidence by so experi-

enced an Arctic explorer is astonishing. Andree admittedly had

been experimenting with balloon navigation ever since his first

meeting \vith the American balloonist Wise in 1876 when he

discussed the possibilities of using the trade winds for long

ballooning journeys. But his earlier flights though numerous had

all been nricf. Hb steering equipment was rudimentary, its

principles fabely based. Hb calculau'om of speed and course, on
the eridence of his diaries, were wildly unreliable. Hb lack of

precautions too against a forced landing, especially as regards

clothing, contrast inexplicably with hb forebodings at the start of

the Ease's journey. Nevertheless In thb first use of flight, in the

stress moreover which Andree laid on the future importance of

air photography and mapping from the air—these ranked high

among the motives of his expedition—the voyage of the has

its place in polar hutory. Jibfaied though it was, it fore-

shadowed the birth in the twentiedr century of the air age in

polar exploration.
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The Turn of the Century; The

Revival of Antarctic Exploration

— H. m^«ve »d exhaust,.. “P'TThUTSearch, the further explorauons,
ncc

i springing from it, and the subsequent

of Scandinavian discoveries m the
, earliest, pro

attention from Antarctica M early, m “ second

uionut of the resumption of Anurctic explo
j,5,the.v

h.lfofthenmeteenthcntutx.vasanAnten^.^^^'^^^^f

Fonume Maury, Superintendent of the
„ of the

the Umted Sutea Nary and the "“I” I860 when
Royal Geographtcal Soetet, on

tTsea, m
Maury read a paper, 'The 'i'SJa^jghuaddrea!,
connection with die Antarctic Regiom

for^international

Maury, who had earlier promuWed » »cheroe fo mt^
^

cooperation m nteteomlogy, pleaded m s,mdar tem^^^

resumption of intematioml effort m n rt
Q^Qg^iphical

urged, Bntam dirough the medium of the Royal g f

Society should take Ae lead
into action

Maury m his determination to sUr ^ areatstndes

used powerful and forthright language neither

had been made, but for the last twenty years, e
’ XJruted

France nor England nor Russia nor for that
though

States had done anything to advance
f ^he moon’

inner Antarctica was ‘as little known as the in
Anurcuc

ThereproachwasgreatestuiEnglandscase Di
_ _f fije nea'est

comment now lie within eight or ten days
gat matter

Bntish possessions? Should It then, he asked,

to seek out a winter harbour for one
Antarctic indeed

explore from there by boat or over the ice
j jajed,

lay at Bntam’s door But if the British, Maury
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not hajte to undertake the duty, it might be that the go-ahead

American nation would yet be before them’.

Maury's eloquent allusions to Britain's duty to posterity, and
to the last great British Antarctic explorer James Clark Ross,

drew only a chilly response. Captain Washington, former secre-

tary of the Royal Geographical Society svho had become Hydro-
grapher of the Navy, pointed out that Englishmen, Russians and
Frenchmen had done more to explore Antarctica than the United

States and he demanded ‘whether it might not rest svith the

United States to take up the question and to send out an expedi-

tion . , Maury, in reply, however, would commit himselfno
further than ‘to pve fair warning that if England did not under-

take these explorations, the Americans would show the way’.

As it happened neither the United States nor Britain, as Washing-

ton admitted, seemed likely to be in any position to indulge in

Antarctic exploration. The United States, as Maury spoke, was on
the eve of a sanguinary and debilitating Civil War and in any

event her government was still too hotly involved in congressional

battles with Charles Wilkes to take kindly to any fresh projects

for American exploration in the Antarctic. In Britain the prospect

was no more hopeful. Lord Ashburton, the President of the

Royal Geographical Society, closing the discussion after Maury’s

paper, expressed the hope that ‘the Government would under-

take Ae proposed exploration of the Antarctic Seas which would
be as much for the general benefit of mankind as it was for the

glory of this country’. But he knew very well since his own
society had for the past ten years been the centre of a vigorous

and relentless pressure on the Government to provide funds for

the Franklin Search, that after such heavy e;q)enditure on
exploration, fresh projects would be regarded with the utmost

disfavour.

Nevertheless over the years Maury’s plea, echoed in German
rather than in international terms by Dr Georg Neumayer,

Director of the Marine Observatory at Hamburg, had its effect.

Ten years after Maury’s visit to England, a great project of

exploratory research was initiated by the Royal Society and the

Admiral^ in the very field of study, the physical geography and

biology of the Antarctic seas, upon which Maury had addressed

the Royal Geographical Sode^. This project, the ChalJeoger
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worth recalling. On more than one occasion during the second
quarter of the nineteenth century icebergs had been obser\'ed

drifting northwards with rocks embedded in them. One had been
seen by John Balleny in latitude 61® S. and the ever alert and
inquisitive Charles ^derby had drawn Charles Darwin’s atten-

tion to it. DarNvin argued that since the iceberg had been
sighted at least 450 miles from Balleny’s admittedly doubtful

discovery of Sabrina Land and since both Balleny and before him
Cook had sailed some way south of that point without encounter-

ing land, the iceberg in question must have drifted northwards

at least a hundred miles. The rock embedded in it, moreover,

must similarly have travelled at least that distance from its

parent source and since it was deeply embedded it had probably

tras'elled a good deal further north before melting caused it to

drop into the ocean or to be deposited on some distant shore.

The boatswain of H.M.S. Btagle had already told Danvin of a

similar rock-carrying iceberg which he had seen on a sealing

voyage to the east of the South Shetlands. Furthermore, Dumont
d’Urville, the French Antarctic explorer, had been told of the

discovery of ‘erratic boulders', probably dropped from icebergs,

which had been found in 1830 by the naturalist of an American

expedition on the shores of the same volcanic islands. On the

basis of these facts and taking into account the large number of
icebergs which had been observed in recent years drifting

north^v3rds as far even as 35” to 40® S., Darwin concluded that

if ‘but one iceberg in a thousand, or in ten thousand, transports

its fragment, the bottom of the Antarctic Sea, and the Shores of
its islands, must already be scattered with masses of foreign rock

—the counterpart of the ‘erratic boulders’ of the northern

hemisphere’.

It was soon evident that the dredging up of such rocks might
provide valuable clues to the geological nature of Antarctic land

and this the Challenger expedition proved to be the case. In the

central parts of the great ocean basins only rocks of volcanic

origin were dredged up. But in high latitudes in the South

Atlantic and in the Central Pacific, just beyond the limit to

which Antarctic icebergs had be«i seen to drift, fragments of

continental rock, granite and quartz, were found and as the

Challenger approached the Antarctic Circle, rocks of similar
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for generations filled \vidi alarm the hearts of Antarctic mariners.

Murray completed his ingenious and realistic picture of Antarc-

tica Arith a >ivid description of the life and )oumeyin^ of the

rock-carrj-ing iceber® whose significance Danvin had been

the first to discern, waves dash against the vertical faces of the

floating ice-islands as against a rocky shore, so that at the sea-

level they are first cut into ledges and gullies, and then into caves

and caverns of the most heavenly blue from out of which comes
the resounding roar of the ocean and into which the snow-white

and other petrels may be seen to wii^ their way through guards

of soldier-like penguins stationed at the entrances. As diese ice-

islands are slowly drifted by wind and current to the north, they

tilt, turn, and sometimes capsize, and then submerged prongs

and spits are thrown high into the air, producing irregular

pinnacled bergs higher possibly than the original table-shaped

mass. As decay proceeds, the imprisoned boulders, stones and

earth are deposited over the ocean’s floor as far as sub-tropical

regions.’

Murray did not confine his portrait of Antarctica to a descrip-

tion of land and ice. He talked abo of the meteorology ofAntarc-

tica, of the zone of permanently high pressure which Jay above

the continent; he described how, deep below the cold svaters of

the Antarctic Ocean, were svarmcr waters which flowed south-

wards as the colder surface waters drifted north; and he spoke

of the great profusion of animal and vegetable life which the

CfioIJen^fr Expedition had found in Antarctic seas, e^ecially in

the deepest waters above the ocean floor. From these depths

they dredged up animals which could be recognized as descen-

dants of those >vhich once occupied the shallower waters washing

the shores of a great continent.

Murray concluded his masterly reconstruction with a fervent

appeal to his audience that, in the interests of science, Antarctic

exploration be at once resumed so that the first landings could

be made on the mainland. Little pn^ess indeed had been made
in this direction since the American Maury, in 1860, had so

bluntly urged upon the British the task, indeed the obligation,

to carry forwaiA the great discoveries of Ross. In 1873-1874

a sealing and reconnaissance expedition under Captain Edward

Dallmann, the first Germarj exj^ition to the Antarctic, made
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some minor discoveries in the vicinity of Grahim Land In 1880

Lieutenant Bovc of the Italian Navy produced an abortn e scheme

for a two year expedition to Antarctica » hich was to form part of

the First Polar Year Five years later the British Association set up

a committee, ss hich included in addition to the Arctic admirab,

famous scientists lile Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) and

Professor Huxley This drew attention to the scientific impor-

tance of Antarctic exploration, its members discussed and

argued But nothing happened

In the end it was the whalers, British and Norwegian, and not

the scientists who gave the fint boost to Antarctic exploration

By the last decade of the nineteenth century, the Greenland

whale fisheries had reached their lowest ebb, for the Greenland

whale—the bowheaded or ‘right’ whale—had by then almost

disappeared Remembering Ross’s claims to have seen the ‘right

whale’ in the Antarctic, a Dundee whaling firm in 1892 sentfour

whalers into this region and sent witli them—largely on the

advice of Leigh Smith, the explorer of Franz josef Land—two
naturalists (one, William Spiers Bruce, was to achieve eminence

as an Antarctic explorer) e<|uippcd with instruments loaned by

the Royal Geographical Society The voyage, principally in the

Weddell Sea, was profitless for Ross’s ‘right whale was never

found and the naturalists were given little chance to do scientific

work Nevertheless, the effort was not entirely wasted, for in the

following year a Norwegian expedition under the same Captain

C A Larsen who had landed Nansen on the cast coast of

Greenland for his ice sheet crossing vvas encouraged to make *

voyage to the South Orkneys and Weddell Sea, and this m wm
led to the first important step m the advance of Antarctic

exploration

When Larsen returned to Norway in July 1893 he gave an

account of his voyage to old Commander Foyn, the doy en of the

Norwegian whaling industry, a Norwegian Charles Enderby,

who was an enthusiastic supporter of exploration and was greatly

interested m Larsen’s account of his voyage in little known

AntarcDc seas When, therefore, soon after ne had seen Larsen,

Foyn was approached by a young Norwegian, H J
Bull, who

failed to arouse enthusiasm for Antarctic whaling in AustraliSi

with a request that he should back a whaling and exploring
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vopge to the Ross Sea, Foyn was sympathetic. The result svas

that in September 1893 the whaling ship Antaraic sailed from

Norway xmder the command of Captain Leonard Kristensen, >vith

H. J. Bull on board. Among the crew of the Antarctic svas a

remarkable j’oung Norwegian C. E. Borchgrevink who had been

teaching languages and natural science in Australian schoob. He

was passionate about exploration and in hun Bull found a fellow

enthusiast. It ^s'as probably due to their joint insistence that

the first landing ss'as made on the coast of Victoria Land, a coast

which had not been visited since the days of Sir James Clark Ross.

The landing vvas made on 24th January 1 89S near Cape Adare.

‘The sensation’, wote Bull, ‘of being the first men who had set

foot on the real Antarctic mainland was both strange and

pleasurable, although Mr Foyn would no doubt have preferred

to exchange this pleasing sensation on our part for a fig^t whale,

even of small dimensions.’ To commemorate the landing a pole

was erected carrying a box painted with the Norsvegian

Penguins were snatched, screaming and struggling, from a local

colony for the naturalists at home; specimens of rock were

collected for the geologists ;
and specimens of lichens and seaweed

were brought on board in triumphant refutation of Ross’s state-

ments about the absence of vegetation in Antarctica. But vege-

table life was the only sign of life they saw. On the sea-shore, as

Bull and Borchgro-ink left, there lay two dead seab, their skins

hairless, smooth and hard, preserved by the freezing air

Surely this. Bull thought, >vas proof that no land mammals could

exist, for how could they have overlooked so luscious a meal?

The conclusions which the Nor>vegians drew from this first

landing confirmed all the American Maury’s expectations oi

nearly forty years before. ‘During our exploration ashore
,

^ey

wrote, ‘we got a strong impression that the bay at Cape are

inside the low promontory would proride many advantage as a

landing place and station for a new expedition. It is probable, at

least, that a vessel moored inside this promontory would lie

protected against the outer floes as weU as against the ice foni^g

in the bay itself . . . among the rocks of Cape Adare, a shelter

could be found for a house, and the low promontory would

furnish plenty of space for moving about, for an obsemtory, etc.

... and if by ill luck the relief party did not succeed m fetching
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away the explorers during the second season, the penguin colony

would afford an inexhaustible larder and stock of fuel ’ In the

mind of one member of the crew of the Antarctic, Carl Borch*

grevink, there had already formed a determination to put these

possibilities to test

While the Antarctic, southward bound, was lurching through

heavy seas, there arose in the calm surroundings of the Royal

Geographical Society a heated discussion about the revival of

British Antarctic exploration This took place in 1893 after John

Murray’s eloquent and persuasive address on the discoveries of

the Challenger expedition and during it various proposals and

plans were put forward, the most far sighted (if one looks ahead

to the circumnavigations of the United States Navy m the nine-

teen-forties) being those advanced by old Sir Joseph Hooker
ivho half a century earlier had been with James Clark Ross in

Erebus Hooker proposed an expedition of two ships which would
sail clockwise and anti clockwise round the comment, charting

the position of the pack, lookmg for ‘water sky’ or open water

beyond it, and for possible avenues through the encircling ice

A year spent in such general exploration, he argued, would reveal

the points at which a full scale attack could most profitably be

launched After such matters of strategy had been debated,

Murray revealed that he had personally been in communication
with geographers and scientists all over the world All, he

declared, and none more so than his colleague the learned and

prolific Dr Neumayer of the Marine Observatory, Hamburg,
had enthusiastically acclaimed his suggestion that a great scientific

expedition to the Antarctic be launched from BnUin forthwith

John Murray had not been alone m his efforts to recruit sup-

port for such a British enterprise for his Chairman, the President

of the Society, Clements Markham, had also written a great

number of letters, to learned societies, to influential men
throughout the world and in particular to the Governments of

Australia and New Zealand He had moreover already set to

work a committee of the Society to thrash out the best methods

of renewing Antarctic exploration

Markham’s part in the Antarctic revival at the end of the

nineteenth and early in the twentieth century is comparable

with that played by the Society’s earlier president John Barrow
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in promoting the revival of Arctic exploration after Waterloo.
His name, no less indeed than that of his personal prot6g^ and
chosen leader Robert Falcon Scott, is indissolubly joined with the

first great land explorations of the continent and so influential

were his interventions, so massive and dominating his role, that

some slight sketch of his career and personality is necessary for

the understanding of this second great phase of Antarctic history.

Markham ^vas bom in 1830, four days after the foundation of

the Society whose destinies, as an honorary secretary and as

president, he was to govern in unchallenged supremacy for many
years. Leaving school at an early age he joined the Navy and
served as a midshipman in H.M.S. Xutsrance during the Franklin

Search. It was an experience which like Barrow’s boyhood
vo)-age on a Greenland whaler inspired a lifelong enthusiasm for

polar exploration and delicious memories of those early glorious

dap lingered >vith him all hts life. Indeed when in later years he
began to devote his great energies to the organization of polar

afmrs it %vas to the dap of Franklin and the Search expeditioxu

that he looked wistfully back, dap when ships under billowing

sail manned by men who were the pride of the Queen's Navy
braved, like their forebears of Elizabethan times, the perils of

the polar seas. It %vas in keepii^ with his veneration for the old

naval tradition in polar exploration that Markham should have

been the sturdiest supporter of Nares’ Arctic expedition in 187S.

Markham resigned from the Navy at the age of tivenCy-one

and after some adventurous wanderii^ among the Inca ruins of

Peru became a clerk in the India Office. He achieved some iJistinc-

tion later by leading an expedition to Peru which culminated

in the transport of cinchona plants to India and the establish-

ment there of a flourishing quinine industry. Soon after his

return Clements Markham was elected an honorary officer of

the Ropl Geographical Society and with one year of absence in

1 868 when he served as geographer and geologist to Lord Napier s

Abyssinian Expeditionary Force he served the Sode^ as honorary

secretary and finally as president until 190S. In the varied business

of the Society Markham found a congenial outlet for his ambi-

tions, his enthusiasm and lus formidable energy. An astute com-

mittee man, a skilled exponent of all those complicated tactics

and subtle manoeuvres whereby a resolute man with time and
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ratience can eradually gather into hn hands the reins of power,

Markham anf*e Society soon became f
„f

ThouEh there were doubtless some, casualties along the line ol

bis fo™rd march to higher office, who found him dominatmg.

even ruthless, it was probably no bad thing
‘"Xn

have been ruled by so masterful a ptesident at a™
through It the nation was mvolved m many

exploLon In all these projects, in Africa, in

the Arctic in the form of the Nates expedition,

a powerful though sometimes an invisible part
,

nLco’s revelatton of tbe tm. nature o the polar basm ^
Arctic (which had in an, event become largely a S^d.j an

preserve) lost some of lU attraction Toward the tum 'he

Lntury, therefore, Markham like Murray andNeumayer,
dec deu

to devote himself to the revival of explotanon ^nt^ct ca

almost untouched since James Clark Ross and still th gr

unknown region of the world
Vw.i.«»v»r

Markham s attitude towards Antarctic exploration, however

was very different from that of the scientist Murray Markham

was inspired by the romance of exploration, as he was

by the romance of history, and of heraldry For him,

provided the stage for epic adventures, for episodes o‘

heroism and of national achievement no less glorious than

of Elizabethan and earlier times which he himself had chronic!

in flamboyant prose and with small regard for accuracy in

imposing volumes In the forefront of this pageant o

endeavour there was always the vision of the fighting ships o

Royal Navy and of a splendid renaissance of British naval ac mzy

This he was resolved must be the first result of the new e o

to revive Antarctic exploration .

An excellent opportunity to launch a world wide
,

behalf of Antarctic exploration came to Markham ml
m his sixty sixth year he presided over the meetings m n

of the sixth International Geographical Congress During »

Dr Neumayer of Hamburg read a paper on the past an

of AnUrctic exploration, while John Murray and Sir Jo p

Hooker gave strong support from the scientific point o

As the Congress progressed, enthusiasm m favour o a

Antarctic expedition mounted But the highlight of e proc
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ings >va5 provided by the yonng Nonvegian C. E. Borchgrevink

who, having failed to persuade the Rop] Geographical Society to

pay his fare from Australia, had succe^ed in raising funds for his

passage so that he might describe to riie Congress bis landing at

Cape Adare. Borchgrevinh’s announcement that he had dis-

co\’ered lining plants on the coast of\ictoru Land raised consider-

able excitement and altogether his youthful zest and passionate

enthusiasm made a great impression especially on Ncumayer,

Hooker and Murray. To them Borcbgrerink disclosed his plans

for a new expedition '^hich would attempt the first ^vintering

on the mainland.

The climax of these international deliberations took the form
of a unanimous resolution addressed to the svorld. ‘The explora-

tion of the Antarctic Regions’, the Congress declared, ‘is the

greatest piece of geographical exploration still to be undertaken.*

And it demanded that ‘in slew of the additions to knowledge in

almost ei'ery branch of science svhich would result from such a

scientific exploration the Congress recommends that the scieii'

tific societies throughout the svorld should urge in svhatever

way seems to them most effective, that this ^vork should be

undertaken before the close of the century’.

Armed with this impressive testimony of international support

Markham for r>vo years bombarded the Treasury and Admiralty

with requests for funds to bunch an Antarctic expedition

manned by officers and men of the British Navy. But to no avail.

In 1897 therefore he turned with undjminished vigour upon
the Council of his ovs-n Society and persuaded them with all

the power and eloquence at hk command that funds must be

made av-ailable from the Society'’s os'Ti modest resources to

launch an expedition on their own. A relatively large sum,

£5,000, was voted and it was agreed that a public appeal should

be made for further support.

No time could have seemed more favourable, no moment
more propitious, for such an appeal to the people of Britain on
behalf of a great natiorul pioneering venture. The eighteen-

nineties was a renascent period, marked by a great quickening

of Imagimtion. It was an era of hope and of action. It vvas

characterized ako, perhaps because of that growing sense of

personal constriction which seems so often to accompany rapid
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mdastnal expam.on and ttdmolopcal advance, by a War
vicanoua sensation, for romance by proxy, tastes ™a
stimulated, exploited and fulfilled b, ^.ters of current fict on

and above all by the mass journalism of the new Yellow Press

In literature these psychological needs were met by the works

for example, of Rider Haggard, of Robert Louis Stevenson, of

Toseph Conrad, by the new romances of science olH O Wells

,

and, most of all, by the writmgs of Rudyard Kiplmg whose

panegyrics of the British pioneer pitting himself a^inst nature or

agaimt barbarism at the ends of the earth recalled to those then

suffermg from an overdose offn de siecle the refreshing spin o

EhtabeSian days More important, however, and especially so m

the development of exploration, was the way m which this

hunger for vicarious sensation was catered for by the new c cap

and popular newspapers like the Daily Moil These, because o a

nation wide circulation never before attempted or achieved,

could now bring romance to an increasingly mdustnaliie an

urbanized land, a land where in the nineties, with the hrst

electric trams, tubes and motor cars, the suburban sprawl began

The year 1897 m which Markham launched his public appeal

was also notably auspicious It was the year of the Dianwn

Jubilee, and all London was ablaze with pageantry m triumphant

celebration of the greatest ©fall British adventures, the adventure

of Empire, symbolizedm the person of the Queen Nevert e css,

despite these auspicious circumstances, Markham’s appeal ®

little headway Not even among Colonial premiers attending e

First Colonial Conference could he arouse more than a forma

interest though, as he did not fail to remind them, it was to

just such voyages of exploration and discovery that they owe

the territories which they represented Abroad, however, md in

England too in another direction, the agitations of the Inter

national Congress bore fruit In Germany plans for an Antarctic

expedition gained considerable support In Belgium, an

tion promoted by a young lieutenant in the Belgian

Adnen de Gerlache, sailed from Antwerp in 1897 And m t a

same year the young NorwegianC E Borchgrevink, after mon

of fruitless and disheartemng effort in a strange city, oun

a patron for his Antarctic project m the person of the wea t y

magazine proprietor Sir George Newnes
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TTie Belgian expedition, a parsimonious .affair meagrely

supported by the Belgian Government and the Belgian Geogra-
phical Society and made possible only by a generous donation

fromMadameOsterreithwhose beneficence gained her the title of
‘M^re de I’Antarctique’, sailed in the Belgica, a Norwegian sealer

of 250 tons. Among the sailors and scientists there was Roald

Amundsen as first mate ; an American surgeon and anthropologist

Dr Frederick Cook who had joined on failing to promote an

American Antarctic expedition; and (among the scientists) a

Roumanian and two Poles. Reaching the South Shetlands early in

1898 de Gerlache sailed southwards to the Palmer Archipelago

and in the course of some twcn^ landings carried out important

geological and zoological investigations and made the first accur-

ate surveys of the region.

In February the Bel^ica steamed further south along the coast

of Graham Land towards Bellingshausen’s Alexander I Land.

Twenty miles of impassable padc-ice bottnded the coast and it was

already late in the season but de Gerlache pushed on until early

in March, in 71* 30' S., just as he tried to turn back to the north,

the B<]glca was beset. In May the long night began and the Brat

winter to be endured by explorers in me Antarctic. On the

fifteenth the sun set at noon and disappeared for seventy days and

only the fitful brilliance of the moon or the occasional glow of

the Aurora Australis flooding over the dismal frozen scene

lightened the dejected spirits of the inexperienced men of the

Selgica.

Amidst the restless grinding of the floes, churned into violent

motion by frequent storms, die winter passed and in July daylight

returned. But it was another six months before the ice relaxed its

grip OR the BeJgica and then only by blasting and sawing through

pack ten feet thick could the ship be released for her homeward
vopge in the spring of 1899. Considering how inadequate were
its resources the de Gerlache expedition was a remarkable

success, for apart from valuable work in the Palmer Archipelago,

it had, due to its unsought sojourn in the ice, been able to carry

out a longer series of continuous scientific observations in the

Antarctic than had ever been achieved before.

To Markham whose ovm project for a National Antarctic

Expedition under the aegis of the Ropl Geographical Society
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.Hdustnal expARSion and teclmolopcal advance, by »
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and above all by the mass jonmaleim of the new Yellow Pres

In literature these psychological needs were met by the works,

for example, of R.deVHagprd, of Robert bo- Stevens^, f
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agaiiSt barbarism at the ends of the earth recalled to those then
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Ehzahe&an days More important, however, and especially so in

the development of exploration, was the way m which tins

hunger for vicarious sensation was catered for by the new c eap

and popular newspapers like the Dailj Mail These, because o a

nation wide circulauon never before attempted or achieve ,

could now bnng romance to an increasingly industrialize an

urbanized land, a land where m the nineties, with the hrsc

electric trams, tubes and motor cars, the suburban sprawl began

The year 1897 m which Markham launched his public appeal

was also notably auspicious It was the year of the Dianwn

Jubilee, and all London was ablaze with pageantry in tnumphan

celebration of the greatest of all British adventures, the advenwre

of Empire, symbolized in the person of the Queen^ Nevert e e«,

despite these auspicious circumstances, Markham s appea ®

little headway Not even among Colonial premiers atten ing tne

First Colonial Conference could he arouse more than a orma

interest though, as he did not fail to remind them, it was
^

just such voyages of exploration and discovery that they owe

the territories which they represented Abroad, however, ^
England too in another direction, the agitations of the nter

national Congress bore fruit In Germany plans for an Antarc ic

expedition gamed considerable support In Belgium, an

tion promoted by a young lieutenant in the Belgian ajj’

Adrien de Gerlache, sailed from Antwerp m 1897 And m a

same year the young Norwegian C E Borchgrevink, after mon

of fruitless and disheartening effort in a strange city,

a patron for his Antarctic project in the person of the wea y

magazine proprietor Sir George Newnes
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And the expedition for the first time in Antarctic history carried

dog-teams in charge of nvo Finnish Lapps.

On 14th January 1899, Just as the black pools hetsveen the ice

floes were turning to blood red under Ae spreading raj-s of

sunrise, the Soirthera Cross came within sight of the Balleny

Islands. Ten daj-s later they tvere in Ae thi^ of Ae pack triA

Ae ship groaning under an ice pressure so intense that Borch-

grevink decided to turn back to Ae norA and try again furAer
to Ae east. It ^vas a successful manoeu'Tc. Open svater was

reaAed in latitude 70'^ S. and longitude 174“ E. and by 17AFeb'
ruary Aey were in Robertson Bay, off Cape Adare, where Borch-

grevink had landed from Ae Antoraic in 1894. Looking up once

again at Ae dark rocks of Ae Cape named by Sir James Clark

Ross, Borchgrevink svas deeply coiucious that this was a historic

moment. Tt was a moment’, he wrote, 'which, I beliere, will

live in Ae memory of my staff and myself, as we slowly moved
toAvards Ae low beach whereon man had never attempted to

live before. At 1
1
p.m. for Ae first time in Ae world’s history,

an anAor fell at Ae last terra iDcogoita on Ae globe.’ But Aere
tvas a striking difference in Ae scene from Yvhen he had last

been Aere. Now Ae >raters ofAe Bay svere almost free from ice

and Ae rocks ofthe Cape were dark and bare. Only an occasional

ice-block stranded on Ae narrow pebbly bcaA reminded him of

Ae frozen landscape he had seen five years before.

By 1 stMarchunloading >va3 coropletrt,AeUnionJackpresented
by His Ro}'a] Highness Ae Duke of York was hobted, and Ae
Southern Cross steamed away from Camp Ridley, Ae first winter

camp on Ae Antarctic mainland. TIjc building of a wooden hut,

roofed wiA canvas and seal-skins weighted wiA sacks of coal;

Ae setting up of meteorological and magnetic observatories

nearby; these were Ac fint tasks in what is now an estabibhed

routine. Then, before winter set in, Borchgrevink and Bcmacchi

climbed 3670 feet to Ac summit of Cape Adare.

like Ac Belgian expedition beset m Ae pack far to Ae east,

Borchgrevink and his men found Aeir first Antarctic winter a

dismal experience. ‘During Ae gradual shortening of Ae days’

Borchgrevink confessed, ‘we experienced great depression, as

if watAing ourseh'cs grow old. IVc were getting tired of each

oAer’s company and began to know every line in each oAcr’s
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edge of the Ice Shelf and showed dut it had receded thirty miles

since Ross’s day; the first lire insects had been recorded from the

mosses and lichens which stained the rocks of Robertson Bay;

and a xiseful series of observations in meteorology and magnetism

had been made. More important than these discoveries, however,

was the fact that BorchgTevink had shosvn that wintering on the

Antarctic continent ^\'as physically possible (Hanson’s death

having been not from exposing or cold but from an intestinal

disease). He had shown, moreover, that from Ross’s ‘Barrier’

land journeys into the interior could be made.

Borchgrevink’s o^vn reception was not enthusiastic. He was

blamed for lack of tact in dealing with his staff; he was blamed

for failing to press farther forward into the interior; and his

articles in Neivnes’ magaaines describing his adventures in the

racy style of the new popular Journalism provoked acid com-
ments from eager critics. Nevertheless despite such short-

comings, despite every discouragement, and in the face of the

active opposition of the most powerful of polar impressarios,

Clements Markham, C. E. Borchgrevink lUd taken the first

steps along the route to the SouA Pole. As even Clements

Markham, in happy allusion to the days of the Franklin Search,

was compelled to admit, ‘hereafter the Continent may be

penetrated by sledges on the principles adopted by McCIintock,

and important discoveries may be made there'.
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faces the days were, nott %ery dark, though the horizon

tossards the north west was sb^tly crimson The darkn«s

the silence m this sohtude wei^ hea«ly on one s mmd Ibe

silence roars m one’s ears It is centunes of heaped up solitude

•Forseientyfivedays,froml5thMayunal29th July, theywere

m darkness and then to deepen the gloom of their impruonment

Nicolai Hanson, the zoologist, died

Spring sras heralded by a slow and sUtely procession of p®
guim retummg oser die ice to summer quarters and then the

first explorauons began, confined by the mountam walb ot

Victoria Land to the viani^ of Robertson Bay Excellent chart-

ing and mapping was done by Colbeck and tivo great glaciers

were explored and gratefully named by Borchgresmk aftw Sir

George Newnes and Sir John Murray who had so encouraged mm
at the International Geographical Congress But it was not unU

28th January when the Southen Ctcss returned that they coiu

explore further abroad, to Ross’s Coulman Island, across Lady

Newnes Bay and further south into the region round Mount

Erebus and Mount Terror which Borchgresmk named Newnw

Land By the rmddle of February 1900, with freezing vraM

coating the Sootiero Cross with ice, they reached the ‘Barrier^w
by the rmddle of the month, at a point about longitude 16+

where the ice cliffs were lo'v above the water, Borchgremk

landed and set out on the first sledging journey across the suiiacc

of the Ross Ice Shelf It was a momentous occasion, the first step

towards the great explorations by Scott and Shackleton

during the next ten years were to res eal to a fascinated world e

gnm majesty of inner Antarctica Of this first journey over e

ice Borchgrevmk, m an address to the Roj'al Geographi

Society, surprisingly gave only a brief and lacomc account t

this place', he stated, ‘I effected a landing with sledges, ogs,

provisions and instruments, and leaving the vessel with the rest

of the expedition in charge of Captain Jensen, I myself,

pamed by Lieutenant Colbeck and the Finn Savio, proce

southwards, reaching 78’ S(K S ,
tbe furthest south ever reacn

by man ’ tit—
In the summer of 1900 Bord^revink arrived m Englan ™

Australia to present the results of his expedition Tbe« ^
&om neghgible Colbeck had nude die first rehable chart o c
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continent wjis to be deteirnincd, its interior deeply probed.
The depth of the great ice sheet was to be discovered and the

movements and composition of the ice were to be investigated.

Observations were to be carried out in meteorology and magne-
tism, and gravity measurements were to be made. 'All this',

Murray had earlier said, ‘should be the work of a modem
Antarctic expedition. . . Aldiough the expedition would be
expected to thrust forward into the interior, the South Pole

should not be its goal. *A dash at the South Pole,' Murray de-

clared, ‘is not however what I now advocate, nor do I believe

that is what British science at the present time desires. It demands

rather a steady, continuous, laborious, and systematic explora-

tion of the whole southern region with all the appliances of the

modem investigator’.

To Clements Markham, this veiy sober analysis no doubt

sounded a trifle anaemic but it was not here that their principal

difference lay. This emerged as they began to discius me com-
position of the wintering parties and in particular the leadership

of the expedition. Marknam favoured a predominantly naval

expedition for work both on land and at sea. Mumy, hovrever,

believed that the svintering parties should largely be composed

of civilians who would, under the leadership of a civilian

scientist, be entrusted with the scientific work. This division of

responsibility between the Navy and civilian scientists had,

Murray knew, worked admirably on the Challenger expeditjon.

Why should it not work again? To Markham, however, who had

behind him the admirals of the Royal Geographical Society, the

mere suggestion that naval men, even though working on land,

should be led by a civilian was anathema. On land as on the sea,

he insisted, only to a naval officer could the safety of naval men
be entrusted. It was more than a passing difference of opinion,

it was a fundamental difference in approach which was soon to

lead to an open breach between the two parties to the enterprise.

This, however, was not the only difference between Murray

and hlarkham during their discussions about the organization

of the National Antarctic Expeditton. Mumy maintained that

only when funds sufficient to cover die whole cost of the expedi-

tion had been assured ffiould any expenditure be incurred.

Markham again disagreed. If money to equip one ship could be
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Scott and the Discovery

Expedition

Difficult as he found it to adjust his mind to the new

scientific approach, ‘doctrinaire’ though he considered

the scientific men to be, Markham was well aware that the

scientists—men like Murray and Neumaycr—were among e

most ardent champions of a new Antarctic expedition e

therefore decided to enlist their support through the

the national academy of science, the Royal Society, which had or

generations advised the Government on all scientific matters,

and as a finl step m this new direction he invited the Row

Society to summon a special meeting to consider the scientific

merits of such an enterprise
j t v,

This meeting, attended by Neumayer, Murray and Sir Jos«P

Hooker, exceeded all Markham’s expectations, so peat was the

enthusiasm, so numerous and varied the proposals for research

The support of the Royal Society was assured It was now time

to discuss operational plans For the Royal Society, Jo

Murray was the obvious spokesman , for the Royal Geograp ica

Society, It could have been none other than Clements Markham

himself ,

At the start all went smoothly enough and Markham

broadly with Murray’s outline plan This was for an expedition

of two ships which, after landing a wmtenng p^rty on the s or«

of Bismarck Strait, Graham Land, would sail for Victorw

There, m McMurdo Sound, m the shadow of Mount Erebus, e

principal base would be established for two Antarctic seasoM

The ships themselves were not to wmter, they would return o

pick up both wintering parties in the third season, havmg spen

the interval in refitting and in oceanographical observations

The aims of the expedition, conceived on a grand scale, wer

to be exploration and reseandi The nature and extent o
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technique from the United States and it is interesting to recall

in connection with the serialization in his newspapers of articles

from the polar regions that in America, James Gordon Bennett,

o^vner and editor of the New York Herald and a member of the

Council of the American Geographical Society, had been the

first, thirty years before, to provide first-hand accountsoF explora-

tion for ms readers. These journalistic developments whereby
that new phenomenon ‘the man in the street’ could follow daily

the exploits of his countrymen in remote and dangerous regions

had a Uvofold effect on polar exploration. On the one hand, the

neAvspapers came to be in a powerful posiD'on to stimulate public

interest and support. They were, moreover, able to provide large

subscriptions to expeditions in return for e-Tclusive articles. On
the other hand, such articles were bound, if they were to satisfy

popular demand, to be concerned with adventure rather than

with research. For the more scientifically minded promoter or

leader of an expedition this >vas sometimes the source of embar-

rassment for, valuable though the financial support of the news-

papers was, there was the danger that it might compel an

excessive emphasis on the adventurous side of exploration, on
record-making journeys, on dashes to the Poles, rather than on
less sensational scientific work. It was, moreover, a danger, or
at least a dilemma, which became increasingly acute as not only

the newspapers but the film, radio and television moved into the

field of polar exploration towards the middle of the twentieth

century.

But to turn back to Clements Markham. With considerable

funds now in hand and with the backing of the Rojal Society, he

once again approached the Treasury and they, impressed perhaps

by such evidence of public and scientific support and no doubt

by this time more than a little weary from such a continuous

and intense bombardment, agreed to contribute £45,000, a

sum equal to the total Markham had already collected. For

Markham, this was a rictory amply deserved and he immediately

set about the selection of a ship and a leader. The matter of the

ship \vas quickly settled for the Admiralty were pre«i!ed upon

to design a new wooden ship, the steam barque Dlscore^, and

building started at once in Dundee. The problem of the leader

was a more complicated and a more controversial matter.
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collected, why, he demanded, should they not go ahead? No

doubt there was logic in this argument If discoieries came up to

expectations, public enthusiasm would be aroused, if on the

other hand some disaster befell them, svas it conceivable that the

Gos emment w ould not come to the rescue of a na\ al and national

expediuon? Based though it may base been on such

considerations, Murray found Markham's proposal unpalatable

and from that moment he withdrcsv unobtrusiscly from further

discussion of the arrangements

UnrufUed by these early dissensions Markham pursued hu own

undcviating svay Following the recommendations of the

nauonal Geographical Congress, he co-ordinated plans 'vi

Professor Erich von Drygaiski's German expedition which ww
preparing to explore to the south of Kerguelen Island and with

the organizers of a Swedish expedition destined for the Wedde

Sea which was to be led by Otto Nordcnskjold, nephew of the

conqueror of the North East Passage Then, despite his disagree*

ments with John Murray, he secured the appointment of a joint

committee of the Rojal Society and the Royal Geographical

Society By 1899 he had succeeded in raising towards the cost

of the expedition the sum of 1I5,0(K)

The Government still showed no signs of wilhngness to help

either with money or with men but Markham's fund was now

rapidly and handsomely augmented by gifts from two members

of the Royal Geographical Society’s Council The first, for

£25,000—more than twice the cost of the Belgica expedition

came from Mr Llewellyn Longstaff, one of those generom

benefactors of exploration whom Victonan capitalism had

The second large subscnption came from Alfred Harmswort i

later Lord Northcliffe, who a few years earlier had financed the

Jackson-Harmswonh expedition The role of the Press w

supporters of exploration has been so considerable m c

twentieth century that Alfred Harmsworth, a pioneer m *

field as far as Britain is concerned, deserves more than a passing

reference in any survey of polar history The founder of^e tst

newspapers with a mass circulation, the Erening Kevs, the Dat/

Mail and, in 1904, the first illustiat^ daily newspaper, the a/

Minor, Harmsworth had brought about no less than a jouma « c

revolution He had borrowed a good deal of his jounu is c
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flagship of the Channel Fleet. Hieiiin June 1900hes>'as promoted
commander and a month later the post was his.

Scott, establishing at once his os'ti high standards of pro-

fessional efficiency, went furiously to work, bent on mastering

all aspects of the expedition, including the plans for scientific

research. He was by no means svithout technical and scientific

training—the torpedo in which he had specialized was the most
modem development of naval science—and in his grasp of

scientific matters he showed a remarkable and to some a surpris-

ing quickness and ability. The most urgent task however was

the selection of the members of the expedition and here those

divergencies begari to emerge among his employers on the Joint

Committee just as they had emerged in the conversations between

Markham and Murray. The Joint Committee envisaged only a

small naval nucleus but both Markham and Scott tvould have

preferred a predominantly naval expedition. In favour of this

there >vas not only the general advantage voiced by Markham’s
Special Antarctic Committee (echoing Sir John Barrow) that

‘apart from the valuable scientific results of an Antarctic expedi-

tion, great importance must be attached to the excellent effect

that all such undertakings . . . have In^riably had on the Navy.

. . There ivas Scott’s derided preference for a purely naval

party. 'From an early date’, he subsequently admitted, 'I had set

my mind on obtaining a naval crew. I felt sure that their sense of

discipline woxtld be an immense acquisition, and I had grave

doubts as to my ability to deal with any other class of men.’

In the end Aree officen of the Ropl Navy were appointed,

Royds, Skelton and Bamc. Then Markham intervened with a new
proposal. By the ‘Navy’, Scott meant the ‘Royal Navy’ but

Markham now added two officers of the Merchant Navy, one with

previous knowledge of Arctic ice conditions, the other an expert

in the handling of sails, a skill still essential in Antarctic condi-

tions, as Markham knew. The first was Lieutenant Albert B.

ArmStage of the Peninsular and Oriental Line who had been a

member of the Jacksorr-Harmsworth expedition. The second,

Ernest Henry Shackleton, was a junior officer who had spent

much of his roving and adventurous life in sailing ships; he was

pren a sub-lieutenant’s commission in tbc Royal Naval Reserve.

This first appearance of Shackleton on the polar scene U a
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H«kh.m's o™ account .n lu. of how Robert

Falcon Scott, then aged twenty eight, came to be chosen revtnls

for how long he had been broodmg over the prospect of a grot

naval Antarctic expedition '1 had .elected\ he wrote, the

fittest commander in my own mind in 1887, when I was

board the delire in the West Indies, the guest of my cousm

Commodore Markham When we were at St Kitts, Mar* 1,

1887, the lieutenants got up a service cutter race Ine

were to be at anchor with awnings spread They were to getw er

way and make sail, beat up to windward for a mile, round a buoy,

do^ mast and sail, pull down to the starting point, anchor ana

spread avming again The race tried several qualities

time It was a close thing between two midshipmen, Ro er

Falcon Scott and Hyde Parker However. Scott won ««

and on the Sth he dined with us He was then eightem an

much struck with his intelligence, information, and the cha

of his manner ' « u „,i

Indeed Scott was Markham’s beau ideal of a young Bntish naval

ofRcer, closely moulded by the training and discipline of a service

to whose traditions he was dedicated with an almost religion*

fervour When therefore Scott and Markham met by ch^ce m a

Undon street m June 1 899, the mceline seemed to Markham pro-

vidential Here, just as the question of leadership of the Anurc i

expedition was about to be decided, was the man of his c oic

For Scott, too, the meeting seemed exceptionally fortuna e

A young torpedo lieutenant, ambitious, on the alert for ne

opportunities, for new ways of advancement quicker
* ^ ,

routine channels of promotion seemed ever likely to

saw in Markham s suggestion that he should apply fcr ®

not only the chance of achieving rapid professional istinc lo

but a splendid opportunity of enhancing through polar ’

as many a Bntish naval officer had done before him, the

of the Country and the Navy Two days after his .

Markham, Scott applied for die post of leader of the a lo

Antarctic Expedition . -nlar
Until this meeting Scott had never seen himsel as a P ,

explorer But he had ample time for reflection, for a year p

while committees discussed and the Admiralty comi

application Meanwhile he returned to his ship, ® J ’
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The Iiiscore!j'’s destination was the Ross Sea where Scott’s

immediate tas}« were to explore the Ice Shelfand to discover the

mountainous land eastwards ofit which James Clark Ross thought

he had seen. But Discovetj was a slow ship, carrying sails in order

to economize in coal, and it was not until 1st January 1902, after

visiting Australia and New Zealand, that she reached the pack
almost on the Antarctic Circle. Though legally she was a merchant
vessel, life on board during the slow outward voyage was
governed by strict naval discipline. Ward-room and mess-deck,

to Shackleton’s amusement, messed apart. No detail affecting the

order ofthe ship or the behaviour of officers and men escaped the

stem and meticulous eye of the young commander.
In little more than a week, Discorey was through the pack and

off Cape Adare where Borcbgrevink had landed. Then came the

voyage southwards along the mountainous coast of Victoria Land

through drifting fee towards the historic landmark Mount
Erebus, proudly displaying her plume of smoke. After a landing

there and another at Cape Crozier, Difeorer^ turned eastsvards,

coasting along the front of the Ross Ice Shelf which in height

as in depth, as Borchgrevink had found, had greatly diminished

since Ross’s day. Sailing beyond the limit reached by Ross to

about ISO** W., Scott saw in the distance the now bare rocks

of the mountains which Ross had seen. He called the new
territory King Edward VII Land. Dense pack-ice prohibited

any close approach so Scott turned westwards again towards

the inlet in the Ice Shelf (‘Discovery Inlet’) where Borcbgrevink

and his dog-teams had landed.

Here, where the lip of the great Ice Shelf was no more than

fifteen feet above the level of the sea, Armitage and a sledging

party landed. Scott meanwhile prepared for a reconnaissance by
a new and exciting method, reconnaissance from a captive

balloon. The Swedish explorer Baron Norderakiold had ^ven
much thought to the use of captive balloons for reconnaissance

in the Arctic but the svggsstion that Scott should use one came
from old Sir Joseph Hooker. The balloon, a small Army balloon

presented by an enthusiastic lady supporter of the expedition,

could only take one passenger and Scott, in some trepidation,

went up alone on this first Antarctic ascent. ‘As I swayed about

in what appeared a very inadesjuate basket’, he wrote, ‘and
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curious occiu.on m that there was thus mtroduced, toough Ac

agency of Scott's oivn patron, the man who was to become his

greatest personal rival in Antarctic exploration

The scientists were the next to be selected Dr Koettlitz w

had been, like Armitage, a member of the Jackson-Harmsworth

expedition, Dr Edward Wilson, a biologist and a painter and

draughtsman of unusual skill, and three other scientists, one oi

thern, the physicist Louis Bemacchi, member of Borcbgrevmk s

Southern Cross expedition, tbe only man who had ever been to

the Antarctic before A naturalist was needed and the post

was offered to W S Bruce but be with the support ot rich

industrialists from Paisley was organizing a Scottish National

Expedition to the Weddell Sea So T V Hodgson ot the

Plymouth Biological Sution was appointed and the scientific

staff was completed by the selection (at the instigation o ^ ®

Royal Society) of a geologist. Professor J W Gregory, whose

work on the Great Rift Valley of Africa had brought him world

renown
,

No sooner had Distoreiyr been launched by Mrs Clients

Markham when a violent dispute broke out between the two

societies about the leadership of the land parties

Society assumed, as indeed Gregory himself had assumed, a

he, as the appointed leader of me scientific staff, would be m
charge of all land explorations because he was after all not on y

a distinguished scientist but an explorer of long

But Markham would have none of it Then as H R • >

the historian of the Royal Geographical Society, desermes, a

the eleventh hour the cnnsis passed Gregory resigned from t e

expedition, the centre of gravity of which shifted from resMre

to adventure This change did not mean that scientific wor

suspended, merely that it was placed on a lower leve m t e

general plan ’ Despite this shift of emphasis, the scientihc si e

was well looked after The staff was reorganized by

Murray, Keeper of Botany at the Bntish Museum, a geologist an

a physicist were added, special training was given in magnetism,

oceanography and meteorology and when the DisMrer/ ei^e

dition sailed from Cowes in August 1901 It was proba y e

equipped for scientific work on land and sea than any previ

expedition
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reader, recited poetry, preferably the poems of his favourite

Robert Broivning, in an engapi^ Irish brogue, and having some-
thing of a flair for journalism, edited the South Tolar Times,

the lineal descendant of Sabine’s Winter Chronicle anJ North

Georgia Gazette on Parry’s first NorA-West Passage Expedition.

This was illustrated by Ae delicate drawings and ^vater-colour

sketches of Wilson, Ae first of many painting and sketches by
him which catch so dexterously not only Ae brilliant hues and

changing lights but Ae darker, harsher mooA of Antarctica.

Another more boisterous publication was The Blizzard, now a

collector’s piece among Antarctic bibliophiles.

Midwinter's Day (which in fact was not celebrated until

August) was marked by Ae opening of the Royal Terror Theatre,

featuring as its first performance ticket of Leave, a screaming

comedy in one act', follosved by a Nigger Minstrel Shaw, and

one is reminded again of Parry and his men and of Lieutenant

Beechey’s Arctic production of ‘Miss in her Teens’ off Ae coast

of Melville Island. Then for two months all hands concentrated

on preparing for Ae fint of Ac great land journeys in Antarctic

exploration. The starting date was 2nd Novemoer 1902, Ae
time 10 a.m., when Scott, Wilson and Shackleton set out wiA
three sledges and all nineteen dogs on Aeir fim Arust across

Ae ‘Barrier’. For Scott, his mind constantly preoccupied wiA
every detail of Ae preparations, it >vas a tense ana anxious

moment. As he well knew, he and his men were mere beginners

in Ais business wiA equipment virtually untested, and what lay

beyond in the way of weather or physical obstacles was quite

unknosvn. Even Ae ctenuHy optimistic Shackleton, jovial,

buoyant, picturing already in his mind a triumphant return from

Ae SouA Pole to permanent fame and fortune, had occasional

missivinFS.
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pazed down on the rapidly diminishing figures below^ felt some

doubt as to whether I had been wise in my choice The balloon

rose five hundred feet, hovered, sagged uncertainly, then as

Scott remembered to throw out the sandbags (not one by one

but all together) it shot up to eight hundred feet and from tbs

altitude, anchored only by the thin wire rope, he saw how the

ice shelf rose steadily towards the south in a series of long and

parallel undulations, alternating bands of light and shadow

marking each rise and fall Far away in the distance, eight miles

away Scott calculated, Armilage and bs party could be seen as

black dots moving microscopically over the monotonous grey o

the snow After Shackleton had ascended to photograph tbs

future field of exploration, Scott steamed westwards up McMurdo

Sound to Ross Island to prepare for the first Antarctic winter

Scott and his men did not winter on land as Borchgrcvink ha

done They wintered on the ship like Parry and ms men off

Melville Island, though there were observation huts on

the south western comer of Ross Island, and store huts sufficient

to accommodate the whole expedition m case ice crushed

Discovery at her winter mooring
Then began a period of intensive training for the first sledge

journeys the following spnng Sluing, sledging, the handling an

feeding of dogs all this had to be learnt from the beginning for

although Scott and Markham, on a brief visit to Norway, ha

sought the advice of Naruen and Amundsen, these Bntish saibn,

stumbling heavily over the ice, bruised from innumerable fal .

were the rawest of recruits by companson with the Scandi

navians used from childhood to speeding swiftly over the snow

But control over the dogs was their greatest problem At the

merest touch of their inexperienced hands, it seemed, an

apparently docile dog team would be transformed into a welter

of snarling animals and tangled harness, exhausting their patience

and defying their most ingcmous efforts to restore discipline

and peace Man hauling in the old traditional s^le soon appeare

not only more reliable but infimtely preferable to these refractory

and unpredictable beasts
j.

On 23rd April 1902 the sun sank at noon, to disappear for tour

months There was plenty, apart from work, to keep the men

from moping durmg the winter darkness Shackleton, a voracious
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to raise almost the entire sum. The Mamiag, a Nonvegian ship,

svas purchased in November 1501 ;
Captain Colbeck, the exper-

ienced first mate of the Southern Cross was in command; and
with Mr Rupert England, Lieutmant G. F. A. Mulocfc, R.N.,
and Lieutenant E. G. R, Evans, R.N. (later ‘Evans of the Broke’
and Admiral Lord Mountevaos) as officers, she sailed in November
the follosving year. Markham, jubilant, celebrated his success

hy composing an anthem, which was set to martial music,

entitled ‘Intrepid Souls’.

Intrepid Souls have these men I ween
^Vho brave dje Antarctic cold

No dangen that threaten their lives are seen

\Vhen they seek the brave and bold.

Seeking where the lost have been

Dtsfotaj’i masts will soon be seen.

Soon the wiU start and the tune dnwetb nigh

To sail o'er the ice-clad main
^Vhen they'll seek around with a watchful eye

Nor at any toil compUia.

Seeking where the l«c have been
Brave Scott and his crew will yet be seen.

The joy with which the Mcrxtia^ was received at Hut Point,

however, was overshadowed by Scott’s carefully weighed
decision, based on medical advice, that he must send Shackleton

home. ‘It has been a great blow to poor Shackleton’, he wTote in

his diary, and Shackleton admitted years afterwards that it had

indeed been the bitterest disappointment of his life. Physically,

he appeared more robust than any on the expedition. Throughout

his rosing youthful life, he had in the barbaric conditions of

sailing ships been accustomed to endure hardships and face

dangers greater than any his companions had experienced. Yet it

vr3s he and not they who had been compelled to fill the humiliat-

ing role of passenger on the return sledge journey. This was not

only a deeply wounding blow to his pride, it was a shattering of

all those hopes of fame and fortune with which, £n this new
popular age of polar exploration, an admiring people andagiateful

government seemed very likely to reward the victorious explorer.
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for he saw how the strain was telling But the greater test w-as to

come on their homeward journey One by one their dogs died or

had to be shot and to Scott, who had already found the slaughter

of seals for dog food an unbearable sight, this was a deeply

painful and indeed unforgettable experience On the homeward

journey, hunger began to weaken them for their rations had been

cut to a minimum and the depots, when they reached them,

proved quite inadequately stocked Snow blindness attacked

fint one then the other and then, worst of all, scurvy set in, so

seriously in Shackleton’s case, with haemorrhage and breathless

ness and paroxysms of coughing, that Scott had to forbid him to

pull on the march With Scott and Wilson pulling alone, and

Shackleton keeping pace only by an immense effort of will, the

ship was reached on 3rd February 1903 afier an absence of ninety

three days

Much had happened during their absence Skelton and A™*
tage had ascended a great glacier to the west of Ross Island—the

Skelton Glacier—to a height of 9000 feet and there in latitude

78* S
,
they found themselves on a summit of a mountain range

continuous with the mounuins of Victoria Land, and joined,

It seemed likely, with the distant mountains seen far to the

south by Scott and his ice shelf party This range of mountains

buttressed a vast plateau of ice and snow which stretched out

endlessly before them
No less heartening as Scott, Shackleton and Wilson approache

Ross Island v\as the sight of the relief ship, the Morning, ly^g

out beyond the ice m which Dhcorrij was still locked The dis

patch of the Morning had been a personal triumph for Clements

Markham and the Council of the Royal Geographical Society, for

after the departure of the Discoreij for the Antarctic the joint

committee of the two societies, the scene of so much argument

about the leadership of the land parties, had dissolved an

Markham had been left with the truly formidable task of raising

no less than £50,000 to equip the relief expedition His very

eloquent allusions to the courage, the fortitude and the patriotism

of the men isolated in Antarctica had left the Treasury unmove

New Zealand, with an eye perhaps to her future Ross Depen

dency, had contributed, but no more than £1000 It

therefore left to Markham and the Royal Geographical Society
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Government has been,misled from the first as to the cost of the

expedition. He sent an ultimatum to the Society, demanding the

instant handing over of the Moreiog, and taking the rescue of the

DUcotctj out of its hands, as the Admiralty was undertaking to

bring back the naval meraben: of the expedition.’ There were
many among Markham’s colleagues who found these pungent
disclosures uncomfortable. But Markham was tinabashed. Had
he not in his earlier conversations with John Murray firmly held

to the belief that once suiScient fimds to launch the expedi-

tion had been found, the rest would follow?

The Admiralty’s arrangements for the new relief expedition

were wateful and extraragint to the point of absurdity. Not
content tvith only the thw purchased a Dundee whaler,

the Terra A'ore, and employed Shacldeton to supen-ise her stores.

They then rushed her out to New Zealand not under her own
steam hut towed by reU)^ of ss-anhips through the Mcditer-

nnean, through the Suez Canal, and through the Indian Ocean.
Scott meanwhile >vas wholly unasrare of these hectic and

extraordinary activities and when on 5th January J904 the ships

arrived at the ice edge with peremptory orders to him to abandon
ship and return at once wim his men, this proclamation he says

‘descended on us like a bolt from the blue’. Confronted by this

demand, of all demands the most intolerable to the captain of a
ship, that he should thus precipitately abandon the Ditan^ to

the mercy of the still encircling ice, Scott had no choice but to

obey and the laborious work of carrying, piece by piece, stores

and instruments and scientific collections ten miles across the ice

to where the relief ships lay was gloomily begun. But all the

while he was watching intently for the slightest sign of a break-

up of the ice and early in February some thawing could be seen.

Slowly, the Discorerf Mged forwaH until only six miles separated

the ships. Then she was stopped. But there was some hope now
that by ramming, sawing and the use of explosives the ice might

be loosened enough to enable her to get through before the new
winter ice grew round her. The crews of all three shlj» then set

to work. By 1 2th Febr\»ry there were three miles to go. On the

14th only yards remained. On the 16th, one last explosion and

the Dltcartiy was free. On Sth March, after a sojourn of two years

and two months on the mainland, the expedition crossed the
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However, the order had been given and Shackleton, though he

was convinced that a month would have seen him fit, surrendered

his place to Lieutenant Mulocfc of the Morning Psychologially »t

was*^the most critical moment m his career for, as he embarked

disconsolately on board the ^forain^, he was filled with an intense

determination to return Next time he would return in tnumph

Nothing less than the attainment of the Pole itself would com

pensate for this undeserved and humiliating retreat from

Antarctica
,

In October 1903, at the close of Scott’s second winter, t^

land journeys started again and on 30th November Scott ascended

another great glacier to the west and saw, as Skelton and Armitage

had seen the year before, the infinite sweep of the polar plateau,

lifeless, featureless its grey monotonous surface merging

imperceptibly with sullen skies Far to the south lay the

Once again tne dogs failed them and much of the journey which

earned them this time three hundred miles from the ship wa

made man hauling sledges over the precipitous and tumbled

ice slopes, hauling breathlessly with webbing harness round their

waists and with braces over the shoulders, up and down through

the thin and stifling air of the glacier

At home, meanwhile, anxiety was growing about the expedi

tion And Markham especially agedsevenry threeandlessvigorous

and confident now after three years of constant work and woriy,

was seriously alarmed by Colbeck’s report that he had left the

Discoyct^ frozen in Supposing that during the coming secon

summer there was once again no break up of the ice, what then

would happen if he and the Society, as seemed all too likely,

failed to raise the large sums requir^ to fit out another re le

expedition’ It was a frightening prospect, so alarming indeed that

Markham decided that even the Government this time might

relent and come to the rescue of the National Antarctic

expedition The Government’s reaction was swift, decisive an

in several respects astonishing and H R Mill, a contempora^,

in his Record ^ the Rcya] Geographical Socletj', 1830-1930, as

left a succinct though restrained account of the proceedings

‘Mr Balfour, then Prime Minister’, he records, was rouse

from his usual philosophic calm He made caustic remarks m e

House of Commons on the way m which he conceived that
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expedition of Professor von Dr]^2ski; the Swedish expedition

led by Dr Otto Nordenskjold; the Scottish National Antarctic

expedition led by the j-oung Edinburgh naturalist W. S. Bruce;

and finally the French expedition led by the scientist Dr Jean

Charcot through whose initiative France returned to the

Antarctic for the first time since Dumont d'Urville. Scientifically,

the Swedish expedition was the most illummating. AH, their

aims being severely scientific, form an interesting contrast to the

‘Discovery’ Expe^tion.

The German expedition in which the scientist Drygalskj was
in charge both by land and sea vm supported wholly by the

Imperial Government. Sailing in the Getm, turned after the famous

Gennan mathematician whose calculations of the probable

position ofthe South hfagnetic Pole James Clark Ross had set out

to confirm, Drygahki called at his kue at Kerguelen Island where
an observatory was being built and then made for the mainland

in the generu direction of IGiox coast. Land was sighted in

February 1902 but proved unapproachable so magnetic and

astronomical observatories built of ice blocks were established

on the floes off the coast. The following spring sledging parties

advanced across the ice towards a black hiil miles away on

the mainland and here Drygabki, like Scott, used a captive

balloon and ascended to fifteen hundred feet to photograph the

distant and gently rising polar plateau. The land he named
Kaiser Wilhelm U Land, a name retained today, and after another

winter and more scientific journeys in the spring, the Caim

returned to Cape Town in February 1903.

Nordenskjold’s Swedish expedition, supported wholly by
Swedish philanthropists, arose out of his work as a geologist in

Tierra del Fuego when he developed the theory that the southern

tip of South America was geolo^cally connected with the north-

ernmost extremity of Graham Land. After an unsuccessful

attempt to penetrate the Weddell Sea in the same steam whaler,

the AfKarctic, which had carried Borcbgrevink to Cape Adare,

Nordenskjold spent two winters in the north of Graham Land.

The Aiftaraie foundered in the ice on her way to bring out the

party, hue the S«edey «we resetred hr an Argtntins run) vessel

which appeared by a strange coincidence on the very day on

which the captain and five men of the Antarctic staggered Into the
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Antaretic Circle, the Diieerer, moving at a snail s pace eking

out the miserahle allowance of coal which was all that the

Admiralty s elaborate relief anai^ements could supply

Scott after a long slow vopge round Cape Horn dunng whi^

many oceanographical observations were made returned triumph

antly to England and on 7th November 1904 gave an

his achievements to a crowded audience m the Albert Hall His

was a proud record The great Ice Shelf had been followed to its

eastern end beyond the limit reached by Ross King E war

VII Land had been discovered A range of mountains had been

found stretching far soudiwards and buttressing a vast plateau

and this Armitage had penetrated to 130 miles at an elevatton o

9000 feet while Scott, Shackleton and Wilson, pushing forward

towards its southwestern base, reached 82'’17 S
,
207

beyond the previous farthest south In the second season Scott

himself had ascended to the great plateau and penetrated even

more deeply southwards Dunng both seasons a massive accumu

lation of scientific observations vvas made Their subsequ^

publication m a senes of magnificent volumes remains to this

day a tnbute to the great stride forward made by the expediuon

in the development of Antarctic science

The large audience m the arena of the Albert Hall (including

the American Ambassador) listened entranced to Scott s staiy

The screen upon which the lantern projected photographs of the

expedition s dramatic discovenes was flanked on both sides by

the sledge flags of all the officers designed, as Mill records, y

Sir Clements Markham with lovmg care according to

heraldic rules To Markham the evening was the tnump n

climax to all his efforts not least because the expedition (to

quote Mill again) had proved, to the delight of its promoter,

that the officers and men of the British Navy could stil go

almost anywhere and do almost anything’ His monumental wor

accomplished he retired the following year from the presidency

of the Royal Geographical Society ,

The drama of Scott s first expedition must not be allowe

obscure the achievements of other, less sensational, expedi i

at work simultaneously m the Antarctic with all of whose organ

izers Markham had been in touch following the exhortations oi

the International Geographical Congress These were the German
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source of the icebergs and ice islands of the Antarctic seas.

No landing could be made, indeed no approach was possible

nearer than tsvo miles, but Bruce named the new territory Coats

Land after James and Andrew Coats of Paisley. And Coats Land it

is today, an inhospitable land but, wiA open vrater off its coast,

a ^yelcoroe sight to the few explorers, Filchner, Shackleton, Sir

Vivian Fuchs, and a few more who have succeeded in reaching

it through the ice of the Weddell Sea.

But Bruce’s Scottish expedition will not only be remembered
by this new and large addition to the Antarctic coastline, filing

to obtain support from his own goverament for the maintenance

of the meteorological station on i-auiie Island, Bruce handed this

over to the Argentine Republic. It %vas an act ofsome significance

in the subset^uent political bistory of Antarcdca for it provided

a starting point for Argentina's future assertion of sovereignty

over Laurie Island (and by extemlon over the South Orkneys as

a whole) in defiance of earlier British claims.
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camp, having made their way over the sea ice from the islet on

which they^and the entire ship's company had successFuUy

survived the winter j j *1ip

The rescue of Nordcnskjold and his men had P«vided the

motive for Jean Charcot's expeditionbut when he

were safe he turned to the exploration of Alexander ana

of the west coast of the Graham Und pemnsula Alexanacr

Land proved no more accessible than it had been in Bellmgsh

sen’s day but between 1903 and 1905 Charcot charted niany or

the islan"^ of the Palmer Archipelago and the BnUsh maps ot w

section of the Falkland Island Dependencies owe much to tius

first voyage by a French explorer whose subsequent exp oratio

were to win for France great distinction m Antarctica

In terms of discovery, the most ambitious of these expe i o

was the Scottuh Antarctic Expcdioon led by a fervent hco

and dedicated scienust, W S Bruce, into the unknown ano

dangerous Weddell Sea Bruce, who had served as a ?"

the steam whaler Balaeac m 1893 and had been a member ot me

Harmsworth-Jackson Franz Josef Land expedition, had rec« ;

taken part in a summer expedition to Spitsbergen supportea y

man wiui wnom ne oecamc ciosc mcuus, —
i U of

Mr Andrew Coats of Paisley Bruce now enlisted the wea

the Coats family in aid of his new and ambitious venwre an ;

February 1903 m a Norwegian steam whaler renamed t^ ” '

he crossed the Antarctic Circle and roov ed freely into
.

Sea But m 70° S
,
the Soma was beset, escaped and made lor

north to find a harbour for the wmter m Scotia Bay, on u

Island in the South Orkneys When the Scotia left m Novem

1903 for her second attempt on the Weddell Sea, a meteoro ogi

cal party, later replaced from Argentina, was left behm

Tins tune the Scotia penetrated the rotating pack °

Weddell Sea with no CTeat difficulty and reached

22° W
,
sbghtly to the east of James Weddell’s ^

early in the mneteenth century Beyond, land could be ,

and flat and featureless with a coastline of cleanly an

sculpted ice cliffs akm to those seen on the far si e o

continent by Biscoe, Wilkes, Ross and others

termination of the great downpounng of ice firoin e c

highlands which John Murray l«d so nvidly desen e ,
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The Conquest of the North Pole

WHEN die American Ambassador Mr Choate addressed

Scott’s audience in the Albert Hall on 7th November
19CH, he declared, ‘If you will only let Captain Scott

continue his great work and complete the map of the world by
planting the Union Jack upon the South Pole and let our Peary

proceed with his disciplined followers and plant the Stars and
Stripes upon die North Pole, why then you will make the two
ends of the great world meet and leave the globe that we inhabit

as it properly should be—in the warm and fraternal embrace of
the AngIo-S«on race.’

It was a timely prefece to the events of the next eight years

when the eyes of the public Aroughout the world were focused

on the race for the poles. The scientists might say, as indeed they

ne:ver tired of saying, that the gcog^phical poles were no more
than mathematical points in spce, that their attainment could

add little or nothing to human knowledge. To the public,

however, and notably to the people of Britain, a country where
the intellectual impact of science appeared to be imposing an

increasingly materialistic and impersonal pttem of life, the

prospect of these heroic and intensely personal endeavours was

roost exhilarating.

The nineties, it has been said, ‘was a decade pre-eminently

of the magazine supermen’. The same might be said of the first

decade of the twentieth century which saw the beginning of

what has often been called the 'Heroic Age’ of polar exploration.

The creation of the Heroic Age and of the concept of the polar

hero owed much to the new journalism, to those newsppcrs and

magazines with mass circulations which were greatly aided early

in the twentieth century in the distribution of news by the tele-

gram and the wireless message. Through these new means of

natiorul and international publicity, denied to the explorers of
an earlier age, the polar leader could now become almost

•n
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overnight a public hero, his name a household word For many

indeed, absorbed by the story of his romantic adventures, he

became a dream figure with whom they could happily identity

themselves m brief moments of escape from the new imprison

ment of urban life ,

Of the men who were to enjoy this new and widespreaa

notoriety—Scott and Shackleton, Peary and Amundsen—none

was more obsessed by his ambition to conquer, as he expresse it,

‘the last great geographical pnie’ than the American

explorer Robert E Peary From 1886 when he made the fint ol

many expeditions to Greenland he had been fitting himself^

perfecting his technique and equipment with this single en

view and m January 1 897, on the eve of his Windward expedition

of 1898-1902, he openly avowed that his plan had 'for its n^n

purpose the attainment of the North Pole Clements

had expressed the views of many explorers when he said

Nansen's discovery that the Pole is m an ice covered sea there

IS no longer any special object to be attained in gomg there

But Peary s approach was different He had no interest in scien

tific work He was an engineer and a technologist, a military

planner concerned with the strategy, tactics and logistics

polar campaign However illuminating Nansen’s geographio

discoveries may have been, all that mattered to Peary was tha

Nansen had failed to reach the Pole ,

The mam achievement of Peary’s first year of work, made e

more anxious as we have seen by his fear that Otto Sverdnip

might forestall him, was the establishment of an advanced base

at Fort Conger, at the north east comer of Ellesmere Islm

Travelling according to plan through the darkness and cold o

winter when the ice was hardest Peary reached Fort Conger y

January 1899 By the autumn ofthat year fourteen tons ofsupplies

had been deposited between Fort Conger and his ship the Win

ward which had been unable to approach any nearer because o

the ice of Smith Sound In the spring of 1900 further suppiie*

were brought up until the base was fully stocked for the attemp

on the Pole , ,

The first problem was the choice of a route Fort Conger

one great advantage, that of flexibili^, for from it there was

choice of two routes to the Pole, from Grant Land, the no e
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At die end of the JV’inJjra/'d expedition in 1902, Peary returned

to work in the naval dockyards. He had failed but nevertheless he
was not too old to try again and he derated every minute he could

spare to raising funds for a new expedition incorporating all

those improvements in equipment, in tactics and in technique

which his latest, most gruelling and most bitter experience had
taught him. The pivot of his national campaign was a group of

wealthy New Yorkers headed by Herbert L. Bridgman who
formed the Peary Arctic Club and by 19i)+ they had raised one

hundred thousand dollars for a new ship, the Roosereh, specially

designed and built to penetrate the ice of Smith Sound and to

carry the expedition far up the coast of Ellesmere Island to save

the long journey over the ice to the advance base. Outlining his

plans to the Secretary of the Navy Peary declared, ‘I should

expect to accomplish the distance to the Pole and return in about

a hundred daj-s or a little more, an average travel of about ten

miles a day.’ ‘This plan’, he added, ‘is the result of some nvelve

years of travel in these latitudes.* Never indeed had he felt more
conRdenc of success. And in so far as a stimulus was needed to

spur him on to victory it was provided by the news that the

British under Captain Robert Falcon Scott had landed and

advanced deeply into Antarctica. It might after all turn out that

Britain and not the United States would be the first to conquer

one of the poles of the earth.

In July 1905 Peary, now fifty, sailed from New York City in

the Koosetelt which, after some damage to her bows, reached Cape

Colombia on the north-east coast of Grant Land within ninety

miles of the ad^-ance base at Cape Hecla. The first party started

off over the ice in February 1906 and the Peary sj'stem of Arctic

tactics then took its classic form. The backbone of his force were
the Eskimocs, men, women and even children, the tribes from

whom Peary, like the earlier American explorers Hall and

Schivatka, had learnt in earlier dap the basic techniques of

Arctic travel and sundwl. They were employed to drive the

dog-teams, Peary having orar a hundred dogs. They were

employed to build snow-Muses (igloos) for use as staging camps

along ihc route; llicsc had great advantages tor they saved the

erection of cumbrous ‘ tents and were warmer and infinitely

more wind-proof. The women, meanwhile, were employed to
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„d In tht ipnng of 1902 s«.tch..a hU .urting point to Cmt

LmJ In MtrchT,o left Tort Congor. d.lttnt from the Po t CJ

about 4S0 miles m a straight line, and left Und behind hi

Cape HecU on 6th April But once again he «as defeated In pUco

the snow overlying the pack was so soft tlut the dop wa o

belly deep’ Continually he and h« men were forced to double

in their tncks or to male long and exhausting detours to

easier, less hummocly ground In mid April, after a blto

set the pack lee moving, two wide channels—one ”

‘The Grand Canal —opened across their path and foreed t e

far off course In such conditions, advancing at a rate of

than six miles a day Peary reached to latitude 84* 17

21st April 1902 It was one more failure and one which Peary, *

often dcscrilicd as the man wl»o never failed, took great y
®

heart Nevertheless like the earlier Greenland venture it was no

wholly unprofitable for he ludliccn able to establish a num ero

advance depots along this new route ready for another atternp

and he had learnt one invaluable lesson Tills was that even e •

far to the west of the cast Greenland current, the

of the ice was from west to east (map, p 199 )
To oltset

course NNW woul I have to l>e set He learnt other lessons

that were to stand him m good stead, that a rapid ^**“”'***^*[?l,

which would leave little time for sleep or camping, was sib**

hoped to follow the line of his outward tracks ‘I rcco^ie* ,

Peary wrote, that the entire pack was moving slowly, and that ou

trad was everywhere faulted and interrupted by new

ridges and leads in a way to make our return march

not sjuitc as slow and laborious as our outward one

were improvements also that he could make m
in the logistics and tactics of the assault Sledges must be lig

to ride easily over the hummocky Ice, and wider to ri g

channels and water leads A ship must be found that w'O

penetrate ihrougli Smith Sound to the very edge of the po^^^

sea, saving the long journey to the advance base
Vini?

party was needed to push ahead and take the burden of brea g

the trail Through them the final assault party would

energies of men and dogs conserved for the last lap of t c

^
These were all lessons put to goosl use on his next an ,

hoped, his final expedition
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PeaTy returned safely, thou^ as he admitted by Ae narrowest
ofmargins, only to see Uie Rooswe/t, despite the superb navigation

of her British captain, Bob Bartlett, suffer such heavy damage
from the ice in Smith Sound that she had to be reconditioned at

eaonnoizs cost. However, once again the Peary Arctic Cluh came
to the rescue and in July 1908 Peary sailed again on his last polar

venture. Tbe party, Peary's 'disciplined followers' as Ambassador
Choate called them, consisted of Bob Bartlett, the captain of the

Risaserejt, Matthew Henson, the doctor Goodsell, and two young
men Borup and MacMUlMs. They called in at Etah in north-west

Greenland (just north of the present United States Air Base at

Thule) and collected fifty Eskirooes and two hundred and fifty

dogs; hy the autumn the advance land base at (^pe Colombia
had been stocked; and by February 1909 Peary was ready to

move off.

Peary never failed to learn from Iw previous failures and this

time a course was set somewhat west of north to allow for

the easterly drift. As a further precaution depots were left on the

north Greenland coast so that in an emergency a return from the

Pole could be made eastwards, diagonally with the set of the ice.

fit case the drift was found to be unejcpectedly reversed, depots

were also left to the west of Cape Colombia. As it turned out,

however, these precaudoits were unnecessary for there was no
strong westerly svind to reinforce the drift as there had been in

1906.

Throughout March they again had low tempcrsiturcs and vio-

lent winds and %vere held up for days at a time waiting for the ice

to close in over the broad black leads of water which they

continually encountered. But they kept going, the advance

parties, worked unmercifully by Peary, bearing the bnmt of the

strain. By 1st April they had reached 87® 47' N., the nearest

man had reached to the Pole. Four of the advance parties each led

by a white man had already returned to the base vrith the worst

of the dogs harnessed to meir sledges. Now, two hundred and

eighty miles from the base and one hundred and thirty-three

miles from the Pole, it was time for the last party to turn back.

This was the party led hy Bob Bartlett, the British captain of the

tiaosereU. Peary trusted Bartlett «s he trusted no one except

Matthew Henson, the negro, and he was anxious to show the
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sew

wore

the seal and sralrus clothing which Bklmoes and white men

te ahk There were fivew&e men m Peary’s expedmon »d

as always of recent years, his devoted servant and

trusted of all his companions. Matthew Henson, the only negro

“£'L“n« oTlh^’piSy system was the of stnsll ad-

vance parties to blase the trail and set up camps and depoB along

thetoutetowithmstnkingdiitanceofthcPolethcrebysav g

strength of the men and of the dogs reserved for the hnal dah

very similar technique in a very different field wa emp T

1953 by Sir John Hunt and the men of the Brmsh Eve

Espedition There too advance parties went ahead to pttP

the route and to set up a camp within striking distance o

summit ready for the final assaulu ‘To have a sufficient nurn

of divisions, or relay parlies, each under the leaders p

competent assistant, to send them at appropriate and care j

calculated stages along the outward journey . and to re ;

the same route using the beaten trail and the alrea X
^

itnicted Igloos', these were the essentials of the ^“*7 *y*

Each of these parties would ‘knit together’ the *

trail created by any drift of the ice Thev would thus keep

open for the assault party returning from the Pole ,

After so many years of concentrated effort, after so

careful thought and meticulous preparation, it seemed only rig

that this time fortune should favour Peary But again he a

luck Not only the surface and drift of the ice but the
p

were against him and with a record low temperature of—
or 90® of frost his speed was reduced to half his estimate

rate there was no hope whatsoever that his provisions
,

his journey to the Pole and back Some record, however,

be achieved not only to redeem his own name and

to encourage his supporters of the Peary Arctic Clu in

York The Pole was clearly unattainable but he wm ^

miles behmd Nansen's, eighty miles bchmd the luuan

farthest north Discarding almost everything from his s e
^ ^

collectmg together the least exhaiatcd of his dogs he
i

’

bendmg ‘every energy to settmg a record pace In a ^
6^^

and heavy drift he persisted imtil Cagni s record oi 1

beaten.
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la continuous daylight they travelled for ten hours at a stretch,

racing against the approach of the full moon. The ice appeared
motionless. But they could hear the floes grinding and groaning
on all sides as they neared the 89th parallel. It was not the bitter

svind they feared, diou^ it lashed their faces like a svhip of
steel, nor the pressure ridges svhich rose dark and massive in the
distance. The ^vater-Ieads were the greatest menace. ‘1 -svas in

constant dread’, Peary confessed, 'lest we encounter an impas-
sable one toward the very end. With every successive march,
my fear of such impassable leads had increased’, and indeed at

every ridge he hurried forward fearing to see from its summit
a broad, black stretch of water barring their way to the Pole.

Early in April clouds obscured die sun and left ^em to march
on in a grey and colourless and melancholy light. But they were
not depressed, for they were near now, near enough to be
certain of success.

On 6th April 1909 Peary with Matthew Henson and four

Esklmoes reached the North Geop^phical Pole; ‘The Pole at

last. The prize of three centuries. My dream and goal for

twenty years.’ Five flags were planted, the American flag, the

Navy l.eague flag, the Red Cross flag, the 'World’s Ensign of
liberty and Peace*, and die colours of the Delta Kappa Epsilon

FralemiW at Bowdoin College of which Peary was an alumnus.
In a crack in a near-by ice ridge Peary then placed a bottle con-
taining a strip of his natiooa) flagand a briefrecord of the jouraey,
due credit being given to Herbert L. Bridgman and the Peary
Arctic Club ofNew York City whose strenuous efforts had made
possible the acquisition ‘of this ^ographical priae for the honour
and prestige of the United States of America’. In another docu-
ment he, Robert E. Peary ofthe United States Navy, claimed the

entire region in the name of the President of the United States.

On 7th April Peary turned south towards Cape Columbia and
there sixteen days later he composed his message to the world.
*My life-work is accomplished. The thing which it was intended

from tile beginning that I should do, the tiung which I believed

could be done, and that I txiuld do, I have done. I have got the

North Pole out ofmy system after tiventy-tfiree years or effort,

hard work, disappointments, faatddups, privations, more or less

suffering, and some risks. I have won the last great geographical
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grantude he felt for BertUt,-a
t'Lve’

fie chose Bartlett's party thereforeB the last “ ^
aftenvards 'It seemed to me that, in arretv of 4e noble wot

m Arctic exploranon . BnUsh »hj“'jhool ,

next to an American, be able to say that he had stood nearest to

the Pole • The truth, however, was that he imuld not bnng hnn

self to aUow any other white man to
''“'f '"“{fP „1,5

Peary and fixe men-four Eslimoes and Matthew Itoo ,
h

vwrt ataost as stilful a, they in the
Uie

travel-faced two great hiaards astheysetouton2nd
Apnl *

last suge of the Polar journey A twenty four hour P'' “ 8

spring op and open wide and impassable leads in

ously delaying them But more dangerous still v^^
appmach of the fuU moon and of the sprmg tides These, Pi^

fSred might 'sur the great ice fields around us into t^tlmm®

and create a network of water leads across the path, so

some perhaps thinly and decepnvely coated .jj—
strength would have to be gauged to a nicety if dop

were not to plunge into the «ep and icy water below

theless, as he climbed a great pressure ridge behind ®

,

house end looked towards the north he was swept by a

surge of excitement ‘I felt’, he ivrote, 'the keenest exhi a »

an/ even exulution, as I climbed oicr the pressure ndge

breasted the keen air sweepmg over the mighty ice,

straight from the Pole itself It was a fine nurchmg^
clear and sunlit, with a temperature of minus 25”, an ®

of the past few days had subsided to a gentle breeze « ^
was the best we had had since leaving land The floa were

and old, hard and lesel, with patches of sapphire b ue ice

pools of the preceding summer) NVhilc Ac
surrounding them were stupendous, some of them futy lee ’

they were not especially hard to ne^Uate, either

gap or up the gradual slope of a huge drift of ^

sunlight, the good going save for the pressure ridges,

scm4i« the? we vfere uow well xurted ou ’fP
°

journey, and the joy of jgim hemg m the lead i^ect

wine The years seemed to drop from me, and I le
-cross

m those fifteen years before -when I headed my httle party

the great ice cap of Greenland
’
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Efsep MS apeJ^OEL. '/ aS "Sptjp

”v;;SiLtup^rrs:o?^M^y^
claims on the ground during his o%-n 59

Canadian Arctic expedi-

Beaufort Sea in 1913-18 wWe on
^ travelling

tion. After leaving
1^1 t„yelled south along the

northwards to the Pole Cook

west coast of Axel Heiberg an
•

^ calmly returned to

and uneventM winter “
idW desUed. seems

Greenland. The journey to the Pole, so j

to have been nothing but pure c o
.

, . j- d has never
WhHUdCooktomaalgcnsu^A^'

been discovered. Was it jpure O
perhaps sheer

distorted, cynical sense “f ^"^“jr^Xt» be Uie ease,

malice against Peaty, wcamg
reliable white witnesses

diat in Sie absence o! ‘

reputable explorer,

on both sides, he. an „XL believed. iWe is

had at least as good a chmee as
t, solved In the

aUll an lotererting Pye,'*?'??! Xk
strange case of Dr Frederick A-

• improbahility of

Sufficient evidence to
, Cook’s party photo-

Cook’s claims came <»'y
Aoril 190S ate shown wearing

graphed allegedly at the P® * * P
their own admission were

S-ox sk4. But no -Ch Sta ”» *e^- avere

carried, nor was any mink-ox shot. 5 ^^s tracks that

even more damning. f'’^,Ltrat'he’’cla°mTM have seen if he

Cook could never have seen
certain inescapable

had followed the northern
’ mentioned at all. At the

landmarks along this route Cook neve

time, however, the true
ressed his claims against

l!L'L':;^!.r‘’Cs it seemed that the "“Id was

vaioK’s stoiy could not be
^’P,™”.,;„ir[Ltify that they had

easier to subsomtiate Itob e o ^
been withm one hundred m

Pearv’s opponents were

happened? And was It
permitted to accompany

,ul5t to ask. that no "X“r*Tioumey?
him on the last and cnicial stage ol th J 1
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pnzc of the North Pole for the credit of the United Sutei fliu

work IS the finish, the cap and ctinux, of nearly four hundred

years of effort, loss of life, and expenditure of fortunes by the

civilized nations of the world, and it has been accomplished m a

way that is thoroughly American I am content '

, , v
He was mdeed content and when he had telegraphed s

message from Labrador Peary was able at last to relax an to

enjoy to the full the delicious prospect of his triumphant amva

in America But he did not know that a few days earlier an even

more dramatic message had astomshed the world, this time from

Copenhagen, which declared that the sender, the American

explorer Dr Frederick A Cook, accompanied only by two

Eskimo youths, had reached the Pole on 21st Apnl 1908, a year,

therefore, before Peary The strange case of Dr Cook is a subject

for psychological rather than for historical study For Dr Coo

was no ordinary charlatan, if he had been, the Peary-Cook

controveny would never have lasted as long as it did He was, on

the contrary, an expenenced and respected polar traveller who

had been me anthropologist on Peary’s Greenland expedition

of 1892 and a few years later had served as doctor on de

Gerlache’s Belgian expedition, the first to endure a winter in the

Antarctic pack Nor was the lengthy and arduous journey so

vividly described in My /ItMInmant ojthe Pole by any means wholly

imaginary There is no doubt that m 1907 Cook with one white

companion, Rudolf Francke. sailed for the Arctic in the yacht

John A Brodfy, named after his patron There is no doubt that

they wintered at Etah far up the north west coast of Greenland,

nor that in February 1908 they left with Eskimoes, dogs, sledges

and a canvas boat, crossed Smith Sound and crossed Ellesmere

Island westwards to Cape Thomas Hubbard, the northernmost
tip of Axel Heiberg Island This was a tough journey of over five

hundred miles and Cook deserves credit for it But then the

mystery begins According to Cook’s own account, he and two
Eskimo youths started in March for the Pole five hundred miles

away, reached it m April and after a stay of twenty four hours
returned by way of the Rmpies Islands to Grinnell Peninsula on
orth Devon Island, having been lost in fog on their way There

they wintered, then crossed Smith Sound to Greenland in the
spring of 1909 What actually happened to Cook and his party
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prove ie Insolarity “^Gree^J

called ‘Independence Bay
. n ns of the Danish explorers

,90W)7 =»d *e later ‘’^^Len sho3 that

Captain Ejnar Mikkeben
, fjord and Aat

Independi.ce Bay‘ was not aW J ^ ,p

Peary’s ‘Navy Cliff svas a
f„.„.d ii

Channel’ svas similarly dis^s^ o
^ abounding in game’,

place of it ’an extensive ice-free uplmd

As the result of these succ^ive
^ ^ „f ,bis part of

Government in 191S vuth ' claims diminished the

Greenland. If such rash and exm ^ also did

conBdence of the “P'^^S He published no

Peary’s published accounts “f>“ LesdBition, were

scientific reports for althoug aome ^ expeditions, he

occasionally carried out by and articles

himself had no interest
•, Helv popular audience

accordingly were addressed to
„,e withnuny a manifest

and ^ii^tten in a highly coloured

exaggeration—fantastic teig o P
^ ybe first publish^

-Signed to add to ‘'‘r
tfiroughoub 1910 in

accounts of his great polar Moraine

Hmplon’s dlujurine in ^ \hey make exciting reading,

in Britain. As stones of adventure ^ —nporting evidence to

But they offered nothi^ in the way of supportmg

substantiate Peary’s claims.
a nun so egocentric.

It is not easy to be
^ ^^005 and so ruthless m

so dominated by personal
^jj^on as Peary appears to have

his treatment of possible achievements should

beenanditisaUthemorenn^^t^^^.^^ ^ Gre^d
be objectively assessed. No

jjg ^as also capble of very

he was careless or over-bas^.
|. j Society, after a close

accurate work and the Ro)J declared that ’one

inspection of the log of P^^^ccs a much better set of

coild not expect iu the
^tiiiu a few tulles

obserrations to prove that a u^
jjjttnction Uy, however,

of the Pole’. Peary’s greatmt rl"" '
. ^ ^„1 which he tad

in his mastery of the achievement’, it tax

rel"S.°’'vL"S’'re ttaveS— hummocky and often
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The secrecy with which Peary, obsessed by his fear of co^'C

titors, had surrounded the expedition did nothing to

his case Preliminary announcements of his intentions

of the most general kind And no reports of his progress w

allowed to be published for, as he said, I am not printing Y

thmg until I have got to the Pole’ Nor did the Concession

Investigating Committee set up to examine his claims o jus

to them for the men composing it were for the most part qui

unfitted to judge the merits of his case, and their
,

Peary’s somewhat vague and unsatisfactory replies tende ra e

to mcrease the suspicion against him Under
*o^tal

scrutmy however Peary’s case grew in strength Tm oJ"

Geographical Society in London, though it refused to adjudicate

as between Cook and Peary, had earlier shown that they favoure

Peary by their telegram of congratulation and they now p

ceeded to dispose of one important criticism against
^

that at the date when Peary claimed to have been at the Pol«

altitude of the sun there was too low to be observed by means o

the sextant and aruficul honion which he used More

were the findings of the special sub committee on research o

the National Geographic Society of Washington This panel o

experts, meeting on 4th November 1909, reported its

mous opinion that Peary had reached the North Geographica

Pole _

Six months later, so convinced were they of the justice o

Peary’s claims, the Royal Geographical Society presented h^
with their rarest award, the Special Gold Medal, designed by

Mrs Robert Falcon Scott, an award, its President, Major

Darwin, took care to point out, made not for the dash to the Pole

alone but for Peary's services over the years to Arctic exploration

A rephea of the medal in silver was presented to Captain Bob

Bartlett These awards, given only after the most careful con

sideration of Peary’s case, might have been thought to have

settled the matter, but over the next twenty years there were

many, and they included one reputable polar historian, who not

only continued to doubt Peary’s claims, but harshly cnticized his

conduct as an explorer
In certain respects, these critics were not unjustified On his

Greenland expedition of 1892, Peary had claimed to be the first
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Shackleton Returns

I
N 1904, the year of Scott’s return from the Antarctic, the

Hghth International Geographical Congress, meeting in New

York, urged that new and greater efforts should be made to

advance polar exploration. ‘Realizing that the only untouche

fields for geographical discovery are the regions immediately

surrounding the poles of the Earth’, the Congress declared its

wish ‘to place on record its sense of the importance of forthwith

completing the systemaUc exploration of the polar areas, t

stressed, moreover, how important it M’as ‘that the experience

gained by men of science and officers in the recent Antarctic

expeditions should be turned to account by follo%>ing up ^thout

deuy the successes they have obtained’. The Congress, further-

more, ‘recognized that the Arctic regions possess a more

inundate interest for the people of America, and expresse the

confident hope that the expeditions now being prep^ed will

be so supported as to secure early and complete succ«s

In the Arctic, as we have seen, Robert E. Peary of the Umied

States Navy had no need of encouragement from the IntemaUonal

Geographical Congress to persuade him to persevere. Nor

his the only major Arctic explorations then in progress for n^er

west Roald Amundsen, even as the Congress met New York,

had almost completed the first navigation of the North-West

Passage. These were the major expemtions. But ere >vas o

much detailed exploratory and scientific work m progress

elsewhere, in Canada’s Northwest Territories and in East Oreen-

land where Danish scientists had been very active.
t d

In the Antarctic, however, exploration—apart Irom J.
n.

Charcot’s important scientific work on the west si e o

Graham Land peninsula—was coming to a halt and

talk of new pl!^. least of all in England though it had been the

centre of the movement to revive Antarctic exp ^

turn of the century. There Scott, honoured not only by his own
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country but by France, Germany, Sweden and many others, was

touring the country on an exhausting lecture tour and T^ceiwng

from each mayor and corporation a hero’s welcome in

Th, r„ cj .h. D,^«^ published Soon .fKrmrds

Diicorery henelf, though she had been specially built and shoul

have been retained for polar research, was sold to a commercia

firm for a fraction of her cost The members of the expedition,

highly tramed and experienced, were allowed to °

the relative obscurity of pnvate or professional lue
.

returned to a new appointment in the Navy And then a u

descended It was as if the public, the Government, and the

learned societies, exhausted by the efforts and the tension o c

past few years, had suddenly tired of polar exploration

But just as suddenly, towards the end of 1906, interest

re awakened The cause, however, was not Scott whom

Ambassador Choate had foreseen sharing with Peary the honour

of making *the two ends of the great world meet’, though it was

known that he had been tumuig over m his mind fresh pl^

for exploration This time the principal actor was E H Shackle

ton, the junior officer on the Diteevtty, the man whom becau« o

his breakdown on the return southern journey, Scott had been

forced to send home If the news that Shackleton intended to

promote and lead an Antarctic expedition was received general y

with some astonishment it was received by Clements Marklum

with considerable indignation As H R Mill recalls, ‘Markham

considered ambition in a subordinate as little less than mutiny

and he did not dissemble his opposition to Shackleton’s plans

The man who thus presumed to rival Markham’s chosen

leader was in background and in character as different from

Scott as could be Bom of an Insh father and an Irish mother,

he had left school at the early age of 16 and had joined the

Merchant Navy Thereafter he had been something of a rolling

stone, moving from ship to ship and line to Ime in the merchant

service, preferring always to take a chance rather than wait m
tedious security for regular but slow advancement He was by

nature a gambler and an adventurer, a man, it has been said, who
would have been as happy seeking buried treasure in the Pacific

as he was to he among the luzards and excitements of Antarctic

exploration
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Shackleton, bronzed and fit. a giant of a man astoimhing to

those who heard that he had been invalided home, had already

made his mark lecturing on the first season’s work oi the

Diseorery expedition, for he had an Irishman s comman o e

English language (made the more attractive by a touch o

and a magnetic platform persorulity. But marriage was ^ *

mind and money was necessary. He thus embarked upon the

first of an extraordinary variety of posts and projects w c

gradually to lead him nearer to Antarctica to which he had all

along been determined to return. He tried *

permanent commission in the Navy and when ^s ai e 1

a rebuff Shackleton always remembered—he turned with

considerable success to journalism, as sub-editor on earson

%al Magazine. But journalism offered no golden
,

when the post of Secretary to the Royal Scottish
.

Society became vacant, he applied for it, realizing that ^^7
“

offered scant hope of financial profit, it might easi y w

Shackleton had no mind for detail, whether in

in the taking of minute scientific observations, or ta

adminUtration. But under the stimulus of his abund^t

his fertile imagination, and his personal clwrm, e

prospered. Within a year, however—a
year a httle a g

sometimes stormy for the more conservative inembers ot the

Society’s Council—Shackleton was looking for fresh conqu«

and when the chance came to stand as LibexahUniomst can

for Dundee, he seized it with alacrity. Thou^ he was

popular in the working-class districts he failed to win e ,

C it had not been w^te of effort for as a ^didate he had

many men of money and influence, one of them e grea

trialist William Beardmore.
^ . , ,!«««

Dabbling in doubtfiil financial schemes, mgemous but al^
unsuccessful projects for getting rich qmck, a e p

which ShacklLi could never resist '-Aether 'tw^

mining in Hungary, a cigarette factory in the te

intematioiul news agency, he plunged into ea

with the same exuberant optimism. Shackleton was

launch another of these projects, the attracuon this ome b^mg

a lucrative contract for the transport of Russian troops from
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Vladivostok to the Baltic, when he received an offer of empby*

rnent m Beardmore’s great engineering works at Glasgow.

he accepted and it turned out to be one of the most pronteWe

decisions of his life, for Beardmore was much impressed by

Shackleton’s drive and personality and after he had heard of the

plans which the latter had nurtured all this while for a new

Antarctic expedition, he was eventually persuaded (in the autumn

of 1906) to guarantee most of the cost

This Urge guarantee and those from many others, including the

Misses Dawson Lambton who had bought the balloon for Scott s

expedition, would of course have to be repaid But Shackleton

had no great anxieties on this score The sale of the book, the

sale of photographs, the lectures he would give, surely these

together would yield a fortune He did not hesitate, therefore,

to embark immediately on active preparations ,
none too soon,

he considered, for although he had no reason to anticipate any

British rivals, both from France and Belgium there were rumours

of impending Antarctic expeditions

This time there was no delay in getting the expedition under

way for there were neither sponsors nor supervisory com-

mittees to consult Certauily they would have been valuable m
shouldenng the heavy burdens of financial responsibility which

without them fell on Shackleton alone But he was determined

at all cost to be free The Admiralty were invited to provide

charts and instruments The Royal Geographical Society, despite

Markham’s undisguised hostibty to the enterprise, gave similar

help But that was as far as he was prepared to go towards

entanglement with official or learned bodies
His plans were relatively simple From Hut Point where Scott

had wintered, three parties were to operate, one eastwards

across the Ross Ice Shelf and into the unexplored King Edward
Land, one westwards across the mountains of Victoria Land to

discover the South MagneUe Pole; and one, the mam party,

southwards to the South Geographical Pole Little as Shackleton
was personally concerned with science—geology, someone
remarked, was for him a matter of precious stones—much
scientific work was planned and an excellent scientific staff was
recruited But for Shackleton the Geographical Pole was the
thing The money’, he declared later, ‘was given for me to
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reach the Pole I had a great public trust ’ All his efforts,

all his ambitions, sharpened as they were by painful memories ol

his earher failure, were focused upon this one single and

supreme objective

Since the expedition was due in the Ross Sea in the following

February, Shackleton m Apnl 1907 thought the time had come

to announce his plans in T?ie Fimef Then came a wholly unexpected

blow, a letter from Scott informing Shackleton that he too was

contemplatmg an Antarctic expedition based on his old winter

quarters at Hut Point and asking him therefore to select another

winter base Shackleton had no idea that Scott intended to return

so soon to Antarctica and this letter, written from Gibraltar

where Scott was m command of H M S Albemarle, struck at the

root of his plans Seeking an area well beyond the frontiers o

Scott’s rone of activity, he thought that an alternative base ^
harbour might be found near the eastern end of the Ross Ice Shew

or in King Edward VH Land But this would not only elirninate

the South Magnetic Pole, it would involve much more harardous

ice conditions and mean therefore a larger, stronger and inevit

ably a very much more expensive ship These losses to the original

plan were senous enough But there was another more senous

rtill, for a change to such a distant and less converaently situated

base, a base from which the approaches to the plateau would have

first to be explored would greatly dimmish his chances of

attaining the geographical Pole
a hard, indeed a bitter decision to be forced to take and

Shackleton thought deeply about it In the end, however, he
^ve way and promised to plan his attempt on the Pole from near

mg Edward VII Land and to confine subsidiary explorations
to that area

pie choice of ship was greatly complicated for he had now to

M \A
only to penetrate the familiar waters of

McMi^o Sound but to thrust through the most ice infested
^ea o e Ross Sea to the unknown coast of King Edward Land
A new Norwegian ship the Bjorn, of seven hundred tons and
eqmppe with powerful engmes would have been ideal, but she
was too expensive for even Shackleton to nsk a bid So he settled
or a sma er vessel, a Norwegian sealer of less than two hundred
tons with an engme which produced so little speed—six knots
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or little mori^-that he had to convert her from schooner to

barquentine riff to give her additional sailing itotver.

Then came the selection of the men out of the flood appbea-

dons which had resulted from his announcement in Tie Times.

Here he cut adrift completely fmm the strictly naval

raents at which Markham and Scott had aimed. Joyce to

certainly had been ratings and Mackay a migeon in e

Navy. But Roberts had been a cook and Adams to oificer m

merchant service, and Marston had been tea
g ^

Regent Street Polytechnic. Of the scientists Raymond Pnes'ley

(now Sir Raymond Priestley) was a young geologist from Bratol

Univeisity and the other two were AustraUam; Douglu

(the late Sir Douglas Mawson) from Adelaide Uniiersity

physicist tod ProfeSor Edgworth David, professor «f

SyLy University, a man of nearly flfy who was

the summer cruise only. In comroand of tWs 3
was a leader who was an adept at decenmlization us

,

the hardest worker and the readiest to lend a hand. He i“ix»'^

formal code of discipline but those-the idle or the flPJ'T'ko™

-who took too Ughtly his geniality, his^ ‘S
ways very swiftly learnt their lesson. Neither on

ckackle-
on any of his eapeditlons was there room for doubt that Shackle

ton was in fact as well as in name, ‘The Boss .

Ue equipment which theWW carried ^^^en

Cowes on7* August 1907was in inanys>-3)-s

Boss's- new appilach. There were light-weight ration tees, hn

own invention. There were Norwe^ iSitrito
and reindeer sleeping bags, a rare British tn ute o

evpertise. And thel? wSs a specially

though in practice it never moved far be) on >

provi for toe first time that petrol engines could be

eaceedingly low temperatures of Antarcnca.
i* of

experiment, looking forwarsl to the P°^lX''tT ton's choice of
polar exploration, contrasts oddly with Shac c

j., j
Siberian ponies for bis chief means <>,f

AmundseThad advised dogs tod Sbackleton, '°J !

preliminary plans, bad apfarenUy decided to

upon them. But Britbh prejudices, stemmmg ro
,

e^rience. oftoe Dlseereyeiepwlhi'’". were evidently too strong.
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and the arguments In favour ofpomes put forward by the men of

the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition who had been with Scott

were too convincing Shaekleton seems therefore to have change

his mmd and pomes were chosen Though dogs were abo taken,

ponies remained the means of transport upon which the Bntis^

were chiefly to rely not only on Shackleton’s but on Scott s

attempt on the Pole

The Nimrod sailed from New Zealand (where Shaekleton W
been lecturing) on New Year’s Day 1908 She was an absurdly

small ship for so considerable an expedition, with so little storage

space for coal that she had to be towed the whole >vay to the

Antarctic Circle Her decks were so crowded that several ponies

had to be left behind The weather was immensely rough, and the

ponies plunged about In their wooden sulls as the Nimrod rose

and swayed and fell in the heavy seas The Ross Ice Shelf, however,

was reached through mercifully ice free svaters and the

made for the inlet where Borchgrevink had landed and the

DUcorerjr had put In But there was no inlet Since Scott’s visit

great stretches of ice had calved away from the cliffs and

was now left a deep and extensive bay which Shaekleton called

the Bay of ^Vhalea

But the Bay of Whales was a very different place from the one

where, after Scott's intervention, Shaekleton had resolved to set

up winter quarten Would any landing at all be now possible?

And if It were, would there not be a great danger of further falb

of Ice from the Shelf which might precipitate camp and men
and equipment into the icy water? Just as Shaekleton was weigh
mg up diese risks the decision was suddenly taken out of his

hands A northerly wind sprang up, driving the ice and with the

ice the Nimrod, headlong towards Ae cliffs and it was only bye
mat^r of mmulcs that she escaped from being imprisoned in

^J^^kleton then moved eastwards along the front of the Ice

Shelf towards King Edvrard Land but very soon he again came
uncomfortably close to disaster, and was forced to pull back from
an easterly lead because of die b^tenmg grip of the ice At this

^mt e was faced by a most complex and mind racking decision

. Whales had proved too dangerous Kmg Edward
> if Captam England of die Nimrod was right and he was
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already pleading with ShacHeton to retteat to the w«t before

i, war teo Ute,™ unapproachable. Where *en tvaa he to go?

To the one safe and obvious anchorage in McM'ndo So^d?

But this would mean breaking his promise to Scott. For 1 ty

eight hours ShacHeton, though the captain of

constant amtiety, delayed the decision ^

'

next hour might bring some possibility of a break thr |
east. The ice, however, proved relentless anJ coJ imtot to

allow lengthy manoeuvres against it. Wi s P
Uanper

Optain llgland continued to insist, in S";
ShacHetonM no choice hut to turn westwards “d “^5 ‘ot

McMurdo Sound. He guessed, and guessed

would take the news for it meant that

start for the Pole from abase from which considerable P'^

exploration had already been done. But

as it was, wh^t other choice could he have m
accusa-

comfort only in the thought that pangs of
. f jjjg

tion. of ha/ faith were Jrefembl. to hatarding the loss of the

’“Th“t^.S?till unbroken In

ton arrived so vnnter quarters were mtah
_«',^old site

at the western end of Ross Island arid not at Sco^ ^d n«.

Hut Point. This was no minor matter for Hut Pomt
j. i

journey nearer to the Pole. More serious and more
^

iy

important, however, was the problem of access

ShdS from Ross bland so that prepamtoty
^ Jj“^ter

of advance to the Pole could he laid before

set in. With these already laid, the spring
^ ^

at the earliest possible moment. Only the w« ,

Island, howevl^: afforded a»es,
f;';“'’,*“ S.e

when the intervening sound was frozen .

N'iorod was steaming away towards the open s
, ,

Ross Island brolce up and made depot laying qu
t^^cquire-

The significance of this new misfor^^ S^Ss
ments of time and space which goverorfa^^j _ ^ ^ jnJ
in any average year only four rnon^

Se
March were as-ailablc, major slcdpng

^ return to

October being in those days too
, . latest if the

the main basf was essentiil by early March at the Utest
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relief ship was not to be imprisoned for the approaching ^*’'**1

by the newly forming winter ice The distance to the Pole an

back which had to be covered m these four months of summer

travel was 1730 statute miles And this in turn meant travelling

at an average speed of a little more than 14 statute miles a day,

a speed which imposed heavy physical strain on men, man hauling

most of the way as the British were, at a high altitude, m thin air,

and over unknown and dangerous country In such conditions,

weight was a vital consideration If supply depots could be lai

before or during the outward march ready for ase on the tinng

homeward )oumey, the weight on sledges could be

reduced If these depots could be laid m advance, time would

be saved, and time was the scarcest of all commodities on these

polar journeys

In these days when fast and powerful mechanized vehicles arc

the principal Antarctic transport, when aircraft can be summoned

by radio to drop supplies, or can fly forsvard to drop supply

dumps far m advance of the land parties, such logistic preblems

though they persist are less urgent But to Shackleton they were

vital and as winter approached and no advance depots could be

laid because of the break up of the ice, his mind was busy with

such calculations The autumn was not uneventful for m March

Professor Edgeworth David, the geologist from Sydney Univer

sity whom Shackleton had persuaded to winter despite his fifty

years, together with Mawson, his fellow Australian, and Mackay,

made a first ascent of Mount Erebus to the edge of its active

crater, over 13,000 feet above the level of the sea Standmg there

on the verge of the abyss, they could see nothmg ‘on account of

the huge mass of steam filling the crater and soaring aloft m ®

column five hundred to a thousand feet high After a contmuous
loud hissing sound, lasting for some minutes, there would come
from below a big dull boom, and immediately great globular

masses of steam would rush upwards ’ The fumes of burning
sulphur filled the air

Winter passed without incident, all being occupied with
*"“***'‘* ^’eteorological observations, with the preparation of

sledges and equipment, and widi seemingly endless discussions
and calculaUons of the joum^ to be made in the spnng I*

witnessed, however, one unusual event, the prmting of an
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illustiatcd book, diirora Australis, the firet to be printed in Antarc-

Uca. But even before the full retum of the sun when, above the

line of the horizon, only the thinnest rays had be^ to pierce

the darkness, sledging began, up on to the surface of the Ross ice

Shelf and frequently to Hut Point, to by depots for the spring

ioumeys. Here, though it was useless in snosv, Shackleton s

motor car came ihto its osvn and tosved sledges over e sea ice

at six miles an hour. , , r

The main depot-laying journey surted towar^ the end ol

September and Depot A was established one hun re mi es o

the south of Hut Point. This svas achieved by man-hauling mostly,

at a remarkably high average speed of twenty miles a day, and it

was a good augury for the southern journey. Then e summe

plans fid mdi^lly to be changed. Of the ten ponies shipped on

board the Nimrod, six had succumbed either to the nolence of the

voyage or to the rigours of the Anurctic climate. S ^
.

ton’s dogs were intended mainly for work round the base, on y

four poiSes were left for the major explonti^ and a drasuc

curtailment of the programme was essential. The
,

ward therefore across the Ice Shelf to explore King

Land was dropped so that everything could be concenmted on

the great southern journey and on the simultaneous joum y

the ^uth Magnetic Pole.
, , n • ,

The taskwWch in October 1908 confrontrd The Boss wiu no

less than the accomplishment of the greatest Ian
e

attempted In Antarctic exploration. It involved a ong

acmssNhe wind-swept Ice Shelf, a long ascent to nine tho^d

feet and more over a precipitous and labj-rinthine g
acicr

to the polar plateau, then a long journey over the
'"f^ ^

shelterless plateau to the Pole, ascending
Tlti»re

thousand feet above the sea. But this was only t e •

was the retum march of nearly eight hundred mdes .f^
whole journey svas to be accomplished within

1 • .j

of summer Jvel. an average speed would have to be numum'^

twice, nearly three times, that achieved by the °
».

National Antarctic Expedition. This maoe no a
° ^

disasters or dclap, for unforeseen obsucles, for e P ,

.

able onslaughts of Antarctic weather. Uw« a

a gamble against odds, a gamble which appeared not merely
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acceptable but Immensely exhilarating to Shackleton a^ the

three men who were about to embark on this extraordinary

enterpnse ,

Late m October they started with a supporting party w 0

hauled their own sledges, east south east across the Ross cc

Shelf The supporting party turned back on 6th November Then

they were on their own, four men, four pomes, two

the men, Lieutenant Adams, R N R ,
meteorologist, r

Marshall, cartographer, Frank Wild of the DJiccrey cxpeditio^

and ‘The Boss’ Twelve days later Wild s keen eye detected

against the dazzling whiteness of the sunlit Ice Shelf the fluttermg

pennant of Depot A and by I9th November, despite heavy gomg

through soft snow, they had exceeded Scott’s limit for that date

Their first set back occurred just as the western mountains which

Shackleton had seen on his earlier, calamitous journey, came into

view The pony Chinaman, $0 weak that it could go no furmet>

had to be killed It saved their preserved foods—'though «
Shackleton remarked ‘Poor old Chinaman was a particularly

tough and stringy horse’—and it enabled them to leave an ample

supply of meat at Depot B, a hundred miles south of Depot A,

but It meant that they were left with three ponies only lor the

greater part of their seventeen hundred mile journey

Shacldeton’s diary for the rught of 26th November contains a

remmder of the personal nvalnes between the leading explorers

which coloured, and sometimes disfigured, the explorations of the

Heroic Age As the great snow clad heights of Mount Longstaff

and Mount Markham (as Scott had named them) loomed ahead

Ernest Shackleton celebrated—on a minute bottle of curacao—
the passing of Scott’s southern limit on the Ice Shelf, with more
than a month in hand Beyond was new land, untouched, unseen

by man, and Shackleton’s mmd responded instantly to the drama

of the moment * It was with feelings of keen curiosity, not

unmmgled with awe, that we watched the new mountains rise

from the great unknown that lay ahead of us Mighty peaks they

were, the eternal snows at their bases, and their rough hewn
forms rising high towards the sl^ No man could tell what we
would discover m our mardt south, what wonders might not
be revealed to us, and our imagmatioiu would take wings until a

stumble in the snow, the sharp pangs of hunger, or the dull ache of
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phpical weariness brought back our attention to the needs of the

immediate present.’
u u

Though men and ponies were now hauling together, the three

remaining ponies were weakening fast under their loads

hundred pounds a sledge. Grisi was the next to be shot. e

meat, still bloody, was left at Depot C. On 1st December, at

83° S., Quan, The Boss’s favourite, went. With one pony lelt,

the four men marched on across the Ice Shelf, on a much more

easterly course than Scott to avoid crevassed areas near the

hills, tOAvards an isolated peak, three thousand feet high, whic

they named Mount Hope.

From Mount Hope, Shackleton could see stretching away in t e

distance a range of massive mountains, bare and sheer, buttressing

an immense table-land of ice. Bisecting this range an enonnous

glacier swept down, a torrent of ice moving imperceptibly yet

with such latent power >vithin Its frozen mass that the ice sheu

at its foot Vi-as deeply cracked and split by its down%vard pressure.

This Shackleton named the Beardmore Glacier ^ter the roan

whose faith in him had made the expedition possible. It was m
many respects the most important of nis geographical discoveries

in that it gave access to the polar plateau.

On 5th December, having struggled through a zone of pressure

ridges and crev'asses, they started to climb, rivo thousand feet in

the first two miles, in breathless air and over a smooth and

treacherous surface. Then a sudden shout broke the silence as

Frank Wild, leading the last remaining pony over an apparently

solid snow bridge stepped into space and hung, by his left arm

only, above a oottomless chasm. Wild and his sledge

saved. But Socks, the last pony, had gone. ‘If we had been able

to use Socks for food’, Shackleton wrote aftens’ards, I have no

doubt that we would have been able to get further south,

perhaps even to the Pole itself. . .

On a ration quite inadeqxiate to sustain such phpical effort mey
rarely made more than five miles a day as they climbed in vapid air

to a height of 5600 feet on the glacier. TTie mountains which

enclosed them here were of an unparalleled grandeur; one, an

Immense yellow sandstone cliff, being striated by a broad buck
seam of coal. At 6000 feet aiwther depot Nvas bid containing

everything they could spare to lighten the last stage of the journey
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and by Chriitmaj Day, at 9S00 feet, they had climbed to the

edge of the pbteau From this point, m latitude 86° S ,
they had

two hundred and fifty miles to go Breathing 'vas painful at this

altitude A biting wind, pteremg their clothing and the thm^alls

of their one tent, had replaced the stale air of the glacier. Their

hunger meanwhile was growing Esen the pony maize svas

finished, and their claily ration lud to be reduced if their food

was to l^t the journey to the Pole and back to the first depot

‘If the Barrier is a changing sea’, wrote Shackleton on 28th

December, ‘the plateau is a changing sky During the morning

march we continued to go up hill steadily, but the surface was

constantly changing First there was soft snow m layers, then soft

snow so deep that we were well over our ankles, and the

temperature ocing well below zero, our feet were cold from

sinking in No one can say what we arc going to find next, but we
can go steadily on ’ By the last day of the old year at an altitude

which inflicted headaches so severe that it was, Shackleton wrote,

‘as though the nerves were being twisted up by a corkscrew and

then pulled out’, they werem latitude 86° 54' S ,
with only three

weclu’ food and two weeks’ biscuit to last fn c hundred geographi

cal miles

On Ist January 1909 Shackleton, looking across the world to

where Peary was preparing for yet another attempt on the North
Pole, noted that they had passed Peary’s northern record of

® Shackleton, 'The Boss’ whose leadership had urged
them thus far, almost to the limit of their endurance, already

r
could not safely cany the march south much

farther To a man of such impulsive and ambitious temperament,
me temptation to continue, as they could have done, must have
been almost irresistible ‘We can now’, be declared, ‘definitely
locate the South Pole on the highest plateau m the world, and our
geo ogical work and meteorology will be of the greatest use to
science, but all this is not the Pole ’ Nevertheless he decided,m It was one of the great decisions of his life, to turn back

rnust look at the matter sensibly', he wrote, ‘and consider

iTt*
with me 1 feel that If we go on too far

It will be impossible to get back over this surface, and then all the

c nefest excerpts from bis dianes, extracted from some of
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the most vivid and stirring passage in P”'?''

thing of the tale of the next few days: 7th

shrifldng bliraard all day. with *e
60“ to 70” of frost . .

January, wind. dnft. cold

feel this march must be our limit. We arc so short ^ ^
at this Ugh altitude. 11.600 feet, itw^ 1°,^ P“’^^3Ist
in our bodies between the scanty “eals.

latitude

day outwards. We have shot our bolt, and the tale n latima

88” 23' South, longitude 162° East

On 9th January, at four o'clock m the ““'TSd
Queen's uion j7ck. and doct^ents &
Zealand stamps) for bunalm a brass ^hnde , ^ r j^ych
south 'half Unlng tutd half m„aa7kle
hardened by the recent bUraard' and hotstmg *e ^ac^^J

ton took possession of the polar
gjlg

Edward Vtb 'While the UnionM «'"'t!“5i our poweSul
that cut US' to the bone, we tft.y^jrpirto.
glasses, but could see notUng but ‘1’'.^“'’

^ere was no break in the plateau as tt extended towards tn

"t-appaiiing conditions, they hadsledged toa^ddun^
mllesofthelr^bjecUve. But there wassriHAe home,

m^my
tofacetaioumeytapidasfarasthemo ’

, nfsenterv (due.

with the wind behind them, then
y
P shelf

they thought, to the pony meat) attacked *'™'
^yV follow-

the southfrly blizzard proved an unexpected *
i„g Nansen's example on his Gre^land ;' *e« journey.^

hoisted a sail on the sledge and sprf O'er
Erebus and

by ISth February they were wttluu 'S*'' “ ^ a

Mount Terror. Two days later they reached Depot A.

hundred miles from Hut Point.
cUnr-Wton had been

For the most of the homeward not of

relying on food from the depots, rca
tobacco. Their

d.^L of hours. But Depot A Depot
nearest food—and they had none left

Point. The
B. east of Minna Elu'ff, si,^

'""“““d thence to Lott's old

journey from Depot A to Mii™ Blu^
hut brought the party nearer disaster

-vMirht could hare

whole erudition. Only Wild's phenomenal
eyesight co
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seen the flag shove Depot B snd Indeed st one moment i" A'''

exhausting and seemingly hopelesi search they began to

whether it had been laid at all Then Marshall fell ill and ^ *

ton and Wild, leaving Adams to look after him, set on for o

Point on their own At Hut Point, reached on 28th February, e

worst of messages awaited them The Magnetic Pole party a

achieved their task But the Nimrod, prepared to wait only unti

the 26th, had gone Signals were frantically hoisted Fires were

lit And when m the morning, as if by some miracle, the Mor

appeared, it seemed the ultimate and crowning confirmaUon o

all that had ever been said about Shackleton’s luck

The Northern Party of whose success Shackleton had learnt m
the letter left at Hut Point had started, under the leadership o

Professor Edgeworth David, on 2Sth September 190S, usir^ t c

motor car to carry stores across the Ice of McMurdo Sound to a

depot ten miles out The first two hundred miles of their journey

to the Magnetic Pole lay over the coastal ice of South Victoria

Land, a coast of which Mawson made a careful triangulation since

until then it had only been roughly charted from the sea

party was strong in geologists and the geology of this stretch of

coast they found exceptionally exciting After crossing two great

ice tongues, one hundred feet high, which projected far out to

sea (the Nordenskjold and Drygalski Ice Tongues), David made

for Terra Nova Bay and then aimed to strike westwards by one

of the gigantic glaciers which led (like those which Scott and

Shackleton had ascended) up through the mountains to the lofty

inner polar plateau Reeves Glacier was tried but proved too

steep for sledges They then tried Larsen Glacier to the south w«t
and by the end of December they were up on the plateau, ready

to move westwards over its ice waves to the Magnetic Pole

The Northern Party reached the mam position of the Magnetic

Pole on 16th January 1909 within a week of the climax of Shackle-

ton’s southern journey and, as Shackleton had done, Professor

David took possession of the whole region in the lume of the

British Crown By 4th February, when they met the Nimrod on the

coast, they had travelled a distance over unexplored country of

1260 miles, more than two thirds of the mileage travelled by
Shackleton’s party But this Northern Party achieved much ebe
besides this remarkable journey for a great deal of new land was
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mapped for the first time and the complicated geological structure

of South Victoria Land was now revealed.
^.ientific

While the Northern Party Avas engaged m
explorations, other scientific work had

^ P
..^s„oDortine

Sybase. Joyce and other
thenmthsid!

party, returning to the coast, exploredAc roc
carried out

of Mount Erebus. Geo^gi«l
^‘°”“f'5i«rpricstley’s survey

to the west of McMurdo Sound and of thes
/ ^ientific

from the Ferrar Glacier xvas the chief event ^
investigations, building upon the work of the

staff, prepared the4 f-
Jbev wer^in

of Scott’s last expedition. Yet, important as

J
systematic unfolding of Antarctic goo^p y»

, j j^yg

£t Ni^oj eVJwon •>' sXg
discovered five hundred miles of”'"

^„dmofe GUcierj
the Ross Ice Shelfi to have ascended the Bearamorc

to have brought his men in such con i o
^

Inadequate equipment to wldiin nlnety-seve
cbjckleton’s

these Vere the historic achievem^ts by which ShacUeto

return to Antarctica will be remembered.
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The Race to the South Pole

'T CONGRATULATE you ant! your comrades most warmly oii

I the splendid result accomplished by your expedition, an m

JLhaving succeeded in hoisting the Union Jack presented you y

The Queen within a hundred mites of the South Pole, an t ®

Union Jack on the South Magnetic Pole I gladly assent to t e

new range of mountains in the far south bearing the name o

Queen Alexandra
’

With this message King Edward Vll greeted the returning

Antarctic hero When he arrived on Monday, 1 4th June 190®, at

Channg Cross Station, foremost among those in the large

crowd which welcomed him svas Captain Robert Falcon

When Scott first heard of Shackicton’s move to Cape Royds, he

wrote to a friend ‘ The result to me is most important for it

makes it impossible to do anything till he is heard of again There

are far consequences 1 won’t discuss them now, but you can guess

something ofmy thoughts ’There svas now no sign of jealousy,

no word of reproach about Shacklclon’s use of a base so near Hut

Point Yet It can have been no comfortable expcnence thus to

witness the tnumph of this merchant service officer, the one

member of the Dtscareiy expedition who had failed and had then

demolished Scott’s own southern record by three hundred and

sixty six miles

A fortnight later, Shacklcton lectured to the Fellows of the

Royal Geographical Society in the Albert Hall m the presence of

the Prince of Wales (later George V) The lecture, a tour Je

force, was delivered with all the fluency, the artistry, and the

dramatic sense of the accomplished lecturer which Shackleton
i«d become The kmematograph, used for the first time to

illustrate polar exploration, brought so vividly to the large

audience assembled in Kensington that summer evening the white
sweep of the Ice Shelf, thegnm majesty of glaciers and mountains,
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4= cold snd desolation of the polar plateau ^^
selves to be part of the great AntarcUc

influenced by Markham’s hostility towards ShadJe'on
^

incredulous when they first beard the R^ws,
. fullest

their first messages of congratulation. But
-vith the coveted

amends weremade and Shackleton^vas presen ^ and his

Special Gold Medal to commemorate his new ^
initiation of new methods of polar tiave an q p y^jqujth.

But the most welcome ofallre^^s came

the Prime Minister, who f! cwUeton was, of

pay off all the expedition’s debu for wMA Sh»c“t°

course, personallySespomible. !]''=/»;' of the

been extraordinarily lovv,
„f E54,000 was still

Discoveij alone. Nevertheless, ha
guatantois.

due to William Beardmore and Sl>“W'ton s

Freed from this debt Shackleton s opUmism ^
The hook, the global lecture tour. “^“^iMWes
tune. There wsS no limit, he was convmced, to the pos.

We Shackleton was thriving on iRcr^S him
tion, and looking forward to fortune R®

, ^foratiom in

achieved, there were other less A“PR“
progress in the Antarctic, led Ity J Maritime
Charcot, Director of the French

19^5) to explore

Research. Charcot, the fim h,4„mLdfa 1908

Anurctica since
"’ijl, 'Ihe Govenunent of M.

on a two-year expedition au^ri'
o/paris. He was a scientist

Briand and the Geographical Soaety o
^ -^vas pre*

with no interest in record-brealang
.^vest coast

occupied only with the systematic exp ora
South Georgia,

of Gkham lind. This piinsula, and^o
the South Orkney Islands, Ae Swt e

p^^kland Islands

South Sandwich Islands had been define
^ -when

Dependencies by the British
^?'’®^^rlier claims dating

they issued Letters Patent con^
L-.v»ver were political

from the late eighteenth century. These, •

matters with which Charcot was
Petermann Island off

Charcot wintered in the Toai<jaoi ns
continued with

the west coast of Graham Land and then m 1909 contm
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his systematic charting of the complicated coasts and

to the south, combining this survey—the basis of later n

charts—with much other scientific work The insu anty

Adelaide Island, discovered by John Biscoe, was

Marguerite Bay, a familiar name to Anurctic explores alter tn

Second World War, was discovered, together with the adjacen

Falheres Coast and Charcot Land, Ac latter, which was prove

by Hubert Wilkins in 1929 to be an island, was named sdwr tn

French explorer’s father, a famous Pans neurologist ^co

Island lay to the west of Alexander Lind But Charcot sailed evw

farther west, to within sight of Peter I Oy seen for the

^
time since Bellingshausen’s ships approached it in 1821, ^

o

through the Bellingshausen Sea as far as Cook’s We Tius tro

longitude 106^54 W Charcot’s expedition was not only a land

mark m terms of the scope and accuracy of his coastal ’^P^®
and the wide range of the expeditions scientific work

French explorer also introduced a number of technical innoya

tions which m the field of polar exploration were quite revo u

Uonary for the first decade of the twentieth century “** * P’

the Pourquot Pcs? carried a searchlight and a De Dion motor boa ,

and was equipped with telephones And electric light was use

to light not only the laboratories on board but the scientific sta

tions established on the islands

While these French explorations were in progress m Graham

Land the pace of polar exploration elsewhere was ste^uy

accelerating towards the climax of the ambitions of the leading

polar explorers of pre War days, the attainment of the Po
y*

In the north, just as Peary was preparmg to move over the

drifting sea ice towards his final triumph, Roald Amundsen the

Norwegian announced lus plans for a drifting expedition m
Nansen s famous frani across the North Pole This expedition

which in depriving Nansen of his ship meant the sacrifice oI

Nansen s own Antarctic ambitions was planned to last, so

Amundsen declared, seven years if necessary It sailed, and there

® irony m the fact in view of Amundsen’s later change

of destination with some financial support from Scott’s patrons

in the Royal Geographical Society
A few months later the message from Peary, following swiftly

on the spurious claims of Cook, brought to an end a great phase
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Of Arctic cxplorHion. n-c

and Peary broke upon the world, had barely
,

news that Shackleton had been within one
Arctic

victory. Now all eyes were turned to
^ sea in

race was over. Who would be first at the Sou^

the Fram Roald Amundsen, the whole ^ plSning
tion removed by Peary’s sudden announ

. ’ Britain,

secretly his descent upon the Anttrctlc. At It '

Captain Robert Falcon Scott speeded up his plans

ntr;:StflreS.tthadhee„.^^^^^^^^^
expedition. In March 1903 McMurdo Sound he
disturbing news of Shackleton s Ian

,vith

bad been on his way to south-eastern ^ flexible

Chatcofs help, a -wly invented mo o^ltdgi ^*1
tracks, the forerunner of the

, « Cmtr out of touch
Throughout that year and again in 1909 w

n^eed to get

and urgently needing more time for prepa
• planning

hImseR transferred to the Admiralty, ®*P* , . so

went on and in September 1910 three
5i^?udience

dramatically described his North Polar j Y
moment most

in the Albert Hall in London, ScoU
^^J^^^^centred

favourable for an announcement of rus p J 5^1 Pole But com-
on an attempt to reach the South Gcognp ^ extensive

bined with this there was, he insiste
, ^ the

programme of scientific exploration m the region eas

Ross Sea, mainly in South ^ of ShacUeton’s
Organization this time foll^owed^

* nolar venture. There

expedition rather than those of Swrt 5 rs P
^ public

were no official sponsors, no
• I responsibility for

appeal for funds was launched ShTckleton, the

the whole expedition was, aS it ha
obtained from

leader’s and the leader's alone, karg®
povemments. The

the United Kingdom and the Donum
The Royal

Admiralty gave leave to all officers an m
j_j^t}on from its

GeographiS Society also made a time to

funds. Its President, however, took
,o„ards these

make quite clear the S«ietJ s
^ attainment of the

races for the geographical poles. So
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Pole IS concerned,’ he declared, ‘it is well known that only

about a hundred miles remain to be covered This

not exhibit any features of exceptional scientific interest, an e

Royal Geographical Society could hardly advocate an expedition

with the South Pole as its sole objective ’
,

The Pole, however, was what die public wanted and it was e

public who were principally providing the funds For Scott too,

though he had all the interest m scientific work which Shac eton

privately and so disarmingly disavowed, the Pole had become an

overwhelmingly powerful incentive After Peary's feat, tiationa

and professional presti^ were both involved and as Scot s

biographer, Stephen Gwynn, has said, Antarctic exploration or

Scott was ‘one chapterm the romance of England on the seas . •

He was called from the routine of his profession to a new

ture, and his thought from the first was not so much to make t e

adventure part of his profession as to make his profession

the adventure ’ Added to this there was the latent, but nonetne

less deep felt and sharpening spur of rivalry with Shackleton

which was to have a profound influence on the conduct of Scott s

last expedition .

It IS impossible in this context not to compare, on the basis o

their published biographies, the characters of these two gallan

and ambitious men The one, the dedicated naval officer, an

anxious man always ‘scrutinizing’, a biographer asserts, ‘his

performance to see if it could be bettered, and how, and mr
what reason, it had fallen short of the standard which might be

reached by proper strength and judgement’ The other, Shackle-

ton, the extrovert and the unconventional, the irrepressibly

optimistic gambler, endowed with both audacity and luck, whose

exuberant attitude to polar exploration reminded his companions
of the buccaneering sea captains of Elizabethan days

It would be superfluous to attempt to retell in any detail the

story of Scott’s last expedition The ship selected was the Terra

ora, an old Scottish whaler which had been one of the ships on
me second Diicorer^ relief expedition, and Lieutenant E G R*
Evans, R N

, who had been south m the Aformng, was appointed
second in command There was a strong scientific staff which in-

cluded Dr E A Wilson, Scott’s chiefof suff and the expedition’s
artist, as zoologist. Dr Geoi^ Simpson, meteorologist;
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and as geologist and suTveyor R. Priestley and F. Debenl.^-

Two nTembeo of the expedition, &ptam Oates,

^
Anny

offieer, and A. Cherry-Gatrard, made generous

the expedition’s funds. On 1st June 1910,

death of King Edtvard Vil, the Terru Neru sailed f™m Won,

STith Scott a little tired and harassed by all the work P P
^

tion to which had been added the (to him) new
,

distasteful task of stumping the counter to m.se funds. -a R
^

Geographical Society an official farewell ^
fore^e Term NWe left. And at this, as H. R. Mill

hUtorian recalls, ’Sir Clements Markham pronounced a movmg

culoey on his chosen explorer. ...
. ^ -.,.,4 tK^re

The expedition reached Melbourne on 12th c ° which
at Melbourne Scott received the terse cable from

Amund-
read; 'Beg leave to inform you proceeding An ar .

sen’. Foritalled at the Nirth Pole by the American Pe«y

Amundsen had resolved to forestall Scott in

that moment had with remarkable skill kept P^”|,f

intention, informing the press that he was going
» there/bre

Bering Smlt, on a slictly scientific expedition, ^hen Aerf^t

the news reached the men of the Tara Sera thef
more sta^ering and Scott had a hard mV contro "8

nation and their anger. But he himself determine P

thought of tWs unexpected and very formida e c p

continued, with every appearance of serenity, ^ _ j at Cane
On 2nd January 191 1. Mount Erebus sms s’gbmd “d «

Evans in McMurdo Sound seventeen im™“’
^ ^ dropped

of the new tracked motor sledges (the tiurd bavmg dmg«

through the ice) were disembarked in delightfully s y

As Shlckleton had hoped but failed to do.
Qne

were spent depot-laying, the most importan ‘^P.-q.
pridian

To„CaLpi„aTproxLa1el,79»26'S..„dn^rthem^
east of Greenwich; a geographical positio

27n.
in the unfolding of the expeition’s story (see

« f

TTiese autu^i depot journeys had

ponies upon -which Scott like Shackleton
f gUcier

journey and especially for hauling stores to e
Six more

leading to the^ateai. One died, one had to be

were lost wheA the ice of the Sound broke under them.
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were, of course, the motor sledges and the dogs ,
but the

,

were experimental, useful auxilianes perhaps, but never in

for lengthy journeys, while the do^, five lost before t e
^

started, two rescued by Scott from a crevasse on one o e p

loumeys at great personal nsk to himself, proved as intrac

as ever Scott once again was disheartened by their per om
and on 12th March wrote, ‘Bit by bit I am losing all faith in ^

dogs I am afraid they will never go the pace we look or

both Nansen and Amundsen out of their great expenence

urged him to take only dogs on the expedition

Something of Scott’s attitude to the use of dogs in polar exp

ation was described by Sir Clements Markham m Ue ^

Silence ‘With regard to the use of dogs’, he wrote, there we

two ways of treating them There was the idea of bnngmg t c

all back safe and well, which was McClintock’s way, and ^

was the way of getting the greatest amount ofwork possible ou

them, regardless of everythmg else, and using mem as oo ,

which was Nansen’s and Peary’s way If dogs are treated wi

humanity, they are m the writer’s opinion net so good as men m
a long journey, and Scott had an unconquerable aversion to 6

employment of them in the second way ’ But Scott s aveision

was not wholly on humanitarian grounds In his Vo/age oj t «

Diicoreijr, m a passage which Mar^m regarded as one of ®

noblest he had written, Scott describes other feelings, symbo ic

one might think of the spirit of Antarctica’s Heroic Age To my

mind,’ he declares, ‘no journey ever made with dogs can approa

the height of the fee conception which is realized when a

of men go forth to face hardships, dangers, and difficulties wi

their own unaided efforts, and by days and weeks of hard physica

labour succeed in solvuig some problem of the great unknovm
Surely m this case the conquest b more nobly and splendidly

won ’

While the depot laying was in progress the Terra Nora had

earned a party eastwards to explore King Edward VII Land and,

off the same ice cliffs of the Bay of Whales which Shacklcton Iwd

rejected as too dangerous to use as a base and starting point for hu
southern journey, they found securely anchored Amundsen s

^ip, the F/aa To Scott’s men, itwas a most disturbing discovery
He was nearer to the Pole than they by sixty miles His dog
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trauport-heW no other-was safely on the Ross 1“^
and fa escellent condition. And svith these dogs

used to ice conditions and not Siberian

Atnondsen could start earlier, for the ponies had alr«dy sho™

how vulnerable they were to bad weather so Mrly m the se^on.

As soon as the Wctic winter of 1911 over, Scott

hastened on with preparations for his journey ^ .

across the Ice Shelf, up the Beardntore

had already ascended, and thence across the po ar p a ea
.

,

were to be three support parties, of four men eac ,
w

^

o

sledge across the Ice Shelf for the Beardmore ^Ucier

woidd then return and two, one of them includmg a ussi Y

who was in charge of the Siberian dogs an ]^nies,

accompany Scott’s main pity to within striking dis ce

Pole. All the parties made unexpectedly good
,

the Ice Shelf. Then on 4th December a

struck. For four days they were held up and

with a time-table so Rnely balanced between the °1 the

Anurctlc travelling season. But much worse svas the wect on

their route over the lower slopes of the Beardmore glacier wW(i

they found to be utterly transformed by thunderous ava

and deep and cavernous movements of the ice.
^

Up the Beardmore Glacier, harassed by this ma ening y

and without ponies now for the last had been shot, not

but Shackleton haunted Scott’s mind for he carrie w m
diary of Frank Wild who had been with Shackleton on to

southern march. ‘Throughout the outward journey ,
wrote

Raymond Priestley, geolorist on the expedition,
.

later, ‘Shackleton’s team naturally played the ^ S ^

pacemaker in the race. Urged on by a leader of tr^en

physique, of impatient teraprament, and for the Ume

sessed with one dominating idea, the sledge partes toi e y

and late until at last Scott was able to record in his diary
^

loss of time on Shackleton’s schedule had been made g^ • •

he added, 'at what cost this had been accomplished was “o'

realized until later, on the return journey, the polar party i e

began to fail’.
,

The loss in fact was more dian made good for the _

reached in three days less than Shackleton had taken. c
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supporting party aval sent back from the Upper Glacier Dept

at a height ofeight thousand feet and the Wo remautmg pamo,

led by Scott ana Evans, now went forward with Dr WiUon,

Captain Oates and the seaman Edgar Evans accompanying

while Lieutenant Bowen and two seamen Lashly an rean

with Evans At an altitude of nine thousand feet an ove

worst surface they had struck, they had now to nian au

the vray t

On 30th December. Scott -wrote, ‘A very trying tinng maren

We have caught up Shackleton’s dates’ Five days

4th January 1912, Bowers, a man of immense strength an P®''",

of endurance, was at the last moment told by Scott to

polar party He took no skis His addition meant overcrow i Z

their one tent and disorganizing a carefully prepared routine

his selection imolved, as Pnestley has pointed out, the

with shortest legs m the party having to trudge on foot for o

two hundred miles over the deep soft snow of the pla ea

However, with four officers instead of three and with one seam »

Edgar Evans, living, Priestley commented, ‘in a thought g

compartment by himself , Scott set out for the Pole one nun m
and seventy eight miles due south Evans meanwhile le

supporting party back down the Beardmore Glacier Sunenng

from snow blindness on the return journey, he developed an

acute and nearly fatal attack of scurvy on the Ice Shelf and was

only brought to safety after a record journey (without dog teams)

of over Efteen hundred miles by the gallant efforts of the seaman

Crean

Such are the bare facts of Scott's approach to the Pole The

rest of the story, the exhausting march across the plateau, man-

hauling all the way, the sight of Amundsen's black flag tied to a

sledge bearer at the Pole, the tell tale marks of sledge tracks,

skis, dogs’ paws, the death of Evans, Oates’ self sacrifice, the

utter dejection and tragic end of the homeward journey ,
these

deeply moving events are prt of our heritage In January 1912

SMckleton had wntten to a fnend m New Zealand, ‘I suppose

*hall soon hear ofScott lam inclined to think that we wll
hear from Amundsen first ’ Five days later, on 17th January, Scott

reached the Pole And on 30th October of that same year a search
party from the Ttrra Nora led by Dr Atkinson found the bodies,
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Ahead were the mountains and the ascent of these to^e level o

the plateau was to prove far the hardest stretch of the

There was no means of direct ascent such as Shackleton an co

found in the Beardmore Glacier farther to the east Instea ere

was a tangle of ice streams, the largest the Axel Heiberg acier

curving away at right angles to Amundsen’s course, Ml o em

rent by chasms or barred by towering ice blocks which time an

again forced the parties reconnoitring ahead of the sledges to turn

back and sUrt afresh The heat within these ice falls was almos

torrid and the Norwegians climbing roped together, Amun en

says, ‘sweatedas if runnmgracesin the tropics’ By4thDecem er,

however, they had reached the level of the polar plateau

There, at the Butcher’s Shop as the Norwegians called it, c

slaughter of redundant dop began Out of the double teams

had been employed for the ten thousand foot ascent, forpr dop

were shot, providing food for the remaining dogs and for the

men m accordance with Nansen’s system {for saving weight on

the remaining crucial part of the journey) which Markham an

Scott found so savage and repellent, thou^ the shooting of ponies

and the eating of pony meat appeared to the British quite

tolerable On mis same day, 4th December, ten thousand feet up

on the hp of the plateau, the summer bhmrd which was holding

up Scott and his men for four dap on the Ice Shelf below, struc

the Norwegian party But Amundsen would not wait And
days later Shacklcton’s southern record was surpassed That night

Amundsen wrote in his diary, ‘Sir Ernest Shackleton’s name will

always be written in the annals of exploration in letters of fire

Pluck and gnt can work wonders, and 1 know of no better

example of this than what that man has accomplished’ On 14th

December 1911, m perfect weather, the Norwegian flag vv^

unfurled at the Pole fluttering above, as Amundsen named it,

‘King Haakon Vll’s Plateau' Messages were left for Scott Then
the return journey, even more speedily accomplished, began
The Pole had been conquered, but what else was achieved?

In the south Queen Maud Range had been discovered and

Amundsen reported also the discovery of 'Carmen Land’ though
Its existence was subsequently disproved by the late Admiral
^chard E Bpd’s United States Antarctic Expedition of 1928-30
dunng which Bpd made die first flight over the South Pole
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™is Amundsen wiis crossing the polar plateau, however,

K. Prestrud made other geogmphtol discoveries to the^c ol

the Ross Ice Shelf. Travelling over the ice from the Bay ofWhales,

where unexpectedly a Japanese expedidon led by Choku Slurase

had appeared, Prestrud reached King Edsvard VII Land C'™'';'

the lapanese also landed) and after some exploration c aime i

on 7th December 1911 in the name ofKing Haakon VII. But little

scientific work was done by this or by Amun^en s party.

sh^e^vd and infinitely careful planner, a master like Peary o e

technique of polar travel, Amundsen, like Peary, ^vas Y

preoccupied by his one ambition, the attainment of the ‘ ®

an ambition the more intense and pressing because of the fear that

In the Antarctic as in the Arctic he might yet be forestalled.

From tlus main task no diversion >vas permissible. No

attention was paid to science therefore than on Peary s North

Polar expedition. ,

The situation on Scott's expedition %vas very different. Its

Indeed—in biology, geology, glaciology, meteorology, and

geophysics—which was published in several volumes a* the

expense of the Scott Memorial Fund, formed a new landmark m
Antarctic science. Many of the scientific investigations covered

by this mammoth publicationwere carried outby Scott s Northern

Party which, under the command of Lieutenant Campbell, the

Chief Officer of the Terra Nora, set off in mid-February 191 1 to

explore SouthVictoria Land, as Shackleton’s northern party under

Mawson had done. The first winter was spent at Cape Adare and

Porchgrevink’s huts there were found to be in good enough

condition to be used as workshops and storehouses. After a

winter of giles and hurricanes which broke with great violence

upon their hut on the open shore, the party of six—Campbell for

uugnelic observations, Murray Levick, surgeon and zoologist,

Priestley, geologist and meteorologist, two petty officers and a

seaman—embarked In January on me Terra Nora for Terra Nova

hay, where they svere due to conduct a six weeks* sledging recon-

uaisjince from which they were later to be picked up by me ship.

By mid-February, when the men were already on half rations,

uo ship had arrived, and indeed irone could have reached them for

ice stretched as far as the eye could see and even by mid-March

*bcre was still ice stretching twen^'-fivc miles from the coast.
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,

They were forced to winter, therefore, m an

snow and insulated with gravel and dried sea-wee ,
an in

SIX men passed the months of the winter night,

cessantly by gales which swept m from the sea n ’

painfully after so long a spell of immobility, t ey eg

march southwards to Cape Evans and were lucky
-pfched

food depots on the way to relieve their hunger ey

Hut Point on 1 2th November 191 2, and there heard the fint new

of the expedition’s great disaster ,

The explorations of this northern scientific party, an

earned out from the Mam Base over the glaciers an^d coas

west of Ross Island do not complete the list of geograp

discoveries. In 1911, on her way home to

Terra Nova turned, as Shackleton m the Nimrod had done, no

eastwards at Cape Adare and ducovered the coast of
i,,'*

now on the border between New Zealand’s and
,

Anurctic territory Despite the vast distances travelled OY

land parties, this was the most extensive new discovery nia

Captain Scott's last expedition
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Coast and Continent

T
he attainment of the Poles, Arctic and Antarctic in succes-

sion, seemed to many to be the end of polar exploration.

But a glance at the map would have shown how much re-

mained to be done before even the geographical outline of the

polar regions was complete. The Poles had attracted a multitude

of expeditions. They had drawn support for polar exploration

which would never have been forthcoming for some less dramatic

and exciting objective. Nevertheless, the constant preoccupation

with their attainment and the great effort this demanded, had

inevitably restricted the scope and range of polar exploration.

In the Antarctic thousands of miles of coastline were still undis-

covered. Even the broad arrangement of the continent—was it

divided to the east and west perhaps by a great channel linking

the Weddell and the Ross Seas?—^was still unknown.
In the Arctic too, though exploration had been in progress long

before a Southern Continent had been as much as sighted, large

gsps remained to be filled. One gap was in the coastline of north-

east Greenland where a stretch of four hundred miles or more
awaited discovery and charting before Peary's vvork could be

completed and the insularity of Greenland proved. But more
important, as being the last great zone of the Arctic still to be
explored, was the north-western sector of the archipelago now
Imown as the Queen Ehzabeth Islands. The discovery of lands

there and the exploration of the adjacent Beaufort Sea remained
to complete the work begun in the south by Parry and the many
British naval expeditions ofthe nineteenth century and continued
m the north and east by Captain Otto Sverdrup, the Norwegian,
at the beginning of the tsventieth.
The discovery and chartii^ of die north-east comer of Green-

land was the achievement of an audacioiis band of Danish
explorers, Mylius-Erichsen, ]. P. Koch, Ejnar Mikkelsen, and
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Knua lUsmussen between 1906 and 1912 Mylmt Eneta

leader of the Doo.orl Exped.l.on of 1906-08 war *e promoU

and .nsp.rat.on of th.a e„teT.r.se but he and

and an Bkimo, Bronlund, perished on the inland ice dnr g

winter darkness and it fell to Ejnar Mlkkelsen, ea

dlntoaie Expediuon of 1909-12 ,
to reveal and

^
findings Some maps and a diary describing My ms

,

discoveries bad been recovered by ] P Koch of e
,

Expedition when, searching for Erichsen, “ ““1°

Bronlund on the ice sheet Other diaries were found y

and these and Mikkelsen’s ovm remarkable journeys, an

of Knud Rasmussen who led a relief expedition

Greenland in 1912 (when Mikkelsen was
p ^v»s

wrong Peary s maps of north east Greenland had been

•Navy Cliff*, far from overlooking the Greenland Sea, was w

inland, at the western end of the long and deep Ind«en

Fjord’ Peary’s ’ Channel’ which he had .r

Greenland from Peary Land was proved to be a myth sou

•Independence Fjord , far from the coast receding, * ,

formidable headland was discovered, ‘North East Mre an »

projecting a broad and menacing front far out into the Arc

Sea

In addition to their coastal explorations, Damsh ei^

wandered widely over the inland ice in the years before the irs

World War and crossed and recrossed the ice sheet by routes

farther north than Nansen Rasmussen, on his First Thule

tion of 1912 (sent to search for Mlkkelsen), crossed from Kane

Basin to the north east coast The following year J P Koch an

Alfred Wegener crossed the northern ice sheet from east to w«t,

starting from Dronning Louise Land This, a peculiar ice free

nunatak region lying inland from the east coast, had been dis

covered by Wegener during the Daaaark Expedition whi e

Mylius Erichsen was following m Peary’s tracli, and from it

Wegener and Koch set out m April 1913 to make the 700 mile

journey to Upemavih on die west coast In one respect this was

a particularly remarkable journey in the history of Scandinavi^

exploration for their five sledgn were drawn not by dogs but by

ponies The last had to be killed just as the Danes reached the

western edge of the ice sheet early m July
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nitSA GrccnlaDd discoTeries, to«ever

extent by the far ranging explorations of the
Arctic

pologist Vilhjalmur Stefansson, leader of the

SpStion ol 1913-18. Stefansson. srho sv^ to

Stion of Rae and Hall and SchsvatU the ^ *

proDgonist of Eskimo methods of travel ai^ sunn ,

Several years living with Eskimo tribes He 'v^* “

captain of his priiipal ship the Wul. whm=

Antarctic ambitions had been abruptly en e f
p

atoimnent of the South Pole; Dr R. M.
.^I^Xthe mm

scientist; and Hubert Wilkins, a daring^
who was to emerge after the First *

vere the nrincipal
Arcticaviationandsubmarinensviption. They

s

ivjl^ess ^of

participants in a six-year expedition
‘ resembles

Lcepl in cndunncelnd in the r^ge of its journeys resemO

the great expeditioru of Nansen and Peary.
, ^

Stefansson's plan until
the ice of the

companions were to stnke
-oup of scientists

Beaufort Sea >vas, on paper,
, posver. the other

established near the mouth ^hich ^^as

IftcludingStefanssonhimselfbeingon them. Off the

.0 sail invards sound Point StSnsson and

Point, however, the W»1 was beset and vh.

Wilkins were hunting she
/"'J' ’^„„5j„d miles sank sixty

and after a drift of four months . Bartlett

miles to the norths, of
"'“’J?' '.’^“ton, meanwhile, had

and a few surrivors were r«CT
• March 1914 set off

reached the Coppermine and from
- jjc had two

north-casmards over the
one sledge and six

companions, Storkerson an
advancing first across

dog.'llfter a lountey of three “,0 Hoe a, dte pek
the drifting pack-ice and then

reached an island

dissolved -^th the warmth
bland; a coast sighted

outlier off the ttorth-west come Rojal Navy,

sixty years before from th® •* ? Europe was plunged in the

litleen 1914 md > md hi. men*:d;e,,ed ta

chaos of the ^ade of musk-ox skins rwmed
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cxplonng Prmcc Patrick bland and Imfang up with the eijlor-

aMiis of Otto Sverdrup m the north
“f't’d no also

their ducoveiy of Brock and Borden blands They
^
*

™th the voyages of an American evplorer Donald M»cMina»

one of Peak’s men, who had We^m 1913 and 1917 b«n

searchine for Peary’s quite mythical Croker Land ^
thoughtL had seen to the north west of Ellttmere

hn e^xpedition of 1906 In the course of these great sled^g

joomVys, nude against the conrnry dnft of the ice "hinugh

the thick and bewildenng fog of the Arctic ap^g* Uj
found many relics of the BnUih nasal evplorers of the t™'''”"

century, of McClure and McCluitock, and one year be im. eu

Wmter Harbour where Parry’s ships had lam at anchor dur g

fim wmtenng of a naval ship u. the Arctic Stef.ns.on had h ue

use for the rigidly conventional methods of ArcUc

which the British were so loath to abandon and nothing ^
more characteristic of his refreshmgly progressive approach^

the last act of the Canadian Arcuc expediuon, the esIaWistaen

of a scientific station on an ice doe .

with typhoid fever at the ome so the party was led by Storkenon

With four companions he set up a camp on an ice floe seven rn

m diameter and fifteen miles or more m length and for six

drifted northwestwards for over four hundred miles, maHng

regular oceanographical and glaaological observations *
,

very danng and very profitable expenment, a technique w c

was adopted by the Russian explorer Papanin in his North o

drift of 1937-38 It was the prototype, moreover, ot me

scientific stations set up by both Russians and

drifting ice ulands in the Arctic after the Second World ar

Stefansson's explorations, the turning of the last comer o

Greenland and, for the Arctic record, the first east

navigation of the North East Passage by Commander

of the Imperial Russian Navy in 1913-15, almost closed the is

of the few great Arctic enterprises which remained to he com

pleted after Peary’s attainment of the Pole But in the Antarcoc

the prospects and possibilities of pioneer discovery when the

polar race was over were inevitably on a much greater

‘The discovery of the South Pole’, wrote Shackleton in March

1912 when he heard the news of Amundsen’s victory, ‘will not
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exploration of that ‘steady, continuous, laborious, and systematic

kind' advocated by Sir John Murraym his famous address of 1 893

to the Royal Geographical Society To this end, to save tune and

ensure as complete a coverage as possible, exploration was

planned from four bases simultaneously, three on the mainland,

contact between the bases and with the outer world being

maintained by wireless telegraphy for the first time m Antarctica

Mawson's ship was the Aurora, an old sealer which had gone to

the relief of Greeley’s Arctic expedition in 188+ She was com
manded by one of the most distinguished of Antarctic navigators,

Captain John King Davis

Dogs, for the first time on a British Antarctic expedition, were

to be the principal means of transport, a motor boat such as

Charcot, the French explorer of western Graham Land, had

used a year or two before, was taken, and Mawson also planned

to Uke an aeroplane, a bold experiment m 1911 only two years

after Blenot had made the first aeroplane crossing of the English

Channel This, however, crashed on a trial flight near Adeuide
and was converted into, but never used as, an air tractor

sledge

After disembarking a party of scienosts to map Macquarie
Island, since permanently occupied by Australia, the Aarota

steamed southwards along the lS9th meridian east of Greenwich
m the direction of Oates Land In January 1912 the ice cliffs of
the continent, seventy to a hundred feet high, were seen The
Aurora then turned westwards and followed the ice coast of a new
land which Mawson called King George V Land until they hit

upon a site for their mam winter base, on Cape Denison in

Commonwealth Bay
By contrast with Victoria Land away to the east with its noble

mountains, its curving and glistening glaciers and tumultuous
® monotonous scene, a vast and flat expanse of

ice shelf rising towards the south, broken only by the shadowed
scan of crevasses or the black shapes of a few bare and solitary
rocks Winds unceasing and more furious than any in Antarctica
^ept this melancholy land In September i912, as the Northern
arty of Scott s expedition were leaving Terra Nova Bay, the
ustralians embarked on tficir explorations TTiere were four

parties, led by C T Madipn, F L Stillwell, F H Bickerton
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and Douglas Ma^vson himself, all except Mawson's party man-
hauling tneir sledges because of a shortage of dogs. While these

were en^ged in exploring King George V Land, a fifth party

concentrating on magnetic research advanced under Lieutemnt
Bage south-east\vards towards the Magnetic Pole.

Bertveen September 1912 and February 1913 King George V
Land svas systematically explored. Coast and coastal highlands

and the slopes of the inland ice sheet were mapped, the move-
ment, depth, temperature and composition of the ice was
investigated and the rocks of the snow-free outcrops were
e.tamined. From these rocks and from the cliffs, lichens, algae

and mosses were collected and in some beacons of white sand-

stone fossilized plant remains were found, relics of a tropical

Antarctica. Apart from this sparse and anaemic vegetation and a

few exceptionally hardy microscopic insects which had survived

the deadly cold, there was no sign of land life. But seals and
penguins, skuas. Cape pigeons, and other petrels abounded and
the rocky islets off the coast e^cially were the haunts ofcount-
less birds. In the course of these journeys, not only King George
V Land but the adjacent Terre Ad41ie, claimed by Dumont
d’Urville for France in 1840, was explored and Bage reached

within 175 miles of Edgeworth David’s turning point in 1909 in

the vicinity of the South Magnetic Pole.

Mawson, a reserved and modest scientist, had not the least

ambition to star as an Antarctic hero but one of his journeys

nevertheless, a journey from Cape Denison towards Oates

Land belongs, like the land joumcp of Peary, Scott and Shackle-

ton, to the literature of the Heroic Age. His companions were
B. E. S. Ninnis, a young Ropl Fusilier, and Dr Xavier Mertz, a

young Swiss mountaineer and ski champion whose father had

been surgeon rvith Nares’ Arctic expedition of 1875. Their way
led over two of the most gigantic of Antarctic glacien, the Mertz

and Ninnis glaciers, which poured *a solid ocean rising and falling

in billows two hundred and fifty feet in height* down through

deep rallew from the continental plateau and out into the sea.

In the midst of this ice shambles Ninnis, with sledge and dogs and

most of the food, fell beyond the reach of any rope into the

echoing darkness of a seemingly bottomless crevasse. A few dap
later, Mertz, who had been weakening fast, died in his sleep one
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night as he and Mawson lay close together sheltering in their

makeshift tent Mawson was dien left to struggle on alone, his

feet gashed and blistered, his eye si^t dimmed and confused by

his exhaustion Man hauling ahalf sledge, more than ample for the

remnants of his food and gear, he survived blizzards, he escaped

death in a crevasse only by the narrowest of margins, and arrived

at Cape Denison after a sohtaiy journey of one hundred and sixty

miles over some of the most treacherous and wind lashed ice

country in Antarctica, only to see the Aurora sailing out of

Commonivealth Bay

The Aurora under her captain, John K Davis, had been

exceedingly active during Mawson’s long and alarming absence

After he had disembarked the wintering party at Cape Denison,

Dans had sailed westwards, anti clockwise round the continent,

aiming to explore the coast between King George V Land and

Dryealski's Kaiser Wilhelm II Land, and then to land a party under

Sha«leton’s former right hand man, Frank Wild, near the region

of the earlier German explorations To Davis, this linking voyage

proved most instructive for it showed how the ice front had

receded, just as the Ross Ice Shelf had receded, since the

cursory explorations in the first half of the nineteenth century

by Dumont d'UrviUe, John Balleny and Wilkes Dumont
d Urville’s Cote CUrie, much of Wilkes's coast, and John
Balleny’s Sabnna Land were in turn sailed over and as Aurora

reached longitude 106^ East where Wilkes’s Knox Land (now
Knox Coast) should have been, pack ice held them fifty miles
fi'om the shore Beyond Knox Coast lay 200 miles of ice free—^be Davis Sea—washing the shores of new land, Queen
Mary Land, later claimed for the Crown Projectmg 180 miles
from this new coast was an immense ice shelf, ISO miles wide
On this, the Shackleton Ice Shelf, Frank Wild and his party of
seven men established their winter base
The Aurora sailed northwards on 12th February 1912, Davis

promising to return in January 1913 to pick up the whole
Mpedition, andWild and his men set about their three mam tasks
These were to travel south as far as the nm of the continental
plateau a journey they completed before the onset of winter

—

an to travel east and west from Shackleton Ice Shelf, 200 miles
to e east to reach Drygalski’s camp at Gaussbeig and a sinular
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distJince to the west to reach the presumed position of Wilkes’s
Kiiox Coast. These joumep, begun in October and November
1912 over country riven and distorted by giant cres'asses, where
as-alanches thundered and glaciers cracked like gun-fire, were
completed by February 1913 when the Aurora once again appeared
o£F the Shackleton Ice Shelf. Queen Mary Land, like Terre

Adelie, proved to be a region of constant svinds, gales and bliz-

zards which hurled do>vn the wireless masts during the winter

and on one occasion held up a sledging part)* led by Dr Jones for

a record period of se>-enteen dap. But for the naturalists of

Wild’spartyitbadmanycompensations. Nearone of the numerous
rocky islets off the coast they came upon an Emperor penguin

rookery of 7S00 birds covering nearly five acres of fast ice.

Adelie penguin rookeries were numerous. A rookery of 300

petreb vs-as the first that had been found in Antarctica.

The Aurora arrived, a month overdue, on 23rd February and her

captain, John K. Daris, had a story to tell no less eventful than

dut of Frank Wild and his men. Planning to relieve Ma^aon's
base first before going on to relieve Wild, be had anchored off

Cape Denison on 1 3th January and one by one the sledging parties

—Aladigan and StUl^'i'eU, Bige and Bickerton—had come in. But

of Ma^vson there was no sign. Davis waited until, indeed until

after, 15th January when Mawson had told him that if by chance

he was missing he was to take over leadership of the expedition.

But there was still no news. He had therefore to decide what to

do. The relief of Wild’s party on the Shackleton Ice Shelf—they

had expected him on 30th January—was obviously an immediate

duty, so hepbcedMadiganinchaige of the search forAlawson and

sailed for Queen Mary Land. On the way, however, a wireless

message told him of Alawson’s safe return and of the death of

Ninnis and Mertz. Madigan asked him to turn back to Cape

Denison and he tried, despite dense mist followed by heavy seas.

But he could not possibly have landed. He turned back again

therefore to the Shackleton Ice Shelf to bring off Wild and his

men. But it was now far too late ia the season to risk another

journey to Cape Deiuson Co Cake offHanson and the rest of the

Australasian Antarctic E.Ypeditioa and the Aurora sailed for

Australia. There and in England, meanwhile, a Alawson Relief

Fund had been launched and Davis was able to return to Cape
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Demson m December 1913 to rescoe Mawson and hi! men after

their third winter in Antarctica

It was characteristic of Mawson that even after so long and

so harrowing a campaign he refused to turn north until the whole

coasthne between the Mertz Glacier and Gaussberg had been

charted from the sea This survey of a great arc of Anurctic co^t

was the last link in the chain which Mawson had forged and by

it the discoveries of Wilkes and Dumont d'Urville, Scott an

Drygalski, were joined At each end were the newly discovered

regions of King George V Land and Queen Mary Land, the first

lands to be acquired there by the British Crown

Shacklcton had placed next in importance to such coasUl

discovenes as these, a trans continental journey from me

Weddell Sea to the Ross Sea crossing the Pole It was no new idea

for in 1910 William Spiers Brace, the discoverer of Coats I^d

in the Weddell Sea, had circulated a printed prospectus appealing

for funds for just such an expedition, but wthout result More

over, the idea of a trans continental crossing had abo been taken

up by a German explorer Wilhelm Filchner who was attracted

lixe Bruce by the possibility that it might settle a problem of

absorbing interest to Antarctic exploren and geography,

whether a channel divided the central Antarctic land mass he*

tween the two great embayments of the Weddell and the Ross

Seas But for Filchner too a trans continental expedition, involving

two widely separated ships and land bases, proved far beyond the

resources he could raise Rather than abandon the scheme

altogether however he decided to restrict himself to a landing on

the Weddell Sea coast, since this, if it succeeded, would at

least establish a starting point for an attempt to cross the con-

tinent and would be a landing on a coast which, apart from the

stretch cursorily examined from the sea by Bruce, was totally

unexplored

Filchner’s ship, the Dtatschhnd, a Norwegian sailing ship with

auxiliary engines, left Hamburg Arbour on her way to Buenos

Aires m May 1911 And from Buenos Aires, where Filchner

talked with Amundsen onboard the Frairi, she sailed, her decks

alive with Manchurian porues and Greenland dogs (and oxen,

sheep and pigs presented by Argentine admirers), for South

Geoigia Her captain was Ricdiard Vahsel and she earned two
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doctors and a scientiHc staffof Atc, equipped for special research

both on land and at sea. On I4th December, the pact was sighted

and entered well to the east as Bruce had recommended. The
ice increased in density as they mored southsvards but by 24th
January they were through it and off Bruce’s Costs Land in a

relatively open sea. As they moved westvvards they saw projecting

to>vards the north and west the long monotonous line of an ice

front, thefrontal edge ofa vast ice-sheUwhose limits couldnowhere
be seen. Filchner was now well beyond the range of Bruce’s

explorations and in a region never explored. He therefore named
the new territory * Prinz Regent Luit^Id Land

'
(Luitpold Coast)

and the ice-shelf the ‘Kaiser Wilhelm Barrier*. This name, at the

Kaiser’s command, svas subsequently changed to Filchner Ice

Shelf, the name which is retained today.

As the Deutrdjjfead edged her way cautiously along the ice

front a bay appeared and svas named after the Deutschland's captain

Vahsel Bay. This desolate stretch of ice shelf Filchner chose as

the site for his winter base, ‘Stationselsberg’
,
the base from which

he proposed to explore both westwards and southwards as far

as junction with the continental land. By dawn on Sunday,

18th February, the hut was almost ready when, with a crash

and a nimble like the sound, Filchner said, of a hundred guns,

the ice front to the south fell away into the sea. The men of

Stationselsberg were in immediate danger for the ocean swell

and the high spring tide created a chaos of floating ice blocks

round the berg and set it slowly drifting out to sea. Men and

stores, ponies and dogs, were rushed on board the DeutsdJaaJ

which Aen moved out into the open water. But when she re-

turned Vahsel Bay as first seen by Filchner and his men had

disappeared.

The collapse of the ice front, however, had left a landing place

and from this early in March the Germans sledged southwards as

far as the inland ice. This first landing on the coast ofthe Weddell

Sea so late in the season allowed no dnae whatever for extensive

exploration. As it was, the Germans had left their departure too

late and the DrutseWand ^vas beset and compelled to drift for rune

months north and west with the ice. It was a high tribute to her

builders that the Norwerian ship should have survived an exper-

ience which three years later was to crush and obliterate anodier
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exploring vessel "Hie long dnft through the lugubrious winter

darkness was singularly uneventful Health was excellent, dogs

and ponies were comfortably housed m stables built on the

drifting pack
,
and Filchner was c»en able to launch a number of

sledgingcxpeditions Thcseaticastmadeone valuable contribution

to Antarctic geography for they disproved the existence of ‘New

South Greenland’, land reported by the imaguiative American

sealing captain Benjamin Morrell m 1823 On 26th November

1912 the Deutschland moved gently through decaying pack into

open water in the direction of South Georgia after a drift of six

hundred geographical miles of latitude The only loss was the

death of her captain who was buried at sea near the Antarctic

Circle

Filchner’s landing place, Vahsel Bay, bad—as he realized—one

great advantage from the point of view of a trans Antarctic

crossing It was the point on the Weddell Sea coast nearest the

Geographical Pole The German landings there had indeed placed

the whole trans Anurctic project m a far more favourable light

than at the time of Bruce s original proposals The coast at both

the start and the finish of the crossing was now known, the Ross

Sea side with all the intimate, detailed, knowledge which had

accumulated during the Scott and Shackleton expeditions All

that now remainea was to organize the trans Antarctic expedi
tion, starting on the least familiar and terminating on the best

known coast in accordance with Bruce’s plan
In Germany Filchner set about the promotion of an Austro

Hungarian trans Antarctic expedition In England Shackleton at

Bruce s suggestion took over his plans and used the threat of
foreign competition with excellent effect m his campaign to

whip up support This was a good deal easier to win now than
in Bruce s day when the attention of the world had been wholly
concentrated on the Pole Except by a few captious critics, the
great hazards of a trans continental expedition—m a pre air and
pre Snocat age—were forgotten The narrow escape of the
Deutschfand from the jce in the most dangerous of Antarctic seas,
the lack of provision for any reconnaissance of the wholly un
known stretch between Weddell Sea and the Pole, the narrow
time limits within whidi a sledging journey of over two thousand
miles would have to be accomplished, these risks and dangers,
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like the cost and complications of so elaborate an expedition,
were submerged in the rising tide of public enthusiasm.

Filchner’s schemes for an Austro-Hungarian expedition met
no such encouragement, the resources of Germany and her allies,

on the eve of the First World War, not being allowed to be
diminished by even the cost of an Antarctic expedition. In

England it was Qther%vise. The early days of the Imperial Trans-
Antarctic Expedition admittedly were anxious, with Shackleton
in debt to the extent of iS0,000. But, to hU astonishment and
relief, a wealthy but dour and cautious Scot, the jute manufac-
turer Sir James Caird, came to the rescue with a donation equal to

half this sum. With this support, with a grant of £10,000 from
the Government, generous donations from wo of his most
faithful admirers. Miss Elizabeth Dawson Lambton and Dame
Stancomb Wills, and substantial assistance from the Royal

Geographical Society, the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition
was firmly established.

In its essentiab Shackleton’s plan >vas just what Bruce had
proposed, namely the landing of a crossing party on the Weddell
Sea coast and the landing ofa support party in the Ross Sea. The
latter svould lay depots across the Ice Shelf up to the Beardmore
Glacier for the use of the crossing party descending from the

Pole. There was, however, one difference. Shackleton did not
intend that any scientific work should be done by the crossing

party. Science svas to be the function of tu'o subsidiary parties,

one geological) moving westwards toivards Graham Land, the

other travelling eastwards tmvards Enderby Land.

The ships of the Trans-Antarctic Expedition were the Polaris, a

new Norwegian vessel renamed the EnJuraace after Shackieton’s

family motto, and the Aurora from Sir Douglas Ma^vson’s expedi-

tion. The EnJaraace, destined for the Weddell Sea, ivas equipped

with a primitive wireless receiver^ but not with a transmitter;

a means of contact with the outer world very successfully used

on Wawson’s expedition. This equipment (which never worked)

yvas accepted by Shackleton with the greatest reluctance. Wire-

less might mean the intervention of sponsors, or tiresome direc-

tions, orremindeRof those problems and complexities ofcivilized

life by which he found himselfso constantly baHIed at home. In

the Antarctic at least he was at peace and master of his destiny.
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He did not welcome means, however valuable from a safety point

of view, whereby this peace could be disturbed

No sooner were the two ships prepared, the/4uror<j m Australia,

the Eaiutance in England, when the First World War broke out

Shackleton was quick to act Without even consulung the donors,

Sir James Caird and others, who had made the expedition possible

he offered it, ships, men, dogs and equipment to the Govern

ment as a smgle unit Mr Winston Churchill, then at the

Admiralty, thanked him for the offer But he instructed him

nevertheless to carry on with his Antarctic plans and on Saturday,

8th August 1914, four days after Britam's declaration of war on

Germany, the Endurance sailed from Plymouth Harbour, bound

for the Weddell Sea Shackleton could not have done more than

offer his entire expedition to the Government Nevertheless, the

departure of the men of the Endurance at so critical a moment in

Bntish history did not fail to arouse comment and this sharpened

considerably two years later when urgent demands for a relief

expedition arrived

In South Georgia Shackleton he^rd from the whalers that

it was an exceptionally bad ice year in the Weddell Sea He
decided nevertheless to try and reach Vahsel Bay but to postpone

the start of the crossing journey until the Antarctic summer
(October-March) of 191S-16 As Bruce and Filchner and the

whalers at South Georgia advised, Shackleton entered the Weddell
Sea as far east as possible, as far indeed as the fifteenth meridian of

west longitude, and by New Year’s Day 1915 tbe Endurance had
steamed through nearly five hundred miles of pack into the clear

blue water which washed the flat and feahireless ice front of

Coats Land By the middle of January 1915, Bruce’s farthest

south was exceeded, then a new coastline, no less flat, no less

monotonous appeared, presenting an ice front rismg forty feet

above the water This new coast apparently linked Coats Land
with Filchner s 'Luitpold Land' and Shackleton named it after

his principal benefactor. Sir James Caird A giant glacier tongue
projecting from it—it has smee disintegrated—he named after
Dame Stancomb Wills

Shackleton had no intention of landing north of Filchner’s
Vahsel Bay on Luitpold Coast if he could possibly avoid it for to
do so would mean adding two hundred miles to the journey to
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the Pole. Ne^'crtheless, as a precautioiurj- measure he looked for

landing places and found one in a bay sheltered from the south-

easterly winds by a glacier towering four hundred feet high. There
in ‘ Glacier Bay ’

,
as he called it, he could have landed ; it was a

chance which, if (with aircraft) he could has’C seen what lay

ahead, he would perhaps have taken. But he rejected it, T had
reason later,’ Shackleton wrote, ‘to remember it with regret.’

From this point on Caird Coast Vahsel Bay was a hundred
miles assny. But the Endataace had covered little more than half

this distance when she was beset, on 19th January 19IS, in the

ice. Then the long and ultimately disastrous drift, longer even

than the drift of the Deutschfattd, begm. South-svest, north-west,

once svithin forty miles of the Filchner Ice Shelf, then away to the

north-west again, for nine months the £rduron«, her timbers

cracking and groaning in the tightening grip of the ice, drifted

towards her iae\'icable doom. Tnen the climax came, the death

of a ship destroyed by the pack. ‘At last,’ svrote Shackleton,

'the twisting, grinding floes were wwking their will on the ship.

It was a sickening sensation to feel the decks breaking up under

one’s feet, the great beams bending then snapping vvllh a noise

like heavy gunfire, . . . Just before leaving I looKed dovvn the

engine room skylight as I stood on the quivering deck, and saw

the engines dropping sideways as the stays and bed-plates gave

way. I cannot describe the impression of relentless destruction

which was forced upon me as I looked do^vn and around. The
floes, wifo the force of millions of tons ofmoving ice behind them

tvere simply annihilating the ship.’

Shackleton had his plans well prepared and the disembarkation

ofmen and dogs and equipment went without a hitch. But where

should they now make for? For Nordenskjold’s hut three hun-

dred and twelve miles to the north? For Robertson Island, the

nearest land to the west? Could they indeed move at all over ice

too soft and too broken for sledges, yet with too little open water

to enable them to launch the boats? From Ocean Camp, near the

spot where the ice had closed over Ae shattered top-masts of the

^durance, Aey moved to Patience Camp and from Acre Aey
tried to sledge to Ae nearest land to Ae west. But in seven days,

wiA dogs and sledges pulling only two out of the Arec cumbrous

ship’s bMts Aey made no more than seven miles ;
a rate at which
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they would have taken three hundred days to reach the nearest

land Ml they could do was to wait for the ice to break up so that

they could launch the boats Meanwhile they could eat and sleepr

sleep and eat, meaU mostly of seals and penguins though varied

on one memorable occasion by some undigested fish from the

stomach of a leopard seal The weather over the Weddell Sea

was astonishing in its variety In the first half of January it had

been warm and calm, with their Ice floe almost stationary Then

a succession of south westerly gales rising to blizzards swept

them across the Antarctic Circle to within one hundred and

fifty miles of land March 1916 was a month of constant and

extraordinary change, continuous gales and blizzards, days when

the air was still but intensely cold, then sunshine, then the

strangest of Antarctic sights, hours of ram By March, they had

drifted far to the north, beyond the northern extremity of die

Graham Land peninsula Clarence Island and Elephant Island,

outlien of the South Shetland group, were only a hundred

miles away

Shackleton and his men sighted Clarence Island in the early

days of April 1916 Neverthel«s, though land was in sight and a

barely perceptible swell beneath the ice told them that the open

sea was near, those daj s ivere more dangerous than any they nad

so paucntly endured because the pack, due to the action of wind
and swell, was slowly disintegrating Yet they hesitated to launch

the boats for the swell, lengthening as they approached the open
sea, had begun to drive the floes together m great confusion

Past Clarence Island, however, with the edge of the pack m sight,

they dared wait no longer and as they launched the boats uicy
were met by 'a rush of foam clad water and tossing ice’ which
swept towards them like a tidal bore

shackleton ’s objective was Elephant Island By day they roived
and sailed through a maze of drifting and colliding floes and
bergs, uncomfortably conscious all the time that the killer whales
which wallowed and blew around them with a hissing noise like

the jets of a steam engine might mistake the white bottoms of
the boats for their familiar ice By night they camped on the
floes But rest was not easy for at any moment the floes without
warning might open up beneath their tents Indeed on one
occasion Shackleton, warned some sixth sense of danger.
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was only just in time to snatch a nun in his sleeping-bag out of the
sea before the two halves ofa Roe, as suddenly as they bad opened,
crashed together again.

Shackleton had not been long on Elephant island before he
decided that the health and mental condition of his men and the

shortage of food made it essential that he should try somehow to

reach South Georgia for help before winter froze the sea around
them. Leaving the men on Elephant Island in charge of the ever-

reliable Frank Wild he set off across 800 miles of ocean in one
of the ship’s boats the James Caird. The story of this voyage,

comparable only with the wonderful open boat journey of

Barents’s men in the Arctic in the sixteenth century, is an epic

of maritime adventure retold in one of the most sttiring of all

books of adventure, Shackleton’s South. The James Caird had only

a makeshift decking of canvas. Often the whale boat was half-full

of svater and shuddering under the blows of gigantic waves. But
by superb seamanship and navigation, fortified oy the dauntless,

invincible spirit of a man who remained unshaken by even such

mountainous and destructive seas, they made a landfall and after

crossing ffor the first time in history) the mountains of South

Georgia they reached the safety of a whaling station.

The year 1916, the year of the massacres at Verdun and on the

Somme, was not a time when the people of Britain were readily

inclined to turn their thoughts to the Antarctic, and Shackleton’s

urgent appeab that an immediate relief expedition be launched

fell in some quarters on unsympathetic ears. In the end, however,

not one but four relief expeditions were organized—two British,

one Uruguayan and one Chileait—and these between May and

August 1916 attempted in turn to reach the men on Elephant

Island. On 30th August 1916 the fourth and last of the relief

expeditions on the Chilean ship Yelcho got through with Shackle-

ton, of course, on board, as he had been on all the previous

but unsuccessful attempts.

The 800-miIe boat journey, the desperate scramble over the

mountains, and these four successive voyages were not the end of

Shackleton’s unceasing efforts to rescue the men of the Imperial

Trans-Antarctic Expedition. At tiic odier side of the continent

the Ross Sea party had been in scarcely less desperate straits.

They at least had carried oat their allotted task, that of laying
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as the Endurance was drifting towards disaster in the Weddell Sea,

the ice moorings of the Ross Sea ship, the old Aurora, parted in

a blizzard leaving stranded the ten men who had wintered at

Cape Evans on Ross Island For nine months, the Aurora under her

first officer Lieutenant J R Stenhouse drifted in the ice of the

Ross Sea, battered, rudderless and with little coal But she

escaped and established wireless contact with New Zealand

Shackleton reached New Zealand in December 1916 Within

three weeks the Aurora, chartered by the British, Australian and

New Zealand governments, was refitted and sailed under her

former commander John K Davis, with Shackleton again on

board, to rescue the Ross Sea survivors

Shackleton’s Imperial Trans Antarctic Expedition was a

failure But it was a failure distinguished by a display of courage

and endurance and, on Shackleton s part once again, of powers of

leadership unparalleled m polar exploration Geographically it

had added little to the discoveries of Bruce and Filchner beyond
the short southern stretch of the Caird Coast but even so, seen in

the perspective of history, the expedition made a contribution,

and possibly a decisive one, to future Antarctic achievement
Throughout the ten month drift of the Endurenee and during the

long sojourn on the dnfting pack, a young Scottish geologist

from C^mbndge, J M Wordie (now Sir James Wordie),
Shackleton's chief of snentific staff, had made careful and con
tmuous observations of the movement and nature of the sea ice

More than forty years later when the ships of the British Inter
national Geophysical Year expedition and of Sir Vivian Fuchs’
trans Antarctic expedition entered the Weddell Sea the course
they took, the course which brought them safely through the
pack to the clear blue waters off the ice bound coast, was dictated
very largely by the mtimate knowledge of sea ice conditions
gamed by Wordie during the drift of the Impenal Trans
Antarctic Expedition

historian of the Antarctic, the year 1916, the year of
the Shackleton relief expeditions, is memorable also because
during It Sir Clements Markham, to whom more than anyone the
revival of Antarctic exploration at the turn of the century had
been due, died at the age ofeighty six Bomm 1830hehadlived
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evidence of state activity supporting claims to “''"f'E"’?’

evidence which an international court would be very '

require In cases of disputed or overlapping claims as in tne

Antarctic These new incentives to exploration, like the oin

incentive, rivalry for the Poles, were valuable—even if they were

not particularly attractive—to the explorers and f
cemed because, even though ouly incidentally, they aided tn

advancement of exploration and research

Parallel with these technical and political developmen« were

important developments in the scientific field, brought a out y

the demand for a greater co ordination and exchange of mforma

tion about polar exploration, scientific discovery, and techniques

In the national field this led to the establishment of polar centrM

or institutes, such as the Scott Polar Research Institute foi^ 6

m 1920 out of the proceeds of the Scott Memorial Fund, or,

among government organizations, the ‘ Chief Administration o

the Northern Sea Route’ set up by the Soviet Govemmen

in 1932 In the international field this same need for peatcr

integration of effort, the more urgent as exploring expeditions

multiplied and specialization increased, led to the launching o

the Second International Polar Year of 1932-33

International Polar Year, of 1882-83, too often remembered

only by the calamity which befell the Greeley expedition, ba

addled substantially to knowledge of geomagnetism and meteoro

logy The Second International Year, which was concentrate

like Its predecessor in the Arctic, made further advances in these

branches of geophysics and in addition embarked upon studies

of the ionosphere, the ionized region of the upper atmosphere

responsible for the reflection of radio waves This was research

for which the polar regions are particularly important because

of the long alternating period of daylight and darkness It

became increasingly important as radio communication deve

loped rapidly after the First World War The most important

advances during the Second International Polar Year were made,

however, in meteorology, vitally important to the progress of

polar aviation m peace and in war During the Second Inter

national Polar Year, ninety four meteorological stations were

manned in the Arctic (as against thirteen during the First Polar

Year) and for the first time reliable information was provided
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about Arctic weather and the relation beOveen ice drift and
tnovement and the behaviour of the winds.

The reaUiation that, coiMnercial aircraft, if they could be
safely navigated across the Arctic by Great Circle routes, could

greatly shorten the flying time betsveen the great centres of

population in the eastern and western hemispheres led many
exploring expeditions beOveen the wars to study the ineteoro-

logy of die Greenland ice sheet not only because it lay in the

track of future air routes but because its great mass of ice, like

the even greater mass co^-ering the Antarctic continent, had a

profound influence on weather. Studies of Arctic weather and

Arctic ice were no less important to sea navigation, particularly

for the new Sosnet Government of Russia whose northern coast

is especially vulnerable to the circular and branching ice move*
ments of the Arctic Ocean. Thus the b^nnings of an organized

effort by Russia to promote and expand Arctic research was a

development of the first importance benveen the wars.

The impact of air power did not greatly affect the pattern of

polar travel until after the Second World War. This remained, in

the classic tradition established by the North American and

Scandinavian travellers, as firmly based as ever on the dog and

sledge. Even the British, oppos^ as their leading explorers had

for so long been to the use ofdogs in exploration, had Jeamt their

lesson and not only adopted but now strove hard to improve

upon the sledging techniques which had won for America and

Norway the Poles.
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won by Canadian trappers and traders and British naval officeo

during the nineteenth century ,

There was, however, little scope left in the Arctic in the secon

quarter of the twentieth century for record breaking journeys

of such magnitude Indeed onlywithin the great ice sheet covering

Greenland was there scope for exploration on anything li ® ^ ®

grand scale For this reason and because of its great signi

cance in ice and weather research, innermost Greenland m t e

nineteen thirties attracted a succession of expeditions, German,

British and American, the most important between the vvan

In each case, as the earlier Damsh explorers had advise ,
a

central weather stationm the heart of the ice sheet for continuous

observations was the core of the scientific programme

Between 1926 and 1931 three expeditions estabhshed sUtions

of this kind the University of Michigan Expedition led by a

vigorous controvcrsialiat in Antarctic history. Professor William

H Hobbs, the German Greenland Expedition led by the fifty

one year old Professor Alfred Wegener who had been with

Mylius Erichsen m Greenland
,
and the British Arctic Air Route

Expedition led by an adventurous and solatile young Cambridge

Arctic traveller, H G (Gmo) Watkins Of these Wegener's was

scientifically the most productive and m the use of motor sledges

and new instruments for measuring the thickness of the ice cover

by echo soundmg (seismic) methods, was technologically the

most advanced A centra! weather station was built on the 71st

parallel, some 2S0 miles from the west coast, but in November
1930 the expedition had its tragedy for on a journey, a necessary

but dangerous journey at the onset of winter, from this station to

the coast, Wegener and a companion, WiUemsen, died of

exhaustion and exposure
The British Arctic Air Route Expedition, led by Gino Watkins

ivas the most ambitious Arctic expedition sent out from Britain

since the Scott and Shackleton days Us motive was meteorological

research and survey against the day when commercial aircraft

flying over Greenland would accomplish a North West Passage

by air The most promising air route from England to Canada
and the Pacific coast which lay across Greenland, Baffin Island

and Hudson Bay, crossed the least known part of Greenland The
coast, moreover, for twohundred miles north of Angmagssalikwas
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boats were also carried m the Quest and two De

craft for reconnaissance and air photography to aid the an

surveyors This was a sign of the times But it was not the hot use

of aircraft by a British Arctic expedition Six years e^iier a

party of young men led by George Binney (now Sir George

Binney) from Oxford had been pioneers in this respect an a

made a number of successful flights in a seaplane over Spitsbergen

and Nordaustland ,

.

The expedition's most important contribution was probably

their very careful survey of the eastern coastal strip Two long

sledging trips were also made westwards across the ice sheet, one

carrying kayaks for use in the fjords and streams between the ice

edge and the coast But the most adventurous journey was onem
open boats (also carrying kayaks) made by Watkins, Augustine

Courtauld, and Captain Lemon of the Signals along the ice

infested east coast from Angmagssalik southwards to Pnw

Christians Sund, a distance of seven hundred miles One episode

at the mland station was remmiscent of the feats of endurance

and fortitude of the Scott and Shackleton days Watkins’s plan,

based on absurdly optimistic meteorological forecasts, had been

to relieve the central weather station on the ice sheet

month But the blizzards, blandly prophesied as infrequent by

the weather experts, blew weekly durmg October at over a

hundred miles an hour In such conditions repeated journeys to

the heart of the ice sheet were impracticable and Courtauld

volunteered to remain at the station alone, to maintain observa

tions throughout the winter On 6th December he began his soli

tary watch On 5th May the following year he was relieved

Snowed up towards the end of this lonely sojourn, his submerged

hut swept by blizzards which roared across the ice and snow

above his head, without fuel for either heating or cooking for

weeks before relief arrived, Courtauld survived and returned

in perfect health after a physical and psychological experience

unique m polar history

While in Greenland Watkins talked much of a great Antarctic

project he had m mind, a trans Antarctic expedition m the form
of a sledging journey from the head of the Weddell Sea to the

Bay of NVhales However, he failed to raise funds for this and
returned to Greenland but there was drowned while hunting, as
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overland In May 192S Amundsen and the American aviator

Lincoln Ellsworth, who was later to gam distinction in Antarctic

flying, left Kongsfjorden, Spitsbergen, in two Dormer flying boa s

and landed amidst high and hummocky ice 120 miles from c

North Pole They managed to get only one of their aircratt

airborne again and in this returned to Spitsbergen, having ma e

soundings of the Arctic Ocean near the Pole and accomp is e

a reconnaissance of over 12,000 square miles of the polar

basin j

The following year Commander R E Byrd of the Unite

States Navy, who was to be first since Wilk.es to lead an American

Antarctic expedition, joined m these Arctic flights He a

already gained experience of Arctic aviation with MacMillan s

192S expedition to Peary's mythical ‘Croker Land’, and on t

May 1926 he flew from Spitsbergen to the North Pole The next

flight, the same year and again by Amundsen and Ellsworth, was

indirectly to lead to one of the earliest disasters m Arctic aviation

The aircraft was an airship, the designed by an

designer, Colonel Umberto Nobile, and m this, the first flight

by airship over the Arctic, Amundsen, Ellsworth, and Nobile tried

to fly from Spitsbergen to Alaska The first stage of the flight was

remarkably success^I and three fla^, American, Norwegian and

Italian, were thrown dovm on the tumbled sea ice around the

Pole But during the Right onwards to Alaska they were con

stanilym imminent danger Ice thickly encrusting the sides of the

ship was tom loose by the whirling propellers and flung apmst

the gas bags Ice heavily encrusted the bows of the Norge Their

radio equipment had long ceased to function, and even their sun

compass was heavily coated in ice Nevertheless, navigating

almost blind and without cxmtact with the ground, they made
an exceedingly fortunate landfall in Alaska on 14th May They
had flown non stop from Europe to America over a distance of

3400 nules

The year 1928 was a notable year in the history of Arctic

aviation both for the flights of the Australian airman Hubert
Wilkins and for the disaster which befell the airship Itaha

launched by the Italian North Polar Expedition Wilkins had

learnt to fly m the early experimental dap of 1910-12 when
aircraft seemed little more than a transparent pattern of fragile
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year. At first there seemed no hope that they would oer be

found Then a Russian wireless amateur near Archangel, on the

basis of a garbled and puaihng message, tracked them down ana

the search started Norsscgian scalers, Swedish sealen, Italian,

Norwegian and Swedish aircraft all Joined In, and at Amundsen s

personal request a French seaplane was put at his disposal to

search for the man whose quarrel wr|th him had been at the root

of this unfortunate enterprise After many failed atlcmpU.

Nobile at length was rescued by one of the Swedish pilots and the

remainder of the party were picked up by the Russian icebreaker

Kiaain after they had been sighted by the ship’s light aircraft

But of Amundsen no trace was ever found, except a float from the

aircraft picked up off the Norwegian coast in September 1928

It was evidence enough that yet another lint with the Heroic

Age had finally and tragically been broken

One more but quite different attempt at a trans polar crossing

must be mentioned because It Is the antecedent of a remarkable

achievement still fresh m the memory This w-as the attempt

by Sir Hubert Wilkins m 1931 to cross the Arctic Ocean, as

far as the Pole, by submarine Wilkins's \esse1, the submanne

0 13 renamed the NeutJjur, was lent to him by the United States

Navy and he crossed the Atlantic In her to his starting base at

Longyearbyen, Spitsbergen In August Wilkins set out He had

no luck He encountered violent storms, his diiing gear was dam-
aged, and after a vopge ofthree weeks he returned to Spitsbergen

Nevertheless, he managed to reach 82® IS' N dunng this first

voyage, a voyage which contnbuted more to Arctic science than

his aeronautical expeditions, for his chief scientist was a distin-

guished Norwegian oceanographer. Professor Harald Sverdrup,
whose observations of ice movement and currents were to prove
of lasting value Despite this failure Wilkins remained optimistic
about die prospects for under-lce navigation and al^ut the

commercial piossibilities of a Northern Passage route for cargo-
carrying suhmannes But almost thirty years were to pass before
Commander W R Anderson of the United States Navy in
another Noutilut, this time atomic powered, achieved in 19S8
the first submanne trans polar crossing

These flights and land explorations added no new lands to the
Arctic map Indeed, it was little changed from that of the end of
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ths Hrst World War. But in the Arctic as in the Antarctic there

vra some consolidation of political geography as Ais P“' “

primary, pioneer exploration drew to a close; notably in *e^e

of^nLd whose north-eastern coast had been the last major

Arctic coastline to be explored. For some years the Itated ^tes
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Relatively soon after the First World War, the Arctic under

these v'anous responsible powers began to move out of the realm

ofprimary exploration into that ofexploitation and development,

notably of mineral resources which were to replace the fur trade

as the key to Arctic economy During this second phase projects

for mapping on a far ranging and intensive scale, geological

prospecting, weather and many other detailed scientific mvesti

gations replaced the journeys and voyages of reconnaissance and

discovery characteristic of the exploring days In these move

ments towards the exploitation of national temtones m the

Arctic the new aircraft greatly speeded progress The day when

the Arctic would be mapped from the air, when long journeys

would be by air and not by dog sledge, when indeed not only

dog teams and sledges but snow vehicles would be earned great

distances by air to key points for local use, was already

approaching fast

This was the position in the Arctic between the Wars The
Antarctic was in a very different situation At the end of the

First World War at least half of the coastline of a continent
between five and six million square miles in total area was still,

apart from some uncertain sightings m the first half of the nine
teenth century, undiscovered As for the interior, only the spaces
flanking the well worn track from the Ross Sea to the Pole could
be described as known Yet, with so much to be done, by the
first years of the Second World War, the whole of the remaining
coastline had been reconnoitred and often mapped and deep
reconnaissances made m many directions into the interior This
Wis an achievement in twenty years which would never have
bcM possible had it not been for the new air power

ough during this penod great advances were made not only
m^Urctic geography but in many other sciences, the moUves

T? j
explonng efforts, motives which secured

e which made them ptossible, were basically political
rather thm scientific It was the same m the Antarctic as in the
rc c It the advance of exploration the partition of dis

covered temtones began
^

which science was to reap
muc t the entry of Antarctica into the realm ofmter-
na lona po tics was seen in die programme of sustained oceano
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and distant whaling grounds, to new geographical discovcncs,

notably by Norwegian whalers m 1930-3
1 _

These were some of the trends and developments i

Antarcuc between the Wars What, bnefly was the sequence o

events? After the Shackleton-Rowett Expedition of 1921

which Shackleton died and on which Frank Wild, ^e new leader,

failed to discover new coast in the Enderby Land regi^,

was alull in majorvoyagesof exploration forfiveyears T ere

however, as already described, much whaling and oceanograp i

activity and geological and other scientific work, especia X

the Falkland Islands Dependencies and one nouble event, tn

first landing by a Norwegian expedition m 1928—29 on

0y in the Bellingshausen Sea This island (like Bouvetoya o

which Norwegians had landed m 1927-28) was surveye an

claimed for Norway m 1929 Meanwhile, France moved nearer

to the Antarctic continent m a programme of res«rch an

development in certain sub Antarctic islands, notably the lies

Kerguelen to which in 192+ she consolidated earlier ciaims

In 1928, the year of the Arctic search for the Itaha, the

Antarctic too entered the Air Age with the first use, by the

Arctic aviator Sir Hubert Wilkins, of the aeroplane on his joih

Bntish and United Sutes Wilkins-Hearst Expedition *

onginal intention had been to make a trans Antarctic flight from

Graham Land to the Ross Sea But bad weather preventing this,

the flight was limited to the east coast of Graham Land as

71° S The flight was a warning of the errors which might be

made by aviators often in the obscure and deceptive conditions

of AnUrctic flying for Wilkins returned widi the news that

Graham Land, far from being a peninsula of the mainland, wm
an archipelago separated from the mainland by ‘Crane, Casey an

Lurabee Channels’ and by ‘Stefansson Strait’ If this were tru^,

then all the claims by explorers m the mneteenth century that m
Graham Land they had discovered the Antarctic Continent were

nullified Five years passed before Wilkins’s assertions

disproved That they were, was due to the BnUsh Graham Land

expedition of 193+-37 led by John Rymill, an expediUon which

carried out by land and air one of the most comprehensive

exploring and scientific progtammes (m geology, meteorology,

glaciology and biology) of any mamland expedition between the
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Wan. Rymill’s survey of the coast and islands off the peninsula

as far as Alexander Und not only showed Wilkins s channels t

he glacier streams and his strait not to exist but a so wen

way towards showing on a scries of long sledging journeys

Bellingshausen’s Alexander Und was in reality an is and T^e

one new discovery of land made by Wilkins, '
,

also proved to be an island. In 1929-30 Wilkins made another

attempt to fly across to the Ross Sea. Again he ^d not

in a number of flights over Graham Land and ® ®
,

pack as far as 73« S., he proved the insularity ^
discovered by the French explorer ]. B. Charcot in •

These first events of Antarctica’s Air Age however did not

touch upon the three great unexplored areas o com
‘

,

beuveen the Bellingshausen Sea and the Ross Sea, e e

Weddell Sea and Enderby Und, and between

Kaiser Wilhelm Und. adjoining the coast explored by Mawo

In 1911-14. These three great stretches of

yean between 1928 and 1938 were explored by
V"’

Norwegian and British expeditions, led
^

Ameri^ aviator Richard E. Byrd ;
the Norwegians

sen, Hjalmar Riiser-Urscn and Gunrar bac1«cn»
„ ^

Douglas Mawson and John K. Davis for the Bntis

weafth. In all of them, the new air power made >t poss^k to

reconnoitre and often to photograph vast cxpans« o

and thus to prepare the -way for detailed exploia o

smc. e«p^<Utio„ of 1928-30, kd >>y

Byrd, was the first American expedition
^nd

privately sponsored) since the stormy days o
® more-

insubordinate Charles Wilkes eighty years before.
.

’

over, the firstofalonglineofAmerican
e^editions

States
predominantly transported and manned by e

t

Navy, increasing yearly in size and in the mMS an co P
^

their equipment, wWch culminated in the

enterprise ever undertaken hy one lution, e
^

contribution to the International Geophysica^
!„ 19S7)

played by Byrd in all these c^ieitions (unul h«
the

no. only Uat of n tedir ..ho becamo,

American Antarctic hero of bis day; he was a s
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and promoter, the man who more than any other was responsible

for the return of the United States to Antarctica and for focusing

the attention of the American people for nearly thirty years on

the geographical exploration of the Antarctic continent

Though his aircraft earned him well beyond this region,

Byrd s attention was centred for the most part on the unlmo^

Pacific sector of Antarctica, between the Bellingshausen and t e

Ross Sea On his first expedition, 1928-30, he discovered the

western coast and hinterland of this region. Mane Byrd Land, an

claimed it for the United States Then in 1929, m the sti

hazardous conditions of polar aviation of those days, he made the

first flight over the South Pole Byrd’s next expedition was in

1933-35 Wintering as before on the Ross Ice Shelfm the Bay o

Whales, where more than a dozen buildingswere erected, Byrd on

this occasion by sledging )oumcy$ and flights proved beyond doubt

the continental nature of Mane Byrd Land and in consequence

settled a problem which had preoccupied both Bruce and

Filchner, namely whether any sea connection existed

the Weddell and the Ross Seas Byrd’s third expedition, 'The

United States Service Expedition’, took place during the first two

years of the Second World War and agam extensive additions

were made to the geography of the continent New coast (the

Walgreen Coast) was added, overlooking the Amundsen Sea,

earlier discoveries, notably m the neighbourhood of the Edsel

Ford Ranges found m 1928-29, were greatly enlarged, and

explorations, both land and air, were extended for the fint time

to the Graham Land peninsula There, continuing the work of the

Bntish Graham Land Expedition, American sledging journeys far

to the south proved for the first time the insularity of Bellmgs
hausen’s Alexander Land

At intervals over these same ten years another great segment
^Antarctic coastline was being explored by the Norwegians
This lay between the Weddell Sea and Enderby Land, a coast first

sig ted by the Russian Captain Bellingshausen early in the nine*
^enth century These expedibons, promoted since 1927 by

Christensen with resources incomparably more
modest than those available to Byrd, made coastal discoveries no

those of the Americans though unlike them
the Norwegians made little attempt to penetrate the hinterland
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either by land or air. In 1929-30 the eastward and svestward

limits of this long coastline were defined when Hja mar Riiser-

Larsen discovered and roughly charted ^
Kronprinsesse Martha Kyst from the air. In 1930-31 Isachsen

and Riiser-Larsen attacked the central portion of the coasted

discovered and charted, again only roughly, Prinsesse

K)-st. In the season 1936-37, yet another expedition, led this time

by Lars Christensen himself, the promoter of all these Norwegim

enterprises, filled the intermediate gaps by the discovery o r

Harald Kyst and Prinsesse Astrid Kyst. ,

The third and last stretch of undiscovered coast to be

only slightly less extensive Aan those discovere

American and Norivegian expeditions, was the sttetc

Drygalsld’s Kaiser Wilhelm H Land, discovered

twentieth century, and Enderby Land and Kemp Lan * 6 ,

by the British sealers, Biscoe and Kemp, early in the ® j
This gap was filled by the British-Australian-New Zm
Antarctic Research Expedition (B.A.N.Z.A.R.E.) in a^nia

two yean, 1929-31
,
under the leadership of Australia s greatest

explorer, the late Sir Douglas Mawson. Enderby and Kemp Land

to the east were shown tl be joined. MacRoberUon l^d^
discovered, and between it and Kaiser Wilhelm II Lan

, , ,

Elizabeth Land. No trace of Balleny’s landfall

between King George V Land and Kaiser Wilhelm II l^d tw

new stretches of coast emerged and were named Sabnna “ ^

honour of Balleny) and Banzare Coast after the initials ol utie

of the expedition. Much charting and surveying from s
p ^

aircraft was accomplished but perhaps the most important act oi

the expedition following these discoveries was to agree on a o

dary, longitude 45" E., as the dividing line between md

Norwegian activities and bet^veen Enderby Land an

Olav Kyst. Mawson then proclaimed British sovereignty over

whole region, and in 1938 named It Australian Antarcuc -

tory. Yet another stretch of new coast was added to Am
Anurctic Territory in 1933-34. This was the work of

yet another Lars Christensen expedition, "fbey

‘Prinsesse Astrid Land’, now known as King Leopold an

Astrid Coast, adjoining Kaiser Wilhelm 11 Land *0^0 '
,

also flew over part of the coast of MacRobertson Land w er
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name of the Norwegian leader is commemorated m Lars Christen

sen Coasten Coast
. t j liv

Like the Arctic, the Antarctic (following the lead gi J

A^ilkins m 1928^ was the scene of numerous attempts JWilbns in 1928) was the scene ^ c : ff-mot
across It once the Pole had been reached by airacross It once the role naaoeenreaciicuoy 111 * ‘

‘4,

by Lincoln Ellswor^ who bad flown across the
^ vi»rse

Amundsen, was from the Ross Sea to Graham Land,
.

direction to Wilkins, but Ellsworth’s plane was ®
ii°^«ncr

sea Ice of the Bay of Whales This was in 1933-34 °

year Ellsworth tried again stattmg this time from Graham »

but he was foiled by incessant bad weather In 193S, however,

succeeded, with H Hollick-Kcnyon as pilot, and ®

November of that year the first flight across the continent ro

Dundee Island to the Bay ofWhales The flight was not
.

(there were four landings), nor was it by way of die Po ®

first continuous and trans polar flight m a single engmed

was accomplished only in 1958 by Squadron Leader Jota Le

of the Commonwealth Trans Antarctic Expedition In the cours

of his flight Ellsworth discovered James W Ellsworth Lw » Y«

named Ellsworth Highland, and claimed it for the United Sia e

As already desenbed, a powerful motive mducmg govemtnen

to provide funds for Antarctic exploration was their anxie^ to

consolidate or establish claims to Antarctic territory and indee

by the beginning of the Second World War, only one sector, t e

Pacific sector, the focus especially of American activity, remaine

fonnally unclaimed The British had given the lead in this parti

Uon of Antarctica when in 1908 and 1917 they issued 1®“®”

patent claiRung and defining the temtory of the Falkland Islan

Dependencies These were followed in 1923 by the esublisb^nt

of the Ross Dependency (betweenlongitudes 1 60° E andlSO
which was placed under New Zealand admimstration The

French followed suit, and although no French expediOon had

been acUve m the neighbourhood of Terre AdUie smee Dumont
d Urvillc, and Indeed was not active until after the Second

World War, they nevertheless Included Terre AdSlie m the

decree of 192+ claiming the sub Antarctic islands and It

was accepted by the Bntish and Australian Governments m
1933 as an enclave of Australian Antarctic Territory
The next stage m the partition of Antarctica was the claiming
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pmltlen cf^ Aistimitf
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by Norwsy ot *<s settop between^ j'r ^!L“xlfeto™s
Land, the sector which had been discovered by P ^
of Consul Lars Christensen Norwegian sovereignjr “

proclaimed over Peter 1 0y in 193 1 but no

non was made about this vast mainland territory,

Dronning Maud Und, until 1939 The Norwegian Gov=^=M

was then spurred to action by the activities ofaGe
3030 ^[1

non under Captam Alfred Ritscher which arrived in 19«

the shores of Pnnsesse Astrid Kyst and Kronprmses ‘

Kvst Personally sponsored by Field Marshal Goermg, p

staffed hv German Air Force and Naval personnel more

ested perhaps in obtaining hydrographical and

information valuable to Antarctic based raiders in wartime

geozraphical exploration, the expedition s two aircraft iQ *
,

we« visit flew over and photographed 350,000 square
j*

of territory This was named by the Germans ‘Neu Schwa en

and was formally claimed by Germany in )anuary
^

woriQ war remainea tana inoceu ^
-

Numerous personal claims had been made by Byrd ^d om

metnbeTs of his expeditions, and by Lincoln Ellsworth Byra

expedition of 1939—41, the United States Antarctic Servic

Expedition, had indeed been instructed to establish pennanen

bases m Antarctic territory as evidence to support later forma

claims However, since Congress failed to provide funds, is

expedition was withdrawn After the War (m 1946). w le

Byrd’s fourth expedition was still in the field, the United States

position was made plain This was that she neither made claims

nor recogmzed the claims ofothers over the territories which one

hundred and fifty years of Antarctic exploration had revealed

This rapid survey of events and trends leads directly to the

period of the Second World War and after Nevertheless the two

periods were m one respect markedly distinct Between the wars,

individual enterprise m exploration was still characteristic, as it

had been of the decades before the First World War After the

Second World War, there vns a change with individual enter

pnse very largely givmg way to government explorations on the

mid nineteenth century pattern
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The Second World War and

After; The Significance of the

Polar Regions

I
T is remarkable how often. In Briuin at all events, the Arctic

b still thought to be the realm primarily of the dog-team and

the sledge. Yet the aircraft and the helicopter are more appro-

priately the symbols and the instruments of Arctic pro^^ today.

Commercial airways navigating along or near Great Circle routes

fly regularly across the Arctic, spanning in hours the stark moun-

tains, the tumbled and hummocky sea Ice, the vast and empty

surface of the Greenland ice sheet over which Nansen ^d
and so many others painfully trudged. Air power, too, is the kejf

to the economic and industrial expansion upon which Canada is

now embarking in her Arctic territory. It is the key, moreover,

to riie strategic sigiuBcance of a region where potentially hostile

powers, in North America and the Soviet Union, confront each

other across an Arctic ‘Mediterranean’ and prepare elaborate and

costly defences against the possibility of air attack; defences in

Canada’s case more than anything responsible for the widespread

opening up of her Arctic regions since the last war. Greenland

also, since 19S4 no longer regarded as a colony but as part of

Denmark, has been brought through air power into closer con-

tact with the outer world and has moved, in the west and south

at least, out of a hunting into a fishing and monetary economy
in which her mineral resources, of cryolite especially, play an

important part. No doubt comparable developments have also

taken place in the Soviet Arctic. The secrecy which surrounds

Russia’s Arctic possessions, however, allows little information to

escape.

It is impossible here, for diesc are contemporary events, to

»»
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give more than a rapid sketch of the broad trends

ments which have led to this Arctic transformation P

opens with an exploit in the old style, the traversing ot me

North West Passage by one of Ae outsUndmg pioneers m
^

Canada today. Sergeant (now Inspector) Henry Larsen, R

In a little ship, the St Aoci, one hundred and four feet long, he

made (see map facing p 86) the North West Passage ’ P..
,

mg on his voyage m 1940-42 through the swirling °
.

Strait, then on his second voyage m the summer of 1 * S

Prmce of Wales Strait and along Melville and Lancaster oun

Stopping at Winter Harbour m Melville Sound, he
»

on a high rock, the names of Parry’s seamen and

ships Htcla and Griper which had wintered therem 1 8 19
, ^

was a truly audacious achievement, one indeed whic arry

himself would have been the first to admire

Lanen’s voyages in the St Hoch stand out in romantic con r

to the network of air, land and sea operations, economic an

strategic, which since the War have covered Canada s *,

sector Those directed to the exploitation of the Canadian Nor

have been based first and foremost on an extensive programme

of air survey, supplemented by ground parties working mostiyf

not with dogs and sledges (though on occasion these too have

been flown to key points for local use), hut with aircraft, mclu

mg helicopters Tne aim has been to exploit the nch rrunera

resources of the Canadian Arctic, petroleum, graphite, coal, iron,

nickel, copper and gold, and, just south of the Arctic Circle,

radium and uranium at Great Bear Lake Geological prospecting

in Canada’s northwest territory, greatly speeded by the °

devices such as the airborne magnetometer, has been so wide

spread—as indeed have other scientific investigations basic to

economic, industrial, and strategic development—that a Cana-

dian geographer has lately remarked, ‘It is probably true that no

single part of the Canadian Arctic, even including remote islands

not visited since they were first placed on the map long ago, has

escaped the recent attention of the geologist, geographer or other

scientist *

An even more important factor m this transformation of the

Canadian Arctic and m tfie opening up of many temtones ex-

plored but unvisited for generations has been the Air Defence
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Programme focused on the so-called D.E.W. Unc (Distant E*rly

Warning Une), once known under the Orwellian name. Project

S72’. This radar fence, with more than forty manned sUtJons

stretching from east Greenland to Alaska, has meant the ^ ’mg

ofinnumerable airfields, the building of small tosvnships of scien-

tists and technicians, the bulldoiing of Arctic highways, an c

employment of aroxmd twenty thousand men. The names of some

of these prefabricated, air-conditioned, electronic sutions—Fro-

bisher, for example, in Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island—recall the

debt which those responsible for this ipecucular if gloomy pro-

ject owe to the early explorers. All this rapid developmwt ol

course has Inevltahly brought in Its train sociological problems

concerning the Eskimoes who have been brought into contact

with the diseases and the temptations as well as the benefits of

civilization. They are at the same time fast losing the native

sldUs which have enabled them for so long to survive.

Greenland too, mainly along Its west and south-west coast, me
tile of the earliest settlements and European explorations, has

hcea brought into the stream of world affairs ;
largely because of

its importance as a landing stage and weather observatory along

a polar air route. Greenland’s key role In the future of polar

aviation had been foreseen as far back as the early thirties by ^e
Bridsb Arctic Air Route Expedition sent out to test possibilities

by the Royal Geographical Society, But the British were not the

first to be so far-sighted. In the nineteen-twenties, the

Norweg^ Arctic explorer Bemt Balchcn.who flewwith Amund-
sen and Wilkins in the Arctic and piloted Admiral Byrd to the

South Pole, forecast the role of Greenland as ‘the great aircraft-

carrier of Ae Arctic’. The urgent needs of war saw this forecast

realized. In 1941 an agreement was signed between the United

States and Denmark. Tius, while reaffirming Danish sovereignty

over Greenland, granted the United States the temporary use of

certain bases in west and south-west Greenland for defensive pur-

poses, but in particular as sta^ng points for the ferrying of air-

craft to Britain. The first airports, planned by Balchen himself^
Arctic adviser to the U.S. Air Force, were at Julianehaab, in

southern Greenland, and at Sondre Stromfjord in the south-west.

After the War, following an agreement in 1951 between the

United States and Denmark coverii^ the use of N.A.T.O. bases
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in Greenland, the greatest of these Arctic airports ww

Ibhed at Thule, far up the west coast near the entrance to

Sound, the ‘Sir Thomas Smiths Sound discovered m W 7

the Englishman William Baffm Tliule, with its

aluminium buddings, its radio and radar tower lower on 7 ,

the television mast on the Empire State Building m r

is now a pulsating modem Arctic town The pioneer p

trans Arctic fiymg belong, as wc have seen, to the P®”® ,,

tween the Wars when the Bights of Amundsen, Byrd

were succeeded by the survey flights of von Gronau o e 7

and of the U S aviator Lindbergh, and by one of ^e m

courageous flights of those early days, the British pilot Jojn

Grierson’s solo single engined flight to Otuwa by way o

Faroes, Iceland and the Greenland ice sheet But it was no

the airfields m south west Greenland had been built that ® ,

commercial air service between Europe and the

North America could begin This took place m November

when the Scandinavian Airlines System, true to their natiow‘

tradition of Arctic pioneering made the first cornmcrcial i£

from Copenhagen to Los Angeles by way of the airfield at Son

Stromf)ord
,

.

While west Greenland was thus fast developing under tne

impact of war and air power and the energetic measures of t c

Danish Government to develop the settlements north and soul

of the capital, Godthaab, Greenland s ice sheet and its normern

and eastern coasts (where the musk ox and the kayak could sti

he seen) continued to attract explormg expeditions First among

these after the Second World War were the expeditions known

as the Missions Polaircs Fran^aises, launched by the French ex

parachutist and anthropologist Paul Emile Victor who, niore

than anyone has been responsible for the remarkable revival o

French polar exploration, both Arctic and Antarctic, since the

last war These French expeditions, working between i 948-57

and supplied very largely by air direct from France, have been

concerned chiefly with the seismic investigation of the central

and southern parts of the ice sheet Seismic and other glaciological

investigations also preoccupied the British North Greenland

Expedition of 19S2-54, working in Dronnmg Louise Land

This, led by a naval officer. Commander C J D Simpson, has
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a special place in thehistoryof recent air-

French expeditions, it relied g^t y on s pp y

craft of the Ropl Air Force but one of «

about the re-entry of *e ™ ^ Stional role of

was a reminder that in Britain be
^ Clements

the Navy in polar enterprise. expedition

Markham in the nineties, still survive
.

,y _|j War was the

working in Greenland since the
. ^jpjl Knuth. This

Danish Peary Land expedition,
. ^ Greenland, relied

too, working in the extreme no
;-.._iv-ed in sun'cy and in

considerably upon air support ^ f ^ large Greenland

investigation o7theicesheet
'^elat«tofth«ej^^^

expeditions to study the condiuons
J959 organized

is^e IntematioTul Expedition to Greenland

and led by M. Paubfimlle Victor.
exploration since

Before turning to
^pect of Arctic activity must

the Second World War ^^fUtic, in Britain especially,

be mentioned because It is $0
j. undergraduate expedl-

of this period. That b , "XioerTased In number since

Hons to the Arctic, whi^ch ^rly w enUes. Easily

the Em of their kind from 0.dorf.jnm^^
^ ^

and cheaply accessible, svi*
Spinbergen and Nord-

months of Sie summer istad, have all been ^
austland, Greenland. ]an M")™.

. ,dventurous travel

such undergraduam partm
„ ta been especially

Ird'Tr^&or diSiled geological mapping of

islands.
s,.....t„„,bo,e travel.

mde the most impo..-.. - ,„_38^ 0,. year oi

in the Arctic. “"Vl * i],„„ledge of this region ss-as still toed

Russian drift ^ the freo and upon evidence from

upon the work of ^^^Ute nineteenth century) « w ell

drifting
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In GrcnnUnd, the greatest of these “"P"“ ^ SmA
hshed at Uule, far up the west coast near the entrmce t a

Sound, the 'Sir Thomas Smith's Sound' discovered n Iblt, J

the Englishman William Baffin Thule, with Its alrheWs,

aluminium buildings, Its radio and radar tower
„Vnrk

the television mast on the Empire State Buying m
Is now a pulsating modem Arctic town The pionce j

trans-Arctic flying belong, as we have seen, to the P'” ,,

tween the Wars when the flights of Amundsen, Byrd and 'Vi

were succeeded by the survey fiighu of von Gronau o c

and of the U S aviator Lindbergh, and by one of m

courageous flights of those early days, the British pdo J

Grierson’s solo single engined flight to Ottawa by way e

Faroes, Iceland and the Greenland ice sheet But it was no

the airfields In south-west Greenland had been built that ® j*

commercial air service between Europe and the

North America could begin This took place m
,i

when the Scandinavian Airlines System, true to their n» i

tradition of Arctic pioneering, made the first commMCial ig

from Copenhagen to Los Angeles by way of the airfield at oOR

Stromfjord
, ,

While west Greenland was thus fast developmg under tnc

impact of war and air power and tlie energetic measures o

Danish Government to develop the settlements north and sou

of the capital, Godchaab, Greenland’s Ice sheet and its nort ern

and eastern coasts (where the musk-ox and the kayak could sti

be seen) continued to attract exploring expeditions First among

these after the Second World War were ^e expeditions known

as the Missions Polaires Fran^aises, launched by the French ex-

parachutist and anthropologist Paul-Emile Victor who,
than anyone, has been responsible for the remarkable reviva o

French polar exploration, both Arctic and Antarctic, since e

last war These French expeditions, working between 1948-57

and supplied very largely by air direct from France, have been

concerned chiefly with the seismic investigation of the centra

and southern parts of the ice sheet Seismic and other glaciological

mvestigations also preoccupied Uie British North Greenland

Expedition of 19S2—S4, working m Dronning Louise Land
This, led by a naval officer. Commander C J D. Simpson, has
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a special place in thehistoryofrecent British exploration. Like the
French expeditions, it relied greatly on supply by air, using air-

craft of the Royal Air Force, but one of its aims \vas to bring
about the re-entry of the Na»-y into polar exploration. This
'vas a reminder that in Britain belief in the traditional role of
the Uivy in polar enterprise, so staunchly held by Clements
Markham in the nineties, still survived. Another large expedition
working in Greenland since the Second World ^Var was the
Danish Peary Land expedition, led by Count Eigil Knuth. This
too, working in the extreme north-west of Greenland, relied

considerably upon air support and war involved in survey and in

investigations of the ice sheet. The latest of these large Greenland
expeditions to study the conditions and history of the ice sheet
is the IntemaUonal Expedition to Greenland of 1959, organized

and led by M, Paul-£mtle Victor.

Before turning to different forms of Arctic exploration since

the Second World War one other aspect of Arctic activity must
be mentioned because it is so characteristic, in Britain especially,

of this period. That is the aruiual (low of undergraduate expedi-

tioits to the Arctic, which have greatly increased in number since

the first of their kind, from Oxford, in the early twenties. Easily

and cheaply accessible, with a climate at its best during the

months of the summer vacation, /celand, Spitsbergen and Nord-

austland, Greenland, Jan Mayen island, have all been targets of

such undergraduate parties combining adventurous travel with

scientific work. The Svalbard arcbipebgo has been espedally

popular and a more or Jess continuous series of small expeditions

from Cambridge have, in proportion to their size and resources,

added considerably to the detailed geological mapping of these

islands.

Since the war, however, not land expeditions but those travel-

ling on or even under the fee, particularly the floating See which

covers almost throughout the year the central polar basin, have

made the most important and exciting geographical discoveries

in the Arctic. Until the year 1937-38, the year of Papanin’s

Russian drift expedition, knowledge of this region was still based

upon the work of Nansen in the ftam and upon evidence from

the driftingyearnme (both of the late nineteenth century) as well

as upon Amundsen’s drift in the 4/JuJ in 1922-24. Following
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Papanin’s drift, however, there were other Russian drift expedi-

tions on the eve and during the first two years of the War, and

then from 1948 a whole senes of expeditions, Russian and

American, drifting on ice floes and ice islands over most of the

central polar basin Aircraft combined with these driftmg stations

not only m manmng and supplying them but abo in supple-

mentary ice reconnaissance and observation In this curious

world of floating ice laboratories and floatmg air fields, circulat

mg round and about the Pole re^rdless of any political sector

boundaries radiating from it, the Russians have been most active

Geographically, the most dramatic discovery by the Russian ice

floe parties since 1948 has been that of the great submarine

Lomonosov Ridge (so called after the famous Russian mventor
of the eighteenth century) which was found to range below the

sea ice from Canada’s Ellesmere bland to the New Siberian

blands (Novosibirskiye Ostrova) This divides the central polar

basin into an 'Atlantic’ and a ‘Pacific’ sector, a division which
must powerfully affect the movement of surface currents and the

drift of ice

Much else has been discovered by these post war expeditions
about the relations between wind and ice drift and about the
history, the growth, and the decay of sea ice, that m the Atlantic
sector, for example, the ice drifts much faster than m Nansen's
time whereas it is slower m the Pacific sector, that ice floes m
the course of a three year period, while retaining the same over
all thiclmess, dimmish on top but mcrease below The Russians
o ^^cd clear proof of this steady process of growth and decay
in 19S4 when they rediscovered a camp site on their drifung
station S P ~2, abwdoned three years earlier Their old tents
were still standmg but they were standmg isolated on pillars of
ice, • metres high, pillars which the presence of the tents had
prevented from mcltmg

Submarine discoveries almost comparable, tt appears, with that
° monosov Ridge were made more recently by Com-

Anderson of the United Sutes Na^ when in
August iyS8, following the lead given by Sir Hubert Wilkins

enty seven years before, he navigated the nuclear powered
su mzTme autllus under Ae ice of the central polar basm and
un er e onh Pole This was die first submarine navigation of
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the North-West Passage. Submeiging under the Ice off Point

Barrow, Alaska, the Navtilus travelled 1830 miles in 96 houn,
surfacing at a point (79® N.) betsvecn Greenland and Spitibejgen.

Watching the ice overhead throu^ the periscope and on a tele-

vision screen but navigating 'blind’ and with no certainty that

some lofty mountain range might not suddenly loom up from the

sea-bed to meet the ice above, Anderson by this exploit achieved

one of the great voyages of polar history. Off Point Barrow, a

deep and narrow sea valley was discovers leading into the deep
waters of the central polar basin. There, below the Pole, a depth

of 13,410 feet was recorded, two thousand feet deeper than

expected. The voyage of the Neotl/us did more than illuminate

the submarine geography of the Arctic. It showed that nuclear-

powered, freight-carrying, submarines could by using this Arctic

route cut almost by half die sea voyage between London and

Tokyo. An even faster trans-polar voyage was made in March 1959

by the nuclear-powered submarine U.S.S. Siau, the first sub-

marine to surface (breaking through thin ice) at the Pole.

The Antarctic during and after the Second World War fol-

lowed much more closely the patiem of pre-HV exploration, a

pattern coloured in the United Kingdom^* sector of Antarctica

oy the wrangles which broke out during the War beris'cen

Britain and both Argentina and Qiile about the ossmership of

these scattered lands. Argentina, haring in 1937 extended her

claims to all the United Kingdom’s Antarctic territory, in 1940

set up a national commission to handle her polar interests.

That same year, Chile, In a belated display of nationalism,

claimed Teiritorio Ancirctico Chileno (between long. S3®

and 90° W.), thereby, as the map on p. 337 shows, over-

lapping the claims of Argentina. Then, Britain being occupied

wim more vital issues elsewhere, the hitUe for the froicn waste-

land, the cold war in its most literal seme, began and Is lUll

being waged. Cold but courteous memoranda exchanged between

London, Buenos Aires and Santiago have been accompanied by a

spate of expeditions, British and Argentine, with the Chilcam

later joining in, asserting and counterclaiming sovereignty by

means of notes delivered, mostly In peaceful fashion, br explorers

across the Intervening Ice. Natiorul embfetnt painted on lonely

hutsoronthc fewrock faces free from the perennial cover ofsnow
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and ice have been obliterated and repainted by the rival Antarctic

powers in turn Science, however, has benefited from this

peculiar tussle over the rocks and ice and snow of Antarctica,

for m 1943 the British Admiralty launched Operation Tabarin

under winch permanent meteorological stations were established

in the FalUand Islands Dependencies In the following year a

programme of scientific research and cirploratjon, jn geology,

biology and survey, was started and was continued and widened

in J94S when the whole project was taken over by the Colonial

Office under the lume ‘Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey’

Thus began a scientific enterprise (placed three years later under

the Governor of the Falkland Islands) which, however political

its origin and basis, has through its yearly expeditions rendered

great services to Antarctic science, an enterprise indeed In terms

of years of continuous eflbrt probably urJ<)uc m Antarctic

history Inevitably these exploring activities have had their

political slant, leaden of the various bases, numbering a dozen

or more, being enrolled as magistrates, postmasters, ana the like

They have thus been able to display those signs of 'state activity',

clear evidence of which would be required jf this Antarctic

dispute, at British or South American instigation, ever came
before an intenutiorul court of law

^VhlIe the United Kingdom was thus striving to consolidate

her position in the Dependencies and British and South American
expeditions were manoeuvring for bases there, the United States

reappeared on the Antarctic scene with Operation 'Highjump'
commanded fay the veteran explorer Richard E Byrd Compris-
ing a Task Force of thirteen ships and four thousand men, this

was then the largest exploratory venture attempted in Antarctica
Byrd divided his fleet into three groups, two concentrating on
the coastal waters of the Ross Dependency and adjoining Pacific
sector, the third sleanimg westwards from Oates Land round to
Pnnscsse Astnd Kyst Dunng these Antarctic circumnavigations,
photographic and reconnaissance flights were made deep inland
and in February 1 947 Byrd nude his second flight over the South
Pole Science played a relatively small part in this elaborate
Mval eimedition and no wintering parties remained in AntarcUca
Its chief object indeed was not scioice at all but, by pbotograpWc
reconnaissance, to create a basis for subsequent United States
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In 1949 a >enturc yns hunched which presaged a new attitude

and a new outlook towards Antarctic exploration, the Nowegi^

British-Swedish expedition to Norway’s Dronning Maud Land,

the first International expedition to Antarctica The at e

back of this Idea, which was refreshingly free from politico or

strategic motives, was the Swedish geographer, Professor Hans

W. Ahlmann He had for several years been investigating

possible causes for the recent recession of ice cover in the

and he argued that If thu recession was due to some global

climatic change and not merely to a local fiuctuation, confinna-

tion should be forthcoming from the Antarctic, as reports of ice*

free areas from Alfred Ritscher's brief German expedition to

Dronning Maud Land m 1939 had indeed already suggested that

it might Norway bore the bnint of the cost and or^mtion

of the expedition, but both Sweden and Britain (through the

Royal Geographical Society and the Scott Polar Institute at Cam-

bridge) played considerable parts Due brgely to the genius of

Its principal organizer, the late Harald Sverdrup, director of

the Norwegian Polar Institute at Oslo, it was, In the ranee and

Intensin 0? its scientific work, probably the most productive

scientific expedition to AnUrctica unul the greatest Intcmauo^

venture in science ever undertaken, the International Geophy-

sical Year of 19S7-S8

In 1905, the histonan of Antarctica, the late Dr Hugh Robert

Mill, pleaded in his book Siege «f the South foie for the estab-

lishment of an international committee which ‘should plan, not

an expedition, but a system of research by means of simultaneous

and consecutive expeditions and fixed observatories’ This was

precisely the idea behind the Antarctic operations of the Inter-

national Geophpical Year, the successor on a global rather than

a polar scale to the Intematioiul Polar Years of 1882-83 and

1932—33 Unlike these earlier Years, which concentrated almost

entirely on the Arctic, the Antarctic this time was to receive

the greatest attention The mlluence of its great ice mass on
weather, and on oceanognphical and atmospheric dynamics, the

problems posed by the relatively unstudied Antarctic aurora
whose brilliance had amazed so many generations of exploren

,

the possibility of conduct!!^ research from the South Polar
plateau into the ionosphere dimng the sunless hours of the long
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had been brewing for some timem the minds of British

among them the future leader of the expedition Dr ( ,

Vman) Fuchs But 19S3 seemedamostappropnatetimeatwIucB

to yentilate the scheme The British Commonwealth in Uie per

son of Sir Edmund Hillary had only that summer shared in tue

first ascent of Mount Everest, and the public seemed very UMy

to welcome no less enthusiastically an attempt at the first Ima

ctossmg of the Antarctic continent by a British expedition 1 he

expediuon itself is too recent, its story too well
,

detatleddescription Afterteceivmgthemitialsupportof the Rop

Geographical Society in 19S4, the project hung fire, then the

United Kingdom Government made a considerable grant towar

Its cost and the following year saw the departure of a reconnau

sance expedition which, though by a rather nairow margin,

penetrated the Weddell Sea and established ‘Shackleton Base

This was not the first base to be set up m this part of the Uniten

Kingdom’s sector of Anurettea, for an Argentine expedition,

using for the first time the ice breaker the Generjl Sau dfarti ,

had already established a meteorological station on the Filchner

Ice Shelf in 19S4—SS v c u*
The first land crossing of the Antarctic continent bv FucM

and his men, Sir Edmund Hillary having previouslv Uid depots

and reconnoitred the route from the Ross Sea to the P®*®*

achieved between 24th November 1957 and 2nd March .

the United Sutes South Pole station being visited on the way

Despite great difiiculties near the Weddell Sea coast where t e

expedition’s ‘Sno cats’ were caught in a maze of deep, conceale

crevasses of unparalleled extent, the crossing was completed wit

an almost military precision within a day of the planned date

But this first crossing overland, so ably and so resolutely con

ducted, was not the only, or even perhaps the most important,

of the expedition’s achievements The unknown stretch between

the Weddell Sea to the Pole was for the first time explored

Furthermore, within the limits imposed by the Antarctic season

upon a motorized caravan engaged m a journey of over two

thousand miles, much scientific work was done, in particular, a

seismic traverse across the continent This revealed ice depths

of 9000 feet, with many hi^ mountain peaks rising up below

the ice, and a deep valley imderlymg the South Geographical
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industry But tBe Antarctic contmovt too, still only partially

explored, may yet produce surprises Coal ’

J„, evek gold and silverW been found 0.1 and nuclear onn

are still a possibility in a connnent of such tremendous size Bu

economic exploitation m the harshest of all environments, ov

distances so great and with relatively few rock laces y

accessible and free from ice, is unlikely to prove profitable, or

even possible, unless world shortages elsewhere drive men to

„vent new and startling techniques It has been suggested that

the Antarctic might he useful for storage of the world a hiod

surpluses, that atomic powered settlements might be i^e

ti^form the cold as well as the hot deserts of the world, that

the Antarctic bliiaards and pies which have menaced so many

generations of explorers might be harnessed as a source o power

It has even been suggested that man may in time find the

to harness the latent heat of the enormous mass of AnUrctic

ice But these are Wellsian ideas One day perhaps they may

be translated into fact Meanwhile science rather than strategy

or economics is the key to the future of Antarctica
,
scientihc

research and scientific explorauon in the greatest geophysica

laboratory in the world "iTie Antarctic, like the Arctic, may

even have its place in the new Space Age, for radiation, so

perilous to man, is thinnest over the Poles and there is sal o

be a strong case for making the first manned space launchings

from high latitudes .

With the Antarctic at present offering such meagre matenal

rewards, one wonders why it should cause so much inter

national rivalry, and why the problems of sovereignty over

this wasteland seem so impossible to solve As we have seen, an

effort to do so was made by the United States m 1948 with her

suggestion of a United Nations Trusteeship In 19S6, inspired it

seems by New Zealand, India made a similar proposal In 19S8

the President of the Umted States made a fresh attempt to settle

the Antarctic problem Addressmg a memorandum to eleven

countries, including dns time the Soviet Umon, he drew atten

non to the smooth and easy co-operanon which had marked the

International Geophysical Year and proposed in extension of it

an international treaty to cover freedom of scientific investiga

tion in Antarctica, and indeed its free use for any peaceful
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the world’s lowest surface temperature of — 1 2S® F has recently

been recorded, the enveloping Ice sheet Js kno'vrj in places to

be three miles deep Nevertheless both Arctic and Antarctic, »t

seems, arc slowly, almost imperceptibly changing, for their ice

cover is melting and adding minutely to the volume of the oceans

In the remote future perhaps, in tenni of geological time, when
low lying shores have crumbled and have been submerged under

new levels of the sea, the Arctic may return to the Mediterranean

climate It enjojed before the Ice Age, while luxuriant vegetation

may flourish once again within the Antarctic circle But until then

the white road will remain the challenge it has always been to

those who seek knowledge and adventure
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